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Abstract 

This thesis studies the poetry of Charlotte Mew (1869-1928) and explores how this 

still relatively obscure poet, writing at the turn of the last century, has a key role in any 

discussion of poetic tradition and ideas of gender and female identity as these are 

configured in the early twentieth century. This thesis examines why Mew's work has 

been condemned to obscurity in spite of her comparative success during her own 

lifetime and goes on to suggest that the very reasons for her rejection from the literary 

canon - the critical approbation of her peers, biography and the problem of placement 

in literary culture - are the methods of exploring her true contribution to it. Chapters 

two to five study Mew's work from four different but related critical standpoints: the 

figure of the fallen woman, the Victorian women's poetic tradition, Modernism and 

impersonality and female Modemisms and ideas of the feminine sublime. One of the 

major problems in establishing Mew's work in the critical culture has been the 

difficulty in placing her as either a Victorian or a Modernist. This thesis studies her 

writing in both critical contexts suggesting that Mew's work challenges the absolute 

categories of the literary canon. The chapters are divided into a study of the critical 

arguments surrounding ideas of tradition and gender followed by a detailed textual 

study of her poems. Her poetry is compared to that of writers as diverse as D. G. 

Rossetti, Augusta Webster, Christina Rossetti, Robert Browning, T. S. Eliot and H. D. 

Through a constant balancing of Mew's individual voice and her place in the literary 

culture, I suggest that her work is integral to an understanding of literary tradition and 

that her work is central to discussions of gender poetics and female subjectivity in the 

twentieth century. 
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If we had a keen vision and feeling of all ordinary human life, it would 
be like hearing the grass grow and the squirrel's heart beat, and we 
should die of that roar which lies on the other side of silence. 

George Eliot, Middlemarch 

I go where I love and where I am loved, 
into the snow; 

I go to the things I love 
with no thought of duty or pity. 

H. D. 'The Flowering of the Rod' 



Introduction 

Charlotte Mew (1869-1928) wrote stories for literary journals during the 

1880s and 1890s, published a short volume of poetry in 1916 to great critical 

acclaim, followed by another in 1921. Yet upon her death in 1928 her name was 

misspelled in her obituary in The Westminster Gazette. It read 'Charlotte New: said 
to be a writer'. 

This thesis examines why the work of this writer has been ignored or 

overlooked by critical culture and attempts to suggest the significance her writing 
has for literary tradition through a detailed study of her poetry. The aim is to 

highlight ways in which Mew's work has been excluded from the canon and to 

account for the reasons for this exclusion. I explore how her poetry may be 

reclaimed from obscurity, how it is relevant to the tradition and to contemporary 

criticism. Through a close study of the texts I make a case for her inclusion in the 

canon. Furthermore, I suggest that Mew's voice is unique in the literary culture, both 

for what it tells us of the shortcomings of tradition and literary survival and for the 

originality and depth of her poetic vision. 
Reasons for her obscurity as a poet include an emphasis on biography, the 

critical approbation of her peers and the problem of placement. Mew's reticence 

about her private life, the hereditary insanity in her family, her frustrated sexual 
desires for other women and her ultimate suicide have given her personal history a 

poignancy and interest which until recently has detracted from her writing. Only two 
books have ever been published on Mew and both are biographies. Biography has 

particular implications for the woman writer and perhaps more specifically the 

woman poet. In terms of madness, thwarted love and suicide Mew corresponds to a 
kind of stereotype of the Victorian woman poet: eccentric, alone and tragic. As is the 

case with other women writers of the twentieth century such as Virginia Woolf and 
Sylvia Plath, Mew's suicide has come to infuse her work with a nihilistic meaning 

which perhaps it does not possess. In Mew's case, however, the effects have been 

even more extreme to the extent that her life (and death) have completely 

overshadowed the work, voyeurism has taken the place of criticism and Mew's 

complex personality has supplanted the poet. 
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Another factor which contributes to the neglect of Mew's work is, perhaps 

surprisingly, the critical approbation of her peers. Mew's work was admired during 

her lifetime by literary celebrities such as Thomas Hardy, May Sinclair and Ezra 

Pound, H. D. and Virginia Woolf. Critics and reviewers of Mew's work never fail to 

cite these names as a recommendation for reading her work. As a result Mew's 

poetry has been overshadowed by the praise of better-known authors and their 

commendations have come to stand in for the works themselves. My approach in 

this thesis-is to put Mew's poetry at the centre of the critical debate so that, rather 

than the praise of Hardy or Woolf, it is her work that makes the case for her 

inclusion in literary culture. 
The major factor influencing Mew's disappearance from the canon is the 

problem of placing her. Her small output, the fact that she wrote most of her prose at 

the end of the nineteenth century and her poetry in the second decade of the, 

twentieth century have contributed to this along with the difficulty of aligning her 

with specific stylistic movements during this period. Critical culture has 

conveniently chosen to forget her work rather than address what this difficulty of 
displacement means for methods of classification and literary survival. The fact that 

she is a woman and a poet only compounds the problem of placement and I hope that 

this thesis will go a certain way to reinstating her work as well as highlighting the 

shortcomings of a critical culture that allowed her work to be lost. 

Mew's poetic voice is an integral link in women's writing from the end of 

the nineteenth century into the first two decades of the twentieth century in that it 

enables contemporary literary criticism to trace the outline of a women's tradition 

spanning both the Victorian and Modem canons from Barrett Browning and Rossetti 

to H. D. across the divisions created by notions of Victorian and Modem. It 

challenges the orthodoxy of division between the Victorian and Modernist literary 

movements which have been perceived to be disparate and distinct; it highlights the 

way in which the tradition which privileges male poetry excludes and obscures the 

work of women poets writing at the turn of the last century. My analysis of Mew's 

work raises a few issues regarding the relationship between the established literary 

tradition and women's poetry. It highlights the problem of placing women in a 

predominantly male literary tradition, raises questions as to the possibility of a 

women's tradition and the relationship between the woman's tradition and the 



canon. Mew's work shows us the way in which women writers interact with the 

male tradition to draw attention to its prejudices, gaps and discrepancies. Her writing 

informs our understanding of poetic tradition while maintaining its own unusual and 

distinct poetic voice. 
One of the ways in which I approach the broad and problematic issue of the 

male and female traditions is in terms of the dramatic monologue. This is not only 

because the dramatic monologue may be said to be one of the few areas in which 

men and women have written with equal success, but also because it is a literary 

style that has successfully made the transition from the nineteenth century to the 

early twentieth century; that is from the period of high Victorianism to early 

Modernism. Furthermore the dramatic monologue is the site where many of the 

issues concerning tradition and gender are acted out, issues which are the main 

concerns of this thesis - subjectivity, identity, the poetic mask, poetic impersonality, 

self and other, speaker and subject. My emphasis is mainly on Mew's dramatic 

monologues and my primary concern is to note changes occurring within different 

traditions - Victorian and Modem, male and female - in each chapter. 
Mew's work is of particular relevance to feminist poetics because it 

addresses issues of subjectivity and identity in poetic representation. Her poems 

constantly play with the idea of a female subject position in poetry and the idea of 
feminine identity. Her work negotiates issues of the divided female subject, the split 

in feminine identity, the representation and visibility of the feminine in poetry, the 

meaning of sexuality and desire in women's poetry and methods of negotiating text 

and tradition so that the feminine stands at the margins of traditional poetic 

discourse, pointing beyond its limits and boundaries. 

My approach in this thesis is a detailed textual study of Mew's poems. I think 

that until very recently this approach has been lacking and a study of the poems 

themselves is required if we are to establish a real case for Mew's inclusion in the 

canon. Each chapter provides a critical framework and then goes on to study her 

poems and how they affect the tradition, contribute to it and even alter our 

understanding of it. I have avoided biographical reference on purpose in order to 

allow the poems to speak for themselves. Each chapter provides a different critical 

approach to Mew's work showing the versatility and depth of her poetic voice, but 

remains chronological, relating her work to the Victorian and Modernist male 
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traditions while emphasising a parallel and corresponding tradition of women's 

writing. Chapters two and three relate Mew's poetry to the Victorian tradition while 

chapters four and five emphasise Mew's place in Modernism, but the chronology 

suggests that these movements are continuous rather than divided and that women's 

poetry is the integral thread binding the two movements together. 
In chapter one I present a study of the criticism on Mew's work to date. I 

locate this study in the context of the reasons mentioned above for her obscurity: 
biography, approbation and placement. I cite the early reviews and studies to show 
how the critical culture has often misunderstood and misrepresented her work, 
contributing to her obscurity. I then go on to study the attempts in the 1980s and 
1990s to reclaim her work and finally I examine the recuperative work that has been 
done since I started my own investigations. This chapter will provide a perspective 
on the critical culture surrounding Mew's work and point to new and emerging 
critical approaches to her work. 

Chapter two is a study of the figure of the fallen women in Mew's work. I 

use this figure because Mew uses the fallen woman to explore issues of female ý 
sexuality and subjectivity in women's poetry. The fallen woman poems were the 
first area in which critics such as Linda MiseJewski, Suzanne Raitt and Angela 
Leighton attempted to reclaim Mew for contemporary criticism. Since the fallen 

woman is herself perceived to be on the threshold between respectable femininity 

and female sexuality, she also can be seen to mark a point between poetic tradition 

and poetic innovation. A study of this figure helps us to question whether Mew is a 
Victorian or Modem, if she is, as critics have suggested, writing at the end of a dying 

tradition or is the forerunner of a new literary movement. Furthermore, within 
Victorian literary culture, the fallen woman appears in both the male and female 

poetic tradition and is used by Victorian women poets to establish a feminist politics 

and poetics. I demonstrate how Mew reclaims this figure to examine female poetic 
identity and subjectivity at the beginning of the twentieth century. 

Chapter three explores the idea of a women's tradition. In the first half I ask 
if there is such a thing as a Victorian women's poetic tradition and if so what is its 

relationship to the established male-centred one. I refer to three different critical 

approaches, by Angela Leighton, Isobel Armstrong and Catherine Maxwell. The idea 

of a women's tradition is examined in terms of the dramatic monologue and the re- 
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imagining of sympathy and judgement in women's dramatic monologues. I compare 

Mew's work to that of Robert Browning to illustrate how women's poetry relates to 

the male tradition and I relate her work to other Victorian women poets such as 

Christina Rossetti, Augusta Webster and Amy Levy to show how a Victorian 

women's tradition deals with specifically female issues of identity, belonging and 

visibility in poetic subjectivity. 
Chapter four deals with the trickier issue of Mew and Modernism. Although 

in recent years critics have been more open to accepting Mew into the Victorian 

canon, Modernist criticism has been more resistant to Mew's inclusion, even though 

critics such as John Newton and Jennifer Breen have suggested that Mew probably 
had an influence on the work of T. S. Eliot. My aim is not to question whether Eliot 

was familiar with Mew's work but rather to approach her poetry in' terms of the 

significance of tradition and gender in the poetics of impersonality. I suggest that 

Mew uses poetic impersonality in her work and in doing so is able to critique the 

male-centred tropes of literary Modernism, the exclusionary practices of poetic 
impersonality itself. Male and female poets address issues of impersonality 

differently. Mew's work highlights the discrepancies in Eliot's theories and shows 
how impersonality in poetry can be used by women poets for feminist purposes. 
Mew uses poetic impersonality to explore the exclusionary practices of the tradition 

and the woman writer's place within contemporary literature. But she also uses 
impersonality to examine issues particularly relevant to feminist poetics: issues of 
desire, escape and death which themselves are integral in the imagining of the 

twentieth-century female subjective identity. 

In chapter five I rethink Mew's work in relation to a specifically female- 

centred Modernism. I place my study in the context of Ca 
, 
ssandra Laity's 

presentation of H. D. 's transformation of the Post-Romantic Aesthetic tradition of the 

Victorianfin de sikle into a Modernism distinct from that of Eliot and Pound. I 

suggest Mew's work can be placed earlier on in such a tradition as illustrated by 

some of the tropes which recur in the work of both these women poets: whiteness, 

sistering, twinning, homoerotic desire and the abjection of the female body. I attempt 

to establish the foundation for an alternative Modernism tracing the relationship 

between the tropes, symbols and images in Mew's and H. D. 's poetry. At the heart of 

all Mew' best work is the idea of a secret which is manifested through an intense 
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vision of the natural world, an epiphany into 'the hidden heart of things'. Critics and 

reviewers have made much of the vivid imagery and haunting power of Mew's work 

without explaining how this contributes to her poetic authority. I suggest that Mew's 

own use of the tropes of an alternative Modernism in terms of the secret, the smile 

and death is constructed around a notion of the feminine sublime and plays with the 

representation of this shadowy white figure on the margins of discourse. This 

empowering female figure also appears in H. D. 's work such as the post-war rrilogy. 

I suggest that Mew's work is integral to our understanding of alternative female 

Modernisms and is the link between Victorian feminism and female Modernity. 

This thesis suggests that Charlotte Mew is important to literary culture for 

two reasons. As a poet she highlights the discrepancies inherent in literary tradition, 

how segregating literary movements results in the loss of certain writers who, like 

Mew, provide the vital link across the divide. I suggest that gender and biography 

play a key role, both positive and negative, in establishing survival in the literary 

canon, and that the approbation of one's peers is no substitute for literary criticism. 
Furthermore, I also hope to show how the critical textual analysis that I recommend 

can help to re-examine Mew's place in the culture and the new ways her writing 

provides us with of looking at tradition, women's poetry at the turn of the last 

century and issues specific to women's writing. 
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Chapter One 

'A handful of forgotten dust' 

Charlotte Mew: A Study of the Criticism Surrounding Her Work 

Charlotte Mew is a difficult person to locate. She is elusive not through flight 

but by silence. Like the protagonists in many of her finest works, she has a specific 

role - an eccentric and obscure Victorian woman poet of repressed desire and gentle 

madness. Yet, of Mew the person very little is known, and like these protagonists 

she haunts her own life without ever having truly belonged to it. Around this life, 

reconstructed from letters, certificates of deaths and births, medical histories in 

asylums and gravestones, a myth has taken shape which fails to place her as a poet 

but effectively traps her as a personality. It is not simply the extraordinary nature and 

small oeuvre of her work, her own notorious reticence about her private life or even 

the limitations of biography that perplex any search for her identity as a poet, but 

also an incomprehensible dearth in the amount of criticism surrounding her work. 

Even placing Mew's work within a literary movement or time-frame is problematic, 

complicated by the double-displacement of biography - many of her poems were 

published for a wide readership long after they were written. Some of her poetry 

appears to have been written in the nineties, although this is difficult to ascertain as 

she did not date her MSS, and The Farmer's Bride her first collection was published 

in 1916. Thus by the time she was an acclaimed poet she had all but ceased to be a 

working one. Moreover, the experiences she articulates which are relevant to and 

seen to be derived from her own life are written years after the events had taken 

place and Mew seems to have been determined to fictionalise her work, draining it 

of all personal reference or association. 

To say that her work has been ignored, underestimated, misunderstood or 

forgotten is to reiterate the opinion of every critic since the publication of The 

Farmer's Bride in 1916, who yet fails to question why this should be. To say that her 

'Penelope Fitzgerald, Charlotte Mew and Her Friends (London: Collins, 1984), p. 75. The 

asylum poems and 'In Nunhead Cemetery', most commonly associated with her brother 
Henry Herne Mew's commitment to a mental institution and death were written ten years 
after the events took place. 
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images are finely focused and her poems haunting, that she was greatly admired by 

some of the literary giants of her time and that she is about to be given the long 

overdue accolade she well deserves, is. simply to underline the ways in which literary 

criticism has failed this poet. Criticism of her poetry ranges from the wilfully 

unenlightened to well-intentioned bafflement and it is only in the last ten years that 

critics have ceased to say that her work is exceptional, without being able to say 

why, and have studied her work from amature critical stance. 
There is a great difference between earlier and more recent reviews and 

critical studies of Mew's work and broadly speaking the critical margin of this 

division can be located in the 1980s. More specifically, it is marked by the 

publication of Penelope Fitzgerald's biography, Charlotte Mew and Her Friends in 

1984.2 In the first part of this chapter I deal with what I call the early reviews, not 
least of all because the issues that these critics leave unanswered (and in some cases 

unquestioned) not only illuminate the fissures in the criticism surrounding Mew's 

work, but the very gaps themselves illustrate why Mew's work has been so sketchily 
(even clumsily) presented. These gaps inform the analyses of critics of the nineties. I 

shall deal with the reviews and criticisms in chronological order where possible, but 

some major works like Fitzgerald's book mentioned above and Val Warner's 

introduction in Charlotte Mew: Collected Poems and Prose shall be referred to 

throughout. 3 In the first part of this chapter I shall place the chronological study 

within the framework of a few issues and assumptions which have dominated early 

and even recent criticism, which I believe will eventually provide us With the key to 

the mystery of why criticism has shrouded Mew's work rather than revealed it, and 
how future critics can reverse the spell. The three main issues are biography, time 

and critical approbation. In the second part of the chapter I shall be discussing work 

published on Mew from the late 1990s onwards. The reason I make this distinction 

is to illustrate how recent criticism is changing the way Mew's work is perceived in 

the critical culture, but also in order to highlight how my own work relates to and 

engages with contemporary trends in studying Mew's writing. 

2 Fitzgerald, Charlotte Mew and Her Friends (London: Collins, 1984). 
3 Charlotte Mew : Collected Poems and Prose, ed. Val Warner (London: Carcanet Press in 

association with Virago Press, 198 1). All subsequent page numbers for Mew's work refer 
to this edition. I 
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Part One 

Charlotte Mew and the burden of biography 

Charlotte Mew's poetry is never read as separate from her life. Virtually all 

criticism of her work evinces a desperate need to justify any interpretation of her 

poetry by relating it back to some biographical evidence. It is as though the quality 

of her verse and fiction depends upon its being rooted in fact, and appreciation of it 

in seeing these facts filter through in poem after poem or as the inspiration of every 

piece of prose. In Mew's case, more than most writers', biography dictates criticism. 
What is it about Mew's life that elicits such a response from reviewers and critics 

alike? 
Charlotte Mew was born on 15 November 1869, the third child of Frederick 

Mew and Anne Kendall Mew. Two of the seven Mew children died in infancy, a 
third at the age of five and Charlotte's older brother Henry Herne Mew and one of 
her younger sisters Freda Kendall Mew were committed to mental asylums for all of 
their adult lives. Mew published short stories in a few of the popular and lesser- 

known j ournals of her day and one collection of poetry in two editions, during her 

lifetime. Mew's remaining sister Anne died in 1927. Less than nine months later, on 
24 March 1928, having voluntarily entered a nursing-home, Charlotte Mew 

committed suicide by drinking half a bottle of Lysol. These are the bare facts. Yet 

even such a coldly perfunctory history begs the imagination to speculate, question 

and excavate, and around these facts a further anecdotal and speculative history has 

been discovered and imagined. Owing to the research of biographers and critics such 

as Mary C. Davidow, Val Warner and Penelope Fitzgerald, it is by now well- 
documented that Anne Kendall was a silly, pretentious woman who felt she had 

married beneath her and acted the part; that along with Elizabeth Goodman the old 

nurse, Lucy Harrison the liberal progressive educationalist (and Mew's 

headmistress) was a major influence in Mew's life; that the latter was the first object 

of Mew's (now famously) unrequited passion (Mew banged her head against the 

piano when she heard that Miss Harrison was to relinquish her position as head- 

mistress); that Mew was close to her surviving sister and suffered from the delusion 

that, because she had not had a main artery severed, Anne had been buried alive; and 
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that at the time Lysol was the cheapest (and most corrosive) brand of bleach on the 

market. This is only an example of the factual evidence that has been painst akingly 

gleaned from Mew's life and the anecdotal detail that colours it. Such an effort on 

the part of reviewers, critics and biographers alike is commendable and infuses the 

dead poet with a startlingly vivid life and identity. The problem begins when such an 
investigation takes the place of critical inquiry. 

Even early reviewers, with no notion of the tragic ending to Mew's story 

seem unable to give her poetry the critical investigation it deserves. While relishing 

the haunting effect of her work, and fascinated if bemused, by the unorthodox use of 

rhyme and metre, these reviewers mainly lament the fact that they cannot reproduce 
Mew's poems en masse for the reader, this being the only way her poetry can be 

truly appreciated. In his 1916 review of The Farmer's Bride in The Nation, Henry 

Nevinson Wood voices such a complaint. 4 Fourteen years later, in 1929 John 

Freeman in The Bookman, does the same. $ Of all the contemporary reviews of the 

two editions of The Farmer's Bride, H. D. 's review in Yhe Egoist, 6 is the one which 
makes a serious attempt to introduce and place Mew's poetry in the prevailing 
literary context. She sees Mew's writing in the tradition of Browning followed by 

Ford Madox Hueffer, Mew and the latter being instrumental in reviving the best of 
the Browning legacy, and she compliments her courage in having 'chosen one of the 

most difficult forms in the language - the dramatic lyric'. 7 Yet H. D. 's review though 

commendatory, is unusually distant and focuses on the poems themselves only to 

compare them to Browning's. Her main commendation appears to be in Mew's 

tribute to Browning -'[Mew] has followed a master without imitating him, has given 

us a transmutation of his spirit, not a parody of his flesh'. As an Imagist, she seems 

strangely unmoved by Mew's finely-honed, vivid imagery. 

Subsequent reviews of Mew's work tend to be removed from her writing and 

subjective in their interpretations - early reviewers see what they choose to in Mew's 

writing. In 1922 an American reviewer, Conrad Aiken, in his group review of eight 

poets including John Masefield, Elinor Wylie and Edna St. Vincent Millay, devotes 

4 Henry Wood Nevinson, 'The Lyric', review of 'The Farmer's Bride', The Nation 19: 15 (8 
July 1916), 442-444. 
5 John Freeman, 'Charlotte Mew', The Bookman LXXVI (June 1929), 145-6. 
6 H. D., Review of 'The Farmer's Bride', The Egoist 3: 9 (September 1916), 135. 
7 Ihid., p. 13 5. 
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less than one sentence to Saturday Market, the title that the second edition of The 

Farmer's Bride was published under in the United States, and his remark, though 

complimentary, remains commendatory rather than critical - 'we shall leave 

ourselves little room for sufficient praise of Miss Charlotte Mew, an English poetess 

of fine individuality, whose 'Madeleine in Church' is one of the most moving of 

modem poems... '. 8 Virginia Moore's study in the same journal in 1932 represents 

Mew as a lost poetess misunderstood by an insensitive world (this seems to be a 

stance adopted, if not articulated by many reviewers writing after her death). Her 

paper begins, 'Not many years ago there lived in Bloomsbury a woman who had a 

squarish hand, like a sensitive man's, rather square shoulders and a thin mouth in 

which was not hardness... ' and rapidly deteriorates into such abject sentimentality. 9 

Apparently even enthusiastic reviewers of Mew's poetry do not appear to be any 

more enlightened about its critical significance. 
While such reviews may be dismissed as ill-informed and dated, references 

to Mew's work in anthologies and critical readers in the first half of the century are 
largely conspicuous by their absence, and when they do appear are editorially 

motivated or misrepresented. In 1935, in The Georgian Literary Scene, Frank 

Swinnerton includes Mew in his chapter on the poets of the First World War 

claiming in an offhand manner that 'first published in 1916, [Mew's poetry] belongs 

to the War period (and to the future). 10 His laxity in reviewing Mew's work is - 

apparent from the beginning when he sadly claims, 'she, a born poet, did not live 

long enough to bring her gift to its highest level'. Mew was forty-seven when her 

first collection of poems was published and she died at the age of fifty-nine. Once 

again voicing the reviewers' lament that he cannot reproduce her poems in full, 

Swinnerton settles for an extract from 'The Forest Road' ending abruptly in mid 

sentence. Of the few war-poems that Mew actually wrote, he does not mention one. 

If contemporary reviewers had misinterpreted Mew, guardians of the cultural 

heritage had done her no favours either. Yet this patchy critique of misreading. ' 

misrepresentation and general missing-the-point took place long before the burden of 

8 Conrad Aiken, 'The New Elizabethans', review of Saturday Market, Yale Review I 
(1922), 632-36. 
9 Virginia Moore, Yale Review 22: 2 (December 1932), 429-32. 
10 Frank Swinnerton, The Georgian Literary Scene: A Panorama (London: William 
Heinemann Ltd, 193 5), Chapter XII 'The Wartime Afflatus', 331-336. 
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biography, which was to over-shadow criticism on Mew's work for decades, had 

become an issue. 

That tradition was born out of the myth which in the vernacular of the 

criticism surrounding Mew has come to be known as the Charlotte Mew-May 

Sinclair relationship. It is well-known that in the second decade of the twentieth 

century a strong and intense literary and personal friendship sprang up between the 

two women which ended abruptly amidst rumours that May Sinclair had been chased 
by a lesbian poetess named Charlotte Mew five times over the bed. Although this is 

now accepted biographical fact, this anecdote was first 'discovered' in 1970 when 
T. E. M. Boll, in writing his doctoral thesis on May Sinclair, set about trying to 

uncover sensationalist material and published the paper 'The Mystery of May 

Sinclair and Charlotte Mew: An Inquiry' in the Bulletin of the New York Public 

Library. 11 Boll's investigation (and the manner of his paper) is of a insidious and 

voyeuristic nature and his methodology is deeply flawed. His reasoning is mainly 

associative and he too obviously relishes the prospect of exposing Mew as a 

parasitical, sexual aggressor and Sinclair as the innocent, protecting her misguided 
friend. That Sinclair destroyed all of Mew's letters to her appears, to Boll, to be 

evidence of her good intentions; that Sinclair was of the age and physical condition 
to have been able to leap the bed five times his proof that the incident took place. 
The fact that Mew's letters were destroyed means that we shall never know the true 

nature of the Mew-Sinclair relationship or (as Boll conveniently fails to consider) 
how deeply implicated Sinclair actually was in this relationship and, though there is 

evidence to suggest that Mew had formed a strong attachment, one cannot help 

speculating whether our view of the association is not still coloured by Boll's bias in 

favour of Sinclair. 

In this case, however, Mew had her defender. In the March 1971 issue of the 

Bulletin ofthe New York Public Library, Mary C. Davidow published 'The Charlotte 

Mew - May Sinclair Relationship :A Reply'. Davidow is the first critic to have 

attempted a biographical and critical study of Mew and in this early paper her 

admiration of the poet is apparent. She launches a violent attack on Boll's paper, his 

premise and quite rightly, his methodology, which could not withstand any serious 

11 T. E. M. Boll, 'The Mystery of May Sinclair and Charlotte Mew: An Inquiry, Bullefin of 

the New York Public Library 74: 3 (September 1970), 445-53. 
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scrutiny. The flaws she points out in Boll's argument are valid, but her 

preoccupation with his reasoning and methodology supersedes any attempt to put 

forward a theory of her own to account for the anecdotal evidence which cannot be 

ignored. It is uncertain whether Davidow's outrage is directed at Boll's 

sensationalization of the story or at is his suggestion that Mew was a lesbian. 

Nevertheless, Davidow vehemently refutes this allegation and in doing so illustrates 

that, even if her paper is not as personally motivated as Boll's, it is subject to the 

same blinkered perspective. 12 

Davidow's own bias influences her two subsequent papers on Mew and 

highlights one of the popular biographical references which have predominated in 

criticism of her work. It also accounts for Mew's obscurity as a serious poet. One of 

the main recommendations for reading her work - and no critic or reviewer of Mew's 

work fails to mention this - is the high opinion Thomas Hardy was known to have of 
it. 13 In 1952, in Poetry in Our Time, Babbette Deutsch makes an oblique reference to 

Mew. She expresses admiration for Mew's work quoting from 'The Shepherd's 

Prayer', but only as an example of the type of poetry Thomas Hardy had admired - 
Gnot so much irony as a deep sense of the cruelty intrinsic to human relationships, 

together with a feeling for the charm of country things, made congenial to Hardy the 

work of Charlotte Mew'. 14 Thomas Hardy was impressed with The Farmer's Bride 

and is reputed to have slept with it by his bedside. His admiration was enough to 

prompt an invitation to Max Gate and a strong friendship and correspondence grew 
between Mew and Florence'Hardy. Upon his death in January 1928, Sydney 

Cockerell, executor of his estate and friend to both writers, sent Mew a British 

Library Reading Room Slip upon the back of which Hardy had copied her poem 'Fin 

de Fete' which remained one of her prized possessions till her own death two 

months later. Hardy is reported to have said of her that she was 'far and away the 

best living woman poet, who will be read when others are forgotten'. 15 This mutual 

12 Mary Celine Davidow, 'The Charlotte Mew - May Sinclair Relationship: A Reply', 
Bulletin of the New York Public Library 75: 3 (March 1971), 295-300. 
13 It is unnecessary to cite all the references here as every (non-contemporary) reviewer and 
critic mentions this fact (usually within their introduction) with the exception of L. 
Mizejewski, whose work I shall discuss shortly and Frank Swinnerton who, when he was 
writing his piece on Mew, was apparently preoccupied with something else. 
" Babbette Deutsch, Poetry in Our Time (New York: Holt, 1952), p. 6. 
15 Fitzgerald, Charlotte Mew and Her Friends, p. 174. 
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admiration between the two writers has been so heavily relied on by critics that it has 

taken on the form of legend and has been transformed into a patronizing paradigm of 

aged man-of-letters favouring a flighty, minor poetess. Hardy's comment is doubly 

loaded, in that prophesying that Mew 'will be read when others are forgotten' he 

unwittingly predicted the attitude all subsequent critics were to take of her work - 
that the age of Mew's recognition as a serious literary figure is about to dawn - an 

outlook which has persisted for nearly seventy years. Also widely reported is 

Virginia Woolf s letter to Vita Sackville-West in 1924 in which she mentions that 

she had met Charlotte Mew, 'the greatest living poetess'. It is almost as though 

critics and admirers of her work suggest that it is of interest because in spite of its 

characteristics which have baffled reviewers and critics for decades - the strange use 

of metre and rhyme, its inconsistent quality and limited quantity - it had the , 

approbation of such literary giants as Hardy and Woolf. More than any other writer 
Mew is recommended to the reader for the weight of her references which anchor the 

erratic quality of her writing and substantiate it. 
In her 1960 doctoral thesis, 'Charlotte Mew: Biography and Criticism' 

Davidow begins the first project to reconstruct a history for Mew and to study her 

poetry in the context of that history. 16 In this she lays the foundation for the way 
Mew would be read, reviewed, criticised and remembered for the next twenty-five 

years. Davidow's research is exhaustive. She spoke to many of Mew's close friends 

and relatives, including Alida Monro and Sidney Cockerell, cites many favourable 

early reviexýs of The Farmer's Bride in forgotten papers and j ournals and provides a 

comprehensive bibliography. All through the work her admiration of Mew is 

apparent and her criticism of her poetry unsentimental. Davidow's project however 

is flawed in two respects. The first is'the complaint, which was to become a common 

cry, that very little was known about Charlotte Mew's life and the second, the 

precarious attempt (repeated by biographers and critics since) to both reconstruct her 

biography from her poems - 'one must turn to her poems... in the hope of fitting 

together the missing segments of her biography' and to understand her poems in the 

context of her life - child-death, unrequited love and the threat of madness. 

16 Mary C. Davidow, Charlotte Mew: Biography and Criticism, Ph. D. Thesis (Rhode 
Island: Brown Univerisy, 1960). 
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The second Raw is that although Davidow's research is extensive, her 

conclusions are limited by her narrow-sightedness. Her hypothesis is coloured by her 

notion that Thomas Hardy and Charlotte Mew had shared a long and intense , 

romance from the early days of her association with The Yellow Book till their deaths 

in 1928. To the present-day reader, more familiar with the theory of Mew's 

homosexuality (or rather the lesbian nature of her desire since she seems never to 

have been a practising homosexual) derived from a more sympathetic study of her- 

life and a more gender-sensitive criticism of her work, such a proposition seems 

almost preposterous. It is less surprising if once again we consider how much the 

incidents in Mew's life lend themselves to idle speculation and how unconditionally 

this sort of speculation has been translated into the critical inquiry surrounding her 

work. Davidow suggests that Mew and Hardy might have met in her youth through 

mutual family friends, that they might have occasionally socialised in the days when 

she was involved in the literary scene surrounding The Yellow Book and how they 

remained true to each other through the period of his second marriage (Davidow 

suggests this was a marriage of convenience for the ageing author) and until his 

death. The fact that Hardy and Mew died within two months of each other, the latter 

committing suicide, is simply the sort of circumstantial 'evidence' that Davidow 

delights in. Of course as critic as well as biographer Davidow goes on to substantiate 
her theory by tracing Hardy's influence on Mew's writing and the figure of the 

unattainable beloved in her poetry. The fact that she ignores the more well-known 

poems such as 'The Farmer's Bride' and 'In Nunhead Cemetery', in which a male- 

speaker is declaring sexual desire and deep love for a woman and 'The Forest Road' 

and 'On the Road to the Sea' where a speaker of unspecified gender is addressing 

the female beloved, and insists instead upon 'I Have Been Through the Gates' as 

representative of Mew's love-poetry, only serves to highlight the biased nature of 

her inquiry. In 197 8, in 'Charlotte Mew and the Shadow of Thomas Hardy', 

Davidow presents the same argument, this time depending more on Hardy's literary 

influence to imply the romantic connection. 17 She arrives at the conclusion from a 

close comparison between the diction and imagery of 'The Farmer's Bride' and 'I 

Have Been Through the Gates' and Jude the Obscure. Davidow even goes on to 

" Mary C. Davidow, 'Charlotte Mew and the Shadow of Thomas Hardy', Bulletin of 
Research in the Humanities 81 (197 8), 43 7-447. 
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suggest that in appearance and temperament Mew resembles Sue Bridehead of 

Hardy's Jude the Obscure. I have dwelt at length on this sort of tenuous reasoning 

because not only is Davidow the critic to have written the most on Mew, she is also 

representative of the kind of investigation that has for so long supplanted serious 

criticism. 
I believe that the title of Davidow's 1978 paper is a very appropriate one. 

Charlotte Mew does in fact live in the shadow of Thomas Hardy and other literary 

giants (including Sinclair and Woolf), not simply in the sense of a romantic 

attachment or literary influence but in that the approbation of these poets has 

overshadowed the appreciation of her as a poet in her own right. Criticism has done 

little to dispel these shadows and has gone a long way towards actualizing them. 

Alida Monro's preface to the 1953 edition of the Collected Poems, 'Charlotte 

Mew -A Memoir', ' S is now mainly quoted for its inaccuracies, the glimpses it 

provides of Mew's private life seen through the eyes of a close friend and for its 

ignorance concerning facts about the reticent poet. Monro, seems unaware of Mew's 

homosexuality and, until Mew's death, was unacquainted with the fact that two of 

her siblings were confined to mental asylums. That Monro, a lifelong friend and 

admirer should be the victim of such deception suggests, not only Mew's reticence 

and the truths about herself she found most difficult to deal with, but also the 

problem of trying to reconstruct a biography where 'Alida, the first and closest 

biographer, was also the first to be mystified'. 19 Monro's ignorance or innocence 

rapidly took its place in the Mew mythology2o but her memoir, though (through no 

fault of her own) ill-informed, is a lively introduction of the poet and her work to a 

new audience and the first presentation of her literary biography to a public 

readership. The reader can read the memoir/biography (which describes not merely 

her personal eccentricities but also the particulars of her literary production and 

editorial control) and then read the poems and decide for themselves. 

18 Charlotte Mew: Collected Poems, with a memoir by Alida Monro. (London: Duckworth, 
1953). 
19 Penelope Fitzgerald, Totti's Leap', review of Charlotte Mew: Collected Poems and 
Prose, The London Review ofBooks (I - 14 July 19 82), p. I S. 
20 After the publication of Fitzgerald's book, it was known that Monro had also remained 
unaware of her husband Harold Monro's homosexuality of which, it is suggested, Mew was 
cognisant. 
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Val Warner's introduction to Mew's Collected Poems and Prose in 19 81 is a 

complete overview of Mew's life and work. 21 In 1975, Warner had written a paper 

entitled 'Mary Magdalene and the Bride 22 which was the first sustained effort to 

highlight the (now) important figures of the fallen woman and bride of Christ in 

Mew's poetry and prose, a project which has since been taken up and expanded upon 

by other, more recent, critics. Warner gives Mew due treatment as a poet and seeks 

to place Mew's work in the context ofher life, suggesting that her literary production 

may be a product of her experience as a repressed, Victorian lesbian, but she does 

not use experience to authenticate Mew's work or use her work to reconstruct her 

history: 

She lived in a time when patriarchal taboos upon female sexual 
desire were at their strongest: yet her unresolved sexuality helped to 
produce the poems, stories and essays which illuminate problems 
peculiar to women. 23 

If Monro's memoir was the first condensed biography for a public 

readership, Warner's is the most widely read; for the 1981 edition of her poetry 

targeted an audience larger than any that had previously been exposed to her work. 
Yet both these introductions, meant to provide a gloss on and complement 

Mew's work, seem mainly to have created an interest in her life. In 1982, Penelope 

Fitzgerald who must have already been working on Charlotte Mew and Her Friends, 

published a review of the collection entitled 'Lotti's Leap' in which she seeks to add 

a biographical note to Warner's introductions 'to. expand and correct one or two 

points'. 24 This review is mostly a synopsis of the soon-to-be published Charlotte 

Mew and Her Friends. Being a distilled version it is more intimate than the later 

biography and at times leans more towards sentimentality. There is a more anecdotal 

quality to the earlier paper and a greater emphasis on Mew's appearance, and it is 

apparent that the reviewer relishes the pleasure this anecdotal information will give 

the reader as a complement to the Collected Poems and Prose. She also, however, 

21 Charlotte Mew: Collected Poems and Prose, ed. Val Warner (London: Carcanet and 
Virago, 1981). 
22 Val Warner, 'Mary Magdalene and the Bride', Poetry Nation 4 (1975), pp. 82-106. 
23 ibid., P. XVi. 
24 Fitzgerald, Totti's Leap', P. 15. 
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shows Mew a respect which many reviewers, before and since, seem to have 

dispensed with. 
In 1984 Mew's biography, Charlotte Mew and Her Friends was published. 

Fitzgerald's book is very readable, informative and at times highly entertaining. She 

manages to keep a critical distance from her subject, which hysterical admirers and 

curious critics (such as Virginia Moore and T. M. Boll) have failed to do. She 

recounts Mew's life through letters, notes and memoirs and refrains from 

speculating upon the gaps. And yet she manages to convey the happy, headstrong 

personality of Mew in her childhood as well as the passionate intensity of her 

feelings for Ella DArcy (assistant to Henry Harland, editor of The Yellow Book) and 
later May Sinclair, without looking behind locked doors and theorizing, in the 

manner of T. M. Boll, as to whether even the tiny Mew could not look intimidating 

in a small bedroom piled high with boxes and whether May Sinclair had the physical 

prowess to dodge Mew's advances. Fitzgerald provides us with a touching but 

unsentimental study of a poetic identity; but her concern is less with the poems 
themselves and more with how the poems can be accounted for in terms of Mew's 

life. In the earlier review she states that 'the biographer has not so much to 

reconstruct her as to account for what life did to her', and it is apparent that, as far as 
Fitzgerald is concerned, Mew's poetry and prose is 'what life did to her', and she 

uses these liberally to punctuate the biography. Charlotte Mew and Her Friends is 

after all, as one reviewer pointed out, a biography written by a novelist and 

Fitzgerald never seeks to place Mew's work within a dfitical framework. 25 

Unsurprisingly therefore Fitzgerald's book did not regenerate the interest in 

Mew's poetry that she had hoped for but created a flurry of interest in her life. Most 

reviewers commended the book and expressed the wish that Mew's work should be 

rediscovered while focusing firmly on the details of her biography. One of the better 

reviewers, Hugh Haughton, apparently quite familiar with Mew's work, devotes two 

thirds of his review to biographical detail and less than a third to outlining the 

themes of 'unrequited desire, madness and death' that run through the poems. At the 

same time he faults Fitzgerald in that, 'she doesn't even try to do for the poems what 

she does for the person - to look at them in relation to the work of her 

2' Harold Fromm, 'Too Few, Miss Mew', review of Charlotte mew and Her Friends, 
American Scholar 57: 4 (1988), 632-636. 
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contemporaries'. But Haughton does go on to suggest a critical context if not 

approach for a study of Mew's work: 

her poetry is very much part of the quiet revolution occurring in English 

poetry at this time. It belongs to the new poetry of vernacular speech and 
psychological realism being discovered at the threshhold of the First 
World War and associated with the names of Hardy, Frost and Edward 
Thomas. Her best poems... suggest some affinity with the nervy, 
cosmopolitan and conversational poems of Ford, and even with 
Prufrock. 26 

Though Hardy's shadow still persists, Haughton has at least opened up ways 

of placing and discussing Mew's work as part of a literary tradition. Unfortunately 

this was not taken up by American reviewers of Fitzgerald's book, published in the 

United States as part of the Radcliffe Biography Series and including a selection of 
Mew's verse. 27 American reviews, while admiring Fitzgerald's book, seem to be 

either dismissive or scathing in their treatment of Mew's work. The foreword to the 

American edition appears to be a rather patronizing earlier review by Brad 

Leithauser of the 1984 edition, which may account for the response from the critics. 
Leithauser does not mince his words: 

She is a poet all too easily jostled aside for her voice was often timorous 
and the effects of her poems often tended towards the measured and 
unspectacular. Her output was not only small but also patchy and a good 
deal of what she did manage to produce deserves the neglect it has 
received. Her grammar was at times unsteady; her syntax often muddled; 
and her phrasing frequently puzzling in part because as she herself 
admitted, she never learned how to punctuate. 28 

It is not surprising then that another reviewer, Harold Fromm takes up the 

lead and asks why 'pursue [a study of Mew's work] any further if it all doesn't add 

up to much', and proceeds to suggest 'perhaps the 'magic' is in the life, a life by no 

26 H. Haughton, Review of Charlotte Mew and Her Friends, Times Literary Supplement 
4255 (1984), 1190. 
27 Penelope Fitzgerald, Charlotte Mew and Her Friends: With a Selection ofHer Poems, 
Radcliffe Biography Series, (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing 
Company, Inc., 1988). 
2' Brad Leithauser, 'Small Wonder, review of Charlotte Mew and Her Friends, New York 
Review ofBooks (IS January 1987), 25-3 1; also see Foreword to Fitzgerald, Charlotte Mew 

and Her Friends:. With a Selection ofHer Poems. 
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means without interest'. Fromm then goes on to recount the details of Mew's life up 

to 'her inevitable suicide' and though he has a low opinion of her poetry he is clearly 
impressed by her referees - Monro, Pound and Cockerell - leading to the astonishing 

remark: 

and Hardy, who described her, curiously enough, as 'far and away the 
best living woman poet, who will be read when others are forgotten' (a 
statement, however, made in his final and perhaps dithering years). 29 

As far as her poetry is concerned, Fromm simply echoes 'death, madness 
love and frustration are the running themes throughout', and he very obviously rates 
Mew's essay on Emily Bronte as her best piece of writing. Fromm ends imagining 

that a present day Mew would have lived a quiet life with her partner or adopted the 

stance and politics of Adrienne Rich. 

Reviewers and critics of Mew's work appear not only to speculate upon the 
details of her life but also upon the validity of her weighty references and as to what 
the writer would be doing in the late twentieth century. That this sort of speculation 
has completely taken the place of critical analyses accounts a great deal for the 

obscurity of her work. It is ironic that a woman who clung so tenaciously to her 

privacy should be remembered and recommended for the particulars of a life she 

sought to keep hidden from public view. It is the tragedy of Mew the poet that the 

tragic events in the life of Mew the person should lend themselves to idle curiosity 

and con . ecture and completely overshadow her writing. In the critical context, if 

biography and the approbation of more 'serious' writers supersede criticism and then 

the problem is only compounded by the fact that her work is so difficult to place. 
Reviewers such as Swinnerton and H. D. are naturally baffled by works that 

-were 
written in the I 890s at the end of the Victorian tradition and published in the 191 Os 

in the period that gave birth to Modernism. In the second half of this paper I hope to 

show how these factors have informed the work of more recent critics and how the 

very problems they raise can lead us to a better more critical understanding of Mew's 

work and the way we perceive the work of women p oets at the turn of the century. If 

biography, approbation and placement are the main hindrances to a more popular 

appreciation of Mew's work then they are also the keys to understanding poets who 
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fall outside literary tradition and illuminate the flaws in that tradition by their very 

exclusion. 

Reclaiming Mew through the fallen woman 

During the 1980s, on both sides of the Atlantic the critical appreciation of 

Mew's work had already begun. Four years before Fitzgerald's book was published 
in the States, Linda Mizejewski published what was effectively the first earnest 

critical study. 'Charlotte Mew and the Unrepentant Magdalene: A Myth in , 
Transition', is the first critical analysis of and introduction to an important aspect of 
Mew's work - the fallen woman poems. 30 After a very brief biographical 

introduction, Mizejewski places Mew's work within the context of the Pre- 

Raphaelites and the Decadent movement of the 1890s and relates it to the trope of 
the fallen woman and the figure of the Magdalene, asserting: 

the 'painted woman' of Decadent poetry was literally also a painted 
woman - the woman frozen in the dramatic pose. Mew's Fallen Woman 
poems are like a melting of that frozen position; like Pygmalion, she 
attempts to make the figure speak. 31 

Though Mizejewski discusses all of Mew's fallen woman poems her main 

emphasis is on 'Madeleine in Church', which is not only Mew's longest poem but is 

also a complex and more mature study of the fallen woman and an attempt to 

question the cultural presumptions that surround her and the literary devices that 

place her. As Mizejewski states, 'Madeleine is no Fallen Woman, but neither is she 
Rossetti's Jenny; she is a woman no Pre-Raphaelite or Decadent poet had 

32 imagined'. She then goes on to illustrate how Mew transforms the myth and 

appropriates the figure to a specifically female understanding. 

29 Fromm, 'Too Few, Miss Mew', p. 634. 
30 Linda M izej ewski, 'Charlotte Mew and the Unrepentant Magdalene: A Myth in 
Transition', Texas Studies in Literature and Language 26: 3 (Fall 1984), 282-302. 
31 Jbid , p. 285. 
32 Jbid , p. 287. 
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'Madeleine in Church' is one of the few poems articulated in the voice of the 
fallen woman. In referring to the 'painted faces' of herself and the plaster saint that 

she finds easier to kneel before, Mizejewski demonstrates how Mew uncovers the 

artifice of the fallen woman - that she is 'painted' both in the sense of being rouged 

and in that she is an artificial figure created by cultural and literary devices. But 

underneath this artificiality is a real woman, 'And anyone can wash the paint / Off 

our poor faces his and mine' (CPP: 22). In suggesting that the 'paint' can be removed 
Mew reveals the actual female body underneath, removing Madeleine from the 

image of Rossetti and Swinbume's femme fatales and erotic madonnas who 'seem to 
33 have been born rouged'. Furthermore, Madeleine's alignment of body and soul ('I 

think my body was my soul') and the auto-erotic suggestion of the following passage 
removes Madeleine from the voyeuristic scope of the male tradition: 

Or, sometimes, my own hands about me anywhere- 
The sight of my own face (for it was lovely then) even the scent of my own 

hair, 
('Madeleine in Church' 

CPP: 24) 

The erotic quality of her self-pleasure is a unique element not found in 
the Victorian Fallen Woman, nor is the autonomous sense of her 
sexuality independent of male pleasure and admiration. 34 

Madeleine is also different in her attack on institutions of Victorian propriety such as 

marriage (which she ought to aspire to when she is in fact a divorc6e) and in her 

mocking of images of Christian faith and redemption - of God as shepherd ('when 
he has shorn, led us to slaughter, torn the bleating soul in us to rags' CPP: 25) and of 
the faithful 'in the shelter of his everlasting wings- /I do not envy Him his victories. 
His arms are full of broken things' (CPP: 26). Madeleine/Mew strikes at the heart of 
the myth of conversion from sexuality to spirituality which the Victorians relished in 

her re-telling of the Mary Magdalene conversion in which (for, Madeleine) Mary 

Magdalene embraces Christ through and without surrendering her sexuality. Mew 

aligns peace with passion and not passivity - 'This, then was peace for her, but 

passion too' (CPP: 27) - and Mizejewski suggests that while the Victorian 

" Ibid., p. 283. 
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Magdalene is a descendant of the repentant, passive Eve, Mew's Madeleine is more 

aligned with Lilith. It is this unrepentant voice that echoes through Mew's fallen 

woman poems which, according to Mizejewski, -'allow the Fallen Woman to break 

her silence in poetry and to break out of her own mythology to reveal a strong 
35 feminine sexuality that refuses to be extinguished by Christian culture'. Mew is 

unique in her treatment of the fallen woman - she has given her a voice. 
Mizejewski's critique of Mew's fallen woman poems is important in being 

the first serious critical study of this important aspect of Mew's poetry. She treats 

Mew not simply as a serious poet by placing her in a (male) literary tradition., She 

reclaims Mew's work form the critical confinements of biography and reviews 

which concern themselves with stating that Mew's work should be more widely read 

and opens up ways of 'Subjecting it to the critical inquiry it so rightly deserves. But 

her analysis seems curiously devoid of any reference to the tradition of women's 

poetry to which Mew is heir. MizeJewski places her work in the context of a purely 

male tradition of poetry on the fallen woman, represented mainly by D. G. Rossetti 

and Swinburne, referring only in passing to Elizabeth Barrett Browning and 

Christina Rossetti. Also in her enthusiasm to prove that Mew is the first poet to grant 

the fallen woman a voice -a speaking subject position - MizeJewski ignores earlier 

work by Augusta Webster and Amy Levy both of whom give the fallen woman-a 

speaking voice in their dramatic monologues. This latter omission is probably due in 

part to the fact that Webster and Levy remained obscure until Angela Leighton's 

recent pioneering project of literary excavation. The gaps in Mizej ewski's -otherwise 

finely observed criticism are an example of how literary criticism ignores certain 

writers at its own risk. Re-evaluating and reclaiming the work of forgotten authors is 

highly important in a literary and critical culture in which writers do not work in a 

vacuum but are constantly influenced by their contemporary and preceding 

generations. 

Suzanne Raitt's 'Fallen Women: Charlotte Mew in Context' is the second 

paper to attempt a critical study of Mew's work in terms of the figure of the fallen 

34jbid., p. 289. 
35 Ibid., p. 301. 
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woman. 36 Raitt places Mew in the tradition of Victorian women poets writing about 

fallenness and related aspects of female sexuality, as well as in the context of 

Decadent poetics of the 1890s. The aspect of Mew's fallen woman poetry and prose 

that is of interest to Raitt is the association of the fallen woman with the lesbian as 

signified through a 'magnetic, but ambivalent attraction between women'. 37 In 

Mew's short story 'Passed 938 (CPP: 65-78), Raitt notes the attraction between the 

(female) narrator and the two sisters whom she encounters - the older who has died 

as the result of her fallenness and the younger who seeks the narrator's help but is 

ultimately doomed to fall herself. Raitt points out that the conflation of the images of 

the fallen woman and the lesbian is a fairly common association in the nineteenth 

century, especially as fallenness itself applied to any woman who had extra- or pre- 

marital sexual relations or indeed in any way displayed her sexual nature at all . 
39 For 

women in particular, writing about the fallen woman was a way of addressing same- 

sex desires for which they had no social recognition and no poetic language. 

Therefore '[flor Charlotte Mew, writing about prostitutes was a way of writing about 
lesbians 9.40 

Raitt traces this literary relation between the fallen woman and the lesbian 

back to Christina Rossetti and specifically her poem Goblin Market (18 62), a fairy- 

tale lyric which narrates the story of two sisters Laura and Lizzie. Laura falls through 
imbibing the forbidden fruit of the goblin men and is rescued and redeemed by the 
love of her sister Lizzie. Raitt notes that the relationship between the sisters in 

Goblin Market (which is the central force in this poem about fallenness and lesbian 

eroticism) is perhaps derived from Rossetti's own mutually dependent relationship 

with her sister Maria. It would certainly have struck a chord with Mew whose most 
loving female relationship was with her sister Anne with whom she lived all her life 

until Anne's death in 1927. Noting both the tale of fall and redemption as well as the 

overt lesbian eroticism involved in Laura's 'cure' (in which she sucks and licks the 

antidote fruit pulp from Lizzie's body), Raitt suggests that Rossetti was more than 

36 Suzanne RAitt, 'Fallen Women: Charlotte Mew in Context', Volcanoes and Pearl Divers: 
Essays in Lesbian Feminist Studies, ed. Suzanne Raitt (London: Onlywomen Press, 1995), 
pp. 52-73. 
37jbid., p. 52. 
3' First published in The Yellow Book in July 1894. 
39 Ibid., p. 54. 
40jbid., P. 55. 
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simply suggesting female homosexuality as a healing alternative to a heterosexuality 

which divided and destroyed women. She was trying out a new language for female 

homoerotic desires and also a language for a confused and conflicting female desire 

itself. Yet in this poem the theme of redemption is still critical and the suggestion 

remains that lesbian desire can be a healing power between women, just as 

motherhood could be said to expiate the sin of the sexual act . 
41 In Goblin Market the 

story ends with an idyllic latter-day picture of Laura and Lizzie as doting mothers, 

teaching their daughters of the redemptive power of sisterhood. Rossetti's fairy-tale 

narrative weaves together a number of female sexual identities 'the fallen woman, 

the lesbian, the mother', but as Raitt points out, by the time Mew was writing her 

own poetry of the fallen woman 'lesbianism had been "found out, v). 42 In this new 

climate of visibility and exposure, the language of lesbian desire took on 'a new 

vocabulary of self-justification A3 but in Mew's work also lost its innocence - the 

possibility of redemption by and union with another woman. In Mew's own take on 
Goblin Market, 'Saturday Market', (CPP: 33) redemption through another woman or 

motherhood is not possible. In 'Saturday Market', which I discuss in detail in 

chapter three, the woman is advised to 'Bury [her] heart'(CPP: 33) and 'the red dead 

thing'(CPP: 33), which could be her heart, an aborted foetus or the body of a still- 
born child, only serves to heighten her shame in the market-place where she is 

superfluous and unwanted. The woman thus lives with 'a hole in [her] 

breast'(CPP: 33) and Raitt reads this space as 'the empty place where the lesbian 

heart has been'. 44 She suggests that the woman's public shame and the uncertain 

nature of 'the red dead thing' indicate that it is female sexuality which is on show 
here, which in Mew's poetry cannot be redeemed or rescued but must be buried 

away, hidden from public view. Raitt suggests that Mew builds on Rossetti's 

imagery of redemption through female love and/or maternity but by burying her 

heart or the dead body of the child, she denies her fallen figure the possibility of 

both. 

Raitt also places Mew's work in the context of Decadent aesthetics, 

suggesting that the image of the fallen woman as well as the lesbian were based 

41 Ibid., p. 60-61. 
421b 1d., p. 6 1. 
43jbid., p. 62. 
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upon anxieties regarding the distinctions between the body and the soul. For . 

Christina Rossetti and later for Arthur Symons (as well as Oscar Wilde and Aubrey 

Beardsley), the relationship between the soul and body became an aesthetic 

dilemma, based upon the suggestion that the idea of a spiritual aspect of the physical 

body equalled an unrevealed secret sexual desire or even experience. Naturally, as 

Rain goes on to say, many writers used this notion of a hidden sexuality to explore 

and express their own homosexuality. One of the writers Raitt quotes is Lucy 

Harrison, Mew's former head-mistress and first-love who uses the idea of the 'Soul- 

side 945 to suggest the secret aspects of her own spiritual and sexual life. Raitt 

explains that 'the decadents' preoccupation with the soul was similarly the 

preoccupation of many lesbians, unassociated with the decadent movement, but who 

sought a language to express their love for one another'. 46 

In Mew's work, it is this association between the body and soul that Raitt 

suggests the narrator in 'Passed' finds problematic, causing her finally to hastily 

abandon the room and to leave the sisters to their fate. The conflation of the sexual 

and the spiritual in the figure of the dead girl in the bed confuses the narrator and 

brings on a strange vision of her own spiritual and physical alienation from her home 

and identity. Raitt suggests that rather than find her own redemption in her attraction 

towards the two sisters, in their proximity Mew's narrator loses her own sense of 

identity and her own place in a social context. As Raitt concludes, the femininity of 

the Decadent aesthetic was not simply the femininity of Victorian women or the 

aesthetes of the 1890s but in itself a challenge to the absolute gender distinctions and 

of a prescribed heterosexuality. Raitt suggest that, in spite of their different 

resolutions, Rossetti and Mew both inscribe into their poetry a femininity that 

subverts and challenges the easy heterosexual presumptions of patriarchal culture. 

Although Raitt herself recognises that her paper is not a comprehensive study 

of Mew's work, she achieves two things here: she places Mew within the tradition of 

Victorian women writers and she is able to study Mew in the context the fin-de- 

si6cle literary culture of the 1890s. Raitt is perhaps one of the first critics to negotiate 

the problem of placement successfully and to locate Mew in a female tradition. Raitt 

44jbid., p. 63. 
45 Ibid., p. 67. 
46jbid., p. 67. 
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makes it clear that her intention is to focus on 'Saturday Market' and as a result she 

does not use the alignment of body and soul which is the central theme of Mew's 

other fallen woman poems (especially her longest 'Madeleine in Church') to support 
her argument. I find two aspects of particular interest, the emergence in the later part 

of the nineteenth century of a poetic voice articulating female desire and the issue of 
identity which she touches upon briefly in the conclusion to her paper. In chapter 

two of this thesis I shall discuss how Mew uses the image of the fallen woman not 

only to define feminine sexuality but to create a new female poetic voice which 

makes a claim for a specifically female subjective identity through the re-figuring of 

the fallen woman. 
I hope to show that literary criticism from the mid-eighties onwards, has begun 

to claim Mew as a part of the literary canon and how the sheer variety of approaches 
to her work re-enforce the complexity of her writing and the value her work has to a 

modem understanding of literary culture, both male and female, from the mid- 
Victorian period to the present. day. 

Victorian or Modernist? 

Placing Mew in a literary'tradition of women's writing is problematic, 
however, as demonstrated by Celeste M. Schenck in her introduction to the section 

on Mew in the critical anthology The Gender ofModernism. 47 Schenk' Is paper sets 
forth the proposition that Mew's poetry has been overlooked by feminist critics 

owing to, what has been perceived as, the rhythmical familiarity and rhyme of 
Mew's formal verse in comparison to the 'new form-shattering norm set by 

48 
masculinist "Modernism"'. Schenck calls into question the equation that 

Modernists and conservative critics of Modernism, as well as radical, feminist 

theorists have made between radical form and radical politics in 'a Modernist 

hegemony that fetishizes formal experiment': 

47 Celeste M. Schenk, 'Charlotte Mew' in The Gender qfModernism, ed. Bonnie Kime 
Scott (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990), pp. 316-322. 
48jbid 

, p. 317. 
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If we listen to the more traditional metres of Anne Wickham, Charlotte 
Mew, Sylvia Townsend Warner, Alice Meynell and Edith Sitwell... we 
must renounce, salutarily, any hope for a unitary, totalizing theory of 
female poetic modernism. The situation of marginalized modernists such 
as Mew, Wickham, Townsend Warner, Meynell and Sitwell has much to 
tell us, not only about the dispersive underside of the 'Modernist' 
monolith but also about inadvertent feminist participation in the politics 
of canonicity. 49 

It is chiefly in terms of her rendering of a subversive female sexuality, that 

Schenck finds Mew's poetry of significance to Modernist and feminist criticism; and 

it is apparent that in this essay her main aim is to demonstrate how conventional 

poetics can express or mask a radical politics and sexual iconography. She applauds 
Mew's original and explicit rendering of female sexuality in 'The F8te', her 

language of lesbian eroticism in 'On the Road to the Sea', the homo-eroticism of 
female pleasure independent of masculine sexual desire expressed in 'Absence', the 

threatening dyad of a mutually reflecting female sexual identity in 'The Forest Road' 

and the delicate evocation of auto-erQtic pleasure in 'Madeleine in Church'. She also 

echoes Mizejewski in praising Mew's radical treatment of the fallen woman. 
We may then gather from this that Mew's poetry has to a great extent been 

ignored by modem criticism because, being published in 1916, it was read in a 
context of Modernism which valued formal experimentation in the work of both 

men and women. This explains H. D. 's view of Mew as a reviver of a mid-Victorian 
tradition - contemporary critics did not possess the distancing of time to see 
Modernism as a movement and Mew's place within it and modem reviewers lack the 

critical distance from a monolithic notion of Modernism to suggest that Mew was in 

anyway a part of it. In suggesting that literary criticism adopt a 'rigorous 

comparitivism ... alert to the politics of exile and exclusion which still underwrites 

canonicity', Schenck's essay goes a long way towards exposing and countering this 
blind-spot. However, in assuming that the work of Mew and Sitwell is traditional in 

rhyme and metre, Schenck is adopting the same blinkered perspective of which she 

accuses Modernist and feminist critics. Mew's metres are in fact highly individual 

and introduce new ideas about poetic form. The alterations in her poetry between 

long and short lines and formal and fluid sentence structures pre-empts the notion of 

49 Ibid., p. 317. 
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the stream of consciousness advocated by the Modernists. Mew's work is 

significant, not in spite of its rhyme and metre, as Schenck seems to suggest, but 

largely because of it. It is significant that early reviewers were so baffled by her style 

while Modernists such as H. D. and Modernist critics including Schenck assume that 

anything more structured than free-verse must belong to some earlier 'tradition' from 

which the movement was trying to distance itself. Placing Mew is a difficult task 
indeed even for critics who wish to claim her for a particular movement since 

canonicity still underwrites literary tradition. It is possible however to uncover how 

Mew's work not only deserves a place in the Modernist canon, but influences the 

writing of its most prominent champions. 

John Newton's critical note, 'Another Handful of Dust', 50 is inspired by a 
search for the biblical source of Eliot's 'I will show you fear in a handful of dust' 
from 'The Waste Land'. Being unable to find such a source Newton ascribes it to 
Mew's lines in 'Madeleine in Church': 

The corpse! No, not quite dead, while this cries out in me, 
But nearly : very soon to be 
A handful of forgotten dust - 

(CPP: 26) 

Newton makes a good case for Eliot's acquaintance with Mew's poetry - 
Mew's poem 'The F8te' appeared in The Egoist in, 1 914, under the editorship of Ezra 
Pound, and in the same issue as extracts from Joyce's A Portrait of the Artist as a 
Young Man; the next year Eliot became assistant editor of the paper and in 1916 
H. D. 's review of 'The Farmer's Bride' was published in it; Eliot's own poem, 
Trufrock' appeared in The Egoist. Newton draws further comparisons between the 

work of the two poets, pointing out the similarities in style and metre between the 

voices in Mew's 'In Nunhead Cemetery' and Eliot's 'A Game of Chess' (The Waste 

Land): 

I am scared, I am staying with you tonight - 
Put me to sleep. 

" John Newton, 'Another Handful of Dust - Charlotte Mew and T. S. Eliot', Times Literary 
Supplement 4804 (28 April 1995), 18. 
51 T. S. Eliot, CollectedPoems 1909-1962 (London: Faber and Faber, 1963). 
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('In Nunhead Cemetery' CPP: 10) 

'My nerves are bad tonight. Yes, bad. Stay with me. 
'Speak to me. Why do you never speak. Speak 

('A Game of Chess', The Waste Land52) 

He also points out that the protagonists in each poem are, in stilted voices, 

articulating their lapse into insanity. A similar comparison is made between lines 

from 'The Quiet House' and 'The Burial of the Dead' ('The Waste Land'): 

Red is the strangest pain to bear; 
In Spring the leaves on the budding trees; 
In Summer the roses are worse than these, 
More terrible than they are sweet: 
A rose can stab you across the street 
Deeper than any knife: 
('The Quiet House' CPP: 18) 

April is the cruellest month, breeding 
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing 
Memory and desire, stirring 
Dull roots with spring rain. 
(Turial of the Dead, The Waste Land 53) 

Apart from the fairly obvious similarities in style and metre, the pre-occupations of 
both fragments are the same - the stirring of painfully intense emotions (in an 

otherwise dull life) through the changing of the seasons and natural law. The first 

lines are almost interchangeable. Newton can find no indication of any of the lines 

mentioned above in Eliot's drafts and fragments of the same poems, pre-dating 

1916. Mew's influence on Eliot's work (though he never mentions her directly) is 

apparent and Newton is right in attempting to apportion her with some of the credit 

for Eliot's most famous lines - indeed the most famous lines of poetry of the 

Modernist period. His main point, however, is that Mew's influence on Eliot's work 

is a very strong reason for reviving interest in her poetry and in rethinking her 

position in the popular tradition. 

Newton's critical note elicited no less than five responses from readers in the 

UK, the States and Australia in the May 1995 issue of the TLS editorial 'More 

52 Ibid., p. 67. 
53 Ibid., p. 63. 
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Handfuls of Dust' 54 
. Three of the responses make jibes about handfuls of dust piling 

up into mountains and point out that Eliot could have been drawing on the references 

to a 'handful of dust' in Donne, Tennyson's 'Maud', or even Conrad. However in 

the very next issue Newton defends his claim stating that the amended quotation 

from 'Madeleine in Church' (which had not reached the TLS in time) contained the 

earlier line from the same stanza 'Why, this is awful, this is fearV and it is the fear in 

a handful of dust (which is a more specific reference than the other works cited) that 

he maintains Eliot must have drawn on. Furthermore he suggests that the other 

parallels he had drawn between the work of the two poets is certainly evidence 

enough that Eliot had been influenced by Mew's work. In the same issue Jennifer 

Breen, supporting Newton's theory, reiterates his original point, that 'Mew's highly 

original poems qualify her for a place in the canon of modem poetry alongside T. S. 

Eliot and Ezra Pound'. 55 

The response to Newton's article is reminiscent of the Boll-Davidow row of 

the 1970s and it is symptomatic of the progress made in criticism on Mew that 

Newton's paper is not based on speculation and personal interest but on critical 

study of the texts themselves. His argument is for Eliot's familiarity with Mew's 

work and fortunately, unlike Davidow, he does not seek to trace a personal 

acquaintance or suggest a romantic link between the two. Criticism on Mew has 

developed from speculation about her life to analysis of her work and from the terms 

of the approbation of contemporary literary figures to her influence on ensuing 

literary works. Although of the six respondents to the TLS, five view Newton's 

article simply as a gloss on Eliot's The Waste Land, and only Breen takes on his 

point that Mew's work is worthy of further study, Newton's paper is the first step 

towards realizing that a broader study of Mew's hitherto-unrecognised influence on 

the Modernist movement deserves further research. 

Other aspects of literary theory can inform criticism on Mew and some of 

these have been defined in papers such as Gary Day and Gina Wisker's essay, 

54 4 Handfuls of Dust' Times Literary Supplement 4806 (12 May 1995). 
55 Times Literary Supplement 4807 (19 May 1995). 
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'Recuperating and Revaluing: Edith Sitwell and Charlotte Mew'. 56 Day and Wisker, 

discuss Mew's poetry both in the context of placing it within a defined literary 

tradition and of the relation between her writing and biography. Day and Wisker's 

interest in biography is not of an anecdotal nature - their main concern is the issue of 

art as autobiography and they suggest that modem (since Roland Barthes 'The 

Death of the Author' in 1968) criticism must rethink the relations between life and 

work, 'not to say that the work can be explained by the life, but that the life cannot 
57 be totally disregarded as an element of the work'. They mention a few of the 

circumstances of Mew's life - her lesbian desires; her childlessness and the threat of 

hereditary insanity - but 'go on to apply these directly to'an understanding of her 

poetry and to suggest different aspects of literary theory which refer to her work. In 

attempting to place her poetry in a literary tradition, Day and Wisker suggest that 

Mew was disclaimed by the Georgians (her work, though recommended, was 

. excluded from Edward Marsh's anthologies, Georgian Poetry III and Georgian 

Poetry IV) because the vivid and precise imagery of her work undermined the 
Georgian pretension to poetic realism and because her formal experiments were seen 
to be more aligned with Modernism. The fact that Celeste M. Schenck suggests that 

it was the conventional style of Mew's work which excluded her from the canon of 
Modernism only serves to underline the point that Mew, part Georgian and part 
Modernist, resists classification which is why her work has been largely neglected. 

Day and Wisker suggest that it is this -resistance to classification, (along with the 

problems in her life and the time she was living in) that reveal the strengths of her 

work and (should) infon-n criticism of her poetry. In Day and Wisker's opinion the 

fact that Mew was writing at a time when 'British cultural life was being reorganised 

along the lines of social Darwinism. The notion of the individual was giving place to 

that of the citizen... at [the] moment that the personal became the pathological, for 

this is the period that gives birth to psychoanalysis', 58 suggests that Mew's work can 

be read both as a resistance to the redefinition of the subject and in the context of 

psychoanalytic theory. 

56 Gary Day and Gina Wisker, 'Recuperating and Revaluing: Edith Sitwell and Charlotte 
Mew', in British Poetry 1900-1950: Aspects of Tradition, eds Gary Day and Brian 
Docherty (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1995) pp. 65-80. 
57 Ibid., p. 73. 
58 Ibid., p. 74. 
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It is in Mew's experimentation with line lengths - which so confused both 

Georgian and Modernist critics - that Day and Wisker observe Mew's exploration of 

subjectivity. They recall Antony Easthope's suggestion that poetic subjectivity is 

expressed only through the iambic pentameter or alternatively the four stress 

accentual metre, and claim that then Mew's treacherously long lines replace 
Easthope's cohesive, unified subjectivity with a more fluid one. 59 I believe that this 

can be taken ftu-ther to suggest that Mew's alteration between shorter lines in a more 
formal verse structure and long lines in a more fluent articulation of consciousness 

signifies the division in the poetic subject between his/her outer social role and the 

inner psychological one. Day and Wisker suggest that Mew uses the male persona in 

many of her poems to describe a female (often the beloved) who is silent, illustrating 

the inequality inherent in implicitly gendered poetic subject positions and the 

resultant silence of women in a language in which they are not allowed self- 
representation ('The Farmer's Bride', 'The Forest Road' and 'In Nunhead 
Cemetery'). But the fact that these poems are written by a woman indicates that this 
inequality and silence is not absolute. Through her passionate articulation of desire 
for the female beloved, Mew is able to appropriate the male subject position, 
illustrating how lesbian poetry can transform (male) poetic subjectivity. Desire for 

the other is also significant in Mew's poetry in the search for the self or a unified 

subjectivity. Poems like 'The Forest Road', 'On the Road to the Sea' and 'Madeleine 

in Church' all manifest a desperate search for the self through the other. The child 

protagonist in 'The Changeling' 'heals' the split in the self and remaifis a'whole 

unfractured subject, albeit a child ('I shall grow up but never grow old' CPP: 14). As 

they go on to suggest, in Mew's poems the unified self exists only in the form of 

madness, subjects of the semiotic and not the symbolic order of language. 60 

Day and Wisker's proposition is that Mew's experimental style (which has 

excluded her from the canon), her lesbian desires, the threat of madness and the 

search for a speaking, unified subjectivity (indeed an identity, for being a closet- 
lesbian and minor poet with a history of family insanity, facts which Mew did not 

59 Ibid., p. 74. 
60 Julia Kristeva, Desire in Language: A Semiolic Approach to Literature andArt, 
translated by M. Walker (New York: Columbia University Press, 1984). 
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relish or disclose, must have greatly undermined her sense of social/personal 

identity) define her poetry and ways in which it must be read and researched. 

I further believe that their paper underlines the possibility that the reason a 

poetry as complex and sophisticated as Mew's has been misunderstood and ignored 

is because these analytical tools have not been available until recently. If, as is 

popularly believed by her reviewers and critics, Mew's poetry is ahead of her time, 

then it is unsurprising that varied methods of inquiry are required to reclaim her from 

the past. 

These methods of inquiry are being used in an endeavour to bring Mew's 

work within the framework of feminist literary theory and (where possible) to 

expand this framework to include poets who resist classification in the popular 

tradition. Suzanne Raitt's essay 'Charlotte Mew and May Sinclair: A love-song' 61 

places Mew's writing within the theoretical frameworks of lesbian criticism and 

psychoanalytic discourse and in doing so treats the Charlotte Mew-May Sinclair 

relationship with a sensitivity and seriousness which Boll's paper twenty-five years 

earlier fails to do. Raitt outlines the relationship from letters and other available, 

documentary evidence and sets out to examine how the relationship between the two 

and the subsequent 'dynamics of [their] enstrangement' affected their creative 

production and indeed their lives, for both women never married, remained 

childless, were not known to have taken any lovers and died alone and without the 

comfort of friends. Raitt rejects Boll and Davidow's attempt to trace the writers' 

influence on each other's verse and fiction, and instead focuses upon the influence 

the relationship had upon their work - especially Sinclair's papers on the new 

science of psychology. In referring to her psychological observations and theories, 

Raitt observes that at the period when the relationship between the two seemed at its 

most intense and strained, Sinclair took time off from writing a novel and retired 

from London to the country to work 'furiously' on essays dealing with sublimation 

and its relation to creativity. In these papers Sinclair, drawing on Freud's theories of 

the unconscious, maintains the position that the (successful) sublimation of sexual 

desire is source of the creative impulse and indeed, the touchstone of human 

61 Suzanne Raitt, 'Charlotte Mew and May Sinclair: A love-song', Critical Quarterly 37: 3 
(Fall 1995), 3-17. 
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civilization, in which each generation hopes for a greater degree of sublimation and 

consequently a more creative and conscious race, 'associating sublimation with a 
forward moving future and repression with an inhibiting and sterile past'; such a 

theory necessarily equating sexuality with reproductivity. Raitt's is the only essay to 

date which implies that the relationship between the two women, though one-sided 

on Mew's part, could not have been sustained without a certain degree of tolerance 

from Sinclair or certainly without her having been aware of the intense nature of 
Mew's feelings towards her. Her awareness of (and exposure to) such an intense 

sexual desire and in her academic familiarity with the nature of psycho-sexuality, as 

one of the founders of the Medico-Psychological Clinic, support Raitt's assertion 
that: - 

Sinclair's reaction to the growing psychoanalytic visibility of women's 
desire, and to the intensity of her relationship with Charlotte Mew, 
was to formulate an aesthetic which foreclosed upon the possibility of 
sexual pleasure and implicitly set up sexual contact as the enemy of 
creativity. 62 

Shortly afterwards the relationship between Mew and Sinclair came to an 

abrupt end. Sinclair went on to write some of her finest fiction while Mew wrote 

virtually nothing again. Placing her within the literary aesthetic outlined by Sinclair 

reveals how a history of thwarted sexual frustration affected Mew's work and her 

limited literary productivity. While Sinclair embraced the newly-defined aesthetic 

completely" actively crav[ing] fulfillment though self-denial: a passion that would 

allow her the ecstacy of austerity', manifesting a complete transformation of libido 

into creativity, in Mew's case the sublimation of sexual desire remained partial and 
incomplete: 

it was perhaps that perversity [the residual sexual drive] that she had 
not manage to discipline into art, that haunted Charlotte Mew, shaped 
her aesthetic project, plunged her again and again into obsessive and 
embarrassing passions. 63 

62 Ibid., p. 7. 
63 Ibid., p. 11. 
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Since Mew's desires were constantly felt and never satisfied, they remained only 

partially sublimated and mostly repressed. Her poetry is therefore burdened with the 

articulation of a desire without the possibility of fulfilment and, in many instances, 

the death it invokes is not the'death of the poet/persona but the death of desire itself 

Raitt points out Mew's eroticisation of death through the imagery of hair ('The 

Forest Road' and 'The Fete') 'that part of the body that does not decay like flesh but 

remains on the boundary between life- and death'64 and also a fetish-figure 

recognised by Freud. Mew's decision to remain childless, though her own choice, 

was dictated by a fear of passing on hereditary insanity and the images of pregnancy, 

aborted foetuses and spilt heart's blood in 'Saturday Market', 'Fame' and 'The 

Forest Road' essentially become symbolic representations of denial and repressed 
desire (be it reproductive or sexual). For Raitt, Mew's iconography is one of 

miscarriage and bleeding as in Raitt's novel reading of the passage in 'The Quiet 
House': 

Red is the strangest pain to bear; 
In Spring the leaves on the budding trees; 
In Summer the roses are worse than these, 

More terrible than they are sweet: 
A rose can stab you across the street 

Deeper than any knife: 
And the crimson haunts you everywhere - 

Thin shafts of sunlight, like the ghosts of reddened swords have struck our 
stair 

As if, coming down, you had spilt your life. 
('The Quiet House' CPP: 18) 

The imagery of menstrual bleeding and childlessness substantiates Raitt's assertion 

that 'it is in her miscarrying, her bleeding, in her failure to conceive, that her body 

demonstrates how much more it is than her reproductive function, and how much 

that more is her desire'. 65 Through this iconography of the non-reproductive female 

body, Mew's poetry constantly reiterates 'desire's fierce refusal to act out its own 

death'. 66 

64 Ibid., p. 11. 
65 Ibid., p. 13. 
66jbid., P. 13. 
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Mew may fit Sinclair's profile of the artist, unable to fulfil her creative 

potential owing to an incomplete transformation of the sexual drive, especially in the 

literary non-productivity of her later years, but I believe that the strength and 

restrained violent energy of Mew's poetry is derived from this 'failure' to wholly 

sublimate desire. In Mew's poetry sexual desire releases creative energy, but in the 

face of actual rejection she could not or would not further translate that desire into a 

creative process. It did not afford her the (kind of) fulfilment she craved. 

Angela Leighton's study of the works of Charlotte Mew in her book 

Victorian Women Poets: Writing, 4gainst the Hear ? 7, is perhaps the most 

comprehensive and critically significant study to date. In the concerns of the book in 

general and her study of Mew in particular, Leighton addresses issues of biography, 

literary survival and the placement of the works of individual authors within literary 

traditions. The aim of her book is mainly recuperative and she studies the lives and 

works of eight women writers poets, who are considered to be professional poets 

rather than novelists, selected not merely for their relevance to an emerging tradition 

of Victorian women's poetry but also because they each 'merit a hearing in their own 
68 right'. If, as Leighton points out in her introduction, the woman poet has been 

ignored in comparison with her substantial sister the novelist, it is also implicit that 

her life has tended to create more interest than her work - '[i]ndividual poets like 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning have always been and continue to be favourite subjects 
for biography, and in the last decade or so, have also undergone something of a 

revival in critical status'. 69 Leighton relates this emphasis on biography to the newly 

emerging post-Romantic 'mystique of the woman poet'. 70 Women writing in the 

Victorian period were not simply creating texts but also determining the myth of 

what it means to be a woman poet. Leighton argues that the role of the Victorian 

women as guardians of society's moral well-being and over-valuation of the 

feminine sensibility - goodness, purity and sincerity - is the Victorian woman poet's 

67 Angela Leighton, 'Charlotte Mew (1869-1928)', Victorian Women Poets: WritingAgainst 
the Heart, (London: Harvester Press, 1992). 
68 Ibid, p. 2. 
69 Ibid. P. 1. 
70 Ibid, p. 2. 
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most 'disabling inheritance'. 71 It is in their attempt to overcome the dissociation 

between sensibility and the affairs of the world - 'by writing not from, but against 

the heart 72 - that links women poets of the Victorian period. 
As Leighton goes on to point, out the problems of biography are especially 

significant for critics of women's writing. As most of the poets she discusses are 

relatively obscure it is necessary to provide a biographical introduction to their work. 
But since the death of the author was pronounced in 1977 by Barthes, biography 

remains an unpopular aspect of criticism. Like Day and Wisker, Leighton suggests 

that the exclusion of the author is not a feasible method of approaching work by 

women, 'feminist criticism, by its very nature needs to ask 'Who is this authorT 

who far from from having to die, has not yet been brought to life in the readers 

consciousness'. 73 Quoting Rosi Braidotti she reiterates, 'one cannot deconstruct a 

subjectivity one has never been fully granted'. 74 

Yet, Leighton is careful to maintain the distance between interest in the life 

and interpretation of the work and achieves this by dividing each chapter into an 
introductory section on biography and a critical analysis of the writing in 'an attempt 
to set the poetry, not squarely in the context of the life, but side by side with it, in a 

suggestively interacting tension, rather than a determining sequence'. 75 This is more 
than an exercise in caution, however, as Leighton also means to distinguish between 

the person who lives and the poet who writes, who though not unrelated are distinct 

from each other. This is particularly true of the Victorian woman poet who 

maintained a figure of the public-self while living and creating the myth of the 

woman poet. Such a split was an absolute necessity in the tension between the role 

of womanliness and female sensibility and the freedom of imaginative and aesthetic 

creativity - between being seen to be living from the heart and writing against it. 

For Angela Leighton, Mew is one of the last Victorians. As her life and art 

seem to have been unaffected by the sensibilities and innovations of the twentieth 

century and the influences of Modernism, Leighton classifies her as the last in a 

tradition of Victorian women poets whose work echoes the voices of those who 

71 
.'p. 

3. 
72 Ibid., p. 3. 
73 Ihid 

' p. 4. 
74 Ibid 

' p. 4. 
75 Ihid., p. 5. 
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preceded her. In her biographical introduction to Mew's work, she draws on the 

work of Davidow and Fitzgerald, while maintaining a distinction between fact and 
hearsay. For example she does not speculate on the nature of Mew's relations with 
D'Arcy and Sinclair except as an example of the poet's reticence concerning her 

private life. Instead she emphasises those aspects of Mew's history which gave rise 

to the symbols and themes of her writing - her fascination with the figure of the 

fallen woman, introduced to her by the seamstress Miss Bolt, the death of her 

siblings accounting for the figure of the dead or stolen child, the ritual of burial 

witnessed by her so often in childhood and the social and personal stigma of 

madness which haunted the Mew family. Emphasis is also placed upon the 

unfortunate timing of Mew's writing and publications - how the scandal which 

shook The Yellow Paper deprived Mew of a literary context which suited her more 
than the emancipations of the twentieth century. Referring to Woolf s famous 

remark, Leighton concludes this section: 

It was Mew's fate as a poet but also her greatness, at a time when new 
movements and new canons were replacing the old, to remain 
unplaced and, indeed, in many ways 'unlike anyone else'. 76 

In Leighton's critique, Mew's work may be divided into two distinct 

categories both of which, in sensibility, imagery and motifs are heavily influenced by 

her poetic predecessors. Her concerns with female sexual repression and self-denial 

are distinctly Victorian, as are her strategies of the displacement of desire and the 

market mechanisms of sex, money and the paradigms of virtue and corruption. Much 

of her writing is concerned with and acted out in the language of 'the cloister, the 

street or the grave'. 77 Though Mew professed a deep admiration for Emily Brontd, 

the main influence upon her writing was that of Christina Rossetti. Mew not only 

echoes in her poetry the motifs and symbols of her great predecessor, but also 

mirrors its obsessions - the displacement and misalignment of romantic encounters, 

the penalties of the enactment of sexual desire and the preoccupation with death and 

burial. Leighton compares Rossetti's 'Remember me when I am gone away' and 'On 

the Wing' to Mew's 'Remember me and smile, as smiling too' and 'Ne Me Tangito', 

76 Ibid., p. 278. 
77 Ibid., p. 279 
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highlighting the similarities in style and metre and in Mew's obvious echoing of 
Rossetti's pastoral imagery in the latter poem as well as in its thematic similarities. 
For both poets destroyed love is replaced by the dream of mothering or creativity and 
(as more frequently in the work of both poets) 'a riddling other meaning' or dream- 

vision. With the single exception of 'Ne Me Tangito', however, in Mew's case the 
dream-vision is always elusive and the poet left empty-handed. 

Leighton's distinction between the two categories of Mew's poetic 
production is based upon the figure of the Magdalene which haunted Mew's 
imagination. According to the critic, the opposition set up around this figure in terms 

of innocence and experience, virtue and sin, damnation and salvation belongs to the 
literary tradition of a past Victorian morality. By the 1890s the language of religion 
and market exchange had become almost obsolete and Leighton suggests that the 
lurid, gaudy imagery of Mew's scarlet woman invokes a dated poetic style which has 
lost its moral significance. By 1916 when the first collection of poems was. 
published, this language was distinctly old-fashioned, 'and certainly Mew's more 

78 jewelled, fin-de-siacle vocabulary of guilt clinks somewhat'. 
For Leighton the only significance of Mew's fallen woman figure is apparent, 

in the short story 'Passed' in which the narrator befriends and then abandons a young 
girl who later succumbs to the advances of the very man responsible for her sister's 
fall and death. This story highlights not the plight of the fallen woman but the 

meaningless nature of the encounter between the two women in which the narrator is 

not a redeemer but merely a passer-by - 'this absent motive becomes Mew's 

characteristic self-signature'. 79 

In Mew's own dramatic monologue of the fallen woman, 'Madeleine in 

Church' Leighton locates the final revival of a spent Victorian tradition. In another 

essay, 'Because Men made the Laws: the fallen woman and the woman poet, 80 

Leighton places Mew's poem at the end of another tradition of poetry including the 

works of Barrett Browning, Rossetti, Augusta Webster and Amy Levy. Leighton's 

premise is that the figure of the fallen woman was integral in the creation of the 

78 Ibid., p. 284. 
79 Ibid., p. 285. 
80 Angela Leighton, 'Because Men Made the Laws : the fallen woman and the woman poet', 
in New Feminist Discourses : Critical Essays On Theories and Texts, ed. Isobel Armstrong 
(London: Routledge, 1992), pp. 333-360. 
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identity of the woman poet in the issues of transgression of sexual roles and split 

female subjectivity which surround both the fallen woman and the woman poet. But 

as Leighton points out, by 1916 when 'Madeleine' was first published, the 

articulation of sexual passion had replaced the stigma of moral trespass - 'By the 

time women had come to write openly about sexual passion, the figure of the fallen 

woman ceased to haunt their imaginations. For she is the ghost of what has been 

hidden, denied, divided'. 81 

In the chapter on Mew, Leighton criticises Mew's revival of a tired poetic 

vocabulary and 'belated decadence' 82 
, but goes on to point out that it is in the 

technical innovations of the poem that the fallen woman is for the last time brought 

back to life and Mew is at her most inventive and original. If as Mizejewski and 
Leighton have both suggested, Madeleine is a woman at ease with her own 

passionate sensuality, then this underlines the Leighton's point in the earlier essay, 
that the fall is not a moral one but a debt (or lack) in the market of sexual exchange. 
It is the price exacted from women and women poets in particular for their response 
to the aesthetic imagination. For Leighton, Mew's best work, and that which falls 

into the second category, is that which concerns itself not with the highly-coloured 

scarlet passions, but the bleak whiteness of the female literary imagination. 

In the second part of the critical study, Leighton quotes Mew's remark in a 
letter to a friend - 'I wonder if Art, as they say, is a rather inhuman thing' 83 and 

expands upon it: 

The idea of that 'inhuman thing' gives to her poetry a colour which 
negates its sensuousness. While red represents experience deep-dyed 
in Victorian mythology of women's sexual guilt, its opposite white is 
the colour, not of innocence, but of vision and desolation, of that 
'inhuman thing' which turns experience into art. Mew's fascination 
with whiteness as "something that had never been" ... sets up a 
hollowness of reference, a revoked or negative significance which 
itself becomes the object of her best writings %. 84 

For Mew then, that which is loved and desired, be it the lover, the lost child 

or salvation, is actually refused and the resulting emptiness is the source of the 

p. 358. 
Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 287., 

3 Aid., p. 287. 
84 Ibid., p. 287. 
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poet's creative vision. Leighton traces this in Mew's short stories such as 'White 

World' and 'A White Night'. In 'White World' the female protagonist and her lover 

escape into a white world covered in snow in search of some dazzling, possessing, 

deafening thing but ultimately with no direction or fixed destination. As they 

approach the lover's home the woman dies, but it is not the comfort of husband and 

hearth that was sought anyway. The object of the original quest remains elusive and 

unknown and is so 'inhuman' that 'it has no reference beyond itself . 
85 This notion 

of a quest with no fixed objective is also apparent in 'The Call', a poem in which the 

protagonist leaves the comfort of hearth and home at the beckoning of some strange 

voice from the wild. In 'A White Night' a group of travellers witness the live burial 

of a woman who appears complicit in the strange ritual, while the 'shadow of a 

smile' 86 reveals that she has some secret agenda of her own. If the female figure in 

this story is indeed the figure of the woman poet then she is apparently willing to 

embrace a fate of desolation and death which also symbolises vision and creativity. 
As another short story 'The Smile' illustrates, the object which is desired is 

inspiration for the poet but is ultimately empty -a symbol of 'the emptiness at the 

heart of all vision'. 87 Leighton takes this further in her reading of 'Saturday Market' 

in which she reads the shame of the woman, 'The red, dead thing' hidden under her 

shawl not as abortion or miscarriage but as the woman's self-murdered heart which 
has no value in market currency, but the absence of which will ensure a creativity 

which, though deadly, can only be obtained at the cost of her heart or feminine 

sensibility. This rejection, not only of the desired object, blit of desire itself is 

manifest in 'The Forest Road' in which the speaker seeks to destroy and leave the 

beloved so that s/he will have the freedom to escape down the forest road towards 

(but presumably never to) his/her vision. In Mew's work love and-desire stand in 

opposition to creativity, but as the speaker in 'Fame' implies, the comfort of love (or 

appreciation) may still compensate for the bleakness and desolation of the white 

wilderness of poetic vision. 
Leighton then ultimately perceives Mew writing at the end of a tradition of 

women's poetry, in which self-renunciation and denial of pleasure are actually the 

5 Ibid., p. 288. 
6 Ibid., p. 290. 

87 Ibid., p. 293. 
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woman poet's attempt to shed the burden of love and sexual desire. for the aesthetic 

of the imagination. If this aesthetic leads to desolation and death with no visible, 

earthly compensations, it is because this is the 'special toll exacted from women for 

the amoral, objectless pleasures of their imagination'. It is also the source of the 

Victorian woman poet's creative power. 88 

Leighton's study of Mew's work not only affords it the analytical inquiry it 

deserves, it also goes a long way towards reclaiming the work from obscurity by 

addressing the very issues of biography, placement and approbation which until 

recently have been responsible for much of that obscurity. If, in Mew's case 

biography has overshadowed criticism, it is because the issue of the poet's life is of 

particular concern to critics of Victorian women poets. These women not only 

struggled to maintain a personal identity while creating a poetic one, they also had 

the added burden of maintaining the distinction between female sensibility (or 

womanliness) and imaginative creativity which did not correspond to the Victorian 

male ideal of what a woman should be. The deep curiosity concerning the life of 
Mew and these other poets, arises from the fact that these lives manifest a startlingly 
different portrait of the poet from that revealed in her work. Much of the criticism of 

Mew has been concerned with somehow trying to relate the two, but as Leighton's 

paper suggests it is the tension between them that gives rise to the true strengths of 

Victorian women's poetry. 

If the over-cited approbation of great canonical writers has overshadowed 

critical appreciation of Mew's work, then it is time for critics not merely to mention 

the names of Hardy and Woolf but also to question why writers so diverse in style 

and ideology should hold her work in high esteem. Woolf s remark that Mew was 

'unlike anyone else' 89 suggests not only her originality as a poet but the problem of 

placing her in any literary tradition. Although Leighton places Mew at the end of the 

tradition of Victorian women's writing, the technical innovations of her poetry 

certainly suggest that her verse, though not strictly Modernist, refers forward to the 

Modernist period. The figure of the Magdalene does appear in Modernist poetry 

(such as H. D. 's Trilogy) and, therefore, I do not believe it is necessary to draw such 

88 Ihid., p. 298. 
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an absolute distinction between Mew's fallen woman poems and her poems of the 

female aesthetic imagination. Mew's work bridges the gap between Modernism and 
the Victorian tradition in poetry and, rather than placing her in one or the other, 
literary critics should consider what her writing tells us about both. In the second 
half of this chapter I discuss recent criticism regarding Mew's work and show how 

the current critical culture is exploring new ways of approaching her writing. I 

suggest that the there has been a gradual move from the emphasis on biography as 

well as an underlying willingness to relate her work to Modernist poetics rather than 

simply view her as the last Victorian woman poet. 

'9 Letter from Virginia Woolf to R. C. Trevelyan, 25 Jan 1918 in Virginia Wootf* The 
Question of Things Happening, Collected Letters R, 1912-1922 (London: Hogarth Press, 
1976)p. 419. 
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Part lWo 

In the second part of this chapter I will be focusing on the'papers, anthologies 

and books which were written after I started my research on Mew. I have chosen to 

place these works in a separate and distinct section in order to create the context of 

an emerging and continuing critical interest in her writing and to explore the varied 

responses her work has recently evoked. I also intend to show how my own study of 
Mew's writing in this thesis relates and responds to the current critical positions 

regarding her work and the possibilities of taking these fiu-ther through my own 
detailed textual analysis. From 1997 onwards, one 'biography', four critical essays 

and four collections of Mew's poetry have appeared. The interest in biography has 

slowly changed into a more critical interest in her work and gradually critics and 

editors have been able to combine biographical information using it as a gloss or 
even a tool for critical study. The shift from P. B. Parris's fictionalised biography, the 
biographical revisions of Val Warner, the varied critical and analytical approaches of 
Kathleen Bell, Jeredith Merrin, John Newton and Dennis Denisoff and the 

presentation of new editions of Mew's work by Val Warner, Ian Hamilton, John 

Newton and Deborah Parsons, 'suggest a gradual change in the critical focus on 
Mew's work. These new editions of her work also mean a greater availability of her 

texts to a new reading public. It has always been ill-advised to suggest that Mew is 

about to be awarded the recognition she deserves, but I hope that the following 

analysis of the criticism of her work will point to a new kind of criticism that is 

gradually reassessing her place in the critical culture. 

Biography in a 'New Light" 

First published by Viking in 1997 P. B. Parris's novel His Arms Are Full of 
Broken Things, " is an autobiographical' account of Mew's life spoken in the first 

person by the poet herself. Although the appearance of another biographical 

" P. B. Paffis, His Arms Are Full ofBroken Things (London: Penguin, 1998). 
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depiction of Mew's life is disappointing, Parris's novel seems to be the natural 

conclusion to the literary culture surrounding Mew, the overt interest in her life, the 

need to use the poems as clues to her personality, and ultimately the fictionalisation 

of the life itself so that the Mew the poet is inevitably replaced by Mew the invented 

persona. 

It is not my aim to make a detailed or comparative study of Mew's 

biographies, fictionalised or otherwise, but I think Parris's book merits some 
discussion in this study as it highlights some of the flaws that fictionalised biography 

can inflict upon the reputation of a writer, particularly if that writer is a woman who 
is relatively unknown. The Charlotte Mew that Parris portrays is an unlikely version 

of Mew based on a biased reading of her poetry. Val Warner has suggested, Parris 

' shows Mew as a lesbian, in a Victorian and subtler and psychological evocation 
than Fitzgerald's, but falsifies by wholesale ignoring of the known facts'. 911 

disagree that Parris's version is more subtle than Fitzgerald's, but Warner has her 

own reasons for taking issue with Fitzgerald as we shall see further on in this 

chapter. 
Parris essentially takes all the gossip, anecdotal evidence and speculation 

surrounding Mew's life from Davidow's theory of a romantic link between the poet 
and Thomas Hardy to the scene of Mew chasing Sinclair three times over the bed, 

and weaves it into her autobiography. Parris's Mew is not a typical 'subtly' evoked 
Victorian lesbian or indeed a lesbian in any sense of the word for it is ridiculous to 

suggest that one can establisha s6xual portfolio of an individual by weaving the 

gossip about them into biography, and 'auto'biography at that. According to Parris, 

Mew had a mutually passionate if sexless relationship with Hardy since she 
, 

accidentally bumped into him outside the British Library Reading Room in 1892. 

She also has a strong romantic friendship with Ella D'Arcy who is portrayed as a 
flirt and coquette who encourages Mew's advances and then later rebuffs her. 

Perhaps Parris's original intention was to try to represent Mew in her own 

poetic language; a language with precise images and passionate intensity. But if 

Parris seeks to imitate Mew's language, she too often blunders into the excessive 

melodrama and emotionalism of which Mew's writing is devoid. I quote a scene in 

9'Val Warner, 'New Light on Charlotte Mew', PNReview 117 24: 1 (Sept-Oct 1997), 42- 
46, p. 43. 
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which Hardy and Mew are alone together, precipitating their first chance of physical 

contact: 

Before I knew it', he has his arm round me, his lips touching my cheek, 
and he said, 'You know you're the dearest woman to me. ' His ardour 
shook me, his whispering, half heard and half felt against my skin, 
filled me with dread. I'd thought I was free to do as I liked, but 
something bound me as tightly as a whalebone corset. I struggled from 
his arms and leant away into the comer of the sofa, shaken, flustered, 
and a bit dizzy. My cheeks stung, my face must have gone bright red. 
'I've renounced all physical love, ' I blurted out. 92 

To have a poet who used the dramatic monologue to distance herself from the often 

excessive or neurotic passion she was representing, whose imagery resonates back 

and forth from word to image with a multitude of meanings; to have her voice these 

words about her own supposed passion like a ventriloquist's dummy is certainly 

painful, particularly so because Mew's own language is so subtle and evocative. It is 

one thing to attempt a fictional biography of a person, but when that person is a poet 
it is surely a futile exercise to attempt to make that person speak in a'different voice. 
When contrasted to Mew's dense and complex prose, her clear and haunting poetry, 
Parris's narrative jars. 

Certainly Parris's representation of the final meeting between Sinclair and 

Mew is better presented. Even though a great deal is made of the 'thrill of 

catastrophe' and Mew is described as 'wrathful and yearning', 93 Sinclair escapes the 
disfiguring power of Parris's representation more easily than Hardy. Parris writes 

essentially about the thwarted romance between Mew and Hardy and the older writer 
features prominently in almost every chapter. Although at times Parris's prose does 

rise above gross parody in an attempt to embody the spirit of Mew, her voice 

remains too removed from the subtlety and power of Mew's own and the Mew that 

Parris gives us is gawkish, blundering and sentimental. There is no hint of that 

strange duality which friends and other biographers have noted in her reticent 

character, bold self-assertion alternating with shy reticence. 
In this thesis I hope to counter Parris's image of Mew. Through a study of 

her poetry, I think we can find a Mew who is an authoritative and canny poet with a 

" Parris, RisArms. 4re Full OfBroken Things, p. 87. 
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voice that speaks for women about identity, desire and faith; not clumsy and pitiful, 
but one that although haunted by its own desires, is certain of its poetic power. 

Val Warner's 'New Light on Charlotte Mew' which appeared in the PN 

RevieW94 in 1997 adds fin-ther biographical information. This paper is Warner's 

response to Fitzgerald's biography and she points out the discrepancies and 
oversights in Fitzgerald's book. The particular aspects of Fitzgerald's work that 
Warner rejects are factual and interpretative. Contrary to Fitzgerald's claim, Warner 

states that Mew's father Frederick was not the youngest child of the family. Nor 

were his elder brothers London businessmen named George and James, but Henry 

and Richard who were farmers. 95 Fitzgerald attributes Mew's sonnet 'Left Behind' 
to Mew's crush on her headmistress Lucy Harrison, Warner claims that the source is 

more likely Donne as Mew's sonnet itself is about death rather than rejection. 96 

Fitzgerald dismisses Mary C. Davidow's claim that Sam Chick, a family friend was 
'keep[ing] company'with Mew in the early 1890s; Warner claims that there is 

sufficient biographical and literary evidence to support Davidow's position. 97 

According to Fitzgerald, Henry Harland suggested to Mew that the publishers of The 
Yellow Book might want her to contribute to an anthology; Warner claims that they 
had offered to publish a volume of her stories. 98 Warner is not convinced of the 

relationship between Mew and Ella D'Arcy and claims that the letter 'to Ethel (not 
Edith) Oliver, 99 upon which Fitzgerald bases her assumption, could as easily be 

referring to family difficulties; she points out that Davidow dates Freda's 
institutionalisation from early in the twentieth century while 'Fitzgerald without 
evidence dates it earlier'. 100 

It is clear from Warner's writing that she prefers Davidow's earlier 
biographical criticism to Fitzgerald's book and that she finds Fitzgerald's research 
and interpretations flawed or unconvincing. But her own research does bring to light 

" Ibid, p. 204. 
94 Val Warner, 'New Light on Charlotte Mew', p. 44. 
"Ibid., p. 44. 
96jbid., p. 44. 
97jbid., p. 44. 
"Ibid., p. 44. 
99 Ibid., p. 44. 
'00 Ibid., pp. 44-45. 
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new material on Mew's sexuality, her life and her death. Warner claims that 

following Oscar Wilde's arrest in 1895, cuts were made to Mew's stories 'The China 

B owl' (1899) and 'Miss Bolt' (190 1) to exclude any reference to homosexuality 

when published in The Temple Bar. Although Warner rejects Fitzgerald's romantic 

link between Mew and D'Arcy, she suggests that there is evidence in Mew's writing 

of a romantic friendship between the poet and her friend, Kate (Katherine) Righton 

and later Beatrice Hastings. Most significantly Warner claims that 'In January 1997, 

I was told by a man (who later withdrew permission for me to use his narne) that in 

the late 1950s Alida told him, near tears, 'She was drawn to her own sex - Charlotte 

would kill me for saying that". 101 , 
On an interpretative level, Warner suggests that 'The Forest Road' refers to 

Mew's sister Freda and the guilt at her institutionalisation. She also claims that 

Mew's friendship with May Sinclair accounts for the most productive period in her 

career as a poet: 'May Sinclair was indirectly responsible for The Farmer's Bride, 

notwithstanding that much of the subject matter derived from Charlotte's 

siblings'. 102 

Perhaps the single most significant biographical information revealed in this 

essay is the fact of Mew's first suicide attempt, omitted from Fitzgerald's biography. 

Warner quotes from Sidney Cockerell's letter of the 8 th of November 1923, written 

after the death of her mother in May of the same year and shortly after Mew was 

awarded a Civil List Pension and: 

Anne has very kindly told me what Harley Street says about you. It 
was very much what I expected to hear. It would have been my own 
diagnosis - only I don't know what you might have done to yourself 
with that ridiculous peroxide. 

Now we must really put our heads together to secure the 
carrying out of the specialist's instructions - and then you will be 
better and better by degrees. 103 

Mew's first suicide attempt is not common knowledge even among her biographers 

and it certainly shifts the perspective of her suicide as a single attempt brought about 

'"Ibid., p. 45. 
102jbid. 

0 p. 46.. 
'0' From The Berg Collection, New York Public Library, quoted in Warner, 'New Light' p. 
46. 

-1 
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by the death of her sister. We are left to wonder about the 'diagnosis' of Harley 

Street and the nature of 'the specialist's instructions', but this incident lends a 

poignancy and humanity to Mew's story which goes beyond speculation and 

suggests a talent struggling with an illness rather than the romantic poet-suicide. 
Warner's 'new light' on Mew's biography and her work certainly adds 

another dimension to an understanding of the writer's work. She locates Mew's 

relationships with her siblings as the emotional source of many of her poems and 

reassesses May Sinclair's influence on the poet. She is also more open to reading 
Mew's poems in terms of her lesbian desires relating this to a corresponding shift in 

Mew's style. Warner claims that the use of a male narrator started in the 1890s with 
'An Ending' and 'The Bridegroom's Friend' and later emerged into her own style in 

'The Farmer's Bride' - 'enabling her to focus on a woman emotionally and 

erotically% 104 Warner also refers to Mew as a Modernist suggesting that 'her 
innovatory modernist technique of rhyming free-verse, probably derived from 
Matthew Arnold and others: 

Recent feminist and lesbian criticism, sometimes citing her use of 
repeated rhyme which chimed with her American champion Marianne 
Moore's concerns, often places Mew outside 'male-dominated' 
Modernism, yet within this movement Mew innovated. 105 

Warner also perceives Mew to be writing in a tradition of religious verse 

which she suggests is compatible with her identity as a lesbian. Recurrent reference 
in her work to Paris and Catholicismsuggests to Warner the work of Radcliffe Hall 

and Michael Field, lesbian writers who used the city of Paris and the Catholic faith 

as the location for the safe articulation of a lesbian identity. This also corresponds to 
Mew's poetry of 'renunciation' as her rejection of marriage echoes the disavowal of 
forbidden love - 'the glorification of the renunciation of all love becomes a kind of 

passion'. 106 Warner ends by saying that 'she belongs also to Christian anthologies, 

notwithstanding her faith probably increased her suffering'. 107 

104jbid., p. 44. 
'O'Ibid., p. 45. 
'061bid., p. 45. 
107 lbid, p. 47. 
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In spite of Warner's obvious antipathy to Fitzgerald's biography, Warner's 

new biographical data is of interest as it seeks to use the biography to provoke a new 

and varied reading of the texts in terms of Mew's relationship with her siblings, the 

literary aspect of her friendship with Sinclair, her identity as a lesbian (supposedly 

confirmed by her closest friend) and even as a writer of Christian poetry. Unlike 

Parris's book, the aim here is not of speculation, voyeurism or even 'what-might- 

have-been', but a genuine attempt by one of Mew's early champions to re-evaluate 
Mew's writing in terms of new information regarding her life. 

Three different critical approaches 

Jeredith Merrin's paper 'The Ballad of Charlotte Mew', ' 08 is a critical essay 

that seeks to renew the interest in Mew's work which originally emerged with the 

publication of Warner's collection and Fitzgerald's biography. Merrin's main 
approach is based upon the assumption that in her poetry Mew adopts the ballad 
form and that the strength of her best writing is derived from her adoption and 
adaptation of this poetic form. Merrin's contextualisation of the criticism 

surrounding Mew's work is commendable. As he points out, much of the criticism 

until 1997 has followed its own agenda of either studying Mew in the context of her 

identity as a lesbian poet, in terms of her life (biography) or even by attempting to 
4rehabilitate"09 her as a political radical. Merrin feels that the 'broad themes and 
biographical speculations' have displaced 'aesthetic consideration' of her work 

particularly in the difference in quality between her prose and poetry. Initially Merrin 

claims that his critical position is rooted in 'aesthetic astonishment'. ' 10 His mission 
is to present Mew 'neither as a prototypical male victim nor as the radical feminist 

she never was, but rather as an imagination that found singular expression by 

wielding an old literary form in a new way'. ' 11 

"' Jeredith Meff in, 
1997), 200-217. 
'09 Ibid., p. 200. 
"0 Ibid., p. 20 1. 
111 Ibid., p. 20 1. 

'The Ballad of Charlotte Mew', Modern Philology 95: 2 (November 
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Merrin is unimpressed by what he refers to as the 'time-bound quality' 112 of 

Mew's fiction which he accounts for in terms of Mew's short stories being 'hack 

work done for pay' 113 and that her particular kind of talent required 'more stringent 

regulation than that offered by the formal attitude of prose'. "' He points out that her 

poetry written between 1900 and 1916 gained the admiration of poets and writers 

such as Hardy, Sassoon, Woolf and Pound. Merrin accounts for the success of her 

poems over her prose by suggesting that the 'transhistorical, simultaneously 

subjective and objective quality' of Mew's poetry derives from her use of the ballad 

form which according to Merrin has in English literary tradition 'proved a means of 
literary renewal'. Merrin deplores the 'manner' of Mew's short story 'Passed' 

declaring that it is not only the fin-de-siýcle subject matter of the fallen woman story 

which dates Mew's prose work but also Mew's literary style : 'studded with 
inversions, archaic diction, and thumping Poe-ish alliteration... On and on dashes 

Mew's breathlessly sensitive, tonally fervid prose - ... heavily adjectival, blurry on 
physical details, and to a modem ear unemba'rrasingly uneconornical'! 15 

Merrin finds the contrast between Mew's prose and poetry particularly 

marked when her poems re-address some of the issues which appear in her prose. In 

comparing Mew's unpublished short story 'White World' with her later poem 'The 

Call', both of which I discuss in detail in chapter five, Merrin's interest is in pointing 

out how 'a story can be transformed by the manner of its retelling'. 116 Merrin asserts 
that 'while Mew's prose passage reads like bad poetry, her lyric line has the virtues 

of prose', and although 'The Call' is 'not technically a ballad' owing to its mixed 

meters, Merrin suggests that it does conform to traditional fifteenth-century ballads 

in that it 'tells its eerie story in a condensed manner and in simple language; like 

them it is composed of unlocalised, evocative elements'. 117 Merrin also likens 

Mew's poem to nineteenth-century texts such as Arnold's 'Dover Beach'(1 8 67) and 
Yeats's 'Lake Isle of Innisfree' (1893), but he finally suggests that the Mew's verse 
in its adaptation of the ballad form is more evocative than the 'tediously lengthy 

112 Ibid., p. 202. 
113 Ibid., p. 202. 
114jbid., p. 202. 
"' Ibid., p. 203. 
116jbid., p. 203. 
117 Ibid., p. 204. 
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story', of 'White World'! 18 Merrin considers why, unlike some of her 

contemporaries, Mew did not adopt free verse or even return to the blank verse of 

Browning's dramatic monologues, or indeed the sonnet sequences favoured by 

Elizabeth Browning and Christina Rossetti. He feels that the relationship between 

writer and form is not 'arbitrary' and attempts to account for Mew's use of the ballad 

in terms of its supernatural elements which conformed to Mew's need to express 

(psychological and spiritual disruption'; the recurrence of the ballad form in 

children's verse enabled Mew to articulate 'elegiac and sometimes regressive 

subjects and moods', and that in view of the threat of madness and death in her 

family the traditional and simple form offered 'a stabilizing and centralizing stance'. 

But, as Merrin points out, the result of Mew using the ballad structure enabled her to 

'curb her tendency to overwrite and find a way to tell painful, subjective truths in an 

economical and impersonal fashion'. ' 19 

Merrin recognises that 'The Call' is not one of Mew's best poems and his 

reading of 'The Farmer's Bride' manifests an appreciation of her poetry while also 

serving as a more convincing example of Mew's adaptation of the ballad. The 

tension in this poem between the strict ballad form and Mew's own idiosyncratic use 

of rhyme, alliteration and repetition to signify psychological intensity illustrates her 

innovative use of a traditional form. What is even more interesting is his placement 

of this poem in the tradition of the Lyrical Ballads (1798): 

the language, resembling what Samuel Taylor Coleridge called 
the "wild ballad, " partakes of an English pastoralism that suggests 
ancient and ineluctable human predicaments. Mew's evocation of 
what William Wordsworth called "essential passions" in a humble or 
rustic setting through "a selection of language really used by men7 
may be seen as a kind of tum-of-the-next-century extension of 
Wordsworth's project in the Lyrical Ballads (1798). 120 

Ultimately, for Merrin, 'The Farmer's Bride' proves that poetry rather than 

prose is Mew's m6tier and that 'Mew's poem succeeds where her fiction does not: it 

tells a dramatic story succinctly and with resonance'. 121 This observation of course 

... Ibid, p. 205. 
"9 Ibid, pp. 205-206. 
"0 Ibid., p. 206. 
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leads to a comparison with Hardy. Merrin rightly dismisses Davidow's claim of a 

romantic link between the two writers and suggests that a literary link such as the 

their use of the ballad form (along with their 'bleak and melancholy tone' and 'an 

attraction to rural situations and dialect' 122) is far more significant. Davidow uses the 

fact that Hardy had copied Mew's short poem 'Fin de FEW on the back of British 

Museum reading room slip as suggestive of a romantic link between the two. Merrin 

attempts to explain why that poem in particular would have appealed to the older 

poet. He suggests that the 'tough-minded conceit' 123 of the opening stanza as well as 

the themes of love and loss set a 'Hardyesque tone'. The 'morbidly evocative 
imagery in the final and almost perfectly regular ballad stanza', 124 is the final link in 

the chain which for Merrin links Mew to Hardy in their adoption of the ballad form. 

Merrin regards Mew's talent as her own, rather than a pale imitation of 
Hardy, but he finds her 'startlingly long lines', her 'prominent departures from short 
ballad-like rhymes', 125 problematic. Though they often add to the psychological 
intensity of the poem and are an example of Mew's original art, Merrin finds them 
'tonally as well as metrically excessive' 126 in the shorter poems such as 'Fin de F8te' 

and reminiscent of her 'bad prose'. 127 Merrin attempts to account for these 
differences in technical form in terms of her temperament which could be both bold 

and assertive, as well as shy and self-deprecating; her use of the ballad form 

representing her adherence to tradition, her longer lines representing her deviation 

from it. 

Merrin reads the imagery of sleep and burial in Mew's poem as a kind of 

regression to childhood and finther back into the womb along with other dreamlike 

imagery in her poem making her 'more psychologically exposed and so a more 
128 intimate authorial presence than Thomas Hardy'. He seems to be suggesting that 

the 'poignant and peculiar personality' 129 of the work is one of the hallmarks of her 

originality much admired by other poets and in turn leads to what readers and critics 

... Ibid., p. 208. 
123 Ibid., p. 209. 
124 Ibid., p. 209. 
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have found fascinating: the story behind the poet. He lists some of the aspects of the 

poet's life that may account for the constant speculation about her life including her 

unrequited desires, her survival as 'a poet's poet', and her death, but he also suggests 

that there is a certain quality to her poetry that also invites the reader to search for 

clues. 
Merrin locates the source of this quality in the ballad tradition - its narrative 

quality used by Mew to create dramatic monologues - as well as 'the powerful 

undercurrents of Mew's own pressured and pained psyche' . 
130 He perceives the 

poems to be 'protoconfessional' tying them to the Catholic faith and confession. He 

accounts for this quality in terms of the self-imposed secrecy of Mew's personal life 

as well as the themes of repentance and redemption of her fallen woman poems, but 

he suggests that either way Mew must have been aware of the literary power to be 

derived from the tension between the urge to confess and the need for reticence: 

So in her poems Mew both tells and does not tell. In her best 
writing she plays the power of withholding against the power of 
revelation - and here "revelation7 should be understood both in the 
sense of striking personal disclosure and in the more biblical sense of 
profound spiritual awakening. Poetry that divulges hidden familial 
truths or tells secret stories about the weak and darkened self possesses 
the capacity to awaken and bestir others. 131 

1 

It is this protoconfessional quality that Merrin suggests is the power behind 

Mew's own favourite poem 'Fame', which contains many images from her own life 

while at the same time being similar to 'psychiatric confession'. Here too he 

accounts for this, albeit briefly, in terms of the poem's play with the ballad form. In 

spite of his admiration for 'Fame', he sees Mew's use of the ballad form at its best in 

the later 'Sea Love' which her perceives to be 'technically accomplished... never 

los[ing] its unassuming air'. 132 He concludes that in spite of her weak prose writing 

and her 'narrowly obsessive range' 133 Mew's use of the ballad form lends her poetry 

'objectivity, economy, mystery, and a blend of social embededness and temporal 

"0 Ibid., p. 212. 
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generality' while her own compulsion to 'intensely inward narrative' allows her 

poetry an originality and dramatic power. 
Merrin's paper is a well-informed and critically astute study of Mew's work 

which successfully juxtaposes biographical information with a textual analysis of her 

poetry .I am particularly impressed by the way he even seeks to account for the . 
overt interest in her life in terms of a critical study of her poetry. But I think that in 

attempting to analyse Mew's poetry mainly in terms of the ballad-form Merrin's 

paper becomes slightly unbalanced in its judgement. For example, his insistence that 

all her prose is of an inferior quality to her poetry and thus his rejection of it as 

unworthy of critical analysis means that he blinds himself to many of the issues in 

Mew's work that can only be understood through a reading of her prose. In chapter 
five I shall study Mew's poetry and prose together and explain some of the aesthetic 

as well as psychological subjects of her work to suggest that Mew's work has both 

an aesthetic and feminist agenda which appears in her prose as well as her poetry. I 

also think that in attempting to assimilate so many of Mew's poems to the ballad ' 
form, Merrin's argument becomes less than convincing. His comparison of Mew's 

poetry to that of the Lyrical Ballads and his vision of Mew writing in a Romantic 

tradition is of value, but surely it is folly to suggest that her best poetry is- derived 

from the ballad form. I think this paper with its bias toward the ballad is an 
interesting prism through which to reexamine Mew's poetry. It brings up issues of 

aesthetics, psychological content, confession and secrecy as well as rethinking Mew 

in literary tradition. But Mew's voice is too broad in range and scope, her poetry too 

complex and layered to try and categorise it in terms of a single lyrical form. 

Kathleen Bell's paper 'Charlotte Mew, T. S. Eliot and Modernism ,, 134 

appears in Kicking Daffodils, a collection of essays originating in the 1994 Kicking 

Daffodils conference at Oxford Brookes University, addressing the issues of women 

and poetry. Unlike Merrin's paper which links Mew to a past literary form and 

tradition, Bell's paper looks forward to the poet's links with Modernism. She begins 

with the suggestion that Modernist writers'and critics themselves are not necessarily 

the best definers of Modernism since Modernism is a movement itself defined in 

134 Kathleen Bell, 'Charlotte Mew, T. S. Eliot and Modernism', in Kicking Daffodils, ed, 
Vicki Bertram (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1997), pp. 13-24. 
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retrospect. The prescriptive writings of T. S. Eliot thus define his relation to 

academe rather than to the tenets of literary Modernism. Bell suggests that in the 

place of 'definition and rules' we should 'substitute thematic and stylistic 

congruence and even past public perception' 135 as critical yardstick for Modernism, 

and that such a shift in perception would enable the inclusion of women such as 
Charlotte Mew within the Modernist canon. Bell is one of the first critics to manifest 

an awareness of the problem of placing Mew in the Modernist canon owing to her 

"'Victorian" tag, although Yeats bom four years earlier, has eluded it'. 136 She also 

mentions Leighton's perspective of Mew as a crucial factor in that labelling. Bell's 

intention is to read Mew's work in its own literary context, that is, in relation to the 

periodicals in which her writing appeared and the feminist debates surrounding it. 

She supports her reading of 'The Farmer's Bride' as a 'chilling picture... of marital 

rape 9137 and notes the misogyny of early reviewers who 'took the farmer's side', 138 

by placing it in the context of the deliberations of the Royal Commission on Divorce 

and Matrimonial Causes in 1912. Preceding Mew"s publication of the poem in that 

year, letters appeared in The Nation supporting both the cause for women's franchise 

and the supremacy of the husband in the matrimonial bond. Bell suggests that within 
the context of this socio-political debate, Mew"s poem may have 'strengthened the 

argument against wifely obedience by moving into social circumstances in which 

abuse of power was frequently reckoned more extreme'. 139 Similarly she argues the 

appearance of Mew's poem 'The FEW in The Egoist, a publication renowned for its 

sexual and literary audacity, follows the feminist agenda of focusing the threat from 

female to male sexuality through an implied sexual violence. The 'neurotic and 
traurnatised' 140 voice of the speaking male subject of the poem suggests to Bell an 

association with Joyce's Portrait ofthe Artist as a Young Man, which also appeared 
in The Egoist (in serial form) in 1914. My reading of 'The Farmer's Bride' differs 

from Bell's since my interpretation in chapter three is based on the function of the 

poem as a dramatic monologue and a women's tradition of poetry in which the 

"'Ibid., p. 13. 
116 Ibid., p. 14. 
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simplistic divisions of loyalty along political lines is not possible. My reading 

suggests the problematic relationship set up between the masculine and feminine 

principles in terms of subjectivity and representation. I believe Bell is one of those 

critics whom Merrin has accused of attempting to 'rehabilitate' 141 Mew as a political 

radical and to present her as 'the radical feminist she never was'. 142 But Mew's lack 

of political activism requires no apology. The gender politics of Mew's work is 

rendered in terms of language, identity and poetic representation and I hope to 

illustrate this through this thesis. 

Bell also takes issue with Leighton's assertion that Mew's fallen women 

poems are the remnants of a past tradition by suggesting that in representing the 

prostitute as a sympathetic character Mew was 'engag[ing] directly' 143 with the 

campaigns of Christabel Pankhurst and the Women's Social and Political Union by 

countering the 'unsympathetic treatment' 144 of the figure in male representation. Bell 

cites Eliot as one of these writers, whose multiple depictions of fallen women in The 

Waste Land, suggests 'a nostalgia for the past punishment of fallen women' 145 and 
that the 'unpunished female sexuality' 146 is responsible in part for the emasculation 

and degeneration of the modem. Reading Mew's 'Madeleine in Church' 'against' 

'The Waste Land', Bell applauds Mew's 'defence of female sexual impulsiveness' 147 

and Madeleine's assertion of her sexual identity. 

Yet whatever the popular perception of Mew' poems at the time, Bell goes 

on to point out that reviewers such as H. D. were more interested in the literary 

context of Mew's style rather than the political context of her work. Belf suggests 

that reviewers including H. D., H. W. Nevinson and the unnamed reviewer of the 
Times Literary Supplement discuss Mew's work in terms which may be said to 
define Modernist writing. Bell then goes on to identify three main features, 

suggested by the TLS review, -which she perceives to be characteristic of Modernism 

141 Merrin, 'The Ballad of Charlotte Mew', p. 200. 
142 Ibid., p. 201. 
14' Bell, 'Charlotte Mew, T. S. Eliot and Modernism', p. 16. 
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and which enable comparisons between the work of Mew and Eliot. These three 

aspects of Modernism are 'gaps', 'fragmentariness', and 'underlying coherence'. 148 

Bell argues that the uncertainty left by the gaps in Eliot's 'The Waste Land' 

caused by the 'leap from cultural frame to cultural frame' 149 is effectively countered 
by the cultural and spiritual backdrop of 'high art and religious faith'. 150 She claims 

that it is the gaps in Prufrock (1917) which correspond more closely to those in 

Mew's poetry. These gaps she feels are the result of the speaker's shrinking from the 

brink of the unsayable into 'an excess of startling and appalled metaphor'. 151 This 

gap left by this 'excessive reaction' is represented, in the three dots and the lines of 

space between sections which recur in Prufrock. In Mew's poem 'The Quiet House' 

she locates a similar series of gaps, residue of the disjunction in the speaker's 
depiction of everyday incidents and the 'excessive reaction' of her imagery of 

violence inflicted upon the self As in Prufrock, Bell notes that the gaps in the 

narrative are represented by the 'incompleteness of the sentences ending in 

dashes'. 152 Bell suggests that these poems place the reader in the position of analyst 

attempting to reconstruct a personality from a series of impressions and gaps, but she 
is also aware that analysis is fruitless as the subject is a fictitious character. 

Compared to what she perceives to be Eliot's attempt to find a 'universal solution', 

Mew's poems deny the authority of any 'universal values'. 153 

For Bell, the 'fragmentariness' of Mew's work which she locates specifically 

in 'In Nunhead Cemetery' suggests 'a fragmentary self, incapable of coherence' 

which she goes on to say is 'typical of Mew's characters... a range of alienated 

people on the margins of society, incoherent in themselves'. 154 Eliot's 

'fragmentariness' she claims, works differently since his fragments are used for the 

'building and construction [ofl a new order founded on high art, spirituality and 

hierarchies', ' 55 an order which itself uses 'exclusions and marginalisations' for its 

own stability. Consequently, Eliot's aim is to 'create a coherence' whereas in Mew's 

148, bid., P. ig. 
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work social values are questions and coherence itself is deemed inadequate and 

suspect. For Bell it is Mew, and not Eliot who 'carr[ies] the logic of modernism 
through to its logical conclusion by having no end in view but personal 

annihilation. ' 
156 

This comparison of Eliot and Mew in the context of the three features of 
Modernist poetics is the weakest Part of Bell's paper. Her readings of Mew's poems 

are brief and sketchy and seem preoccupied with the fragments of imagery, glossing 

over Mew's 'not quite realised metaphors' 157 and 'unclear symbolism' 158 
, refusing to 

engage with the text. This is perhaps understandable owing to the lack of space - in a 
ten page paper she gives over only four pages to the textual comparison because her 

aim is to focus on the gaps and fragmentariness of Modernist poetics. The early part 

of her essay in which she attempts to read Mew in the context of the late nineteenth- 

century political climate is interesting and highlights a way of approaching Mew's 

work which has not previously been attempted. Yet for Bell it is essentially the 

context as well as the 'thematic and stylistic congruence', that is Modem rather than 

the linguistic and aesthetic dynamic of the text. Her brief and overly-simplified 

reading of Eliot's 'The Waste Land' and Prufrock in this paper foreshadows another 

aspect of Modernism which she mentions but does not develop. In her brief 

discussion of H. D. 's review of Mew's The Farmer's Bride, she mentions that H. D. 

commends Mew for 'dar[ing] to discard [her] personality' and follow in the tradition 

of Browning. In a rather convoluted argument, she suggests that since Browning is 

one of the few Victorians to be included in 'Pound's pantheon', 'in discarding 

personality and following Browning, Mew could be held to assert her own 
159 

modernism'. In spite of this tenuous connection between Browning and literary 

Modernism, her relation of Mew's work to the 'impersonality' of Modernist poetics 

as outlined by Eliot in 'Tradition and the Individual Talent' is telling, though she 
does not expand upon this. In chapter four of this thesis, in addressing the issue of 
Modernism in Mew's poetry and comparing her work to that of Eliot, it is this aspect 

of poetic impersonality that I have focused on. I suggest that in H. D. 's review of 
Mew's book the relation between tradition and impersonality is more problematic 
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than Bell's paper suggests, and that it is in fact along the lines of poetic 
impersonality that a more substantive comparison can be made between the work of 

the two poets in terms of gender, subjectivity and the Modernist canon. 

John Newton's paper in the Spring 1997 issue of The New England 

Review, 160 is the most astute and critically conscious study of Mew's place in the 

literary canon, her claim to Modernist poetics. Newton compares Mew's work with 

that of Hardy and Eliot, discussing the quality of her poetic voice in comparison to 

these literary giants of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Newton's admiration 
is apparent from the beginning and it is clear that he considers Mew to be as good a 

poet as Hardy and Eliot, if indeed not better; the integrity of his position is 

maintained, however, by the fact that he places a critical discussion of the poems at 
the centre of his argument, unlike Bell who tacks it on at the end. Newton begins 

with a comparison of Hardy's poem '1967' to Mew's 'A Quoi Bon Dire'. In his 

comparison of these poems which depict an imagined moment in which memory and 
loss disrupt the relation between time past, present and future, Newton also invokes 

the opening lines of Eliot's 'Burnt Norton'. He implies that Mew's poem is better 

than Hardy's at expressing 'the paradoxical living existence of.. past experience' '! 
61 

expressed so evocatively in Eliot's work. Newton concludes that 'something must be 

wrong', 162 since in spite of the fact that Hardy wrote a great many poems 'the 

number of his really good ones is small' 163 (a debatable assertion) and yet his work 
is included in 'The Norton Anthology of Modem Poetry', while Charlotte Mew's is 

not. 
Even in comparing Hardy's 'better' 164 poem 'The Self-Unseeing' to Mew's 

'A Quoi Bon Dire', Newton concludes, after a detailed critical comparison, that 
Mew is the better poet. In comparison to Mew's poem, Newton finds the language of 

165 1 'The Self-Unseeing' 'pedestrian', and in contrast to the precision and sureness of 
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Mew's words - 'it is impossible to imagine what her poem says eing sai in any 

other words' 166 - Hardy's language seems to him 'relatively optional or arbitrary', 167 

made more so by his 'pat, off-the-peg rhythms'. 168 Although Newton seems unduly 

harsh about Hardy's poetry, his point about Mew's poetic voice is eventually well 

made. Newton's perceives Mew to be the better poet because she goes ftuther than 

Hardy in depicting the essence of the moment. While Hardy's main concern in the 

poem is regret for the lost moment, dealt with in 'a more conventional way, 169 Mew 

depicts the moment both experienced and remembered as the past in an imagined 

future: 

And one fine morning in a sunny lane 
Some boy and girl will meet and kiss and swear 

That nobody can love their way again 
While over there 

You will have smiled, I shall have tossed your hair. 
(CPP: 17) 

The more difficult thing Mew does, the greater wisdom she reaches 
through courage and subtlety of feeling as well as intellectual power, 
is to do justice simultaneously to the heartbreak and to the knowledge 
that eternity was nevertheless touched. Emotionally as well as 
intellectually, it is easier to conclude, not to be forever suspended and 
balanced and teased between the apparently contradictory feelings but 
to decide, instead, that it is all and only a matter of heartbreak, or that 
such heartbreak is something simple. 

[T]hrough the rare purity and completeness of the poet's art, 
the [reader's] mind is itself suspended for a moment in that place 
where time seems to be absent! 70 

Newton's appreciation of the balance between contradictory feelings (reflected in the 

suspension of the reader's mind in the moment) and even more, Mew's depiction of 

the moment as 'only a matter of heartbreak' and heartbreak as 'something simple', 
becomes clearer when he compares her work to poems in Eliot's Prufrock and Other 

Observations. But first he suggests that Mew possesses another quality, a 'mark of 
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outstanding poetry' 171 
- her 'unusual authority'. 172 Unlike critics of the eighties and 

indeed editors such as Leithauser and Ian Hamilton, Newton does not perceive Mew 

as a hit-or-miss poet but rather invests her with a poetic authority which no previous 

critic has done: 

[I]t is clear how thoroughly she knows what she is doing. There is no 
sense of anything being merely tried for, or worked up or laboriously 
worked at. 8he is boldly into it and doing it from her poem's first 
word, and is able to do it with an easy economy and lightness, as if 
casually. Her authority as a poet derives as well from both her matter 
and her manner being, without eccentricity, fresh and her own. 173 

To illustrate his point he discusses 'Le Sacrd-Coeur (Montmartre)' in which the 
division between Christ 'the King with the broken heart'(CPP: 32) and Paris 'of the 
hot white hands, the scarlet lips, the scented hair' (CPP: 3 1) is emphasised by His 

lonely place on the hill and her worldly indifference below. Newton claims to have 

originally misread this poem as a 'conventionally moral and Christian piece of 

writing', but later realised that the poet's aim was neither to preach nor to satirise but 

'the representation of something like a tragedy'. Mew's poem expresses 'the 

absolute intransigence' of the division between a worldly 'human reality' and a 
'divine reality' - 'the two at such an immense, hopeless distance from each other 

even though closely adjacent in the same place, and with suffering and great mutual 

need on each side'. 174 Newton suggests that this reading invites a comparison with 
Eliot's Prufrock poems (especially the 'Preludes') because the of the subject matter 

of the contrast between the spiritual and the worldly and the -seemingly impossible 

nature of the relation between the two, but also because of the similarities in writing, 
the construction and style of their poetic language. Comparing Mew's poem to the 
last of the 'Preludes' Newton admits that Mew's writing is never as 'magically 

sensitive', or 'potent' as Eliot's. For Newton, MeWs poetic power lies in another 
direction. He suggests that the speaker in many of the Prutjrock poems is 'the 

secretly glamorous Hamletizing young man.... disaffected and self-soulful'. This 

'attractive role' ('especially perhaps for anyone who has been a young man, ') 
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however is prone to less admirable qualities - 'the tendency to a defensive conscious 

cleverness and to feelings of contempt, hatred, self-contempt, self-pity, impotence 

(and, in other Prufrock poems, misogyny)'. In terms of this role-playing Newton 

finds that the last 'Prelude' and consequently much of Prufrock is 'more limitedly 

personal' than Mew's poem which is 'not less but more tough-minded' . 
175 Newton 

accounts for this by suggesting that Eliot's poem possesses an elegiac quality 

reminiscent of nineteenth-century post-Romantic verse. He links the elegiac note of 
Eliot's poetry directly back to Tennyson, claiming that it had 'already disappeared' 

in Mew's poetry and Hardy's. To reinforce his point, Newton compares the final 

stanza of 'Portrait of a Lady' to Mew's 'In Nunhead Cemetery' which he quotes 
from in detail, contrasting the elegiac tone of Eliot's poem - '[t]he voice continually 

swells and lapses' 176 _ to that of the speaker in Mew's poem whose voice alternates 
between hysteria and 'those appallingly flat and deadpan sentences'. 177 Newton 

suggests that Eliot was actually influenced by a line in Mew's poem which is echoed 
in 'The Waste Land' beginning a dramatic passage in 'A Game of Chess'. In fact he 

attributes Eliot's use of 'shockingly contrasted voices' 178 in 'The Waste Land' to 

Mew's influence, portraying her as 'an independent poetic innovator'. 179 

In comparing Mew to Eliot, Newton is keen to maintain that in spite of the 
fact that Eliot is the better poet, there are certain aspects of Mew's poetry which 

possess qualities, and Modernist poetic qualities at that, which are lacking in Eliot's. 

As Newton suggests, he is not simply comparing a major and minor poetic figure of 

the early twentieth century, but one major figure to another - 'perhaps the two major 

figures'. 180 

Quoting 'The Farmer's Bride' in full, Newton admires its 'absolute 

intransigence' 181 and goes on to remark that Mew's poetic authority derives in part 
from the timeless quality of her work. Even though 'In Nunhead Cemetery' is 

slightly dated by its Edwardian context, he claims that 'The Farmer's Bride' is even 

more timelessl than Prufrock although he does concede that the comparison is 
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problematic since Mew's poems have not been read often enough to meet the criteria 
for 'what wears well' 182 in the literary culture. For Newton the timeless quality of 
Mew's work is linked with 'that impersonality of hers which... can be more 
complete than Eliot's'. 183 It is the 'rare impersonal power' of Mew's poetry and 
'The Farmer's Bride' in particular, that Newton finds is the source of her poetic 
authority. 

Newton also admires Mew's poetry of the First World War and in discussing 
her short poem 'June, 1915' he states that 'if not the best of the many English poems 

of the First World War, it fails to be so only because Mew herself wrote others' . 
184 It 

is the 'remarkable balance and justice' 185 of the poem in its depiction of the 
difference and distance between the 'broken world' (CPP: 43) and the child 'with 

shining eyes and rough bright hair' (CPP: 43) which is important. For Newton the 
'large vision of life... the sine qua non' of 'perhaps the greatest writer from England 

this century after Lawrence', 186 is the tragedy of separation: 

insurmountable division and distance, between fanner and bride, - 
between Paris and Christ, perhaps between the two mourners in those 
other poems and their lost loved ones but even more between those 
mourners and everybody else, and now between that "broken" world 
and the child! 87 

It is the 'firm, calm clarity and full generous passion' with which Mew depicts 'both 
188 sides of such division, and... hold[s] them injust balance together" that Newton 

perceives. to be not only Mew's particular poetic genius, but also the source of poetic 
impersonality in her work and consequently his claim for her Modernity. 

In the third and final section of the paper Newton addresses the issue that the 
title suggests - Mew's place in English poetry. Newton dismisses as irrelevant the 
fact that Mew was twice rejected for Edward Marsh's anthologies of Georgian 
Poetry as the collections themselves have not endured in literary culture, claiming 
that her publication in the more select and avant-garde The Egoist has perhaps 
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proved to be the preferable literary credential. Yet this still does not explain her 

current neglect which Newton accounts for in terrns of her small literary output, the 

fact that she wrote very little after the publication of The Farmer's Bride in 1916 and 

that she was a woman. Apart from this, he suggests that her poetry is under- 

appreciated since it does not offer 'the immediate fast-food satisfaction' of much 

verse which is often mistaken for 'the real thing'. 189 He is particularly critical of 
Woolf s remark that Mew was "'our greatest living poetess"', 190 claiming that Mew 

may have been at the time "'our greatest living poet", since strictly speaking 'Eliot 

and Pound were American, Yeats Irish, Hugh MacDiarmid (if [Woolfl knew his 

work) Scottish, Lawrence not his best at verse. Hardy was the only serious rival 

among English poets', 191 and we have already seen Newton's comparison of Hardy 

and Mew's work. 
In asking what effect Mew's work might have had on English literary culture 

had it been duly appreciated and indeed what effect it might yet have on the future, 

Newton's answer is twofold. He obviously believes that Mew's poetry should be 

read in conjunction with Eliot's since in its simplicity, directness and impersonality 

it corresponds to Eliot's agenda of retrieving 'the ideal, classic potentialities of the 

English language - 'a strong ally because she is a similar classic user of the language 

and a different one'. 192 He also perceives her would-be effect on poetic culture in 

terms of gender as well, claiming that if Mew had had an effect on the culture 'there 

might not subsequently in England have been quite so much excessively cautious, 
193 "clever, " self-conscious; self-defensive, all too narrowly' male verse'. Newton 

obviously means this as a critique of later twentieth-century poets including Larkin, 

Ted Hughes, Geoffrey Hill and especially Seamus Heaney and he makes it clear that 

he does not appreciate what he refers to more than once as the "'thickness"' 194 of 
their language. 

The claims'that Newton makes for Mew's profound effect on English literary 

culture are unproven and remain, in the present critical culture, unprovable. Yet his 

Ibid., p. 45. 
Ibid., p. 45. 
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argument is almost convincing because of the detailed textual analysis of her poems 
(he discusses five of her poems in this paper) and the comparisons he makes 
between her work and Eliot's without detracting from the superior style and power 

of Eliot's verse. What I find particularly significant about Newton's paper is the 

emphasis he places upon the impersonality in Mew's writing and how this relates to 
Eliot's own work as well as to Modernist ideology. In chapter four of my thesis I 

discuss Mew's work in the context of Modernist practice, particularly that of poetic 
impersonality placing it in the context of 'Tradition and the Individual Talent' and 
Eliot's Prufrock poems, in particular the 'Preludes'. My objective, however, is rather 
different from Newton's in that I place the work of Mew and Eliot, and the issues of 
Modernism and the poetics of impersonality in the context of gender and the place of 

women writers at the beginning of the twentieth century. My aim is not to discuss 

whether Mew or Eliot demonstrates greater impersonality in their work, but to 

address the gender-politics of the issue of impersonality which itself is problematic, 

especially for women poets. I also compare Mew's work to Eliot's with an 

awareness of the sexual and textual politics of literary Modernism. 

New editions and recent criticism 

In 1999 Bloomsbury Publishing issued Selected Poems of Charlotte Mew, 195 

as part of their Bloomsbury Poetry Classics collection. The poems in this collection 

are selected by Ian HamiltohAo alsowrites the introduction. Although Hamilton's 

piece is presented as a 'biographical and critical introduction' to the poet's work, the 
bias of Hamilton's introduction is mainly biographical. He approaches his subject 
from the point of view of Alida Monro of the Poetry Bookshop, beginning with 
Mew's 'striking' 196 first appearance at one of the bookshop's Tuesday-evening 

poetry readings at Monro's invitation. 

Hamilton quotes Monro's account of their first meeting, '[w]hen she came 
into the shop she was asked: 'Are you Charlotte MewT and her reply, delivered 

"' Charlotte Mew, Selected Poems of Charlotte Mew, with an introduction by Ian Hamilton, 
Bloomsbury Poetry Classics (London: Bloomsbury Publishing Ltd, 1999). 
196 ibid., P. 9. 
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characteristically with a slight smile of amusement, was; 'I am sorry to say I am. " 197 

Hamilton's response to this incident is typical of critic-biographers who, from 

anecdotes, tend to draw conclusions about Mew's personality and her self-image - 
'[w]ith some people, this response could have been taken as a foot-shuffling semi- 

affectation. With Charlotte Mew the apology seemed heartfelt. This woman really 
didn't enjoy being who she was. ' 198 Like previous biographers Hamilton focuses 

upon the tragic, 'self-distaste' 199 apparent in Mew's response, ignoring the 

humorous, self-effacing spirit in which even Alida realised it was intended. This low 

self-esteem is what Hamilton perceives to be an important part of Mew's poetry, 

In some of these, the sense of self-distaste, of an excludedness painful 
to endure but thoroughly deserved, was all too blatant. Now and then 
Mew could be shrill. In other poems, though, the author's sense of not 
belonging, of having to bear some dee3 spiritual disfigurement, seems 
chillingly stabilised, taken for granted. 00 - 

Hamilton's further criticism is also reminiscent of male reviewers of the 
1980s who account for Mew's success in terms of the critical approbation of her 

work, although Hamilton makes a case for literary influence as well as editorial 

support: 

And yet, quite clearly, it was the poetry that mattered. It was like no 
one else's. There were echoes of Emily Brontd and Christina Rossetti, 
there was a touch of Hardy here and there, and there were signs too 
that Mew had taken notice of Des Imagistes (had not Pound accepted 
one of her poems for The Egoist? ). But the intensity and pitch of 
Mew's address, her wobbly metres, her zigzag lineation, her use of 
impersonation to subdue a self she dared not give full rein to: all these 
were distinctively her own. Distinctive also was the sense that nearly 
all her poems bear of someone labouring beneath the weight of 
irreparable damage. Mew can be vividly, even gushingly, alive to 
nature, and to the passing human show, but intimations of death and 
madness are never very far away. They press in on her as if to say: 
enjoy yourself if you have to, if you can, but don't pretend you're 201 
normal. 

197 bid., P. io. 
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This criticism of Mew's work combines two of the elements which I have 

previously mentioned as being the reason for Mew's neglect in the canon: 
biography and approbation, as well as that of speculation. Hamilton's 

contradictory assertion that her poetry 'was like no one else's' when he then 

goes on to tell us exactly how many other poet's work it does resemble, is due 

to the fact that he has picked up on Virginia Woolf s declaration that Mew 

was 'unlike anyone else'. Relating her work to that of Brontd, Rossetti and 
Hardy is relevant, yet he seems to attribute all that is original in her work to 
her (it is implied) eccentric use of rhyme and metre and the pathological 

aberrations in her own nature and those of her characters. The final sentence 
is a typical example of how Mew's work, when related to her life, leads to a 
kind of speculation that constantly seeks to fictionalise and dramatise her life 

in the most morbid and asinine way. Like Merrin, Hamilton goes on to say, 
'Mew's are the kind of poems that force readers to want to know about the 

author's life and personality', 202 but unlike the earlier critic he does not 

attempt to account for this in terms of the work itself. For the rest of the 

introduction, he relates Mew's biography focusing specifically on the insanity 

and institutionalisation of Mew's siblings and her own fears regarding 
hereditary insanity: 'By the early 1900s, only two of the original seven. Mew 

children were still living more or less sanely 'in the outside world': Charlotte 

and her sister Anne. But were they sane? 203 

He concludes the piece with what he probably regards as a 

commendatory summary of Mew's poetry: 

She remains, though, a neglected talent, remembered more for brilliant 
individual lines than for whole poems. Some of her longer pieces can 
seem too frantic and directionless and maybe this is the price we have 
to pay for her unnerving candour. At her best, though, and when she is 
fully control of her material, she seems to me to be one of our most 
affecting and authentic modem poets. Certainly, both as a poet and as 
a literary phenomenon, she has to be classed as an original of lasting 
value. 204 

202jbid., P. 11. 
203jbid., P. 14. 
204jbid., P. 16. 
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As I have suggested, Hamilton's introduction is reminiscent of the 

reviews and introductions of Brad Leithauser and Harold Fromm. But rather 

than simply dismissing Mew as a literary lightweight, Hamilton's study 

presents her as a neurotic woman poet Whose 'self-distaste' translates into her 

poetry, who displays naivetd regarding the formal aspects of her writing as 
illustrated by her 'wobbly metres, her zigzag lineation'; she is a poet whose 
fear of hereditary insanity, 'intimations of death and madness' influences a 
talent 'gushingly, alive to nature, ' and who only sporadically 'is fully in 

control of her material. ' The fact that this introduction is lacking in any kind 

of critical judgement unrelated to or beyond biography is probably because as 
the publishers indicate, the series 'is aimed at the general reader rather than 

the specialist'. Yet Hamilton's insistence upon Mew's low self-esteem and 

questionable mental stability and how these (and only these) are transmuted 

into her poetry, suggests that he is introducing her as a 'literary phenomenon' 

rather than as a poet. A neurotic and 'neglected talent', she is 'an original of 
lasting value' the quintessential woman poet who like the characters of many 

of her poems manifests 'an excludedness painfid to endure but thoroughly 

deserved'. 205 

It is certainly disappointing to find yet another introduction to Mew's 

work which relies heavily upon, indeed manifests and unhealthy interest in, 

Mew's personality and life. It is also surprising that this selection does not 

seek to place Mew's work in its published context. Although the poems are 
presented in the same order as they appeared published in The Farmer's 

Bride, Saturday Market and The Rambling Sailor, with the uncollected 

poems at the end, this ordering is not explained or made apparent in the 
Contents. This collection of Mew's poems is essentially for 'the general 
reader' though it is difficult to imagine how this readership can be developed 

without the critical appreciation of Mew as a significant voice. 

2051bid, p. 10. 
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The most recent paper to appear on Mew's writing is Dennis Denisoff s 

'Grave Passions: Enclosure and Exposure in Charlotte Mew's Graveyard Poetry'. 206 

In this paper Denisoff places Mew in a tradition of 'graveyard poetry', 207 dating from 

eighteenth-century male poets such as Robert Blair, Thomas Parnell and Edward 

Young to nineteenth century women poets, specifically Emily Bronta. He claims that 
/ 208 is the grave site and its corresponding imagery of 'cemeteries, graves and coffins', 

a symbol for 'the politicized distinction between the living and the dead', 209 and a 

means of reconfirming the social and religious conventions of the time. Denisoff s 

suggestion is that Charlotte Mew's poetry does not conform to literary conventions 
but uses the site of the gave to question, through the segregation of the living and 

the dead, other forms of social segregation particularly in terms of the oppression of 

women - 'the coercion of women into dependency on men for affection, erotic 
fii1filment, and economic satisfaction 210 

_ and the marginalisation of the mentally 
ill. Denisoff refers to Mew's lesbianism as another aspect of marginalisation, but 

also suggests that it allows her an enabling 'non-heteronormative vision', 211 

necessary for a revisionary poetics of graveyard symbolism. 

Denisoff perceives eighteenth-century male poets as writing a poetry of the 

graveyard that recognised the site as a 'contestation between a sense of discord and a 
desire for order'. 212 He suggests that these poets use this approach in order to explore 

social and spiritual dissidence, only finally to contain the notion of disorder within 
the ideological framework of the established hegemony. Bronta, he suggests, 

repudiates this reaffirmation of the conservative social and religious values of the 

prevailing order through a gendered vision of relationship between life and the after- 
life, favouring the corporeality of life over the sterile impersonality of heaven. 

Bronta associates life with nature and femininity and, as Denisoff goes on to 
illustrate, in the Gondal poems, she sentences many of the male characters to death 

and consequently the doubts concerning the after-life, while the mythic female 

'Dennis Denisoff, 'Grave Passions: Enclosure and Exposure in Charlotte Mew's 
Graveyard Poetry', Victorian Poet? y 3 8: 1 (Spring 2000), 125-140. 
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character Augusta remains in the earthly realm, thus aligning the female with the 

secular and nature and the male with death and heaven. - Denisoff goes on to say that 
Mew's essay on Emily Bronta (CPP: 356-369) recognises her use of the gender-based 
binary dyad, but his assertion that Mew also adopts this position is problematic: 

Mew makes clear in this essay that liberty is connected both to the 
living and to women's souls. Death may be comforter, an end to a 
woman's struggle, but it is life within the secular realm that proves 
most fulfilling and most worthy of attention. 213 , 

Such a statement is surprising since it is not supported by even a perfunctory study 

of Mew's writing where the preoccupation with death, both as the subject matter of 

much of her work and as a device, is strikingly recurrent. As I shall illustrate in the 

two final chapters of this thesis, Mew's representation of death does not correspond 

to this simplistic binary division, but is an integral aspect of her definition of female 

subjectivity and feminine poetics. 

Dcnisoff says that although Mew does not adopt Brontd's use of death 

exactly, she disrupts the gender-biased division between the living and the dead, the 
female and the male, by using it to question the social exclusion of those who are 

marginalised in a society that values conformity. He quotes 'Madeleine in Church' 

as an example of Mew's own alignment of nature and earth with a sympathetic 
femininity and the Church and God with a cold and sterile afterlife. But he also 
focuses on Mew's insistence on the 'seemingly unseverable relation between the 
dead and the living'. 214 In 'In Nunhead Cemetery' the bereft speaker standing by the 

grave of his beloved is unwilling to accept their different states of living and dead 

and unable to distinguish between the living people in the city and the dead buried in 

the graveyard. This conflation of the living and dead also occurs in Mew's 'Beside 

the Bed' where the mourner refuses to distinguish between the stillness of the corpse 
whom she is addressing and its 'most piteous pretence of sleep' (CPP: 8). Denisoff 

argues that Mew uses this. blurring of distinctions to highlight the divisions created 
between the deviant and the normal, mainly in the figures of the insane and the 
lesbian. In 'On the Asylum Road' the speaker meditates on how those whose minds 
seem impenetrable to us, in turn find our minds equally impenetrable: 

213jbid., P. 130. 
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The gayest crowd that they will ever pass 
Are we to brother-shadows in the lane: 

Our windows, too, are clouded glass 
To them, yes, every pane! 

(CPP: 20) 

This argument is then interrupted by Denisoff s analysis of the 'The Farmer's 

Bride' but his interpretation is overly-simplified and instead of attempting a 
detached critical study of the poem he becomes too intensely involved in his 

sympathy for the bride and his condemnation of the farmer's behaviour. The final 

lines of the poem, in their expression of a deep and restrained desire remain 

ambiguous in their resolution and intent, but are dismissed by Denisoff in a burst of 

feminist outrage: 

One is led to feel sympathetic for the woman less from the 
farmer's description of her as some sort, of frightened animal or 'fay'(I. 
8), than from the ease with which he blandly turns to cultural 
conventions to justify his abuse. The coincidental harvest season 
allows him to be insensitive at the time of marriage, and then the 
marriage itselfjustifies his treatment of her as a piece of livestock. His 
closing stanza hammers home the final nail, where the lament appears 
not to be for the extinguished young women but for his unfulfilled 

, urges. 215 

The reason for the inclusion of his analysis remains unclear since it is not 

relevant. to his argument and he does not even attempt to make it so. 
Denisoff concludes that Mew's graveyard poetry subverts the exclusionary 

and marginalising forces of the binary dyad between life and death, in terms of 

gender, sanity and sexual deviance, thus enabling the articulation of deviant voices 

and lesbian desire. In terms of fernale-centred and/or lesbian relationships such as 
the 'emotional and erotic connection'2 16 he finds between Madeleine and Mary in 

'Madeleine in Church', he views Mew's poetry as presenting men both as oppressive 

and quite 'unnecessary for a woman's emotional fulfillment or poetic voice'. 217 

214jhid., P. 132. 
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Although aspects of Denisoff s paper are interesting and insightful, his 

argument gives Mew's poetry a heavily-politicised, separatist intent which it does 

not possess. His representation of Mew's preoccupation with liminal spaces, 
'confined spaces, narrow doorways, and beds 218 is significant as is the conflation 
between life and death. Yet an integral aspect of Mew's poetics is to engage with the 

conditions of male poetic representation and, in highlighting the divisions between 

male voice and female subjectivity, to subvert the language of poetic representation 
from within. It is not a coincidence that many of Mew's poem are dramatic 

monologues spoken by a man. In refusing to engage with the subtle dynamics at 

work in 'The Fanner's Bride' in terms of language and desire (perhaps only possible 
through a reading of the poem as a dramatic monologue) Denisoff effectively blinds 

himself to the deeper gender-politics at work in Mew's writing. Mew is not simply a 

poet writing about death and using its divisions to make a claim for the deviant and 
the dispossessed, she is engaged with a whole system of poetic representations and 

subversions of which death is simply a function in the creation of a female sexual 

and subjective identity. 

It is perhaps appropriate that I should end this chapter with a discussion of 
two recently published collections of Mew's poems. The approach of each of these 

collections is different and they represent two distinct ways of presenting Mew's 

work to a new audience. The first is a new edition of The Farmer's Bride, published 
by The Cyder Press and introduced by Deborah Parsons. The second is a new 
Penguin Classics edition of Mew's Collected Poems edited with a preface and notes 
by John Newton. As I have suggested the aim of each book is different - The 
Farmer's Bride is a facsimile edition of Mew's 1916 original collection of poems 

and acts both as a new edition of her first published book and as a curiosity, a 

reissuing of one of the lost literary works of the beginning of the twentieth century. 
The Penguin Collected Poems is one of the best reading editions functioning as a 

critical text and introduces the work of this poet to a new generation of readers. 

It is befitting that my study of the criticism surrounding Mew's work 
should end with an introduction to a new publication of her original book. 

2181hid., P. 13 1. 
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Deborah Parsons's introduction is one of the best in recent and current 

collections of Mew's work and blends biographical information with detailed 

accounts of Mew's creative output. Parsons contrasts Mew with her literary 

heroine Emily Brontd and places her in the social and political environment 

of London in the last decade of the nineteenth century. Her introduction 

underlines the tension in Mew's poetic identity between the rural and natural 
imagery of her poetry and her image as a New Woman. Parsons is also aware 
that one of major problems in placing Mew is the tension in her writing 
betweenfin-de-siecle New Woman fiction and Modernist psychological 

realism and crisp imagery, represented (for Parsons) by her prose and poetry 

respectively. She provides a brief synopsis of Mew's life and published works 

up to the publication of 'The Farmer's Bride' in The Nation in 1912, which 

was to 'bring her to the attention of poetic modernism'. 219 She then provides 

a brief critical analysis of the poem concentrating both on its 'ambiguous... 

sexual politics' as well as Mew's 'own ventriloquising voice'. 220 In this 

context, she mentions Mew's own sexual ambiguity and her attraction to Ella 

D'Arcy and May Sinclair. Parsons particularly emphasises Mew's 

introduction to and friendship with Sinclair and suggests that the latter poet's 

reputation in Modernist circles opened up opportunities for Mew while 

providing her with the transition from the New Woman literature of the late 

1890s to the psychological realism of the early twentieth century. - 
Recently, Suzanne Raitt has suggested that the literary relationship 

between Sinclair and Mew was in part based upon Sinclair's own conflict 
between embracing an old Victorian literary style (as represented by Mew's 

poetry) and the new and innovative pull of Modernism (as she saw emerging 
in the work of Pound and H. D. ). 221 Unlike Leighton and Raitt, I do not 
categorise Mew as a strictly Victorian poet. I have misgivings about this 
interpretation and I agree with Parsons's version of the literary friendship and 
influence between the two writers; that Sinclair was perhaps drawn to Mew's 

work because of the similarity it bore to Dorothy Richardson's Pilgrimage 

219 ibid., P. iii. 
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(1918), a literary style to which Sinclair was the first person to apply the term 

'stream of consciousness'. Parsons points out some of the similarities 
between Richardson and Mew - 'biographical and aesthetic similarities' - as 

well as 'a narrative style that would accommodate the experiences of the 
female consciousness', suggesting that the major difference between the 

writers was Richardson's use of the modem urban woman as her subject 

whereas Mew uses more rural settings in her poems and the'language is 

simple rather than sophisticated. 222 Like Suzanne Raitt, Parsons suggests 
that Sinclair was principally responsible for promoting Mew's work to an 
influential Modernist literary circle including Ezra Pound. Along with Alida 

Monro, she identifies Sinclair as a major force in bringing Mew to the 

attention of the public and the admiration. of Woolf and Hardy. 

Unlike Bell and Denisoff, Parsons does not locate Mew's own brand 

of feminism in political involvement, but rather like Merrin and Newton 

attributes it to her poetic voice. The central figure she identifies as the focus 

of this 'defiant' voice is the fallen woman. For her, Mew's rewriting of the 

nineteenth century trope of the fallen woman heralds a new kind of writing 

which refused to 'tTa]ll back on the conventional gender roles in [its] 

conclusions'. 223 Mew's fallen figures are not apologetic but (in spite of her 

own celibacy) Mew rejects 'the mainstream feminism that advocated sexual 

abstinence as a form of political empowerment', and was adopted even by her 

literary champion, May Sinclair. 224 Parsons cites 'Madeleine in Church' as 
just such an example of Mew's fallen woman poetry and gives a detailed 

analysis of the poem, as she does for 'The Farmer's Bride'. She notes the 
influence of both D. G. Rossetti and Hardy on Mew's fallen woman poetry 
but, like H. D., traces her use of the dramatic monologue back to Browning. 

For both H. D. and for Parsons, Mew resembles Browning in her, 

ability to express the complexities of self-consciousness clearly and 
without collapse into the melodramatic, her refusal to disconnect the 

... Parsons, introduction to ne Farmer's Bride, p. iv. 
2231bid., p. V. 
224jbid, 
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cerebral from the sensual, and her use of eccentric but unaffected 
imagery to convey the immediacy and intensity of sensation. 225 

But, she goes on to say, the precision of her imagery associates her with the 

newer work of H. D. and Pound. 

Parsons concludes by suggesting reasons for why Mew's work 

subsequently fell into critical neglect, speculating that difficulty in 

categorising her work resulted in her exclusion from anthologies until 1935. 

She also notes that Mew's relation to Modernism has been overlooked and 
that 'her challenge to conventions of both writing and gender' deserves 

further study in a Modernist context. 226 

This introduction to Mew's poetry is commendable because it 

combines a critical understanding of her work with the biograpýical context 

of her life. In doing so Parsons has effectively presented us with a Mew who 
is not merely misunderstood or neglected by later twentieth-century literary 

culture but who, even in her own time, was wnting against the grain. As a 

woman in the early twentieth century experimenting with psychological 

realism and yet writing poems with provincial settings and often in dialect, as 

a celibate champion of the fallen women - unrepentant, rejecting compulsory 

celibacy and revelling in her own sensuality, as a writer of dramatic 

monologues which explores the individual's inner consciousness, Mew was 

perhaps always a writer who fell outside the social and literary norms. What 

Parson's introduction also emphasises, however, is that, even as an exception 
to the rule, Mew's poetry is perhaps indispensable to an understanding of 
feminist politics at the turn of the last century and the frontiers of literary 

Modernism. 

The Penguin edition, edited by John Newton is a comprehensive selection of 
Mew's poetry made accessible to a wider audience. It is different from the 1997 

edition of Carcanet's Collected Poems and Selected Prose, edited with an 
introduction by Val Warner, which is essentially a re-edition of the poems as they 

appear in Warner's original Collected Poems and Prose (198 1), with the prose cut to 

2251bid., P. Viii. 
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one essay, three short stories and Mew's only play, 'The China Bowl'. Newton 

presents the poems differently, starting with Mew's early poems and then presenting 

the poems in both the 1916 and 1921 editions of The Farmer's Bride, followed by 

Mew's prose poem 'The Wheat' and a section entitled 'Other Poems' (which 

includes 'Monsieur Qui Passe' and other poems published in Mew's least successful 

collection of poems, the posthumously published The Rambling Sailor of 1929). 

Newton provides a short three-page preface to the edition and begins by praising 
Mew in the terms of his earlier essay discussed above. He claims her as 'the lost 

genius of the literature of England' and mentions her 'remarkable authority', the 

'power and significance' of her best verse, her 'tragic vision' and again 'her bald and 

stark directness in the representation of the intransigent facts of... of human 

isolation, of the often insurmountable divisions and distances between human 

beings'. 227 

In light of such an introduction Newton feels obliged to provide reasons as to 

why Mew's work has been lost to the literary culture and he proposes that this is 

because she never collected any of her prose in during her life time and her small 

output of poetry was not enough to ensure her reputation as a woman poet whereas 

as a woman writer in the more 'prestigious' category of prose fiction she may 

perhaps have fared better, Newton also suggests that this prejudice was even 

stronger after her death. He then goes on to catalogue the number of literary 

champions Mew had during her lifetime and, for a page and a half, lists the names 

and quotes the opinions of literary greats who gave Mew's work their stamp of 
approval. As well as the usual names - Hardy, Sinclair, Woolf, Pound and H. D. - 
Newton quotes Edith Sitwell, Siegfried Sassoon, Margaret Sackville and in the 
1950s Marianne Moore, as writers who admired Mew's work. I have criticised the 

method of presenting Mew's poetry in terms of the critical approbation of her peers, 
but in quoting the specific critical comments made by these writers, Newton is able 
to suggest that one of the strengths of Mew's -work and one of the reasons for 

studying it is that Mew is, in fact, 'a poet's poet': 'such acclaim there certainly had 

been, and from the people whose acclaim it is most worth a new writer's having: 

2261bid, 
P. X. 
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other writers'. 228 Newton presents the facts of Mew's life without any sense of 

melodrama and suggests that there is reason to believe that, while Mew's prose 

writing made up the bulk of her earlier work, her poetry was written and published 
later in the 19 1 Os. He mentions Warner's 1981 collection as the seminal edition to 

date. 

What really sets Newton's collection apart from all previous editions of 
Mew's work are the extensive notes he provides to complement the text. His notes 

suggest the Biblical and literary influences and sources for the poetry, provide a 

glossary of obsolete words, translations of the French lines in the poetry, Mew's own 

notes and letters referring to her poems, corrections and amendments to the original 

manuscripts, and explanations of place names. These notes make fascinating reading 

and provide a critical and historical perspective on Mew's work. Furthermore in 

quoting from sources, as well as Mew's letters and reviews, Newton places her in 

the her contemporaneous context of literary culture rather than suggesting that she is 

a lone poet working in isolation. 

Newton's notes are a much-needed complement to Mew's poetry. They 

provide not only the critical and literary context for Mew's place in the canon but 

apply it directly to the texts so that Mew is related to her contemporaries (not only in 

terms of their praise of her work or her acquaintance with them) but also in the form 

of critical dialogue, such as in the correspondence between Sydney Cockerell and 
Mew about the voice of the farmer in 'The Farmer's Bride, and the exchange 
between Florence Hardy and Mew about the unspecified gender of the speaker in 

Mew's . 'On the Road to the Sea'. 229 In this thesis in which I argue for a textual 

reading of Mew's work, concentrating on the poems rather than the life, I find 

Newton's new annotated edition the ideal way of reading her work. The poems are 

placed within the literary, cultural and biographical context not, as earlier reviewers 
and critics have suggested, in terms of what the poems tell us about the life, but in 

terms of what the context tells us about the poems. Newton's is a well-researched 
and reliable edition suitable for students and other readers which promises a well- 
balanced introduction to the work of a major poet of the twentieth century. 

228 Ibid., p. xii. 229 Ibid., pp. 108,117. 
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Recent criticism has gradually managed to free itself of the burden of 
biography and effectively used Mew's life, its social and political context and 
its hints of sexual identity, as a tool to explore further ways of discussing her 

work. Perhaps the two most positive changes in the literary culture 

surrounding Mew's writing are the shift from biography to the emphasis on 

critical discussion of her work and (most significantly) the recent publi. cation 

of new collections and editions of her poetry thus making her available to a 

whole new audience in the twenty-first century. It is the writing, the poetry 

and the prose, which ultimately matters and the main aim of my thesis is to 

place Mew's work in a critical context only through a close textual analysis 

of the writing. Those issues in current criticism I find particularly fascinating 

and which I have taken further in my own work are those of the empowering 

voice of the fallen woman, the gender politics of poetic speech and 

representation, and Modernism and the poetics of impersonality. These are 

only some of the issues I go on to discuss in the following chapters in what I 

hope will be a useful and comprehensive addition to the critical culture 

surrounding Charlotte Mew. 

Reclaiming Mew from the past is a difficult task, as her work is shrouded by 

too great an interest in her life, an emphasis on the esteem in which her poetry was 
held by her more prominent contemporaries and the difficulty in placing her work in 

a cultural or literary context, since her life spanned the Decadent movement of the 

1890s, the First World War and the 1920s, periods which saw the birth'of many 
diverse literary movements to none of which she completely belonged. Unable to 

deal with any of these issues early reviewers and critics have done her work more 
harm than good and have to a certain extent conspired to leave her writing to the 

obscurity they claim it does not deserve. Recent criticism has sought to re-evaluate 

and reclaim Mew's work reversing the effect of biography, the shadow of critical 

approbation and the problem of placing her. It has been suggested that studying her 

life (in a manner devoid of sentimentality or curiosity) can provide a critical gloss on 
her work, that her writing was not simply approved of, but influential upon the work 

of a following generation of writers and that she cannot be classified in any literary 
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tradition tells the exclusionary tale of literary canonicity and underlines the 

shortcomings of some literary categories. 
There is no doubt that Mew's poetry is of significance to literary tradition 

and critical theory. The relating of her work to her biography reveals how women's 
lives have been used and misused in a critical understanding of their poetry; the 

weight of certain kinds of critical approbation is evidence that in terms of literary 

longevity critical acclaim means little without the underpinning of critical inquiry; 

and the difficulty in placing her poetry demonstrates its depth and versatility in that 
it slides over and is relevant to literature and criticism from the mid-Victorian period 
to the post-structuralism and queer theory of the nineties. After nearly a century of 

neglect, I believe that we are exploring and applying new methods of understanding 

and appreciating her work and that readers and critics of the twenty-first century will 

regard Charlotte Mew with a respect which those of the twentieth century have not. 
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Chapter Two 

'The spirit afterwards, but first, the touch' 

Charlotte Mew and the Fallen Woman 

At the convent door, the two halves come together. Once again 
the threshold of the convent seems to be a threshold of the self, 
marking a split of consciousness which echoes the moral divisions of 
the age. If the place of the Romantic imagination is that of a borderline 
between the known and the unknown, the borderline of the Victorian 
female imagination is the same, but fraught with social and sexual 
anxieties! 

In her essay" "Because men made the laws": the fallen woman and the 

woman poet', Angela Leighton describes the meeting of fallen woman and nun, in 
2 the no-man's-land of the Victorian literary imagination, the convent threshold. This 

meeting seems infused with the threat of an unknown power because the merging of 

these two distinct categories of women threatens the very terms of the masculine law 

by which 'woman' is defined. Leighton studies how the figure of the fallen woman 
has acted as muse and inspiration for the nineteenth-century woman poet, from 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning'to Charlotte Mew, and how, in invoking the dramatic 

monologue and 'sistering' the voice of the fallen woman and woman poet, these 

poets attempted to heal the fractured female 'inner consciousness'. 3 As she points 

out, however, this distinction is based upon the 'technical fact' of woman's virginity 

and, as such, 'is not a spiritual virtue which can be reclaimed, but a physical virtue, 
4 subjecttoproof. As such, the fallen woman is not one who can feasibly reclaim her 

place within the moral law, but is one who is subject to the economic law of 

marketable and perishable goods - she is a commodity in a market of exchange and, 
through her fall, has surrendered the privacy of the hearth for the publicity of the 

'Angela Leighton, "'Because men made the laws": the fallen woman and the woman poet', 
in New Feminist Discourses: Critical Essays on Theories and Texts, ed. Isobel Armstrong 
(London: Routledge, 1992), pp. 342-360, p. 351. 
'Ibid. 
3Ibid., p. 348-349. 
%id., p. 344. 
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market. Yet the paradigm of virtue and vice around which the moral law is 

constructed is an ideological model influenced by literary and cultural 

representations of femininity and removed from the relativism of social reality. The 

moral law is therefore revealed to be little more than a mythologised system of 

control serving a specifically male economic and sexual need and supplying the 
demands of a homogeneous male market, 'the 'moral law' erect[ing] its mythology 

of good and bad on a laissez-faire economics of male sexuality, which relies on a 

social apartheid between women'. 5 

In this chapter I hope to depict how nineteenth-century women poets have 

harnessed the imaginative power of the figure of the fallen woman and in doing so 

have gone a long way towards breaking the mirror in this dyad of Victorian female 

identity. It is important to point out that although the figures of the prostitute and the 

fallen woman'equally haunt the Victorian streets and imagination, in the context of 

this essay I am keen to draw a distinction between the two. Whereas one is a 

statistical figure and the object of great political and social concern, the other is 

essentially a literary figure and as such is subject to the devices and interpretations 

that such a 'character' is governed by, within the rhetoric of literary discourse. 

Critics such as Amanda S. Anderson and Nina Auerbach have recognised the 

significance of the rhetorical devices which reify the myth of the fallen woman (and 

subsequently influence an understanding of the socio-political significance of the 

prostitute), but while Anderson's concern is mainly with the importance or lack of 
inter-subjectivity within representations of Victorian fallen women, 6 Auerbach 

invests the literary character of the fallen woman with an almost demonic 

transfigurative power raising her above the gratuitous physical death to which the 

author must condemn her. 7 Her project is to illustrate the 'dual perspective' of 'an 

explicit narrative that abases the woman, [and] an iconographic pattern that exalts 
her'. 8 

'Ibid., p. 344. 
' Amanda Sara Anderson, Tainted Souls and Painted Faces: The Rhetoric offallenness in 
Victorian Literature ( Ithaca and London: Comell University Press, 1993). 
'Nina Auerbach, Women and the Demon: The Life ofa Victorian Myth, (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1982). 
'Ibid., p. 168. 
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Although my own work is influenced by these authors, the point I am trying 

to make here is that the figure of the fallen woman, though constantly perceived to 

be the shadowy, solitary figure on the edge of the Victorian conscience and 

consciousness, is almost always part of a female binary. This pairing is manifest in 

the Biblical stereotype of Madonna and Magdalene, the Victorian stereotypes of 

virgin and whore, virtue and vice. This pairing is also reflected in the figures of the 

real prostitute or imaginary fallen woman, socio-economic statistic or literary device 

(and as the latter, as Auerbach asserts, debased object or spiritual subject of 
transfiguring female power). Just as Victorian middle-class women attempted to 

counter this division by their philanthropic work with their less fortunate sisters in 

Magdalene homes, so in attempting to trace this countering in the literary paradigm 

of Victorian poetess and fallen muse or the recuperative powers of actual and literary 

devices of sisterhood, modem critics are themselves exploring the identity of the 

Victorian female subject. To recognise the fallen woman as part of a whole identity, 

divided by the needs of a male social-economy and reified by a literary tradition 

subject to (masculine) laws of moral censorship, is to take a step towards 

understanding why this figure (and her 'real' counterpart, the prostitute) occupy such 

a central place in Victorian socio-political life and the Victorian imagination. 

In this paper, I hope to illustrate how'the figure of the fallen woman has 

transformed the literary landscape of that century both in terms of representations of 
the feminine and in the reconstruction of a female subjectivity. I begin with a study 

of Dante Gabriel Rossetti's poem 'Jenny' (1870) in order to show the way in which 

even sympathetic male poets have depicted the figure of the fallen woman or 

prostitute. I then go on to a reading of Augusta Webster's poem 'A Castaway' in 

order to show how political activism along with women's poetic authority attempted 
to change the perception of the figure of the prostitute. I suggest that women's 

political activism in the mid-nineteenth century, while giving rise to a female socio- 

political identity, also saw the birth of a female literary subjectivity in a sistering of 
the voices of activists, writers and fallen women. The main focus of my argument is 

that at the turn of the century, Charlotte Mew once again invoked the voice of the 
fallen woman to counter the binary oppositions defining female sexuality and 
identity in an attempt to create a whole female subjective identity. I propose that 

poetic form, as much as political concern, has a significant influence upon this 
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transfigurative power of the fallen woman, and that in their recurrent use of the 

dramatic monologue nineteenth-century women poets such as Mew and Webster not 

only seek to give the fallen woman a voice but even inversely, in Mew's case, use 

the voice of the fallen to speak out for a female subjectivity and sexuality beyond the 

scope of masculine laws. This creation of a female identity is attempted by 

dissolving the very oppositions that define female sexuality and subjectivity - the 

duality of vice and virtue, virgin and whore, Magdalene and Madonna - the moral 
drama of extremes enacted around the figure of the fallen woman. By engaging in 

these issues, Mew's poetry has influenced the production of female subjectivity in 

the twentieth century. 

'Jenny' and 'A Castaway': Two Victorian representations of the fallen woman 

Dante Gabriel Rossetti's 'Jenny' was begun by the poet in his early teens in 

1847 and was finally published in 1870, the same year as Webster's 'A Castaway'. 

This poem is a useful gloss on Webster's poem and the later work by Mew, in that it 

is a poem on prostitution written by and in the narrative voice of a man. Addressed 

(but not spoken) by a young scholar to a sleeping prostitute during a night spent in 

her company, the poem is an extended meditation on the history and circumstances 

of Jenny's life. The poem shifts between positions of sympathetic identification, 

disgust and detached philosophizing on the conditions which give rise to 

prostitution. At the end of the poem the speaker departs'without having 

consummated the relationship, but instead leaving a shower of gold coins in her hair. 

The poem has been identified as a dramatic monologue, but unlike Tennyson 

and Browning's dramatic monologues, lacks a critical element - an imaginary 

auditor. As Joseph Bristow claims, D. G. Rossetti has 'turned the dramatic 

monologue back to front by making his speaker as silent as Tennyson's and 
Browning's auditors. '9 This corresponds to the typically Victorian mode of sexual 

representation observed by Michel Foucault in 'a society which has been loudly 

castigating itself for its hypocrisy... which speaks verbosely of its own silence, [and] 

'Joseph Bristow, "'What If to Her All This Was Said? ": Dante Gabriel Rossetti and the 
Silencing of 'Jenny", Essays and Studies 46 (1993), 96-117, p. 99. 
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takes great pains to relate in detail the things it does not say. "O Silence would also 
have been an integral strategy in writing a poem about an illicit sexual liaison in 

which any form of linguistic intercourse between speaker and prostitute would have 

suggested sexual intercourse (or exchange). The complex nature of the poem arises 
from what Amanda Anderson points out to be the shifting meanings of the encounter 

as manifest against the economic, sexual and linguistic registers of values. " In 

'Jenny' Rossetti refers to economic law, sexual need and a lack of inter-subjectivity 

as the causes and circumstances of prostitution. 
From the very first lines of the poem, 'Lazy laughing languid Jenny) Fond of 

a kiss and fond of a guinea' (L 1 -2), 12 Jenny is associated with money and sexuality is 

associated with a price - 'Vv4iose person or whose purse may be / The lodestar of 

your reverie? ' (1.20-21) - in a system where human relationships are understood only 
'in terms of economic exchange. In this market however Jenny is not trader or 

consumer but simply a commodity and this objectification of her is suggested in 

lines which tell of 'how, / Some things which are not yet enroll'd / In market-lists 

are bought and sold(1.13 6-13 8, my italics). Jenny is also figured as 'A cipher of 

man's changeless sum / Of lust past, present, and to come'(1.278-279). She is thus 

represented as a riddle but also as a nonentity (a symbol of no value) in an economic 

system based upon the arithmetic equations of man's 'changeless sum' - the pun 

suggesting both the monetary value (to her) of his desire and the eternal nature of 
that desire. This is the part of the poem where monetary value is most closely related 
to sexual desire, but in an earlier section when the speaker attempts to degrade Jenny 

as 'desecrated' (1.164) and diseased, he can only conclude that she does not 

physically manifest any of the signs of the preying viciousness she represents and in 

fact sleeps 'Just as another woman sleeps! ' (L 177). The speaker then goes on to 

compare Jenny to his flighty but respectable cousin Nell - 'Two sister vessels' 
(L 184) - and comes dangerously close to implying that there is very little difference 

between pure and impure women. The difference in their fates is mainly the result of 

circumstance and Nell's comfortable middle-class social status. As one of the few 

Michel Foucault, The History ofSexuality., Volume I, (London: Penguin, 1976), p. 8. 
Amanda Sara Anderson, 'D. G. Rossetti's "Jenny": Agency, Intersubjectivity and the 

Prostitute', Genders 4 (March 1989), 103-12 1. 
12 Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Poems, (London and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1913), pp. 
62-73. All subsequent line numbers refer to this edition. 
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poems daring enough to suggest that the social apartheid between respectable and 
fallen women is a socially-constructed one, in 'Jenny' the language of monetary 

value applied to both Nell and Jenny implies that marriage (however respectable an 
institution) follows the same pattern of economic exchange as prostitution. Jenny 

and Nell are not simply 'sisters' they are also 'vessels' - equally objectified in the 

sexual-economic market. 
Whether one reads Rossetti's poem (as some feminist critics have) as the 

exploitation of the unequal power relations between an empowered male'subject and 

a violated female object, or as the poet's 'indictment of prostitution and male 

attitudes towards sexual exploitation', 13 the complexity of the poem remains 

unresolved. By leaving Jenny the gold as payment for the (albeit unconsummated) 

encounter, the speaker. reduces the relationship to the very terms of monetary 

exchange which he has been describing, thus negating the possibility of any form of 
intersubjective exchange or understanding. The only potential moments of 
intersubjectivity in the poem occur when the speaker figures Jenny as. a book which 
he is unable to decipher and as a pornographic text which no decent woman may 
look into. In spite of its protestations of silence, 'Jenny' is a poem in which the male 

narrator speaks his mind while the woman sleeps. Rossetti's poem, however 

sympathetic, still continues to portray the fallen woman from a distinctly masculine 

point of view. Although the poem was presumably also meant to have a female 

readership, the words remain that of a 'young and thoughtful man of the world' 14 

and the woman'in the poem remains silent. My aim is not to question Rossetti's 

motives but to read subsequent texts by women poets in the light of his poem in an 

attempt to determine if and how far women poets were successful in representing the 

figure of the prostitute and in imbuing her with a speaking voice. 

Author, poet, journalist, educationalist and member of the women's suffrage 

movement, Augusta Webster (183 7-94) was an outspoken feminist and social critic. 
Her poetry thus has all the earthly realism of the need for political and social change 

that inspired it. In the words of a recent critic, Angela Leighton: 

` Daniel A. Harris, ID. G. Rossetti's "Jenny": Sex, Money and the interior Monologue', 
Victorian Poefty 22: 2 (Summer 1984), 197-215, p. 205. 
14 Dante Gabriel Rossetti, 'The Stealthy School of Criticism', Athenaeum 2303, (16 
December 1871), p. 793, quoted in Bristow "'What if to her all this was said? ". 
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Webster is even more than Barrett Browning, a determined literalist of 
the imagination. Her concern is not with the myth of the woman poet, 
but with real, live women; not with 'genius' in all its prized and 
paraded sensitivity, but with ordinary and unheroic men and women, 
whose lives are determined by the solid facts and prejudices of 
contemporary society. 15 

Webster's lifelong commitment to the education of women, the right of women to 

vote and the better use of the life and time of women than the passive hours spent by 

the Victorian middle-class wife and mother, recur in her work. In an attempt to 

extricate herself from the sentimentality of the lyrical poem, Webster's preferred 

mode of poetic expression is the dramatic monologue in which she adopts the voice 

of others to reveal social truth through the personal experience of her narrators. As 

poet, she maintains a detached distance from her subject while sustaining an 

unrelenting social commentary. But, as Leighton goes on to point out, Webster's 

monologues differ from Browning's in that her speakers are not complex dramatic 

characters who ultimately reveal the double standard of their natures, but simple men 

and women who reveal the complexity and double standards of the social world they 

inhabit. 

Nowhere is this combination of dramatic monologue and socio-political 
concern more profoundly observed than in her poem 'A Castaway'. 16 This poem is 

articulated by a high-class courtesan as she sits in the comfort of her luxurious home 

reflecting upon her history, her trade and the socio-economic forces that control it. 

Eulalie is essentially a pragmatist, 'a woman neither especially gifted, nor especially 
17 sinful' , whose meditations are the result of coming across aj ournal she kept as a 

young girl, outlining the innocent yet stiflingly trivial routine of her respectable 

girlhood. And yet like D. G. Rossetti's 'Jenny', 'The Castaway' has no auditor - the 

speaker may be speaking to herself or thinking out-loud but in this case there is not 

even a sleeping (potential) listener to whom the poem is addressed. 

Angela Leighton, 'Augusta Webster', Victorian Women Poets: Writing Against the Heart, 
(London: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1992), pp. 164-201, p. 164. 
'6 'A Castaway', in Victorian Women Poets : An Anthology, eds Angela Leighton and 
Margaret Reynolds (Oxford UK and Cambridge USA: Blackwell, 1995), pp. 433448. All 
line numbers refer to this edition. 
17 Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 200. 
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An explanation for this may arise if we take a look at the poems and poets 

writing about fallen women, as outlined by Angela Leighton in "'Because men made 
the laws": the fallen woman and the woman poet'. From Barrett Browning's Aurora 

Leigh in 1856 until the publication of 'A Castaway' in 1870, Leighton notes the 

effect of sistering in poems about the fallen woman. In poems by Christina Rossetti, 

Dora Greenwell and Adelaide Proctor, the fallen woman is either represented by or 

against the foil of her pure unfallen 'sister'. Often this sistering is recuperative and 

sometimes it is not - but as Leighton points out, it always signifies the meeting of the 

two split halves of a female sexual subjectivity. I suggest that in 'A Castaway' 

Webster sought to place the fallen woman/prostitute squarely at the centre of her 

own narrative, not representing her as the 'other' in a split necessitated by man's 

commercial and social laws but as an individual with a history and a social identity. 

In 'A Castaway', the prostitute is no longer required to hover on the shadowy 
borders of Victorian moral conscience, but is brought to its very centre stage. She is 

no longer the subject of literary melodrama, victim or seductress, but a social reality 

- the professional. The only sis tering in the poem is that of the voice of the poet and 

the prostitute, in a formativerather than a figurative gesture. Through the interior 

monologue (or as Anderson has suggested, the negation of the interior monologue) 
Webster enables the prostitute to speak out on her own terms. 

Unlike the shifting meaning in D. G. Rossetti's poem, 'A Castaway' is 

extremely straightforward in its indictment of a social system which creates and 

sustains prostitution, through the words of one who is aware of playing by the rules. 
In Webster's social critique prostitution is a result of only social and economic 
factors - social disadvantage determined by sex and birth, poor education for women, 

an increase in the number of women in relation to men in the latter half of the 

nineteenth century and a lack of respectable work. D. G. Rossetti's assertion that the 

eternal if gross figure of male lust - 'Like a toad within a stone / Seated while time 

crumbles on' is responsible for the trade in prostitution is not recognised by 

Webster. She uses the language of economic exchange and prostitution and 

maintains that fallenness is created by these rules and functions within them. For D. 

G. Rossetti's speaker, Jenny is a 'cipher', a number with no value, but for Eulalie the 

problem is the opposite one - there are too many women, and, as women only have a 
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value in relation to men, it is the number of excess women that creates a surplus and 

the trade in sex within the market economy: 

But I say all the faults with God himself 
Who puts too many woman in the world. 
We ought to die off reasonably and leave 
As many as the men want, none to waste. 
Here's cause; the woman's superfluity: 
And for the cure, why, if it were the law, 
Say, every year, in due percentages, 
Balancing them with the males as the times need, 
To kill off female infants, 'twould make room; 
And some of us would not have lost too much, 
Losing life ere we know what it can mean. 

(1.289-305) 

This macabre solution, an ironic commentary on W. R. Greg's writings on the issue 

of superfluous women in the 1850s and 1860s, does not efface the significance of 

economic statistics in the lives of Victorian women. For Eulalie, trying to reform 

would only mean that in attempting to secure more respectable work she would 

simply be depriving a decent girl of a job (there being 'more sempstresses than 

shirts' 1.266) and forcing her onto the streets: 

And after all it would be something hard 
With the marts for decent women overfull, 
If I could elbow in and snatch a chance 
And oust some good girl so, who then perforce 
Must come and snatch her chance among our crowd. 

(1.274-278) 

In such an economy the quota for respectability and vice are constant, determined by 

mathematical law not moral choice or sexual licentiousness. Webster, however, 

takes this economic system and in inverting it reveals the hypocrisy of a capitalist 

society based upon the virtue and vice of its women. Not only does Eulalie admit the 

similarities between herself and prostitutes of a lower standing, she compares both to 

any trade in the economy shared by all: 

Our traffic's one: I own it. And what then? 
I know of worse that are called honourable. 
Our lawyers, who with noble eloquence 
And virtuous outbursts lie to hang a man, 
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Or lie to save him, which way goes the fee: 
Our preachers, gloating on your future hell 
For not believing what they doubt themselves: 

all of them, the virtuous worthy men 
Who feed on the world's follies, vices, wants, 
And do their business of lies and shams 
Honestly, reputably, while the world 
Claps hands and cries 'good luck, ' which of their trades, 
Their honourable trades, barefaced like mine, 
All secrets brazened out, would show more white? 

(1.78-98) 

But neither are the respectable women in this system exonerated of any 
blame; their criticisms and high moral attitude are the easy judgements of those who 
have never been tempted by either economic need or by sexual temptation. 

Respectable women who would attempt to rescue and support the prostitute once 

again come up against the hard fact of economic statistics: 'where's the 

work? '(1.266). In 'A Castaway', Victorian morality is exposed for what it is, a 

system of control which pretends to offer free choice over vice and virtue, but is 

itself partially controlled by an amoral commercial and economic system of values. 
Although Webster recognises this, her protagonist Eulalie does not. In her 

monologue, as well as in the history she reveals, her hard-headed understanding of 

socio-economic law gives way to moments of wondering if she can ever reform, 

even as she outlines how her attempt at reform ended in a return to her old 

pr I ofession, not through a moral lapse but as Webster's stinging indictment suggests - 
the 'Dreary hideous roomj Coarse pittance, prison rules [and being] so Much 

alone'(1.240-242) - due to severe rehabilitatory practices. This episode cost Eulalie 

her most lucrative client just as refusing to accept money from her baby's father cost 
her financially. For her the moral and socio-economic laws are incompatible and her 

attempt to reform seems to arise not from a feeling of inadequacy but from the 

uneasy feeling that as a woman she should in some way represent or define herself in 

some relation to the moral law. 

In spite of her pragmatic outlook, Eulalie is nevertheless an outcast from 

society in which she has been assigned a specific role. Just as in life she is not 

allowed a relationship with middles-class men other than in her professional capacity 

or with respectable women, in the poem she is not allowed any intersubjectivity. 
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The fact that the poem lacks an auditor means that Eulalie's monologue remains 

essentially unheard. Her attempt to set up a dialogue with the criticism and prejudice 

that surround her trade and person is suggested in her response to the religious tracts 

and pamphlets denouncing prostitution that are sent to her: 

Choice texts and choicer threats, appropriate names, 
(Rahabs and Jezebels) some fierce Tartuffe 
Hurled at me through the post. We had rare fun 
Over that tract digested with champagne. 
Where is it? Where's my rich repertory 
Of insults Biblical? -Iprey on souls'- 
Only my men have oftenest none I think: 
'I snare the simple ones' - but in these days 
There seem to be none simple and none snared 
And most men have their favourite sinnings planned 
To do them civilly and sensibly: 
Y braid my hair'- but braids are out of date: 
Ypaint my cheeks- I always wear them pale: 

Pshaw! The trash is savourless today: 
One cannot laugh alone. 

(1.149-163) 

This passage is Webster's commentary on the popular misconceptions regarding 

prostitution in Victorian culture - the innocence of men who fall prey to corrupt 

women and the stereotype of the prostitute herself. But apart from this, it illustrates 

the prostitute's inability to respond to these accusations. Eulalie's attempt to ridicule 

the pamphlet is futile because it is impossible to defend herself if there is no one to 

listen, and Webster's main point is that society is not listening. In using the interior 

monologue and setting up this failed attempt at intersubjective communication 

Webster is able to highlight the social injustice of prostitution (and indeed of being a 

Victorian woman) while maintaining that this injustice is further perpetrated by 

society's refusal to listen to women speaking of their own experience. 

Leighton's assertion that the fallen woman acts as the muse for the Victorian 

woman poet - the dangerous implications of the former's status as an outcast and her 

expression of forbidden desires echoing the woman poet's own alienation and need 
for creative expression - corresponds on a different level to Susan Brown's claim 
that the emergence of the speaking female subject was induced to a great extent by 
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women's political involvement in the Contagious Diseases Act repeal campaign. 18 In 

both the literary and political arenas women poets and campaigners owe a debt of 

gratitude to both the fallen woman and the prostitute in reclaiming and 

reconstructing a speaking female subjectivity, just as they, in lending their voices to 

these less-fortunate women were able to further the cause of female economic and 

sexual emancipation. This mutually beneficial relationship between two sets of 

women, segregated by the 'social apartheid' of men's socio-economic laws is 

certainly one of the most quietly revolutionary aspects of women's history in the late 

nineteenth century. It was both necessitated by and brought about by the fact that 

both female sexuality and female subjectivity are constructed upon the laws of 
difference - not merely the difference between women, but the split within female 

sexuality itself. As Leighton goes on to illustrate from a passage in Webster's poem 
in which Eulalie is comparing her present self to the girlhood self she barely 

remembers: 

So long since: 
And now it seems a jest to talk of me 
As if I could be one with her, of me 
Who am ... me. 

(1.23-26) 

The very nature of womanhood is split by a mirror stage, mandated by 
man's law. Thus, the doubleness of the social order serves to match a 
doubleness within. The very nature of female subjectivity is founded 
and wrecked on the law of opposites. Not only is the pure woman 
divided from 'the other'; the very self is split from its own history. 
When she looks in the mirror it seems to reproduce the doubleness. 
Between 'me' and 'me' falls the shadow of the moral law. Against that 
law however the dramatic monologue asserts its single voice. 19 

The fallen woman is therefore not merely one half of a the split within 
female sexuality but is in her own identity divided between her former and 
present self. Just as the fallen woman contains within her the history of the 

purity that was, the pure woman contains within her the possibility of the fall 

" Susan Brown, 'Economical Representations : Dante Gabriel Rossetti's "Jenny", Augusta 
Webster's 'Castaway, ' and the Campaign against the Contagious Diseases Acts', Victorian 
Review : Yhe Journal of the Victorian Studies Association of Western Canada 17: 1 
(Summer 1991), 78-95. 
'9 Leighton, "'Because men made the laws"', p. 3 56. 
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that may be. The split in female sexuality is so absolute that no one half - 
fallen or unfallen, self or other - is truly safe or 'pure' and each is subject to 

the threat or regret of being the other, served out by the male laws of 
difference. Women poets in the second half of the nineteenth century have 

attempted to bridge that difference through poetic form, in a gradual shift 
towards the dramatic monologue which allows not merely the poet but the 

prostitute a speaking voice. But if it is not merely types of women who are 
differentiated but the very female self who is internally divided, then the 
'sistering' of women's voices, though it goes a long way to counter social 
differentiation, has fiu-ther to go to address the division within female 

subjectivity. My point is, that although the sistering of the voices of the pure 

and fallen is effective in bringing about political and social change, the 

exploration of a female subjectivity requires a more personal attempt at 
healing the rift within. If, however, this split in female sexuality and hence 

female subjectivity is based upon the oppositions of vice and virtue, virgin 

and whore, then any attempt to examine female subjectivity must address this 

opposition. The female subject can only be investigate through her sexuality 
in which the internal split is configured. The struggle to represent female 

subjectivity therefore continues around the figure of the fallen woman. 

Mew and the fallen woman 

The poet who takes the trope of the fallen woman beyond the realm of 

social indictment and reform and into a healing understanding of female 

subjectivity is Charlotte Mew. Unlike Augusta Webster, whose political bias 

ensured contemporary acclaim but meant that her work would never survive 
the removal of the social injustice which inspired it, Mew's obscurity as writer 

results from modem criticism's inability to place her comfortably within a 
literary tradition. Ironically, as illustrated by the fallen woman poems, this is 

also one of the greatest strengths of her writing. 
It is difficult to conceive of two writers more different in expression, 

temperament and lifestyle than Augusta Webster and Charlotte Mew. Where 
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Augusta Webster was a politically active and devoted feminist, Mew seems to 

have possessed no interest in politics whatsoever; while Webster was an 

outspoken person with firm opinions, Mew appears to have been painfully shy 

and retiring; and while Webster had a long and successful career as poet, 

writer, journalist, educationalist and women's rights activist, Mew remained a 

well-admired but lesser-known poet of limited creative output. In their writing 

as well, the haunted and vivid imagery of Mew's introspective verse contrasts 

sharply with the prosaic realism of Webster's social drama; similarly in their 

prose writing the reformative intent of Webster's social and political concerns 
is rejected in Mew's stories of failed communication and futile encounters. 

Yet the emphasis both these writers place on the fallen woman, the 
fact that they are both best remembered for their works in which she appears, 

suggests not only the powerffil real, and imaginative hold this figure had from 

the early nineteenth to the early twentieth century, it underlines the 

significance the fallen woman has in the construction of female sexuality, 

subjectivity and hence the fem ale creative aesthetic. Before I attempt to 
discuss the unique treatment that Mew gives the figure of the fallen woman 

and what this signifies for women's writing in general, I would briefly like to 

place my discussion in the context of the criticism already surrounding her 

work. A great part of my argument takes place in relation to and against 
Angela Leighton's essays on Mew and the fallen woman, as she is one of the 

few critics to have given due critical weight to both Webster and Mew in the 

context of women's literary practices of the nineteenth century. My discussion 

also includes the criticism of Linda MizeJewski and Suzanne Raitt discussed 

in chapter one. 

As I have mentioned in chapter one, for Angela Leighton, - Mew is essentially 
the last woman poet writing in the Victorian tradition. Her poetry and prose dealing 

with the figure of the fallen woman in particular, align her with the Victorian era. 
The recurrence in her poetry of the denial and displacement of sexual desire, the 

market-economy of sex and morality, and issues of sin and redemption also relate 
back to her Victorian precursors and as Leighton has pointed out, a great deal of her 
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writing takes place in the liminal spaces of 'the cloister, the street or the grave'. 20 

Leighton bases her distinction of Mew's work into two categories predicated on the 

figure of the Magdalene, butsuggests that by the end of the last century this figure 

and Mew's religious and market-economy imagery had lost its literary appeal and 

moral significance. While clearly admiring Mew's short story 'Passed', seeing it as 

representative of the meaningless encounter and missed opportunity in much of 
Mew's writing - 'Mew's characteristic self-signature', 21 Leighton regards the figure 

of the fallen woman in her poetry as the final bow of a tired and spent tradition. She 

argues that by 1916, when Mew's poems were first published, sexual passion had 

replaced sexual transgression in the poetic vocabulary and 'women had come to 

write openly about sexual passion, th7 figure of the fallen woman had ceased to 
haunt their imaginations', 22 and Mew's poetry had missed its moral mark. It is in the 

technical accomplishment of her dramatic monologue of the fallen woman, 
'Madeleine in Church', in which Leighton finds Mew at her most innovative and 

original, but this commendation does not stretch to the subject-matter of the poetry, 

since Madeleine's fall is not a moral one or a debt in the market economy of sexual 

exchange; she is being punished for her spiritual freedom and aesthetic imagination 

which Leighton regards as the true source of the female creative drive. 

Mew's work owes a great deal to Leighton's recuperative aims, but in 

attempting to 'classify' Mew as a Victorian, Leighton has stretched the boundaries of 
her project and had to ignore the aspects of Mew's work which continue to make her 

difficult io classify. This can only undermine the value of that work. and to a certain 

extent help to keep it shrouded. in the popular and critical obscurity surrounding it. 

Leighton's attempt to divide Mew's writing into two distinct categories (represented 

by the scarlet passion and the bleak white imagination) is crucial to the argument 
that Mew is not only heavily influenced by her Victorian predecessors, but the more 
dated aspects of this tradition detract from the quality of her poetry, while the more 

subversive aspects actually reify the existence of the tradition of writing 'against the 
heart 23 that Leighton has identified. 

" Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 279. 
21 Ibid, p. 285. 
22 Leighton, "'Because men made the laws" p. 3 5 8. 
2' Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 3. 
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To draw such an absolute distinction between the plush scarlet sensuality of 
Mew's fallen woman poems and the bleak emptiness of her other work segregates 
the work to validate the critic's point, and denies its complexity. Mew's work cannot 
be so easily classified as dated or topical, red or white, good or bad. To subject it to 

such extreme classifications almost suggests the 'law of opposites 24 which Leighton 

herself has. claimed female subjectivity (and sexuality) 'is founded and wrecked 

on'. 25 1 believe that Mew's work actually attempts to identify and counter this law 

and therefore an appreciation of her work cannot begin by subjecting itself to the 

oppositions and differences it seeks to overcome. 
In their earlier papers, Mizejewski and Raitt allow Mew-s fallen woman 

poems a more significant role in her own oeuvre as well as in the literary culture. 26 

This is because they both place Mew in the context of Victorian women poets (such 

as Rossetti), but also study her in relation to the pre-Raphaelites and the Decadent 

aesthetics of the 1890s. For Mizejewski, Mew appropriates the figure of the 

Magdalene from mate pre-Raphaelite poets and transfigures the myth in the context 

of female sexuality. While for Leighton, Mew is writing at the end of a dying 

tradition of Victorian poetry, for Mizejewski, Mew is attempting to transform that 

tradition and in its final act infuse the fallen woman with a voice of her own. For her, 

it is significant that Madeleine is one of the few fallen women to speak in her own 

voice. Madeleine expresses neither regret nor repentance, but re-imagines the 

conversion of her namesake Mary Magdalene as having been achieved through 

Mary's embracing of Christ through her sexuality rather than by denying it. Mew's 

Madeleine is a fallen woman who revels in her own sexuality and in speaking out 
destroys the myth of the fallen woman and reveals the hypocrisy of the Christian 

orthodoxy that condemns her. 

This is taken further by Raitt who, in her paper, suggests that Mew's use of 

the figure of the fallen woman relates to her own unrequited lesbian desires. Through 

the marginal, sexually suspect figure of the fallen woman Mew, like Christina 

24 Leighton, "'Because men made the laws" ', p. 356. 
" Ibid, p. 356. 
26 Linda Mizej ewski, 'Charlotte Mew and the Unrepentant Magdalene: A Myth in 
Transition', Texas Studies in Literature and Language 26: 3 (Fall 1984), 282-302; Suzanne 
Raitt, 'Fallen Women: Charlotte Mew in Context', Volcanoes and Pearl Divers: Essays in 
Lesbian Feminist Studies, ed. Suzanne Raitt (London: Onlywomen Press, 1995), pp. 52-73. 
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Rossetti before her, is able to give the lesbian a voice. But like Mizejewski, Raitt 

notes that it is the alignment of body and soul, the sexual and the spiritual, a 

particular concern of Decadent aesthetics, that gives Mew's poetry its revisionary 

power. What is of particular significance is that Raitt points out the fundamental 

difference between Mew's fallen woman poems and those of her Victorian 

predecessors, a difference which Leighton does not recognise. While Christina 

Rossetti creates the language for fallenness and redemption and lesbian eroticism in 

Goblin Market, based on the promise of redemption through another woman - lover, 

sister or friend - Mew takes these aspects of the tradition and subverts them so that 

her fallen women have no recourse to redemption through another. The language of 
female sexuality, as it becomes more available to women, also brings with it the 

threat of exposure so that female sexuality as well as lesbian desire must be denied 

or hidden. Speaking of the femininity which pervades the male homoeroticism and 

masculine beauty of Decadent aesthetics Raitt sets up Mew's fallen woman poetry as 

an opposition to the Decadent stereotype: 

This is exactly the 'unusual femininity' of 'Passed', redolent of 
strange odours, disembodied, spiritual. This version of femininity is, 
like the fallen woman or the lesbian, outside the institutions of gender: 
it is not the femininity of women or of men. In its bodilessness it is in 
direct contrast to the perfect bodies, and to the stable gender 
distinctions, which are ostensibly the ideal of decadent aesthetics, and 
which forcibly reinscribe maternity as the goal and redemption of 
womanhood. 27 

Although Raitt's early take on Decadent aesthetics is perhaps rather limiting, she 

describes well the aspect of female sexuality which appears in Mew's poetry and 

especially her fallen woman poems -a sexuality which acts as a challenge and an 

alternative to the binary divisions that all human sexuality is constructed upon. 
In this chapter I suggest that the innovation that Leighton admires in 

'Madeleine in Church' extends to its subject-matter and Mew's other fallen woman 

poems. Leighton's assumption that Mew is the last poet writing in the fallen woman 

tradition is misleading. Indeed H. D. invokes the figure of the Magdalene in her post- 

28 war poem 'The Flowering of the Rod' , 
her, Mary Magdalene manifesting an 

27 Raitt, 'Fallen Women', p. 70. 
2' H. D. 'The Flowering of the Rod', Trilogy, (London: Carcanet, 1988). 
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autonomy of spirit which strangely echoes that of Mew's Madeleine. Mew's work 

goes deeper in its transformation of the figure of the fallen woman. In these poems 
Mew is not merely seeking to revive an old tradition but is exploring the poetic voice 

of female subjectivity through a figure that lies beyond the recognition of moral 
laws and on the borders of poetic language. Through the figure of the divided fallen 

woman she seeks not redemption, but to make feminine sexuality and female 

identity whole. 
Mew takes the language of femininity and desire and shows us that although 

the twentieth century may have been opening up to ways of discussing female 

sexuality, the real issue of sexuality and visibility is predicated upon the issue of 
female poetic subjectivity where women's identities and voices are still hidden still 

silent. Mew's use of the figure of the fallen woman and the articulation of female 

sexual identity is inextricably bound up with issues of subjective identity and the 

poetic voice. The fallen woman, 'the ghost of what has been hidden, denied, 

divided', 29 is ultimately Mew's tool in making female identity, desire and language 

an integral part of twentieth-century poetics. 

One of the indications that Mew is already breaking away from the 

polarities of difference used to define and place the fallen woman is the fact 

that it is difficult to identify her fallen woman poems. No critic to date has 

made a list of them and there is no actual means of isolating them from Mew's 

other poems. The ones most often identified as the fallen woman poems are 
'Pdcheresse', 'Madeleine in Church', 'Le Sacrd-Coeur', 'Monselur Qui 

Passe', 'Ne Me Tangito', 'At the Convent Gate', and 'She was a Sinner'. 

These poems are relatively easy to locate as either the poem or the title 
directly refers to the fallen woman in the context of the fall or more often in 

the figure of Mary Magdalene. But what of poems such as 'Saturday Market', 

which in title and lyricism echoes Christina Rossetti's Goblin Market (1862), 

and through its reference to the 'market' of Victorian sexual exchange relates 
the story of some sexual indiscretion resulting in pregnancy, abortion and 

public humiliation? 

Leighton, "'Because men made the laws'! ', p. 358. 
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The poem 'Absence' also manifests symbols of the fallen woman trope 

albeit in a different way in its reference to a sexual betrayal and in the figure 

of Christ. Whether this is a poem about the failure'Of love, religion or 

redemption, all of these suggest that it constructed upon the motifs of 
fallenness. In yet another variation on the fallen woman theme 'A Farewell' 

tells of a lover who has been abandoned for another -a woman cast aside after 
her fall in preference of another with 'the eyes of a new angel'(CPP: 5 8), 

thereby recalling the difference traditionally set up between fallen and 

unfallen women. The fallen woman or, more specifically, the issue of 
fallenness, is so prevalent in Mew's work that it appears again and again, 

even, as I hope to illustrate later, in poems that are certainly never classified as 
being about a sexual fall. In Mew's work the fallen woman and her condition 

of fallenness break through the boundaries of exclusion hitherto set for her, 

and begin to permeate every aspect of her work. She is transformed from a 

symbol of morality, and the currency of economic exchange to one of female 

sexuality which insists on being recognised. 
Almost all of Mew's fallen woman poems are set in France. This is 

due in part to her own attachment to the country and the sense of freedom she 

experienced during her many holidays there, but also probably because, as 
Nina Auerbach has pointed, out the treatment of the fallen woman in . 
American and French literature of the time allowed this figure greater power 

-and a more transfigurative identity than in British Victorian literature. The 

setting of France obviously suggested to Mew a freedom from repressed 

sexuality and from the restraints of contemporary literary practice. In 

discussing Mew's work I find it more useful to separate her fallen woman 

poems into two categories - those which are dramatic monologues and those 

which are not. This in itself is not an easy task as some of her poems 

addressed from an T to a listener appear to take the form of a sonnet or lyric. 

I draw this distinction because the dramatic monologues are the more complex 

attempts at reconfiguring the fallen woman as well as continuing in the 

tradition of D. G. Rossetti and Webster. This is not to suggest that they are 

somehow 'better' than the dramatic lyrics. Te Sacrd-Coeur', 'At the Convent 

Gate' and 'She Was a Sinner' are ail poems about the fallen woman in which 
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the authorial voice at some point gives way to the personified voice of a 

protagonist, in a drama of fallenness and redemption. 
In Te Sacr6-Coeur' (CPP: 31-32) it is the city of Paris itself which is 

figured as a whore, who ignores her 'lover, the King with the broken heart' (as 

the Church at Montmartre looks down forlornly upon the city). But in 

invoking this vision of Paris as a fallen woman, the poet's voice remains 
detached from judgement, depicting the city as both corrupt and pure, bought 

yet unpurchasable: 

Dear Paris of the hot white hands, the scarlet lips, the scented hair, 
Unejoliefille ti vendre, trýs cher; 
A thing of gaiety, a thing of sorrow, 
Bought to-night, possessed, and tossed 
Back to the mart again tomorrow, 

Worth and over, what you cost; 
While half your charm is that you are 
Withal, like some unpurchasable star, 

So old, so young and infinite and lost. 
(CPP: 3 1) 

The Decadent imagery of the 'hot white hands, the scarlet lips, the scented 
hair' is indeed heavily underlined here as Leighton suggests, but this high 

colouring is deliberate. A poet of Mew's skill, whose vivid and heightened 

imagery is one of the greatest strengths of her work is hardly likely to invoke 

such imagery clumsily. The Decadent colouring as well as the extremes of 

gaiety and sorrow, young and old, suggest that Mew is parodying not only an 

archaic literary style, but also the assumptions of difference surrounding the 
fallen woman. In depicting Paris itself as a fallen woman Mew also illustrates 

how attributing such definite characteristics of good and bad, corrupt and 
innocent, to a city is a futile and foolish notion, just as is attributing these 

extremes to female sexuality. Both are weak attempts to understand a thing of 
beauty and mystery in terms of a male language of socio-economic exchange. 
If as Leighton asserts, 'Mew's more j ewelledfin-de-siýcle vocabulary of guilt 

clinks somewhat', 30 it is because this is what Mew intends. The false notes 

ringing through this over-dramatised poem sound out the absurdity of 

" Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 284. 
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constructions of sexuality and the extremes of its literary productions. If in 

other works (as Mizejewski suggests) Mew uncovers the artifice of the fallen 

woman by referring to the 'painted faces', here she does so by painting the 

face in more vividly in an attempt to highlight the artifice of literary practice. 
The poem ends with Paris casually responding 'A king with a broken heart! 

Mon DieuU One breaks so many... '(CPP: 32). The whole poem is a garish 
fantasy of God as lover, city as prostitute and the displacement of sexual 
identities, illustrates the meaningless nature of such identities. 

Mew invokes this personification again in 'At the Convent Gate' 

(CPP: 5 1) in which the lover tries to dissuade the beloved from turning to God 

and the beloved answers that she must, since God is more real than the 

crucifix which she had formerly thought represented religion. This sonnet is 

reminiscent in more than title of Christina Rossetti's 'The Convent 
Threshhold' (185 8), but unlike the latter's monologue, is a single moment of 
exchange between lover and beloved on the threshhold of a religious 

conversion. Unlike Mew's other poems, this one is devoid of the passionate 
intensity of love and denial and the only moment of heartfelt passion appears 
in the lover's gentle attempts at dissuasion, 'You cannot cast these kisses from 

your hair. / Will God's cold breath blow kindly anywhere/ Upon such burning 

gold? '(CPP: 5 1) Like Christina Rossetti's poem, this is a tale of conversion 

which does not believe in its own faith; unlike Rossetti's poem, the doubt is 

not the protagonist's but the poet's own. 
'She Was a Sinner' (CPP: 54-55) begins 'Love was my flower, and 

before He came-'(CPP: 54), and immediately continues in the voice of the 
Magdalene speaking of her conversion to Christ in the imagery of gardens and 
red and white flowers. Mizejewski reads this poem as Mary Magdalene's 

conversion, not through a rejection of her sensuality but through embracing it 

-a notion that seems to have affected Mew's work a great deal. Mary's 

original mistake was in abusing the Rower 'with the colour of a crimson 
flame'(CPP: 54) and after her redemption, when the flowers are 'a burning 

white'(CPP: 55), she realises that Christ was "'the gardener" too' and that both 
flowers representing sensuality and innocence are tended by him. That both 

red and white flowers are represented as 'burning' and 'a flame' suggests that 
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at no point is passion sacrificed to purity. This issue is raised again and 

elaborated upon in 'Madeleine in Church', but in the poems mentioned above 

the effect of apostrophe and dramatised speech seems to remove the poet and 

reader from either judgement of the characters or indeed from any sympathy 

with them. The poems are constructed and perceived from an external and 

rather detached point of view, in which the reader is almost a viewer of the 

tableaux presented by the poet. Though each moment is infused with theatrical 

intensity, the drama is not sustained long enough for the protagonists to adopt 

more than an abstract identity. These poems are almost the weighing up of 

oppositions - of Paris and her eternal King, of tempting lover and redeemed 
beloved, of corruption and innocence, red and white. Mew seems to suggest a 

dialogue without meaning or consequence, in which the moral balance does 

not shift and the sexual dynamic does not change. By inserting quotation 

marks and direct speech and thus detaching herself from the burden of speech 

the poet is able to suspend judgement (while working within the tradition of 

the poetry of fallenness) seeming to suggest that very little is at stake. 

Inversely, through their contrived moral inertia these poems also provide an 
interesting gloss on how the dramatic monologue is one of the few poetic 
forms which has indeed transformed the literary lot of the fallen woman - how 

this is the form not only through which she is represented, but also through 

which (in literary terms) she is redeemed. 

Wcheresse' (CPP: I 1- 12) is spoken by a woman apparently 

abandoned by the man she loves, who is a sailor. The poem is rather simple in 

rhyme and metre and tells of the age-old story of a love betrayed. And yet the 

most intense moments in the poem occur when the speaker defiantly rejects 

any comparison of her situation to that of a prostitute, although it is apparent 

that she has fallen: 

... The foreign ships 
Bring many a one of face and name 

As strange as his, to buy your lips, 
A gold piece for a scarlet shame 
Like mine. But mine was not the same. 
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One night was ours, one short grey day 
Of sudden sin, unshrived, untold. 

He found me, and I lost the way 
To paradise for him. I sold 
My soul for love and not for gold. 

(CPP: 12) 

The speaker therefore falls outside the categories of prostitution and 

respectability. These circumstances and this particular lament, was hardly 

uncommon among young Victorian women. The poignancy of the situation 

arises from the fact that the fate of the speaker highlights the injustice and 
hypocrisy of a society which does not distinguish between love and sexual 

economics - in which any indiscretion automatically casts the woman as fallen 

'other'. The speaker is not a prostitute and in spite of the sailor's apparent 
indifference seems devotedly in love: 

There is but one for such as I 
To love, to hate to hunger for; 

I shall, perhaps, grow old and die, 
With one short day to spend and store, 
One night, in all my life, no more. 

(CPP: 12) 

She does not fit into the equation of 'gold piece' for 'scarlet shame'. She is 

unwilling to embrace the simplistic comforts of religion*- by renouncing her 

lover for God: 

His is the only face I know, 
And in the dark church, like a screen, 

It shuts God out; it comes between; 
(CPP: 12) 

Nor does she wish to exchange the warmth of passionate love for the 

compensations of Mary's heart which is 'as frozen snow' until she repents. 
This poem pre-empts some of the concerns expressed by Madeleine in the 
later poem - the refusal to accept the compensations of a cold and lifeless 

religion in exchange for a passionate sensuality - and both these poems weigh 
heavily in opposition to a system that automatically equates female sexuality 

with the fall. If the speaker in this poem is simply a figure of pathos, it is 
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because in equating her love with shame, society and literary representation 
have deprived her of any identity beyond that of fallenness. And, unlike 
Eulalie, the speaker in this poem refuses to play by the rules of the market 

economy or morality. Like D. G. Rossetti's 'Jenny'i this poem too, refers 

persistently to the fact that. the sin will not be confessed and, like 'A 

Castaway', it lacks an implicit auditor. Therefore though the woman 'speaks' 

she does not expect to be heard - either in the sanctioned setting of the 

confessional, or by the society that rejects her. In the misreading of her 

sexuality she is denied any subjectivity and her defiance against custom or 

confession is the only differentiating factor in her identity on the quay-side 

and in terms of literary fallenness. 

'Madeleine in Church' (CPP: 22-28) is Mew's longest poem and the 

most complex portrayal of the fallen woman in terms of both metrical 

composition and thematic concern. Spoken by Madeleine, a French divorcde 

while she kneels in Church, the poem once again has no locatable auditor. 
And yet, in many parts of the poem the poet does directly address a 'you'. In 

this case it is God, or the more physical manifestation of his spirituality, the 

crucified Christ. As a dramatic monologue, this poem is unique since, whether 

or not one believes that the auditor is listening depends upon one's faith, as 

the faith of the speaker herself is uncertain. As speaker, Madeleine's position 
is therefore ambiguous as she is unsure whether she is actually being heard; in 

spite of her religious scepticism, her monologue has all the efficacy and 

meaning of prayer. 
Madeleine kneels in a small chapel in Church preferring to pray: 

To something like my own clay, 
Not too divine; 

For, once, perhaps my little saint 
Before he got his niche and crown 

Had one short stroll about the town. 
(CPP: 22) 
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She recalls her former husbands and present lovers and the gay and carefree 
lives they seem to lead, which hides the loneliness and desperation of the 
individual: 

It's funny too how easily we sink, 
One might put up a monument, I think 

To half the world and cut across it 'Lost at SeaV 
(CPP: 23) 

But there is no comfort in this remembrance or in praying to 'my poor saint 

with his tin-pot crown'(CPP: 23) as Madeleine does not believe in 'any 

Paradise beyond this earth that I could see'(CPP: 23) or (in the following 

stanza) that Christ, in spite of his own suffering, could understand the 

suffering of mere mortals. She then goes on to tell of how, as a child, she was 

mesmerised by the wonders of the natural world and how her senses were full 

of its sights and smells, including the fascinating sensuality of her own body: 

We are what we are: when I was half a child I could not sit 
Watching black shadows on green lawns and red carnations burning in the 

sun, 
Without paying so heavily for it 

That joy and pain, like any mother and her unborn child were almost 
one. 

I could hardly bear 
The dreams upon the eyes of white geraniums in the dusk 

The thick, close voice of musk, 
The jessamine music on the thin night air, 

Or, sometimes my own hand about me anywhere - 
The sight of my own face (for it was lovely then) even the scent of my own 

hair, 
Oh! There was nothing, nothing that did not sweep to the high seat 

Of laughing gods, and then blow down and beat 
My soul into the highway dust, as hoofs do the dropped roses of the street. 

I think my body was my soul, 
And when we are made thus 

Who shall control 
Our hands, our eyes, the wandering passion of our feet, 

(CPP: 23-24) 

The alignment of body and'soul links childlike passionate sensualitY with 

adult sexuality, but also underlines Madeleine's argument that the two cannot 
be dissociated, as organised religion demands that the believers 'Thrust the 
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world out of our heart'(CPP: 24). Here Madeleine reveals her concerns about 

ageing and recalls her mother - the difference between her portrait and the 
'mask that I remember shrunk and small'. She fears the same fate and realises 
that her many romantic trysts have left her unfulfilled, while these too are 

about to be lost as she gets older. And yet she cannot repent for a life of 

sensuality that she is willing to pay for, in contrast to the empty lives of her 

ex-husband and mother. Nor does she believe in compensation in the afterlife 
for sacrifices made in this: 

But I, I paid for what I had, and they for nothing. No, one cannot see 
How it shall be made up to them in some serene eternity. 

(CPP: 24) 

Yet significantly the sacrifices that she mentions are not those of worldly 

possession or vices, but of natural beauty and experiences. She believes that 

those that seek comfort in God are 'broken things' but the violence of her 

imagery suggests that it is God himself who breaks those he saves, this being 

a prerequisite for salvation: 

Yes, it may be, when He has shorn, led us to slaughter, torn the bleating 
soul in us to rags, 

For so He giveth His belov6d sleep. 
Oh! He will take us stripped and done, 
Driven into His heart. So we are won: 

Then safe, safe are we? In the shelter of His everlasting wings - 
Wo not envy Him his victories. His arms are full of broken'things. 

(CPP: 25-26) 

Not surprisingly then she refuses to be counted among them since she still 
occasionally feels: '- 

... the lights, the colours, the perfumes, 
Though now they speak rather in sumptuous rooms, 

In silks and in gem-like wines; 
Here, 'even, in this comer where my little candle shines 

And over-head the lancet window glows 
With gold and crimsons you could almost drink 

To know how jewels taste, just as I used to think 
There was the scent in every red and yellow rose of 

Of all the sunsets. But this place is grey, 
And much too quiet. 
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(CPP: 26) 

In the last sentence she reveals the more dreary nature of her lonely life and 

ultimately her reason for being in church at all: 

There must be someone. Christ there must, 
Tell me there will be someone. Who? 

If there were no one else, could it be You? 
(CPP: 26) 

In finally wondering if respite from dreariness lies in Christ, she recalls the 

story of the salvation of her namesake Mary Magdalene. But to Madeleine the 

story has a different meaning. She believes that Christ touched Mary through 

the indifferent boredom of her life, to reveal a passion far more aligned with 

sensuality than with salvation. Madeleine insists 'She did not love you like the 

restj It was in her own way, but at the worst, the best, '(CPP: 27). And while 
Mary remains devoted while never fully converted, she does find fulfilment, 

and Madeleine wonders if Christ knew: 

... while her perfume clung to You from head to feet all through the day 
That you can change the things for which we care, 
But even You, unless you kill us, not the way. 

(CPP: 26) 

The only way in which Madeleine can relate to such a transformation is by 

comparing it to a kiss she once shared with an unnamed lover - 'One breath, 

one throbbing quietness, as if the thing behind our lips was/ endless 
life'(CPP: 26). And for her, Mary's acceptance of Christ can only have been 

through her own sensuality: 

So Mary chose the dream of Him for what was left to her of night and 
day, 
It is the only truth: it is the dream in us that neither life nor death nor any 

other thing can take away: 
But if she had not touched him in the doorway of the dream could she 

have cared so much? 
She was a sinner, we are what we are: the spirit afterwards, but first, the 

touch. 
(CPP: 27) 
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Finally Madeleine cannot embrace Christ because it is the lost sensual passion 

of her youth that she seeks, and she cannot see how this can be reconciled 

with the quiet spirituality represented by Christ whose physical pain she feels 

all too acutely, but whose spirituality is not enough for her: 

And looking at him, if my forgotten spirit came 
Unwillingly back, what could it claim 
Of those calm eyes, that quiet speech, 

Breaking like a slow tide upon the beach, 
The scarred not quite human hand? - 

(CPP: 28) 

The poem ends with Madeleine remembering her childhood relationship with 
Christ and her pain at his wounded hands and her lack of understanding of this 
figure who she wishes had noticed her 'or, if, for once, He would only speak' 
(CPP: 28). Of course by the end of the poem Madeleine's silent auditor has 

still not spoken and unlike her namesake she is left without the comforts of 

conversion. This is appropriate since Madeleine turns to Christ seeking not 

redemption or forgiveness but the passionate sensuality she has lost. 

This poem is almost a reversal of Christina Rossetti's 'The Convent 

Threshhold', even though both articulate the possibility of renouncing worldly 

passion for spiritual comfort. In most of her fallen woman poems, Christina 

Rossetti seems to imply that it is the preference for human love over the love 

of God which precipitates and is actually the fall .31 For her, marriage is not 

necessarily a better option and the married woman is not essentially better 

than her fallen sister, while for Mew the love of God and the love of man - 
marriage or religion, are equally lives of passive boredom. For Rossetti, the 

pleasures of human love will be compensated for in the heavenly afterlife; 
Mew questions the very existence of 'some serene etemity'(CPP: 25). Thus 
Rossetti's only choice is to forsake the world for the convent, earthly love for 

spiritual love, lover for God. That she does this in a 'song of penitence for 

" Diane D'Amico, "'Equal Before God": Christina Rossetti and the Fallen Women of 
Highgate Penitentiary', in Gender and Discourse in Victorian Literature and, 4rt, eds 
Anthony H. Harrison and Beverly Taylor (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 
1992), pp. 67-83. 
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love that yet praises love more fervently than would a chorus hymeneal 932 is 

literally mirrored in Mew's poem which refuses to repent and yet exhibits a 

spirituality of the senses which far surpasses the understanding of organised 

religion or patriarchal society. 

In spite of both being about the fallen woman, 'A Castaway' and 
'Madeleine in Church' are at a first glance, very different types of poems. The 

former is a political indictment of the social institutions that facilitate 

prostitution and make it a necessity, while the latter is a deeply spiritual 
introspection of the soul. Indeed it may be questioned whether a comparison 
between the two is feasible, but I think that it highlights the difference in 

meaning that the figure of the fallen woman had taken on from the publication 

of 'A Castaway' in 1870 to the publication of 'Madeleine in Church' in 1916. 

It is apparent that in spite of their thematic differences, in writing 'Madeleine 

in Church' Mew may have been heavily influenced by the earlier poem. 
Mew's bitter denunciation of marriage - 'as pale as angels smirking by, with 
folded wings) Oh! I know Virtue, and the peace it brings! '(CPP: 24) echoes 
Webster's earlier interpretation of wives as 'Oh! Those shrill carping virtues, 

safely housed'(1.113). 33 Mew's disdainful dismissal of organised religion is 

certainly looks like it might be derived from Webster's depiction of well- 

meaning but naYve religious reformers: 

'Find rest in him' One knows the parsons' tags- 
Back to the fold, across the evening fields, like any flock of baa-ing 

sheep: 
Yes, it may be, when He has shorn, led us to slaughter, torn the bleating 

soul in us to rags, 
For so He giveth His beloved sleep. 

Oh! He will take us stripped and done, 
Driven into His heart. So we are won: 

Then safe, safe are we? In the shelter of His everlasting wings- 
I do not envy him his victories. His arms are full of broken things. 

'Madeleine in Church'(CPP: 26) 

32 Alice Meynell, 'Christina Rossetti', The New Review, (1895), 203, quoted in Leighton, 
"'Because men made the laws"', p. 349. 
13 Leighton and Reynolds, Victorian Women Poets, p. 436. 
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Why, if the worthy men who think all's done 
if we'll but come where we can hear them preach, 
Could bring us all, or any half of us, 
Into their fold, teach all us wandering sheep, 
Or only half of us, to stand in rows 
And baa them hymns and moral songs, good lack, 
What would they do with us? What could they do? 

'A Castaway' (Is. 279-288) 34 

Although the imagery of sheep and the passivity of submission to 

religious or reformative rituals are strikingly similar in both poems, the 

violence of Mew's imagery is typical of the passionate intensity of her style 

and the soul-searching of her protagonist. Webster's image of 'standing in 

rows/ And baa[ing]... hymns and moral songs', is more representative of the 

soulless, statistical, social control exerted by socio-economics on morality. 
Both poems manifest concerns with the Victorian women's lot - boredom, the 

value of youth and the fear of ageing. Both poems refuse to account for the 

condition of fallenness in terms of carnal sexuality. But while for Webster the 

social and economic realities of Victorian women's lives are responsible for 

the condition of fallenness; for Mew the sensuality not merely of the body but 

also of the spirit may be said to be the condition of female fallenness. The 

main transgressions described in 'Madeleine in Church' are not those of 

worldly desires or original sin but of a heightened sensual spirituality. While 

Rossetti's reading of Jenny is her fondness for finery and gold, Webster gives 

us Eulalie to whom money is a matter of economic sur . vival and whose finery 

simply serves to advertise her wares. By contrast for Madeleine even the 
luxury of 'silks and ... gem-like wines' and jewels signify the scent of roses 

and the colours of the sunset. These are not merely the pleasures of the flesh 

but both the 'joy and pain'(CPP: 24) of the spirit and the senses. While Eulalie 
imagines a home to escape to from her present life in terms of financial 
feasibility, '-oh my castle in the clouds! /And where's its rent? 935 (1.224-225), 
Madeleine occupies: 

... my haunted house beneath the trees 
Of Eden and Calvary, with its ghosts that have not any eyes for tears, 

(CPP: 28) 

341bid., p. 440. 
3SIbid., p. 440. 
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The most significant difference to emerge in the forty-six years 
between the publication of the two poems is the social status of the two 

women. Just as Augusta Webster raised the fallen woman from the stereotypes 

of seductress or seduced innocent of Victorian melodrama and portrayed her 

in the actuality of her social role, Mew too transforms the figure of the 

Magdalene. Madeleine is not a professional prostitute - she is a divorc6e. 

While Webster's narrator bitterly complains 'Those who need not sin have 

safer souls/ We know it but we've bodies to save too..., 36 (1.167), Madeleine 

declares 'I think my body was my soul' and the need to sin is replaced by 

challenging the very notion of sin itself. She is not a figure who can easily be 

classified as a type of vice or a type of virtue, virgin or Madonna, fallen or 

unfallen. She has both been married and had illicit sexual relations and her 

sensuality is not simply of a sexual nature - it is of both the body and the 

spirit. Madeleine is not an outcast of society in the sense that Eulalie is 'a 

castaway' any more than any of her other friends and lovers are: 

It's funny too how easily we sink, 
One might put up a monument, I think 

To half the world and cut across it 'Lost at SeaV 
(CPP: 23) 

For Madeleine being 'Lost at Sea' is part of the human condition. 
Consequently there is no absolute distinction for Madeleine between the 

innocent child she was and the woman she has become. While Eulalie 

remembers the innocence of her girlhood days (precipitated by finding her old 
diary) with a mixture of contempt and regret, she can barely reconcile the 
image of the past to that of her present self: 

So long since: 
And now it seems a jest to talk of me 
As if I could be one with her, of me 
Who am ... me. 

(CPP: 23-26) 

'6Ibid., p. 440. 
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This internal split in her identity, between past and present, innocence and 

corruption is the typical signature of the fallen woman, marked by the 

opposition of the before and after of the fall. 'Madeleine in Church' in formal 

and thematic composition does not recognise this split. While Webster's 

portrayal of childhood deals with the innocence and futility of the young girl's 

education, Mew's refers to a deeply-felt appreciation of the sensuality of the 

natural world which is translated into adult sexuality without the sense of 
innocence lost or the metaphorical occurrence of 'the fall'. Even in speaking 

of her former husbands or lovers there is no mention of one distinct episode 

when the sanctity of marriage is betrayed by an illicit encounter. Although 

Madeleine's marriages end in divorce - still a socially suspect arrangement in 

1916 - there is no mention of a correspondent. 
It may be argued that for Madeleine, the innocence of her youth could 

not be corrupted, since in its intense sensuality it never signified the innocence 

normally associated with childhood. Madeleine as child is almost a 

counterpart to Alice in Nina Auerbach's reading of Lewis Carroll's 'Alice in 

Wonderland'. 37 Alice's literal fall into Wonderland is understood in terms of 
Alice as a 'fallen' girl/woman, representing the eroticism of female childhood 

which was eventually smothered by Victorian womanhood. But for Madeleine 

this eroticism is never smothered but carried on into adulthood where it is 

perceived to be a state of fallenness. For Madeleine (as for Alice) then the 

girl-child is already 'fallen' in terms of a natural sensuality, and all women by 

virtue of their sexuality are born into a state of fallenness or inversely the 

adult woman is not fallen at all but manifests a naturally developed sensuality. 
The reason that Madeleine cannot find a place within organised religion when 

she is both highly sensual and deeply spiritual is because, as Mew seems to be 

suggesting, the fall is Victorian moral culture's means of having it both ways - 
of having both innocence and corruption, virtue and vice, virgins and whores 
and controlling all women through this division. Mew's poem makes a 

mockery of the notion of the fall, not because Madeleine is unwilling to 

37 Nina Auerbach, 'Falling Alice, Fallen Women, and Victorian Dream Children', English 
Language Notes 20: 2 (December 1982), 46-64; see also, Nina Auerbach, Women and the 
Demon. 
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abandon sensuality for spirituality, but because society and its God cannot 

register or recognise a woman who represents both - in fact a woman who is 

whole. Mew's denial of the split between spirituality and sexuality goes a step 
further to suggest that not only are the two not mutually exclusive - they are 
deeply connected. In 'Madeleine in Church' she attempts to heal the split 
between vice and virtue, sensuality and spirituality, organised and personal 

religion, between the unfallen 'me' of childhood and the fallen 'me' of 

womanhood. In doing so she is also addressing issues of female sub ectivity 
through a 'whole' female sexuality. Mew's fallen women poems are not, as 
Angela Leighton suggests, the dying embers of a spent tradition, but an 

attempt to take that tradition into the twentieth century and reconstruct issues 

of female sexuality, subjectivity and sensibility. Mew's fallen woman poems 

are not simply about prostitutes, outcasts and the conditions and 

circumstances of the fall. Each contains within it a deeper message -a secret 

which is'the undiscovered touchstone of female subjectivity. 

Mew's poetry is haunted, by the image of a moment of acute awareness 

and a secret - which is constantly referred to but in the shiftin*g kaleidoscpe of 
her vivid imagery is always elusive - perceived as it where through the comer 

of the eye. It is directly referred to in poems such as 'The FEW as 'the 

Enchanted Thing'(CPP: 6) and in 'Moorland Night as 'the thing'(CPP: 50) and 
is the intangible quest in poems such as 'The Forest Road' and 'The Call'. In 

'Madeleine in Church' this moment of acute, almost mesmeric sensibility is 

described in Madeleine's re-telling of the Mary Magdalene story and is the 

basis of Mary's embracing of Christ: 

And stood looking at you through tears. 
I think she must have known by those 

The thing, for what it was that had come to her. 
For some of us there is a passion, I suppose 
So far from earthly cares and earthly fears 
That in its stillness you can hardly stir 

Or in its nearness, lift your hand, 
So great that you simply have got to stand 
Looking at it through tears, through tears. 

(CPP: 27) 
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This is a rather unique moment in the tradition of the fallen woman. It is a 

moment completely devoid of sexual meaning and is not constructed upon 
terms of the divisions of fallenness - of vice and virtue, or before and after the 

fall. Being 'far from earthly cares' it is a moment removed from earthly 
judgement. For Mary it is the means of her salvation, for Madeleine it is what 

she seeks from Christ, but has only ever found in herself. For women, fallen 

or pure, it is a moment of subjective identity free of the masculine law of 
difference. 

A secret is also manifest in the poem 'Monsieur Qui Passe' (CPP: 3 8- 

39), spoken by a man of the world about an encounter with a young woman. 
Though unspecified, the language of the poem suggests that the auditor is in 

fact another man of the world, to whom, in rather unsavoury fashion, the 

narrator is relating the story of what should have been a sexual conquest. In its 

colloquial language, the character of the speaker and the implied auditor, this 

poem is written more obviously in the style of the dramatic monologue than 

any of the poems discussed so far. It is also the most ambiguous of Mew's 

fallen woman poems. The speaker tells of meeting a womah'in what is 

described as a very Decadent setting and of taking a walk with her along the 

quayside: 

A purple blot against the dead white door 
In my friend's rooms, bathed in their vile pink light, 
I had not noticed her before 
She snatched my eyes and threw them back to me: 
She did not speak till we out into the night, 
Paused at this bench beside the kiosk on the quay. 

(CPP: 38) 

The woman seems intent upon speaking to the man while he ignores her story. 
In an unusual twist, the speaker repeats the woman's speech in inverted 

commas, her rather casual description of the magic of a Parisian night along 
the Seine. This relatively safe chatter is immediately disrupted, however, by 

the woman's attempt to reveal something deeper to the man: 

Then suddenly she stripped, the very skin 
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Came off her soul, -a mere girl clings 
Longer to some last rag, however thin, 
When she has shown you - well - all sorts of things: 
'If it were daylight - oh! one keeps one's head - 
But fourteen years! - No one has ever guessed - 
The whole thing startsAen one gets to bed - 
Death? - If the dead would tell us they had rest! 
But your eyes held it as I stood there by the door - 
One speaks to Christ - one tries to catch His garment's hem - 
One hardly says as much to Him - no more: 
It was not you, it was your eyes -I spoke to them. ' 

(CPP: 39) 

It is typical of Mew's oblique style that even though we 'hear' the voice of the 

woman what we hear is filtered through the perception of the man who is not 

paying much attention ('God knows precisely what she said -/I left her to her 

twisted skein' CPP: 38) and who leaves out the very thing she has confessed to 

him. We only get the description of how she feels as a result - the fourteen 

years of waiting, the nights of unrest, the doubt of rest in death. Here, 

reference to Christ is not only reminiscent of Madeleine's speech in church, 

this poem is a painfully twisted parody of Mary Magdalene's vision of Christ 

outside Simon's house later in the same poem. In this case the woman is the 

cruel victim in a case of mistaken identity - the man she thought would 

provide her salvation is no saviour and she has left herself open to ridicule. 
Once again in this selective narrative we are never told how the narrator 

responds - we are simply told her reaction: 

She stopped like a shot bird that flutters still, 
And drops and tries to run again, and swerves. 
The story should end in some walled house upon a hill. 

(CPP: 39) 

The woman's appeal has been completely refuted by the man. It is difficult to 

ascertain what 'walled house' he is referring to; depending upon her 

confession, which we are not privy to, it could be an asylum, a nunnery, a 
penitentiary or a Magdalene home. But his immediate reaction is to somehow 
typify and institutionalise her. The only way he can relate to her (and this has 

been the case throughout the poem) is regretfully in terms of her sexuality - 
'But she had hair! - blood dipped in gold; ... / Some sort of beauty once, but 
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turning yellow, getting old' - or dismissively in terms of her womanhood - 
'Pouah! These women and their nervesU God! But the night is cold'. Here 

Mew's fin-de-si6cle vocabulary serves to highlight the ignorance of the man's 

misogyny. In invoking out-dated Decadent imagery she reveals the man to be 

the stereotype, while the woman remains unknown. 
In a poem in which the fallen woman speaks to the man who desires 

her, we witness the failure of intersubjectivity. The cryptic conversation and 

selective telling of the tale only present an attempt at communication so 
thwarted, that even the reader/auditor is left in the dark. The woman as sexual 

creature is once again denied subjectivity, but she keeps her secret and it is 

eventually the narrator and the reader/auditor who lose out. The 'secret' of 
female subjectivity remains hidden from the understanding of a male 

audience. 
The male fear - be it the figure of Christ or a potential lover - of 

engaging in any intersubjective relation with the woman (be she fallen or 

unfallen) is also apparent in the poem 'Ne Me Tangito'. It is implicit that the 

poem is spoken by Mary Magdalene in response to Christ's command 'Noli 

Me Tangere' (To not touch me'). The title of the poem is an older but 

accurate variant of the Biblical Latin. 38 It is the, only one of Mew's fallen 

woman poems in which the fallen woman is portrayed in relation to a pure 

one. But Mew's poem is not one of identification of one through her 

difference from the other. At the heart of the poem a transformation takes 

place which completely overturns that difference. The poem begins with the 
Magdalene, the female speaker's wistful response, 

Odd, you should fear the touch, 
The first that I was ever ready to let go, 
I that have not cared much 

For any toy I could not break and throw 
To the four winds when I had done with it. You need not fear the touch, 
Blindest of all the things that I have cared for very much 
In the whole gay, unbearable, amazing show. 

(CPP: 43) 

"Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 282. 
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She then goes on to wonder if it was the limiting view the man had of her that 

made him draw away -'Only the shade, was it, you saw? But still the shade of 

something vile'- and goes on to tell him of a dream in which he is transformed 

into a child in her arms and she into the mother: 

I found you, suddenly, lying there, 
Tugging with tiny fmgers at my heart, no more afraid: 

The weakest thing, the most divine 
That ever yet was mine, 
Something that I had strangely made, 
So then it seemed - 

The child for which I had not looked or ever cared, 
Of whom, before, I had never dreamed. 

(CPP: 44) 

The transformation of Christ as a man fearing a woman's touch into a child 
'tugging with tiny fingers at my heart, no more afraid' points to an adulthood 
in which touch (between men and women) is immediately associated with 

sexuality, whereas in childhood it is associated with innocence. But the more 

significant transformation here is that of the woman from the Magdalene into 

the Madonna in which, through their relation to Christ, the two figures 

become one. The images are confusing: Madonna and child becomes 

interchangeable with Magdalene and child, virgin with whore and son of god 

with bastard child. The categories of whore, woman, virgin and mother seem 

to fuse in this transformation into one, while the male is effectively reduced to 

infancy -'the weakest thing'. In spite of the sadness of the shunned Magdalene 

this is one of Mew's most subversive fallen woman poems, which seeks to 

overthrow the reign of difference between women and in which, almost 
literally, nothing is sacred. 

Mew's refutation of the split in female sexuality is also achieved by 

denying many of the secondary myths and motifs surrounding the fallen 

woman. In many poems and novels on fallen women, the difference between 

fallen and unfallen, is established through the differences set up between 

sisters - the fall of one working in the text to reify the purity 0f the other and 

vice versa. Also as Helena Michie points out, 'fallen sisters... are frequently 
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recoupable through their sisters' efforts in a way forbidden to other Victorian 

fallen women'. 39 This recuperative power is probably derived from the same 

reasoning as the 'sistering' of fallen and unfallen women in poems such as 
Aurora Leigh (1857) in which redemption takes place through women who 

are not related by blood, and the sistering of the voices of the poet and the 

fallen woman in a bid for social justice. This tradition of sisterly rescue in the 

trope of the fallen woman is most obviously exemplified in the Christina 

Rossetti's Goblin Market in which the sisters Lizzie and Laura are almost 
interchangeable and differentiated only through the fall of one and the 

restraint of the other. But as Michie suggests the story of redemption in 

Goblin Market arises not from repentance or virtue (Lizzie after all tricks the 

goblins and beats them at their own game to save Laura) but because no 
distinction of vice and virtue is made between the two, Tizzie's heroism 

consists not so much in the potential sacrifice of her life and world as she 
beckons to the goblin men, as in her refusal to admit difference' . 

40 An 

interesting variation on this view is Janet Galligani Casey's assertion that the 

poem refutes the traditional role of male redeemer and female redeemed - 'the 

poem undercuts the traditionally patriarchal binary concept that the redeemer 
is somehow 'better' than the redeemed and the spiritual superior to the 

erotic'. 41 

If sisterhood is both a literary device establishing the state of 
fallenness and one that may be used to redeem the fallen without prejudice, as 
happens in Goblin Market, it is never used by Mew to this effect. None of her 

fallen woman poems establishes the identity of the fallen in relation to 

another, nor are the fallen redeemed through the intervention of another - for 
Mew the fallen woman must stand or 'fall' on her own. Female subjectivity 
(and this more than sexuality is Mew's concern) cannot be established in the 

mirroring relationship of the other, since this is the divisive relationship that 

splits subjectivity in the first place. This is made apparent in her short story 

3911elena Michie, "'There Is No Friend Like a Sister": Sisterhood as Sexual Difference', 
ELH56: 2 (Summer 1989), 401-421, p. 404. 
40jbid., p. 418. 
41 Janet Galligani Casey, 'The Potential of Sisterhood: Christina Rossetti's "Goblin 
Market"', Victorian Poetry 29: 1 (Spring 1991), 63-78. p. 65. 
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'Passed' (CPP: 65-78) in which the narrator is taken by a young woman to the 
home where her sister is dying, having been seduced and abandoned by a 
lover. The narrator is carried along but cannot bring herself to assist in any 

way: 

I tried to raise her, and kneeling pulled her reluctantly towards 
me. The proximity was distasteful. An alien presence has ever repelled 
me. I should have pitied the girl keenly perhaps a few more feet away. 
She clung to me with ebbing force... 

The magnetism of our meeting was already passing; and, 
reason asserting itself, I reviewed the incident dispassionately, as she 
lay like a broken piece of mechanism in my arms (CPP: 69). 

The narrator is evidently no redeemer and no 'sistering' takes place here 

which will ultimately lead to redemption. But Mew insists upon the failure of 

sisterly rescue, for when a while later the narrator once again meets the sister 

of the now deceased woman, she is on the arm of the man responsible for her 

sister's downfall. Not only has the sister failed to redeem the fallen, sisterhood 

itself has led to the fall of the pure other. 'Passed' is a story of failed 

redemption in which the traditional role of the narrator, who through sistering 

acts as saviour, is reduced to that of a curious passer-by and where the sister, 

who should through her innocence redeem her fallen sibling, is by virtue of 

that relationship, equally vulnerable herself. Mew's other work is also 

significantly devoid of any nurturing relationships between sisters or indeed 

women. I explore this lost opportunity between sister and women, in terms of 
its redeeming power in chapter five. Mew's representation of female 

subjectivity is not necessarily a unifying or healing one but one that attains its 

power from a space beyond oneness and desire. 

The theme of loss and loneliness recurs throughout her work and if 

Mew rejected sisterhood as a literary and thematic means of portraying the 
fallen woman then another motif she was more inclined to was that of 
spinsterhood. As Nina Auerbach points out, there are many similarities in 

Victorian texts between the figures of the spinster and the fallen woman - both 

fall outside the scope of wife and mother and both suggest a sexuality that is 
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subversive or suppressed. There are startling similarities, for example, 
between 'Madeleine in Church' and the spinster in 'The Quiet House'. While 

the woman in 'The Quiet House' only confesses to a rather repressed 

sexuality, she shares Madeleine's almost painful appreciation of the natural 

world: 

Red is the strangest pain to bear; 
In Spring the leaves on the budding trees; 
In Summer the roses are worse than these, 

More terrible than they are sweet: 
A rose can stab you across the street 

Deeper than any knife: 
And the crimson haunts you everywhere - 

Thin shafts of sunlight, like the ghosts of reddened swords have struck our 
stair 

As if, coming down, you had spilt your life. 
(CPP: 18) 

But their main similarity lies in their loneliness. Although the woman in 'The 

Quiet House' is succumbing to mental hysteria under the thin guise of 

respectability her thoughts echo Madeleine's own: 

The room is shut where Mother died, 
The other rooms are as they were, 

The world goes on the same outside, 
The sparrows fly across the $quare, 
The children play as we four did there, 
The trees grow green and brown and bare, 

The sun shines on the dead Church spire, 
And nothing lives here but the fire, 

%ile Father watches from his chair 
Day follows day 

The same, or now and then, a different grey, 
Till, like his hair, 

V; Mch mother said was wavy once and bright, 
They will all turn white. 

To-night I heard a bell again- 
Outside it was the same mist of fine rain, 
The lamps just lighted down the long, dim street, 

No one for me - 
I think it is myself I go to meet: 

I do not care; some day I -shall not think; I shall not be! 
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'The Quiet House'(CPP: 19) 

... But this place is grey, 
And much too quiet. No one here, 
Why, this is awful, this is fear! 

Nothing to see, no face, 
Nothing to hear except your heart beating in space 

As if the world was ended. Dead at last! 
Dead soul, dead body, tied together fast. 

These to go on with and alone, to the slow end: 
No one to sit with, really, or to speak to friend to friend: 

Out of the long procession, black or white or red 
No one left now to say 'Still I am here, then see you, dear, lay here your 

head. ' 
Only the doll's house looking on the Park 

To-night, all nights, I know, when the man puts the lights out, very 
dark. 
With, upstairs, in the blue and gold box of a room, just the maid's footsteps 

overhead, 
Then utter silence and the empty world - the room - the bed - 

The corpse! No, not quite dead, while this cries out in me, 
But nearly very soon to be 
A handful of forgotten dust - 

'Madeleine in Church'(CPP: 26) 

This loneliness which also finds expression in Webster's 'A 

Castaway', is the lot of both the spinster and the fallen woman. Mew's 

evocation of it is particularly heart-felt and poignant becaus6 her forbidden 

love and her condition as spinster caused her to align herself with the fallen 

woman in terms of their subversive sexuality and the subjective identity both 

were denied. But most significantly, in Mew's work the distinctions between 

fallen and unfallen, sexual and spiritual, are blurred, both in the individual 

poems themselves as well as between poems about women who are fallen and 
those who are definitely not. In another dramatic monologue. 'The Farmer's 
Bride', the farmer is completely baffled by his silent bride who is repelled by 

physical love and yet is perfectly content and seems to belong to the natural 
world. She is not a fallen woman and she is not a bride with whom the 

marriage has been consummated. Unlike Madeleine who has been identified 

as both, this woman falls into neither category. And since she does not fall 

into one or the other she is beyond the scope of a male sexuality and 
masculine language. 
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In this chapter, I have sought to demonstrate how women poets have 

transformed the figure of the fallen woman in literary tradition and the 

consequences, both politically and in the representation of female sexuality in 

literature. Augusta Webster provided the prostitute with a voice articulating 
the social realities of women's lives, delivering her from the silence and still 

romantic portrayal of D. G. Rossetti's 'Jenny'. This sistering of voices of the 
fallen woman and the woman poet, goes a long way towards countering 

political injustice, social prejudice and literary restrictions against all women 

of the nineteenth century, be they professional writers or prostitutes. But the 
issue of female sexuality and subjectivity is taken out of its political context 

and rendered in terms of the female creative consciousness by Charlotte Mew. 

Her evocation of the fallen woman is not a final bow in an archaic literary 

tradition. She reconstructs female sexuality and the meaning this has for the 

female subjective identity, in the terms in which they have been defined by 

masculine discourse - the terms of the corruption and purity of the female 

sexual body, the archetypes of Magdalene and Madonna. In poetic form and 
the concerns of her fallen woman poems, Mew does not simply deny and 

attempt to bridge the gap between socially constructed differences in female 

sexuality (and identity). She also suggests a further female consciousness, a 

secret, which is occasionally glimpsed, but never revealed, either to her male 

protagonists within the poems or the masculinist literary tradition within 

which she is writing. In the following chapter, chapter three, I shall discuss 

some of the aspects of Mew's poetry raised here: her place in a tradition of 
women9s poetry, the use of the dramatic monologue and the issues of 
femininity and identity raised by the figure of the fallen woman. In chapter 
five, I discuss this secret in terms of Mew's construction of femininity and its 

relation to the sublime in poetic representation, as well as the issues of 
sistering and lesbian desire touched upon here. 

For Mew the consciousness of a fused female subjectivity is achieved 
at the price of isolation - from both the female who can no longer be 'other' 

and from the male who cannot recognise a female identity which is not based 
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upon a binary opposition. In Mew's dark reckoning the fallen woman claims a 

whole identity, but is essentially alone and shares the isolation of women who 

cannot be identified in terms of normative heterosexuality - spinsters, lesbians 

and even frightened brides. Mew's fallen women are unique in that they 

cannot simply be defined in terms of their fallenness - they are figures who 
have survived the fall and now must endure the consequences of simply being 

women. 
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Chapter Three 

'And in the glass, last night, 
I saw a ghost behind my chair-' 

Charlotte Mew, the Dramatic Monologue and the Tradition of 
Women's Poetry 

Charlotte Mew is often considered to be the last Victorian poet. Certainly 

many of the concerns of the Victorian woman poet - desire and repression, 

entrapment and escape - appear in her work. But the question still remains, if Mew is 

in fact a Victorian poet why has her work consistently been excluded from the 
literary canon and ignored by critical culture? In spite of the increasing popularity in 

the last few decades of other Victorian women poets, such as Elizabeth Barrett 

Browning and Christina Rossetti, Mew's work, along with that of other women 

poets writ ing at the end of the last century, has only recently received any critical' 

attention and still continues to struggle for recognition in literary tradition. In spite of 
the work of feminist critics and the claims for a women's poetic tradition, the work 

of women poets still continues to be ignored or overlooked. In this chapter my aim is 

to see how Mew's poetry relates to a tradition of women's poetry, to decipher the 

causes for its exclusion from the canon and to establish the case for its inclusion. 

This chapter is divided into three parts. In the first part I discuss some of the 

critical perspectives regarding a women's tradition of poetry. I outline Angela 

Leighton's general study of the tradition of Victorian women poets, the specific 

aspect of the dramatic monologue as outlined by Isobel Armstrong, and Catherine 

Maxwell's more recent analysis of the relationship between the male and female 

traditions. Part two compares Mew's dramatic monologue 'The Farmer's Bride' to 
Robert Browning's 'My Last Duchess' to illustrate how men and women's traditions 
interact and inform each other. In the final part, I place Mew's poetry in the context 

of other nineteenth-century women poets to suggest how women's poetry at the turn 

of the last century addressed i ssues of female subjectivity, identity and feminine 

poetics. 
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Before embarking on an analysis of Mew's poetry I think it is important to 

outline some of the critical arguments which inform our understanding of a women's 
tradition of poetry. I discuss the work of Angela Leighton and Isobel Armstrong , 
since they do not approach the concept of tradition from a purely critical perspective 

- they are both editors as well as critics of nineteenth-century women's poetry. Both 

have edited anthologies of Victorian women's verse and are actively involved in the 

reclamation and re-evaluation of the work of nineteenth-century women writers. One 

of the strengths of both Leighton and Armstrong is that they do not consider their 

own critical version of a Victorian women's poetic tradition as the absolute one. 
This is beautifully illustrated by the title of Armstrong's paper, ' "A Music of thine 

own": Women's poetry - an expressive traditionT. The question mark at the end 

which simultaneously questions and proposes a theory about a women's tradition 

shows that investigations into a women's tradition are being carried out with a 

sensitivity and self-consciousness from which all critical investigation could benefit. 

But what is the significance of the relationship between the male literary tradition 

and the women's nineteenth-century poetic tradition? This question, often ignored 

by critics studying a women's tradition, is addressed by Catherine Maxwell in her 

rereading of Christina Rossetti's Goblin Market and provides the critical framework 

for much of the second part of this chapter. In the following section I discuss these 

different aspects of a nineteenth-century women's poetic tradition before embarking 

on my own study of where Mew's poetry fits into this tradition and how her work 

can help reshape the contemporary critical thought'surrounding it. 

A women's tradition 

In the past thirty years literary culture has begun to recognise the critical and 
feminist implications of the study of a possible tradition of women's writing. In the 

1970s Cora Kaplan, Elaine Showalter, Margaret Homans, Sandra M. Gilbert and 

Susan Gubar presented new theories regarding women's writing and an independent 

female tradition. In her prose and poetry, Adrienne Rich raised the issue of the lost 

female lineage of literary inheritance. I consider Jan Montefiore's 1987 study of 

women's poetry, Feminism and Poetry to be a seminal work, faithfully recording the 

pleasures and pitfalls of working in the critical culture surrounding an emerging 
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tradition of women's poetry. I have begun my study of the criticism relating to 

tradition and women's poetry with relatively recent critics in the hope that my choice 

of the work of Angela Leighton, Isobel Armstrong and Catherine Maxwell as the 

parameters of a pr esent day concept of female tradition will serve a double purpose: 
to illustrate how far criticism has come since the first notion of a women's tradition 

and to emphasise that these works themselves would not have been possible without 

the work of those earlier critics whom I have mentioned, but whose work is too 

extensive to include in this study. ' 

Angela Leighton provides one of the most comprehensive accounts of a 

putative tradition of Victorian women poets' work in her introduction to Victorian 

Women Poets: An Anthology. 2 Leighton suggests that 'the twilight years between 

Romanticism and Victorianism proper, between about 1824 and 1837, could be said 

to belong to women. 3 The rise of the popular annual which provided women poets 

with 'a realistic income' along with the shift in political sensibility from a 

revolutionary Europe to a peaceful and prosperous England, meant that at- least 

temporarily the literary advantage was with women. The national need to focus on 

the home and the hearth as the centre of literary imagination underlined the 

popularity of the domestic stability of women's verse. The idea of home remains in 

women's poetry into the twentieth century but, as Leighton points, out this 

supposedly safe notion of feminine domesticity is charged in the poetry of these 

women with notions of displacement and otherness - 'home becomes the domain of 
deep an. -ýiety, regret, distrust and longing. ' In fact, as critics such as Leighton and 
Arrnstrong often point out, the typical motifs and symbols of Victorian femininity 

1 Cora Kaplan, Salt and Bitter and Good: Three Centuries ofEnglish and American Women 
Poets (New York: Paddington Press, 1975); Elaine Showalter, A Literature of Their Own: 
British Women Novelistsfrom Brontd to Lessing (London: Virago, 1978); Margaret 
Homans, Women Writers and Poetic Identity., Dorothy Wordsworth, Emily Bronte, and 
Emily Dickinson (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980); Sandra M. Gilbert and 
Susan Gubar, The Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-century 
Literary Imagination (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1984); Adrienne 
Rich, The Dream ofa Common Language: Poems 1974-1977 (New York and London: W. 
W. Norton and Company, 1978); On Lies, Secrets and Silence (London: Virago, 1980); Jan 
Monteflore, Feminism and Poet? y: Language, Experience, Identity in Women's Writing 
(London: Pandora, 1987). 
2 Victorian Women Poets: An Anthology, eds. Angela Leighton and Margaret Reynolds 
(Oxford UK and Cambridge USA: Blackwell, 1995). 
'Ibid., P. xxxv. 
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(and therefore the appropriate topics for female verse) are often represented in 

women's writing with an underlying anxiety and duplicity of meaning. Home is 

often depicted as a place from which the woman is shut out or where she has never 

belonged. This idea of home has a further resonance in terms of the convent poem' 

and the threshold, 'being in and out, between safety and the world, vocation and 

desire', is a theme that appears almost obsessively in Victorian women's poetry. 4 

In their attempt to negotiate an emerging identity women poets time and 

again resorted to the mask, the picture and the mirror. Earlier in the century the work 

of Letitia Landon (L. E. L) used the mask to examine the difference between the inner 

and outer identities of women and especially women poets (between the personal 

and the social). Later, Barrett Browning and Rossetti use this duality between 

appearance and interiority in a teasing attempt to suggest and undermine an 

ultimately unknowable female subjectivity. The conceptual pairing in the annuals of 

a picture with a corresponding poem may be the source of the Victorian woman 

poet's use of the picture motif, but this too developed over the century from poems 

which depicted paintings to poems which question the relationship between viewer 

and object and the nature of framing. Women poets use this theme to turn the tables 

on the (often) male viewer who is framed (implicated) in the act of viewing. Once 

again the notion of female subjectivity is brought into play and once again these 

poets refuse the easy essentialist answer - 'each of these poems thus goes in search 

of the unpicturable, secret female self, against the fixed or famished needs of the 

idealisingmale gaze'. 5 More than the theme of the painting, it is the self-image seen 
in the mirror that fascinates women poets in the latter half of the century. But 

although the poet/women is now the gazer looking at herself, and the 'mirror 

functions to bring the divided subject and object together', many of these self- 

encounters turn out to be either a non-reconcilable recognition of the split between 

the social persona and private self (ýuch as in the work of Augusta Webster) or they 

summon up a visual self-image which is strange, lost, different or horrifying'. As 

Leighton goes on to say: 

'Ibid., p. xxxvi. 
'Ibid., p. xxxvii. 
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Certainly the many forms of self-encounter in Victorian women's poetry 
suggest a deep-rooted split in the very nature of the female self, as the 
poem tries to put together what the age has ideologically simplified or 
fragmented. 6 

As I discussed in chapter two, the idea of a self-reflecting encounter also 

appears in women's poetry in the form of meetings between women across social 

and moral boundaries - meetings between pure and impure women, prostitutes and 

nuns - in a sistering which models itself on the philanthropic rescue-work of middle- 

class women amongst fallen women. This sistering which appears in some major 

works of the time - Dom Greenwell's 'Christina'(1 85 1), Barrett Browning's Aurora 

Leigh (1857) and Rossetti's Goblin Market (1862) - often took the relationship 
between women beyond the boundaries of conventional social roles and introduced a 

new politicised and sexual relationship. This 'poetic tradition of physical love 

between women... [was] freer in its language and attitudes than the heavily brocaded 

one of heterosexual desire'. 7 

Indeed relationships exclusive to women were a significant part of women's 

writing, although themes such as motherhood have often been overlooked in a male- 

centred canon which values death over birth. Joy and tragedy are inextricably linked 

in women's verse of motherhood where motherhood is itself a metaphor for 

relationships between women - mothers, sisters and lovers. In the poetry of Victorian 

women, these relationships are often multi-layered and deliberately confused. 
Leighton's introduction to this anthology of Victorian women poets is 

certainly illuminating. She writes of women's poetry of the period as though it were 

a self-conscious tradition - concerned with typically feminine issues on the surface 
but subversive nevertheless. Yet, in spite of the rise of the literary annuals and the 

emergence of a specifically female authorship and readership, can this tradition of 

women's writing be said to exist independently of a male tradition? Perceiving a 

women's tradition of poetry as written according to a set of rules and motifs reflects 

6 Ibid., p. xxxvii. 
7 Ibid., p. xxxviii. 
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the restrictions of nineteenth-century literary conventions: the narrow band of poetry 
that was considered appropriate for women by male editors and literary agents. Such 

a tradition was certainly self-conscious but was imposed upon women by the literary 

culture in which they were agents trying to earn a realistic income during a time 

when the identity of the woman poet was itself being negotiated. To view the motifs 

and concerns of female poetic production as a women's tradition is misleading since 

the rules governing female literary production were not simply part of a self- 
determining, evolving poetics but an editorially controlled system of literary supply 

and demand. 

In her earlier book Victorian Women Poets: Writing Against the Heart, 

Leighton presents us with the lives and critical studies of the works of eight 
Victorian women writers 'who considered themselves professional poets rather than 

novelists who wrote poetry'. 8 This distinction is made clear in the introduction, for 

as Leighton points out, although in the years before her book was published 

nineteenth-century women's literature had attracted a great. deal of critical attention, 

women9 s poetry had not. The 'hidden consequences' of many of the pioneering 

studies of the 1980s 

was to establish -a canon of women's writing which is predominantly, 
though not intentionally, that of the novel. Neither Moers not Gilbert and 
Gubar, for instance, consider the work of Augusta Webster, Michael 
Field or Charlotte Mew, though they are generous in their attention to 
Barrett Browning, Rossetti and Dickinson. This precedent of exclusion 
has tended to persist into the 1990s, exacerbated, perhaps, by a vague 
reluctance on the part of feminist critics to tackle the problem of poetry's 
ideological obliqueness and aesthetic self-sufficiency. In general, 
therefore, gender has eclipsed genre, 'a literature of their own' has 
tended to overshadow 'a poetry of their own'. 9 

I have quoted this passage from Leighton's introduction in full because I 

think it illustrates a few telling points about the difficult process of recovering a 

women's literary tradition. Any discussion of a woman's tradition (and I consider 
Leighton's to be among the best on the subject) is subject to the ruptures and blind- 

'Angela Leighton, Victorian Women Poets: Writing Against the Heart (London: Harvester 
Wheatsheaf, 1992), p. 2. 
'Ibid., p. 1. 
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spots which such a process of recovery and reclamation is attempting to overcome. 
Not only is a women's tradition or even a significant female record, absent and 

excluded from the male-centred literary canon, but within the scope of women's 

writing itself, poetry is excluded from the 'canon of women's writing which is 

predominantly... that of the novel. " 0 Within this twice-excluded 'canon' of 

women's poetry there remain ftirther ruptures - between the better-known poets 
('Barrett Browning, Rossetti and Dickinson') to whom critics are 'generous in their 

attention' and minor poets such as Webster, Field, Mew (and numerous others). The 

work of these minor poets is then at three removes from the accepted literary canon. 
Leighton's assertion seems to indicate that the 'tradition' is as yet unstable and 

provisional: 

Perhaps such a hearing will help to shift the "long bordee'(Jehlen, in 
Keohane, 1982: 199) between Victorian women's poetry and Victorian 
men's poetry, to make more room for these voices who for too long 
remain unheard on the other side. ' 1 

So what is the point in even considering a women's tradition if this is itself 

structured upon the male model of exclusion and silence? Is the feminist critic then 
like a lone archaeologist painstakingly bringing individual poets to light with no 

possibility of mapping out the buried culture to which she belongs? Does 'tradition' 

imply a cultural hierarchy of haves and have-nots (or are and are-nots)? Is the notion 

of 'tradition' itself obsolete? I believe that a clue to the significance and validity of a 

women's tradition can be found in the rest of Leighton's introduction to what is in 

itself a significant act of literary excavation. 
Leighton's choice of the eight poets featured in her book purposely stretches 

the limits of the term 'Victorian' to include not poets writing within certain dates but 

poets writing 'with a particular development of sensibility and style': 

I would argue that its spirit is essentially different... in that it constantly 
sets women's imaginative eýperience at cross purposes with social and 
sexual morality. Such a cross is, in a sense, of the essence of the 

Ibid., p. 1. 
Ibid, p. 2. 
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Victorian imagination, as well as being the especially burdensome 
anxiety of the Victorian woman writer. 12 

The prescriptive theme of feminine sensibility made popular by Felicia 

Hemans and L. E. L. in the early part of the nineteenth-century takes on the very 

gendered values of purity, love and domesticity as opposed to the masculine values 

of money, commerce and power. This dissociation of the material from feminine 

sensibility is 'one of the woman poet's most disabling inheritances' and leads to 

what is essentially the central thesis of Leighton's book: 

The attempt to overcome that dissociation by writing not from, but 
against the heart, is an ambition which, although taking different forms, 
connect all these poets who follow in the wake of Hemans and L. E. L. 
Without the heart to guarantee femininity, feeling and truth, the 
imagination enters a world of sceptically disordered moral and linguistic 
reference. While the aesthetic possibilities of such disorder are seductive, 
the moral cost especially for women, is high. The tension between the 
two recurs, in various patterns, in the work of most of these poets, and 
becomes the hallmark of their common creativity. 13 

This earlier work certainly suggests a more substantial notion of a women's tradition 

than the one related to motifs suggested in the introduction to the anthology. But this 

argument about sensibility and the woman poet's resistance to it unearths 

oppositions in Victorian women's poetry and sets up a paradigm of duality which is 

consistent throughout women's poetry. This duality is further manifest in the tension 

in women writers between not merely person and poet but also in the presentation of 

poetry. A similar tension is suggested in the relationship in nineteenth-century 

women's poetry between aesthetics and politics. 
Leighton's introduction to this biographical and critical study of Victorian 

poets seems to have a more significant bearing on the idea of a women's tradition 

than that of the anthology. It may be suggested that it is the tension that Leighton 

finds constantly at work within women's poetry of the period - between feminine 

sensibility and masculine 'insensibility', between the myth and the actuality of the 

woman poet, between biography and poetry, between person and poet, and between 

12 Ihid, p. 3. 
13 Ih id., p. 3. 
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the political and the aesthetic - that is in a sense the tradition of women's poetry. 
Women's constant negotiation with these oppositions combined with a displaced 

subjectivity can to a certain extent be said to be the Victorian female poetic tradition. 
A women's poetic tradition can then be seen to have emerged in two ways. 

Firstly in terms of the popular motifs of the nineteenth-century particular to women 
poets - home, fame, the threshold, the picture, the miffor, the mask, fallenness and 

motherhood - which these poets then used to address issues 
, of female identity and 

subjectivity. Secondly, in the tensions between the oppositions of self and other, 

person and poet - the division upon which female experience and feminine 

subjectivity are constituted. It is this tension of opposites which can be said to 

provide the dynamic power of a women's tradition. This tradition can then be said to 
be a transformative force which often works in apparent harmony with male tradition 

while investigating and subverting its framework from within. 

Leighton's notion of awomen's tradition complements the poetic tradition 

outlined by Isobel Armstrong in her Victorian Poetry: Poetry, Poetics and Politics. 14 

For Armstrong, as for Leighton, a women's 
' 
tradition to a certain extent is located in 

the woman poet's apparent compliance with often segregated literary conventions 

while subverting these conventions from within. But for Armstrong this subversion, 

or grevolution... ' is particularly significant in the case of expressive theory, which is 
itself aligned to the feminine mode of poetic expression. 

The dramatic monologue can be associated with expressive theory since the 
latter 'assumes the projection of feeling onto or into an object': 

The poem is supposedly the utterance of a persona: it is a mask a role- 
playing a dramatic monologue; it is not to be identified with herself [the 
poet's] or her own feminine subjectivity. The simplest explanation for 
this is that, given the difficulties of acceptance experience by women 
writers, the dramatic form is used as a disguise, a protection against self- 
exposure and the exposure of feminine subjectivity. 15 

14 Isobel Armstrong, Victorian Poetry Poet? 34 Poetics and Politics (London and New York: 
Routledge, 1993), pp. 318-377. 
"Ibid., p. 326,325. 
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Armstrong finds it of particular significance that both L. E. L. and Hemans, 

and later Webster and Levy insist on speaking in a woman's voice. As L. E. L. and 
Hemans' work pre-dates the dramatic theories of poetry that led to the popularity of 
the dramatic monologue among Victorian male poets, it is suggested that the mask is 

of special importance to women writers: 

The adoption of the mask appears to involve a displacement of feminine 
subjectivity, almost a travestying of femininity in order that it can be 
made an object of investigation... by using a mask a woman writer is in 
control of her objectification and at the same time anticipates the strategy 
of ob ectifying women by being beforehand with is and circumventing j 
male representations... It should come as no surprise then that it was the 
women poets who invented the dramatic monologue. 16 

By the end of the century Armstrong draws a rough distinction between 

women writing poems with or without the mask of the dramatic monologue. She 

casts Webster and Levy as the dramatic monologuists while Barrett Browning, 

George Eliot and Mathilde Blind are seen to be concerned more with exploring the 

possibility of creating new (female-centred) cultural myths. Later poets were still 

concerned with issues of confinement and slavery, women's rights and the plight of 

the fallen woman addressed by their predecessors. This is certainly true of Augusta 

Webster whose deceptively plain and accessible language contains a deeply 

penetrating psychological investigation into the contradictions that make up this 

subjectivity. Yet Armstrong's tradition of Victorian women's poetry seems to peter 

out towards the end of the century. She devotes only ten pages to Webster, Eliot and 

Blind compared to the forty-nine pages to the earlier poets. This raises further issues 

about the notion of tradition itself. Why do late nineteenth-century poets so often get 
ignored? Do the changing social conditions (and relative freedom) of women's lives 

then affect the literary tradition? In this case does the protest not completely 

overshadow the poem? Isn't the underlying notion of any tradition the sense of 

continuity? In the case of both the critics discussed here, arbitrary limits are set up to 

define and to a certain extent control the boundaries of a Victorian women's 

tradition. Charlotte Mew is absent from Armstrong's model of the expressive 

16 Ibid, p. 326. 
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tradition. This is because Armstrong does not consider her a Victorian. Her poems 
do not appear in the anthology Victorian Women Poets which Armstrong co-edits 

with Joseph Bristow and Cath Sharrock and her work is not considered necessary to 

illustrate Armstrong's point about the link between feminist poetics and expressive 

aesthetics. 17 Leighton includes Mew's work in both her anthology and her critical 

study because Mew is relevant to Leighton's tradition of Victorian women poets 

writing 'against the heart' and Leighton demonstrates an obvious admiration for 

Mew's poetry. Certainly Armstrong's theory of the links between feminine and 

expressive poetics reaffirms my earlier point about the dynamism and flexibility of a 

women's tradition working alongside, within and against a male tradition. The 

questioning and undermining of the male tradition occurs not only in turning ideas of 
'home' on its head but, as Armstrong's book amply illustrates, in reinventing the 

very structures of language and subjectivity. Yet the dynamic energy and 
transformative power of a women's tradition cannot be contained by dates and 

quantified by the number of poets required to support a critical argument. The work 

of each poet affects this tradition and informs the sum of critical knowledge in a new 

and unique way. The division of separate, segregated poetic movements such as 
Victorianism and Modernism means that inevitably some poets get lost and the 

tradition manifests the same blind spots and omissions of which the male tradition is 

culpable. If we can place next to the idea of a female tradition constituted of tensions 

and energy that of a female tradition as fluid and flowing around the male tradition, 

then wecan aýpreciate the importance of continuity in -a women's tradition. There is 

little point in conceiving of a female tradition (independent from a male one) if we 

are to confine it to the same divisions as a male tradition instead of identifying the 

empowering influence of women writers across these boundaries. But it is equally 
important that we place these traditions in relation to each other in order to 

appreciate the way in which a women's tradition can enrich our understanding of the 

canon in all its complexity. 
Catherine Maxwell reassesses the relationship between the woman writer and 

male tradition through a rereading of Christina Rossetti's Goblin Market in her paper 

17 Nineteenth Century Women Poets, eds. Isobel Armstrong and Joseph Bristow with Cath 
Sharrock (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996). 
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'Tasting the "Fruit ForbiddeW': Gender, Intertextuality and Christina Rossetti's 

Goblin Market'. 18 She begins by asking two questions which form the crux of the 

argument surrounding a women's tradition: whether there is such a thing as a 
Victorian women's tradition of poetry and if so, what its relationship is to the male 
tradition. As she then goes on to point out, feminist criticism in recent years has 

addressed the former issue while often ignoring or glossing over the latter. Referring 

to critics from Showalter and Moers, through Adrienne Rich to Gilbert and Gubar, 

Leighton and Armstrong, she suggests that while all these critics may differ in their 
interpretation of a female tradition, they all nevertheless, see such a tradition as 

empowering for the woman writer while the male tradition is perceived to be a 
disabling one. In particular, Maxwell argues against Gilbert and Gubar's delineation 

of a female tradition. She judges this to be a response to a patriarchal and misogynist 
male tradition as well as one in which the woman poet's psyche is at war with itself, 

divided between the demands of patriarchal culture and her own (rebellious) creative 

aesthetic. In Gilbert and Gubar's notion of a women's tradition, women writers are 

seen to be rebelling against the male tradition which is not seen as having a. 
formative influence on the woman poet. These women lack female precursors whose 
influence, it is automatically assumed, will be both benign and empowering. 
Maxwell also refers to the work on women's tradition done by Leighton and 
Armstrong and highlights the fact that while these critics 'explore significant and 

productive relationships' between women poets in the nineteenth century, they fail to 

question or examine the- relationship of this tradition to the male one. On the other 
hand, while non-feminist criticism is more willing or able to compare the influence 

of male writers on women, without a feminist context these critics often fail to 
directly address issues of gender and influence. As Maxwell asks, 'might there not 
often be particular gendered implications for one poet's borrowing from a writer of 
the opposite sex? '19 

" Catherine Maxwell, 'Tasting the "Fruit Forbidden": Gender, Intertxtuality and Christina 
Rossetti's Goblin Market', in The Culture of Christina Rossetti, eds. Mary Arseneau, 
Antony H. Harrison and Lorraine Jansen Kooistra (Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1999), pp. 
75-102. 
19 Ibid., p. 78. 
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Maxwell explores what these implications may be in her new reading of 
Goblin Market in which she sees the poem as 'an allegory of the woman writer's 

negotiations with her male precursors' texts'. She also goes on to illustrate exactly 
how this relationship is put to work within the construction of the poem itself - 'how 

individual male-authored writings are absorbed into the body of the poem' . 
20 Rather 

than perceiving Rossetti to be a woman writer who is reactionary or repressed (in 

terms of Gilbert's 'aesthetics of renunciation'), Maxwell suggests that Goblin 

Market demonstrates that Rossetti 'sees women's contact with men's writing as a 

potential source of strength that can be appropriated and adapted to female use'. 21 

But Maxwell refuses to succumb to the pitfalls inherent in any reconceptualization 

of a women's tradition. She makes it clear that the idea of the woman poet is 

'entirely mythical' as indeed is the notion of the archetypal male poet. Considering 

the 'variety' of women poets and voices distinctive according . to class, race, place 

and time, Maxwell is careful to acknowledge that she is reading the poem as written 
by 'an educated middle-class, mid-Victorian woman writer responding pre- 
dominantly to British middle-class male precursors, most of whom are also writing 
in the nineteenth century. As she suggests the work of these male writers is 

absorbed and incorporated into the text which concerns itself with the idea of the 
female ingestion of the male tradition. Nor does she ignore the influence of ý- 
Rossetti's own major female literary precursor Elizabeth Barrett Browning or the 
influence of Aurora Leigh on Goblin Market, 'a crucial text for establishing the 

woman poet's sense of a female tradition'. Maxwell suggests that this sense of a 

women's tradition comes into being in the mid-nineteenth century mainly because of 
the dynamic between Barrett Browning and Rossetti; for the younger poet Barrett 

Browning is the first identifiable and 'emulatable poet of persuasive female 

strength'. The 'sistering' which is such an important aspect of both texts is also at 

work in the relationship between the two poets and Maxwell suggests that in this 
idea of a female tradition shared between women, Rossetti writes herself as the 

weaker but redeemed 'Laura' to Barrett Browning's redeeming Tizzie' in Goblin 

Market. Most importantly Maxwell points out that Barrett Browning is an influential 

'0 Ibid., p. 7 8. 
21 Ibid., p. 78-79. 
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and effective precursor mainly because she herself has 'learned to deal productively 

with the male tradition. While the resolution of this negotiation between women 

and the male tradition is slightly different in each poem it is in this engagement with 

a male tradition that is a central concern of both poems and crucial to the emerging 

sense of a tradition in Barrett Browning and Ro. ssetti's own relationship. 22 

Maxwell begins by contrasting her own reading to Sandra M. Gilbert's 

reading of Goblin Market as both of them read the poem as allegory, albeit of very 
different kinds. While Gilbert's reading of Goblin Market sees Laura's desire as the 

will 'to experience the full fruits of her imagination', she is punished for her 

consumption of the goblin fruit, must be saved by her sister Lizzie and 'restore[d] to 

the safe but conservative sphere of home'. 23 Maxwell quo I tes the many Biblical and 

secular male texts that support sudh a reading and the suggestion that the goblins'are 
the male literary precursors and the goblin fruit are products of the (male) literary 

imagination. But as Maxwell points out Gilbert's reading perceives Rossetti to be 

finally conforming to patriarchal tradition. On the contrary, Maxwell takes this 

reading further by suggesting that the fruit are themselves poems, intrinsically linked 

with both masculine potency and male texts and that Rossetti uses this connection to 

appropriate the fruit of male imagination and adapt it to her own use. Quoting from 

the book of Genesis, the New Testament and the Old Testament Song of Solomon, 

Maxwell traces the literary precedent for associating fruit with both male-dominated 
knowledge (and authority) and the virility and power of the male body. This 

association is also derived from the secular literary tradition in which consumption 

of the fruit is followed by increased poetic eloquence in the consumer. In Milton, 

Keats, Coleridge and Tennyson, Maxwell locates the source of Rossetti's goblin men 

and goblin fruit which represent 'the allure of the poetic imagination' that both 

literally and figuratively point to a male poetic language and tradition: 

Rossetti, allured by the vision of her male predecessors, is an intruder 
in the Hesperean garden of English poetry. Her goblin men and goblin 
fruits are her way of indicating a tradition of male authored poems that 
use fruit, fruit-juice, and honey-dew as motifs for imaginative 
inspiration and poetic influence, and her poem shows how women 

22jhid., p. 79. 
23jbid. 

1 p. 80. 
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poets can claim there place in this tradition by appropriating this 
('sciential sap' for themselves through theft. 24 

The woman's relationship to the male tradition, according to Maxwell, is not 

straightforward. The poem itself shows that women are not the equals of the 

goblin/men who dominate the (literary) market-place. It is 'inevitable' that the sisters 

must negotiate with the goblins and overcome them, just as the woman poet needs to 

engage with the male-driven . forces of the Victorian literary market . 
25 But in this 

interaction, the real danger is that the woman poet will be overwhelmed by the 

goblin fruit of male texts/poetics and themselves become unproductive and fruitless. 

Laura loses her own productivity and fecundity in consuming the goblin fruit 

because in her transaction with the goblins she gives away a lock of her hair - 'part 

of her female identity'. Lizzie is able to save her because she does not 'buy into the 

male tradition' and resists it. 26 Maxwell's reading of the poem also successfully 
tackles the question that has baffled readers of Goblin Market for years: why should 
the fruit act as a poison at one time and as an antidote the next? 

Lizzie obtains the fruit surreptitiously without paying for it; she steals 
rather than buys. Following her own intuition she knows that if she 
takes away the juice on rather than in her body, she can transform it 
into something of her own -'my juices' (468)... 

Given by the goblin men, the fruit juice is like a poison, but mediated 
by a loving sister, sucked from a woman's body, it becomes a 
restorative antidote. 27 

Once Laura takes the antidote and is returned to health in a frenzy that mimics the 

Romantic poet's moment of inspiration, the goblin men are no longer a threat to the 

sisters and the poem ends with the story passed down through the generations to 

their daughters (though no fathers are mentioned in the poem). Maxwell suggests 
that the women become fruitful because Tizzie effectively steals the goblin's 

potency - "goblin pulp and goblin dew" (470) - which, smeared on her body, 

24jbid., P. 83. 
25jbid., p. 84. 
26jhid., p. 84. 
27jbid., P. 84-85. 
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becomes hers'. 28 In stealing the goblin fruit Lizzie is not only able to restore her 

sister and make them both creative and fruitful, she appropriates the knowledge and 

authority of the male tradition and transforms and adapts it for her own use, the use 

of her sister and subsequent generations of daughter-poets. Unlike the aggression 
inherent in the theories of tradition and influence set forth by Harold Bloom and 
Gilbert and Gubar, Maxwell does not see women's struggle with a male tradition as 

aggression but as a kind of resistance, 'transforming losses into gains'. 29 Nor is the 

relationship between the woman poet and her female precursors devoid of conflict. 
Referring again to Barrett Browning and Rossetti, Maxwell suggests that while both 

poets were aware of the 'sistering' bond in an emerging tradition they were also 

aware of the more difficult aspects in this relationship of inheritance and 

competition. The fact that Lizzie and Laura are sisters rather than mother and 
daughter and are very alike in appearance suggests that Rossetti was attempting to 

lessen the distance and difference between the two figures (and herself and Barrett 

Browning) and diminish the particular anxieties of a female literary inheritance. 

It is in this notion of the threat of the female precursor and the idea of 

consumption prevalent in the poem that Maxwell's concept of a women's tradition 

comes together. The writer and reader in the literary market-place is consumer to a 

multitude of texts and in ingesting or consuming these texts he or she is able to 

'nourish' his or her own writing. 30 The terms of consumption, however, are not 

equal for men and women in the market place and indiscriminate or uninhibited 

consumption of male texts may lead to female sterility. This condition may be 

avoided and even healed if consumption is mediated by another woman: 

When Laura/Rossetti sucks the antidote from Lizzie's body, she is 
taking strength from a female precursor who had had the rare 
advantage of a masculine classical education and therefore was not 
overawed by it, but the image may also carry the sense of ingesting or 
consuming the precursor, absorbing her into the body of one's own 
text where she is no longer a threat. 

Rossetti's consumption of Barrett Browning may be a way of 
neutralising a threat from her major female precursor, but Barrett 

28 ibid., P. 85. 
29jbid., P. 86. 
30jbid., p. 89. 
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Browning, the woman who has consumed her poetic fathers without 
misadventure, is also the figure who enables Rossetti to ingest her 
male precursors productively. 31 

The woman poet's interaction with the male tradition which is 'inevitable' and can 

be fruitful is illustrated by this idea of ingestion in the poem itself where Rossetti 

consumes and ingests a multitude of male texts into the body of the poem. Maxwell 

cites A Midsummer Night's Dream, Victorian fairy texts, Browning's 'The Flight of 

the Duchess' and D. G. Rossetti's 'Jenny' as some of the source material of 
Rossetti's poem, but also poems which have been consumed and incorporated into 

the body of her own text. Rossetti's poem engages with a male poetic tradition, 

consumes what it needs and adapts and uses it for its own poetic and political 

agenda. As in the poem itself, this consumption is safely mediated by the ingestion 

of the work of a female poetic precursor, Barrett Browning. 

Through Rossetti's own language of forbidden fruit and consumption 
Maxwell shows us how the woman poet's relationship to the male tradition is not 

necessarily a hostile one but can be productive and fruitful as well. This article 

recognises aspects of tradition which other critics of a women's tradition have often 
failed to consider - the inevitability of the interaction, exchange and overlapping of 

male and female-centred traditions. Maxwell, through Rossetti's poem, shows us 
how complex such an interaction may be, with the woman poet constantly aware of 
both the perils of over-consumption of the male tradition and the need to 'steal' from 

it for her own potency and inspiration. This relationship is also influenced by her 

female precursor who, while she can herself pose a threat, is also an 'antidote' or a 

guide in judging where the influence of male tradition stops and female creative 

autonomy can begin. 

What is important about this discussion in relation to this chapter is the fact 

that women writers engage with a male tradition of poetry as well as with their own 
female literary inheritance and that these two sources of influence are themselves 
intertwined, constantly informing each other and challenging the boundaries. If 

women writers in the nineteenth century were on unequal. terms with their male 

" Ibid., p. 88-89. 
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counterparts, the 'thieves' of male tradition, then their work, like the work of Mew 

and Webster will also reflect the inequalities, the discrepancies of that exchange in 

terms of gender, poetics and politics as Rossetti's poem does. In my discussion of 
the poetry in this chapter, I compare one of Mew's major poems to one of Robert 

Browning's in an attempt to show not only how women's poetry functions in a male 
tradition but also how it in turn shines a light on that tradition to show the difference 

between the two. Mew's work is then placed in the context of a women's tradition at 
the end of the nineteenth century to show how these women were also able to find a 

poetic space to create their own language of experience. 

The dramatic monologue: 'sympathy vs. judgement' in the female tradition 

As Isobel Armstrong has suggested, the dramatic monologue has a particular 

significance to the female tradition. In this section I explore how the values of 

sympathy and judgement have different connotations for women writers of the 
dramatic monologue. Using the critical argument of Cynthia Scheinberg, I suggest 
that it is through their re-addressing the categories of sympathy and judgement in 

their work that women poets have established the place of the dramatic monologue 
in the nineteenth-century women's tradition. Armstrong's theory of the dramatic 

monologue as the invention of female poetics is challenged by Scheinberg in her 

article, 'Recasting "sympathy and judgement": Amy Levy, Women Poets, and the 
Victorian Dramatic Monologue'. 32 Since 1957, Robert Langbaum's The Poetry of 
Experience: The Dramatic Monologue in Modern Literary Tradition, has been 

considered the seminal work on the dramatic monologue and has itself inspired 

literary criticism to do justice to the dramatic monologue, a literary genre which he 
felt had been unjustifiably neglected. 33 But although Langbaum's work prompted 
literary critics to investigate the works of Browning and Tennyson, his concentration 
on the works of male poets meant that these critics too, have developed literary 

theories of the dramatic monologue from which until very recently ýhe work of 

32 Cynthia Scheinberg, 'Recasting "sympathy and judgement": Amy Levy, Women Poets, 
and the Victorian Dramatic Monologue', Victorian Poetry 2: 35 (Summer 1997), 173-192. 
33 Robert Longbaum, The Poetry ofExperience: The Dramatic Monologue in Modern 
Literary Tradition (London: Chatto and Windus, 1957). 
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women poets has been completely excluded. Scheinberg finds the exclusion of 

women from the genre of the dramatic monologue interesting because not only does 

this genre allow male poets to use female speaking voices, but the structure of the 

dramatic monologue itself mirrors the dyad of self and other which is gendered as 

masculine and feminine. Yet critical theories which focus on gender do so from the 

perspective of men's poetry so that female voices of the dramatic monologue are 

those invented and dramatised by male writers and not the voices of women poets. 
Scheinberg attempts to remedy this exclusion by referring to the relatively recent 
interest in reclaiming the work of Victorian women poets and the corresponding 
interest in tracing a specifically female poetic tradition as separate from the male 

tradition. Apart from her argument that Victorian poetry was not written in 'a 

gendered vacum'and that critical segregation only re-enforces the segregation of 
Victorian literary practice, Scheinberg finds the notion of a separate tradition is 

particularly problematic in terms of the dramatic monologue. 34 A genre which itself 

is constituted as distinct from other more dominant literary forms such as the epic 

poem or the ballad, is then burdened with the fitrther idiosyncrasy of being a 

women's poetic tradition. Therefore the transformative power of women's dramatic 

monologues on the male tradition is wholly undermined. 
Scheinberg warns of the pitfalls of creating a separate women's tradition. 

Referring to critics such as Mermin and Leighton, she locates where they have often 
inadvertently discussed female writers of the monologue in comparison to and as 
'different' from male poets: 

My point... is not to suggest that we must never make comparison to 
male writers in our work, but simply that when we do make comparison, 
we should resist discourses that depict certain authors, usually canonized 
male poets, as owning certain genres. The problem of relying on such a 
methodology of gender ownership is that the women writers who use the 
genre tend to get cited in terms that cast them as 'lacking, ' 'other, ' or 
different in their use of the genre, rather than poets who have equal claim 
to generic innovation. 35 

" Scheinberg, 'Recasting "sympathy and j udgemenf ", 175. 
35 Ibid, 186. 
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It is not surprising then that Scheinberg does not wholly embrace Armstrong's 

assertion mentioned earlier that women 'invented' the dramatic monologue since she 

refuses to 'claim generic "invention"' for either men or women. She proposes 

instead a method of criticism which would study the dramatic monologue in terms of 

women's poetry and shift the paradigm so that male poets are studied in relation to 

female poets to see how their work complements women's work in the genre. For 

Scheinberg the assumptions of literary culture 'that men do it right, and women do it 

differently' must be challenged so that women are not simply perceived to inherit 

literary forms and genres but are acknowledged as 'agent[s] of literary history'. 36 

I understand Scheinberg's concern that women's Poetry is almost always 

considered in comparison to the established canon of men's writing and, as such, its 

ideptity is formulated in terms of its difference from an instituted norm. But I do see 
that any project of excavation is required to work backwards through cultural and 
literary memory even if we perceive this memory to be false. I think Scheinberg's 

proposition of a criticism which puts women's work at its centre and uses men's 

work to complement it would be unfeasible without the underlying women's 

tradition that this implies. Realistically few present-day feminist critics pretend to 

aspire to a women's tradition as separate from men; in fact the interdependence of 

these traditions is an area of possibility even if it is one of anxiety. 
The aspect of Scheinberg's paper which I find relevant to my own project is 

her recasting of sympathy and judgement. She suggests that Longbaum's influential 

though questionable formulation of the reader's response to the dramatic monologue 

as balanced between sympathy and judgement is readdressed in the work of Amy 

Levy and other Victorian women poets as the split between poetic identification and 

ethical judgement. Her point is that rather than splitting the reader's response 
between sympathy and judgement, the dramatic monologue exposes 'the 

contingency between powers of poetic sympathy and moral judgement': 

this relation between personal sympathy and moral judgement has 
everything to do with the aesthetic judgements that have historically 
worked to classify much Victorian women's poetry as didactic, 
sentimental and without formal complexity. While hardly accurate in 

36 Ibid., 187-188. 
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terms of women's poetry, these all too common critical methods rarely 
examine women's dramatic monologues, which demonstrate the 
diversity of Victorian women's poetic talents as well as the differences 
between individual women poets, helping us see that the Victorian 
period offers no single monolithic/liegemonic literary identity. 37 

The work of these women poets is different in that it is subtle, culturally aware and 

politically sensitive and if this has not been apparent for almost a century, it is 

because, as Scheinberg herself seems to suggests at one point we have not until 

recently had the critical apparatus or ideological commitment to investigate its 

complexity. It is through the recuperative work of critics such as Leighton, 

Armstrong and Maxwell which takes the diversity of the work of these women poets 

as its starting point that critical culture has caught up at all. 
The Victorian woman poet creates an uncertainty and sets ups a dynamic 

tension between the categories of sympathy and judgement. I suggest that it is this 

difference - the alertness to the complexity of human experience and the reworking 

of the notion of poetic identification and ethical judgement in terms of class and 

gender - which is the source of Victorian women poet's common creativity and the 
basis for a women's tradition of the dramatic monologue. The variety of responses 

possible between an unpredictable fusion of sympathy and judgement suggests the 

multiplicity of the 'poetry of experience' and the liberating variety of women's 

poetry. The use of the dramatic monologue emphasises that a female poetics is 

indeed not a static force, complementary and subordinate to that of men. It is a space 

of possibility, negotiation and change. 

'Sweet as the first wild violets, she/ To her wild selE But what to me? ' 
Mew and Browning: tradition and gender in the dramatic monologue 

In the rest of this paper I seek to compare the work of Charlotte Mew to both 

male and female poets of the nineteenth-century. My emphasis will be on the writers 

of the dramatic monologue and women poets writing towards the end of the century. 

_ 
The significance of the dramatic monologue is not simply its invention by women as 

37jhid., 179. 
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proposed by Armstrong, but that it constitutes one of the few types of Victorian 

poetry in which men and women have written with equal success. Certainly the 

relation of the mask and its significance for feminine subjectivity is integral to any 

concept of a women's tradition. I focus on women poets from later in the century 

because, as I have suggested, I find that their work has often been ignored in favour 

of earlier and more accessible poets such as Barrett Browning and Rossetti. Tbough I 

refer to Rossetti in so far as she is the poet whose influence can be most clearly felt 

on Mew's work, I also discuss the work of Augusta Webster and Amy Levy. 

Leighton's observation of the conflict between the ethical and aesthetic can be felt 

here in the work of late nineteenth-century women poets (especially Webster), who 

were known to be more politically overt in their work and forthright in their 

expression. One of the main questions that I seek to address in the following section 
is that presented by Maxwell in her reassessment of tradition - 'might there not often 
be particular gendered implications for one poet's borrowing from a writer of the 

opposite sex? 08 A concern of mine throughout this and subsequent chapters is the 

way these poets near the turn of the century negotiate the relationship between poetic 
language and feminine subjectivity. My aim is to demonstrate how the work of 
Charlotte Mew is indispensable to an understanding of late nineteenth-century 

poetics. 

In opening my study of Charlotte Mew's dramatic monologues with 
Browning's 'My Last Duchess 39 

,I feel I must defend myself, in light of 
Scheinberg's criticism. I do not do this becausel feel that I must compare Mew's 

relatively unknown poem to a well-known poem by a canonised male poet - that is, 

to compare the marginal to the norm. I intend to illustrate that Browning's poems 
and Mew's are part of the same genre of poetry and use the discourse set up between 

the two poems to question and extend both the boundaries of the dramatic 

monologue and the parameters of poetic tradition. I think the similarities between 

38 Ibid., p. 178. 
" Robert Browning, Selected Poetry, ed. Daniel Karlin, (London: Penguin Books, 1989), 
pp. 25-26. 
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Browning's poems and 'The Farmer's Bride' more than justify any comparison of 

the tWo. 40 

'My Last Duchess' is possibly the most discussed and studied dramatic 

monologue in literary history. Certainly this poem, the power of which contemporary 

criticism is still exploring, exerts a fascinating attraction upon the reader which 

Langbaum, in 1957, equated with the 'immense attractiveness' of the Duke. T'he 

more obvious aspects of this poem - the character of the Duke himself, the ruthless 

silencing of the Duchess whose portrait stands in for her, the arrogance of the Duke 

in revealing to the auditor (who is the emissary of his future father-in-law) the 

portrait of his murdered wife - have over the years been peeled back to reveal layers 

of meaning which account for the poems complexity'and power. The politics of the 

poem - the story of patriarchal oppression, the linguistic and pictorial confinement of 

women, the implicit threat to the next Duchess, the suggestion of a line of 
'interchangeable wives - has itself shifted as literary criticism has embraced new 

ideological commitments. In her paper Scheinberg questions Langbaum's 

universalist assumptions about a reader's capacity for sympathy or judgement 

regardless of race, gender, class and politics. 

Scheinberg's point about the varying response of readers according to their 

sex, class, race and ethics is relevant here and can be expanded to include the 

temporal location of the reader, for at the beginning of the twenty-first century it is 

easy to penetrate the Duke's arrogance and uncover the pathological insecurity 

beneath. Certainly the passivity of the Duchess has recently been reviewed and I 

must agree with Catherine Maxwell's reading of the Duchess and her portrait in her 

article 'Not the Whole Picture: Browning's "Unconquerable Shade"' . 
41 Maxwell 

shifts the critical focus of the poem from the Duke to the Duchess herself and 

specifically to her portrait, an aspect of the poem which she suggests has suffered 

critical neglect. Where attention has been given to the portrait it is viewed 'as the 

place where the notions of likeness and its production and the ideas of possession 

" Charlotte Mew: Collected Poems and Prose, ed. Val Warner (London: Carcanet Press in 
association with Virago Press, 198 1), pp. 1-2. 
` Catherine Maxwell, 'Not the Whole Picture: Browning's "Unconquerable Shade"', Word 
and Image 8: 4 (Oct-Dec 1992), 3 22-3 3 2. 
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and ownership come together'. 42 Although the Duke certainly attempts to equate 
Duchess and portrait using the latter to replace his wife whose 'looks went 

everywhere', Maxwell's assertion is that this attempt to replace life with art is not as 

successful as the Duke would like us to believe. Even though the Duke tries to 

contain his wife within the frame of the painting he is 'still obviously threatened by 

the latent charm of the woman which emanates from the portrait'. 43 The Duke may 

reduce the woman to a painting, but he cannot control the evocative powers of art 

which are beyond the control of the artist and owner. For Maxwell, the Duchess is 

not a passive victim of the Duke's misogyny. She undermines the Duke's attempts to 

restrain her, an undermining which is revealed in his own speech where concealed 

anxieties constantly threaten to break through the polished surface of his monologue 

revealing more than the speaker ever intended. Maxwell's interest in the portrait 

relates to Browning's visual aesthetic and I shall return to this in my discussion of 
'The Farmer's Bride'. But the power that the Duchess now seems to exert over the 

Duke is partly manifested by the Duke in his compulsive showing of the picture. As 

Maxwell suggests, not only does the Duke rival the artist (he certainly mocks Fra 

Pandolf's 'courtesy') in his creation of the portrait, he sets himself up as pseudo- 

creator of the artistic moment by 'draw'ing the curtain to reveal the likeness of his 

dead wife. This performance is, however, a compulsive act which explains why. even 

at the moment the portrait is revealed and the Duke loses mastery over it, he 

continues to re-enact the scene for 'Strangers like' the emissary. Maxwell likens the 

Duke to Coleridge's Mariner: 

Written into the poem is the sense of a compulsive script, a theatrical 
performance with set cues, which looks like assertive monologue but is, 
in fact, from curtain up, a confession and retraction exacted by the 
ghostly prompting of another party. 44 

The apparently casual ease of the Duke's speech (with its scenes, real or 
imagined, depicting Fra Pandolf painting the portrait and the Duchess's life) is 

actually a repeated accompaniment to the showing of the painting by means of which 

42 Ibid., 322. 
43 Ibid., 323. 
44 Ibid., 324-5. 
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the Duke desperately tries to re-establish his dominance over his wife (whom 

ironically he has placed beyond his own control) in the presence of another who can 

witness his superiority and validate it. The Duke's insecurity is in fact so deeply 

embedded that he must repeat this pantomime for each visitor which explains the 

odd circumstance of his showing the portrait to the emissary. It is not his arrogance 
that prompts the viewing but his need to re-establish his social superiority and assert 
his dominance in the presence of someone with whom he is about to form an 

alliance. The Duke can be seen to be locked into a pattern of repetition, haunted by 

his last Duchess and her portrait, while she continues to wait behind the curtain with 
'Much the same smile' as she had in life, for the next 'Stranger'. Criticism of 
Browning's poem has developed in some interesting directions since Langbaurn's 

book, from the critic's empathy with the Duke's 'power and freedom' to 
Scheinberg's feminist recognition of his misogyny. Maxwell's proposition that the 
Duchess 'turns the tables on the Duke and brings about the very thing he fears' 

reverses the power structure of the poem and neutralises the Duke's access to power 

which earlier critics have often taken for granted. 45 

For the reader, 'The Farmer's Bride' (CPP: 1-2) creates the similar tableau of 

a marriage in disharmony related by the husband who seeks to represent the wife 

who is unavailable to him. Unlike Browning's poem, however, 'The Farmer's 

Bride, ' like many of Mew's poems, is complicated by the subtle expression and 

refutation of desire. The poem is . narrated by a fanner who tells the story of his 

marriage to a young woman who has since shunned, in silent protest, the marriage 
bed and all contact with human beings. The rhythm and circumstance of this poem 
change as it progresses - the auditor and reader are blurred as the poem seems to 
directly address the reader, who could be a stranger at a local gathering listening to 
local gossip: 

Three Summers since I chose a maid, 
Too young maybe - but more's to do 
At harvest-time than bide and woo 

When us was wed she turned afraid 

45 lb id., 323. 
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Of love and me and all things human; 
Like the shut of a winter's day. 

(CPP: 1) 

Mew places great emphasis on the rural setting and imaginatively recreates 

the farmer's broad country accent as he relates the events of his brief courtship and 

quick marriage. His life is governed by the seasons rather than emotion. His haste in 

getting married without the trouble of an extended courtship is reflected in his initial 

urgency in telling the tale. Within the first stanza we are told that the farmer 'chose a 

maid' much younger than himself, whom he married without undue ceremony, and 

who refused to consummate the relationship, became completely withdrawn and ran 

away in the middle of the night: 

Her smile went out, and 'twasn't a woman- 
More like a little frightened fay. 

One night in the Fall, she runned away. 
(CPP: 1) 

The farmer's depiction of the wife manifests the same confusion of sameness and 

singularity that appears in the Duke's presentation of the Duchess. Just as the 

Duchess has no identity beyond being the wife of the Duke and may be one in a long 

line of interchangeable Duchesses, the fanner's young bride was 'chose[n]' almost 

as though she were cattle at a market, with no mention of family or social 
background. Yet the contextlessness and interchangeability of these women is 

constantly set at odds with their individuality. The Duchess in death still exerts a 

powerful fascination over the Duke, while the bride is no longer a woman and is set 

apart from 'all things human'. The farmer likens her to a fairy or sprite -a 
supernatural being which has no place in the natural order by which he lives. Like 

the Duke, the fanner in his own way attempts to impose his law upon his wife. 
When she runs away the whole village turns out to hunt her down like a frightened 

animal: 

'Out 'mong the sheep, her be, ' they said, 
'Should properly have been abed; 
But sure enough she wasn't there 
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Lying awake with her wide brown stare. 
So over seven-acre field and up-along across the down 

We chased her flying like a hare 
Before our lanterns. To Church-town 

All in a shiver and a scare 
We caught her, fetched her home at last 

And turned the key upon her fast. 
(CPP: 1) 

The imagery associated with the runaway wife here is that of nature, so that it 

is. assumed that if the bride is not naturally womanly then she is at least 'natural' like 

an animal. The villagers assume that she is 'Out 'mong the sheep', the farmer refers 

to her 'wide brown stare' which reinforces the image of her as a hunted 'hare. ' Like 

an animal she is caught, brought 'home' and locked up. At this point in the poem 
dramatic action is replaced by a calm as the bride, though she no longer attempts to 

escape, completely withdraws from male society, tolerating women but finding her 

comfort in housework and the company of animals. Once again the farmer compares 
her to 'a mouse, ' notices her pleasure in playing with 'birds and rabbits and such as 

they'(CPP: 2) and, though he never hears her speak, attempts to read her thoughts 

through her eyes: 

'Not near! Not nearV Her eyes beseech 
When one of us comes within reach. 

(CPP: 2) 

Here the farmer still appears to be addressing his unknown auditor but, as the poem 

moves into the present, the fanner's voice becomes more introspective as he ponders 
the situation and attempts to understand his bride: 

Shy as a leveret, swift as he, 
Straight and slight as a young larch tree, 
Sweet as the first wild violets, she 
To her wild self. But what to me? 

(CPP: 2) 

He is still comparing her to nature, but in terms of 'leverets' and 'wild violets' which 
have their place in the wild but are of little significance to him apart from their 
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purposeless beauty. His question 'What to meT echoes the Duke's who is frustrated 

that the Duchess exhibits an identity apart and independent from himself and his 

'gift of a nine-hundred-years-old name. A6 As time passes, the farmer no longer 

speaks of it in terms of the harvest, and the images are more detailed and sharply 

focused: 

The short days shorten and the oaks are brown, 
The blue smoke rises to the low grey sky, 

One leaf in the still air fall slowly down, 
A magpie's spotted feathers lie 

On the black earth spread white with rime, 
The berries redden up to Christmas-time. 

What's Christmas-time without there be 
Some other in the house than we! 

(CPP: 2) 

The dramatic action of the first two stanzas is almost reduced to a halt by 'the blue 

smoke ris[ing] to the low grey sky]' and 'one leaf in the still air fall[ing] slowly 
down. ' As the farmer feels life and nature slowing down around him in what must 

eventually lead to stagnation, his concern is still with the natural order of things 

which is linked to the social order. It is in fact the farmer who is more closely 

connected to the natural world as he measures out his life in seasons. He needs to 

move forward and bring things to their natural conclusion - having children and 

raising a family - which his bride is unable to do. She is willing to let time stand still 

and will not conform to natural processes. 
The farmer's inability to understand his wife stems from his imposing his 

language of nature and change upon his bride when his initial reading of her as 'a 

fay' was the accurate one. Just as the Duke seeks to contain his wife within the 
framework of art, the farmer seeks to understand and represent his wife in terms of 
the natural order of life which he understands. In both cases the women appear to be 

contained and secured by their husbands but in both cases the conditions of 

confinement are inadequate. The farmer's bride not only baffles her husband but in 

his misrecognition and failure to represent her she also baffles the reader. The reader 

of 'My Last Duchess' is able to recognise what the Duke does not, that the Duchess 

is a pleasant good-natured woman who refuses to adopt the haughty pretensions of 

"" Browning, Selected Poetry, p. 26. 
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superiority that the Duke thinks befit his wife. it is after all the democracy of her 

smiles that he objects to. But the farmer's bride is in fact beyond the processes of 

nature, beyond the farmer's understanding, and even beyond the poetic 

representation of the poem. 
It may be suggested that 'The Farmer's Bride' is not a poem about the bride 

at all since almost any representation of her seems to be incorrect or inadequate, and 

what is revealed is the nature of the farmer. This echoes critics who have suggested 

that 'My Last Duchess' is not about the Duchess but a psychological study of the 

Duke, and though this may be true to a certain extent, such differentiation can only 
be limiting as Maxwell'sattempt to focus on the portrait has revealed. 'The Farmer's 

Bride' does not depict the psychology of one or the other of its protagonists; it 

studies the breakdown of a marriage, of communication and of representation 
between the sexes. Certainly it reveals different aspects of the farmer's character to 

us: like the Duke he represents himself as a reasonable man placed in a difficult 

marital situation. However we come to realise that his situation is different from that 

of the Duke. The impression we get from the first stanza of the unfeeling brute who 

marries in haste and regrets at leisure, is modified as the farmer struggles to 

understand his wife, leaves her to her own devices and speaks of her with a tender if 

bewildered regard. Unlike the Duke who reveals himself to be an arrogant 

misogynist (and of course a murderer), the fanner reveals a sympathetic side to his 

character of which he himself is perhaps unaware. It is interesting to note that male 

and female students often read this poem very differently. In view of the final stanza 
this is hardly surprising. By this stanza the auditor has all but disappeared from the 

poem as it rushes to its stunning and disturbing end. The monologue now moves 
beyond the immediate present and the farmer almost appears to be speaking to 
himself. The climax, when read out loud, is beautiful: 

She sleeps up in the attic there 
Alone, poor maid. 'Tis but a stair 
Betwixt us. Oh! my God! The down 
The soft young down of her, the brown, 
The brown of her - her eyes, her hair, her hair! 

(CPP: 2) 
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The natural, sometimes romantic, imagery has been replaced by the physical reality 

of desire. This is no longer a story told to an outsider at a local gathering -a dramatic 

shift has occurred from outward narration in a social context to internal 

psychological intensity and the effect is such that we can almost feel the mental 

movement of the farmer as he imagines himself climbing the stairs and violating the 

unspoken terms of their cohabitation to which both seem resigned. At this point the 

restrained sexuality of the poem and the restrained desire of the speaker break 

through the facade of quaint village propriety and the false sense of security into 

which Mew's adept handling of charmingly rustic verse and pastoral imagery has 

lulled us. This intensity of emotion is also unnerving because this is the point in the 

poem where the reader feels most sympathetic to, indeed seems invited to relate to 

the farmer who is all too physically and painfully human while the bride is simply 

unattainable and unknowable. 

It is this moment (in which the poem is articulated) in which the 

unfortunately matched pair remain suspended. Unlike in Browning's poem where 

the Duke very definitely leads his guest down the stairs and away from 'his' 

Duchess, we cannot know if the implied sexual violence of the last stanza finds 

expression as the farmer's fantasy of climbing the stairs is imaginary and not actual. 

The couple are trapped in a dead-lock. The break between "Tis but a stair' and 

'Betwixt us' in the following line only serves to heighten the distance between them. 

The texture, the colour - the physical reality of the bride are available to the farmer 

only as fantasy and even here the way the colour of her eyes and her hair come to 

stand in for all of her - 'the down of her', 'the brown of her'- only underlines the 

farmer's continued mistaken identification of her as an animal and his insistent 

representation of her as natural as a misreading. Ultimately, just as the bride is able 

to find a place in nature without truly being a part of it, so she appears in the poem 

without being of it . She is certainly sympathetic as a person who cannot conform to 

the society which she is both a part of and alienated from. But as a conscious identity 

she is as elusive to the reader as she is to her husband. 

In both poems, the presupposed power of a man, and more specifically the 

marital authority of a man over his wife, are challenged through the very language of 

the men themselves. Both are constructed upon a male subjectivity and in both the 
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woman is possessed and locked away by her husband, and her own subjectivity is 

impugned by the poem itself. Through the doubleness of the dramatic monologue, of 

what is said and what is revealed, we are made aware not merely of the ethical 
intransigence of these men who act as if they have no choice in murdering and 
locking up their wives, but also the contingency of female subjectivi ty. In spite of 

the fact that these women cannot or will not speak for themselves and are 

represented to the reader by their husbands, we are still aware of their side of the 

story. Certainly these women manifest an independence beyond their roles as wife 

and beyond the confines of the poem itself. While 'My Last Duchess' corresponds to 

a pattern of compulsive repetition - we know that the process of display, confession 

and justification will be played out again and again - the situation in 'The Farmer's 

Bride' ends suspended in a dramatic moment which cannot resolve the struggle 

expressed by the speaker. The husband and wife are sealed into a dyad of control and 

resistance which continues indefinitely and cannot be resolved. 
I find it significant that at the very core of both of these poems lies a threat. 

The Duke's assassination of his wife, however shockingly complacent, is made 

apparent by the Duke himself. The act of male violence against a woman has already 
been accomplished and yet continues to act as a threat to the Duke's future wife. 
'The Farmer's Bride' is more ambiguous. There is no actual act of violence in the 

poem. Whether the farmer's monologue ends in marital rape or night after night of 

tormented longing is left unclear. Yet the poetic intensity and unleashed desire in the 

final stanza imbue this poem with an unstable power which threatens to wreck the 

very structure of the poem itself. No threat is ever voiced and yet it is acutely 

apparent. This implicit threat derives from a tradition of the dramatic monologue in 

which men murder their beloved, very often the woman they cannot possess. The 

hair which evokes such a powerful response in the farmer, is reminiscent of 
Browning's earlier poem 'Porphyria's Lover' in which the lover's fixation on 
Porphyria's hair is turned to gruesome effect: 

She put my arm about her waist, 
And made her smooth white shoulder bare, 

And all her yellow hair displaced, 
And, stooping, made my cheek lie there, 
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And spread, o'er all her yellow hair 47 

While the speaker is unsure of Porphyria's love he is melancholy and she is safe. In 

fact she takes charge of the situation aný until line 30 (exactly half way through the 

poem) all the action in the poem is hers. As soon as her lover becomes aware of her 

love for him, he murders her: 

That moment she was mine, mine, fair 
Perfectly pure and good: I found 

A thing to do, and all her hair 
In one long yellow string I wound 
Three times her little throat around, 

And strangled her. 48 

The immediacy of the violence in this poem is outrageous compared to the 

sophisticated artifice of the Duke's confession and the ambiguity of the farmer's 

desire. But like the Duke, Porphyria's lover attempts to contain his beloved and 

preserve her in the perfect moment which he controls. He sits with her in his arms all 

night in a. grisly tableau of aI overs' embrace claiming all the while that this was 
'Her darling one wish. ' Once again the man's need to control ends in a dramatic 

stalemate. The last lines of the poem are doubly shocking for we realise that we are 
listen ing to the monologue of a man who has murdered his lover and has been sitting 

up with her all night and that there is no resolution to this moment: 

And thus we sit together now, 
And all night long we have not stirred, 
And yet God has not said a word! 49 

'God' if he exists at all is silent on the subject; the only judge of right or wrong is 

the reader, who is invited to view the dramatic moment but is firmly shut out of it. 

Sympathy and judgement are irrelevant here; the speaker is beyond censure. In the 

seductive and sexualised imagery of the hair, the figure of the unattainable woman, 

and the dramatic suspension of the relationship between lover and beloved, 'The 

"Ibid., P. 17. 
"Ibid., P. 18. 
`9 Ibid., p. 18. 
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Farmer's Bride' echoes 'Porphyria's Lover. ' Mew's poem is frozen on the safe side 

of the moment of desire fulfilled, while Browning's is situated (in suspension) 
beyond that moment. Mew's poem is able to be ambiguous and subtle in its 

gendered power relations because it is part of a tradition, comprising Browning 

dramatic monologues, where the threat to the woman is implicit. 

It is important to remember however that 'The Farmer's Bride', in spite of its 

male subject position and apparent negation of the feminine identity, is written by a 

woman and in spite of the similarities pointed out between Browning and Mew's 

poems above, these poets negotiate the terms of the dramatic monologue differently 

and derive subtly distinct meanings. The titles of the poems themselves contain 

strong indication about how Browning and Mew approach the dramatic monologue 

and its subjective positions. The possessive term in 'My Last Duchess' denotes not 
only the Duke's misogynist account of his wife as his possession and that the 
'Duchess' he is referring to is the painting and not the person, but also that the 
'Duchess' he is introducing is 

, 
only his version of the Duchess. His attempts at 

artistic control underline the fact that she is not the actual Duchess but a 

representation of her. The word 'Last' itself resonates with multiple meanings: here 

last does not mean final but the last in a line, a line which is about to continue with 
the emissary's assistance. 'Last' can also signify a cutting short of 'lasting' which 
the Duke's marriage was not. 'Duchess' of course suggests the emptiness of the 

marriage and the use of her title allows her an identity only in relation to him (or 

more specifically his power) while it reinforces (indeed, in the context of the poem, 

establishes) his identity as Duke. Ironically the reader only realises that the speaker 
is a Duke because of his reference in the very first line to 'my last Duchess'. Earlier 

critics have suggested that the title is misleading since the poem can be said to be 

about the Duke and not the Duchess at all, but in fact it is a subtly coded telling of 
the meaning of the poem itself. Torphyria's Lover' on the other hand is more direct 
in its title as it is in its poetic aggression and masculine violence. In spite of 
Porphyria's action in the first half, the poem is a psychological portrait of her lover. 

In contrast to the two other poems discussed here in which an apparently entrapped 

or dominated woman is seen to be beyond the control of her captor, Torphyria's 
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Lover' allows the woman action and choice, before literally and figuratively 

annihilating her. The title once again tells the truth about the poem. 
'The Farmer's Bride' is significantly not a title constructed in the first person 

and, as suggested earlier, it implies that the poem is about the bride which is not 

wholly accurate. Even though the poem, like 'My Last Duchess', is narrated by the 

husband and the title itself insists on the circumstance of marriage (Tuchess', 

Tride'), 'The Farmer's Bride' sets up a distinction between the poet and the 

narrator. Unlike Browning's poem, Mew's is set in the context of the poetic voice. 
This distinction between poet and speaker is relevant since the poet is removed not 

only from the farmer, but twice removed from his bride. This distinction works in 

two ways: Mew's distance from the speaker sets up the conditions by means of 

which the farmer can express the duality of his nature - his rough almost brutish 

insensitivity and his tender appreciation of his wife from whom (for most of the 

poem) he maintains his distance. As I have mentioned male and female students read 
this poem very differently and. the tension between sympathy and judgement is 

heightened here, not merely in the extent to which we sympathise with the farmer or 
his bride but also in how much we judge or sympathise with each of them. The 

ambiguity we feel about both the farmer and his bride reflects the uncertainty we feel 

at the end of this perpetually open-ended poem. Mew is certainly making a point 
here about female subjectivity but as far as she is concerned the feminine subject is 

outside the scope of male representation and poetic language and ultimately 

unknowable. Apart from his reference to her as 'fay' in line 8, any attempt on the 

part of the farmer to define the bride is only partially accurate. In Browning's poem 
the poet can be seen to question the conditions of male artistic control while the 
Duchess remains tantalisingly outside the framework of the poem. Mew, however, 
highlights the problem of representation through a sympathetic speaker, who is 

unable to understand his wife by means of poetic language, yet Mew herself refuses 
to be a participant in any attempt to place her. 

Maxwell's discussion of Browning's poetic aesthetic is a detailed study of 
how the artistic processes depicted in 'My Last Duchess' reflect to a great extent 
Browning's philosophy about his own poetry: 
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[The poem's] density of meaning is conditioned by Browning's own 
fascination with the figure of the Duchess. For him, she becomes 
synonymous with the essence not just of painting, but of poetry, 
particularly his own. 50 

Maxwell provides an indepth study of Browning's view of the nature of 

representation placing it within the context of the nineteenth-century critical culture. 
But in this necessarily brief discussion, m. y aim is to focus on how Browning's 

philosophy is manifested in the poem. The Duchess, as we have seen, even in death 

continues to disturb the Duke's evaluation of his own identity. Through her portrait, 
the Duchess continues to 'exceed the mark' which the Duke has re-established to 

contain her 'in her own slight but tantalising marks, ' - 'the depth and passion of its 

earnest glance'(Iine 8), 'that spot/ofjoy' (lines 14-15 and 21) and the smile (which 

the Duke had intended to put an end to): 

The poem does not give anything like the full picture of 'that pictured 
countenance'(I. 7). There is no proper detailing of the woman's 
appearance; what details we do have pertain more to an expression than 
a likeness. But the expressive marks Browning gives us, small though 
they are, succeed far better in communicating the appeal of the Duchess 
than would a more formal inventory... the spot is also a presentiment of 
the greater scope of the unseen picture which we can deduce through 
what the Duke says. As such, along with the other slight expressive 
marks, the spot is the part-for-whole suggestion that bespeaks a 
conceptual energy which a more exacting delineation would fail to 
communicate. 51 

The Duchess's haunting of the Duke, and her fascination for the reader and the poet, 
is dependent upon Browning's restrained representation of her. It is not through a 
detailed rendering of the Duchess's face (her beauty is never the issue) but glimpses 
of her expression that Browning is able to evoke the power of the portrait and its 

hold on the Duke. This sketching in a few lines (both linguistic and pictorial) is 

Browning's poetic signature. He does not in any sense present 'the whole picture' 
but the evocative power of the images he suggests give the poem a strange extra- 
linguistic depth and complexity. 

Maxwell, 'Not the Whole Picture', 323. 
Ibid., 326. 
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The Duchess then is allowed a kind of subjectivity in this poem; even though 

she is never given a subject position, we are made aware of her subjective presence 

which lies beyond the full scope of either portrait or poem. But it is still the ghost of 

a subjective identity and one that, however it undermines the Duke's own position, is 

linguistically and pictorially placed, for the Duke, his visitors, the reader and the 

poet to view. If the Duke's concern is art, then the farmer's is nature and the poem 

tries to fix and place his bride within this language. As in Browning's poem the, 

images here are sketchy - she is compared to timid and vulnerable wild animals and 

plants -a mouse, a hare, a leveret, a larch tree and wild violets - and yet this natural 
imagery constantly fails to represent the bride who obstinately refuses to accept or 

conform to natural process of change and development. The farmer's and the poem's 

reading of the bride is ultimately a misreading as if Mew refuses to impose a 
feminine subjective identity within the limits of masculine representation. For Mew 

feminine subjectivity, like the bride, is unknowable; it remains paradoxically 
independent of the terms of masculine understanding and under threat from male 

violence. 
But what significance do these poems have for the relationship between 

men's and women's poetic traditions? It may be argued that Mew simply succeeds to 

and transforms an already established male tradition or that Browning simply 

addresses issues of feminine subjectivity as do most Victorian women poets for 

whom this was central concern. The point is that male and female literary traditions 

complement and inform each other. The proto-feminism of Browning's 'My Last 

Duchess' in, what is on the surface, a poem about male power and possession was 

there from the beginning. It has taken critical culture over a century to recognise the 

value of the poem at work under the surface. But a comparison with a woman's 

poem in the same genre, albeit later in the century, reveals some of the poem's 
hidden ideology which is not at first apparent. It is of course ridiculous to suggest 

that the kind of comparison I have made would be possible without the history of 

twentieth-century literary culture or that Mew's poem only has value in terms of 

what it can tell us about Browning's. What I am suggesting is that men and women's 

poetic traditions, even when we define them as separate, complement each other in 

an interdependent inter-referential relationship. A women's tradition thus not only 
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highlights the gaps and omissions in the established tradition, it can show us what 

the critical culture is often missing. Comparing Mew's poem to Browning's, tells us 

more about each of these poems while I hope suggesting the possibilities of further 

investigation. 

As Maxwell has suggested the woman poet ingests the male tradition and 

adapts it to her own use and in the process highlights the inequalities inherent in 

literary tradition. But women poets also feed off the tradition of their own female 

precursors and negotiate the terms of the canon through the mediation of their 

literary foremothers. In the following section I explore how late nineteenth and early 

twentieth-century women poets created their own poetic tradition, distinct from the 

male one but still concerned with issues of visibility, identity and subjectivity. 

'As if I could be one with her, of me/ Who am ... me': subjectivity and feminine 
identity in the female tradition 

In the next part of this paper I aim to place Mew in the context of other 

women poets working in the later half of the nineteenth century who are often 
ignored or seen to be at the tail-end of the Victorian women poets' tradition and not 

given due critical attention. It is, of course, as I have mentioned above, dangerous to 

identify particular poets as ending a tradition. Angela Leighton's identification of 
Mew as the last Victorian means that in the context of her criticism Mew is often 

perceived to be the final, often dated, voice in a dying tradition which places Barrett 

Bro wning and Rossetti at its creative and chronological centre. Armstrong too places 

this emphasis on Rossetti's work and, since she apparently does not consider Mew a 
Victorian, her work is not discussed in the critical context of the period at all. But I 

believe that late nineteenth-century poets are worth studying in their own right and 

not merely as the cultural hang-over of a past literary movement. This is only 

possible if we redress the fixed categories of Victorian and Modernist movements 

and insist upon the continuity of a women's tradition. Where male literary culture 
has imposed these categories, a women's critical culture may heal the division. 

Using some of the literary motifs listed by Leighton in her introduction to the 

anthology as a starting point, I wish to illustrate what is unique to the poetry of 

women working in this period and how it relates to the development of women's 
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poetry at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century. All of 

these women use the dramatic monologue to great effect, both as a means of political 

expression to bring about social change and as a method of investigating the ever- 

changing construction of the feminine subject. Often the overt political implications 

in the work of poets like Webster have caused the poetic significance of their work 

to be underestimated or ignored. In Webster's work issues concerning the social 

conditions of women are often presented in a language which probes the linguistic 

construction of identity. The image of the mirror recurs in Webster's work and many 

of her dramatic monologues (almost all of which are spoken by women) take place 
in a moment of self-scrutiny when the speaker is alone. Webster's poems are in fact 

interior monologues rather than dramatic ones: she dispenses with the auditor 
(whose presence would be absurd under the introspective circumstances of the 

poem) but the presence of the mirror implies that the auditor in the poem is the 

speaker herself. The occurrence of speech in the monologues is predicated upon two 

conditions: that the speaker is alone and that she confronts an image of herself. In 

poems such as 'By the Looking-Glass', 'Faded' and 'A Castaway', the image that 

the speaker is faced with is both her own physical self but also the image in which 

society casts her. 52 'By the Looking-Glass' is articulated by a young woman who is 

plain; 'Faded' is the monologue of a woman who is ageing and losing her youthful 
beauty; while 'A Castaway' is spoken by a prostitute. The first two poems are 

certainly not defiant: both speakers apparently accept the image that society has 

imposed on them and both of them mourn their lack or loss of beauty. Both speakers 

wish that conditions were different, that they were more attractive or younger, and a 

great part of each poem deals with physical appearance and society's demand that 

women be beautiful. In the tradition of the dramatic monologue the reader is of 

course aware of the plight of the women and also how superficial and unnecessary 
their situation is, but being a trespasser on a very emotional moment s/he is able only 

to sympathise. Webster invites the reader not to judge the speaker but society, so that 

'sympathy versus judgement' is here put to political use and used to shed light on the 

conditions of women's lives while subtly evoking an ethical response in the reader. 
These poems are certainly part of Webster's critique of the circumstances of 

" Leighton and Reynolds, Victorian Women Poets, pp. 419424,424-428 and 433448. 
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women's lives and the different types of social oppression they encountered. But at 

work underneath the political surface, these seemingly straightforward monologues 

contain a self-encounter which goes to the heart of poetic representation and 
feminine subjectivity. Each speaker, though seduced by the image they cannot quite 
live up to, is aware of another underlying identity beneath. The speakers address 

their images and seem to try out different ways of bridging the split identity that they 

perceive. The girl in 'By the Looking-Glass' tries to disassociate herself from the 

image she sees in the mirror and finally exclaims 'Alas it is 1,1,1) Ungainly, 

common'. 53 The ageing woman in 'Faded' speaks to a picture of herself as a young 

girl and comparing it to the image of her older self in the mirror says: 

Thou and I thus alone, I read from thee 
My lesson what I was; which (ah, poor heart! ) 
Means trulier my lesson, bitter to learn, 
Of what I cease to be. 54 

It is almost as though younger and older woman are two separate women whom, in 

the privacy of her room, the speaker attempts to bring together - 'One blended, 

dateless, woman for an hour' - in order to negotiate the difference between them. 
This is reflected in 'A Castaway' when the speaker, Eulalie, upon finding the j ournal 

she kept as a young girl, tries hard to reconcile the two contradictory images of what 

she was and what she has become: 

So long since: 
And now it seems ajest to talk of me 
As if I could be one with her, of me 
Who am ... me. 55 

All of these women are attempting to negotiate their fragmented identities, which 

when they look into the mirror, they perceive as different images of different 

women. Of course in their attempt to piece together their split subjectivities there is 

" Ibid., P. 420. 
'Ibid., P. 425. 
" Ibid., P. 434. 
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no one actual or true identity or image; their only point of reference is their social 

identity: beautiM or plain, young or old, innocent or fallen. For these women the 

person who sits in front of the mirror is as imaginary as the image reflected within it. 

The girl in 'By the Looking-Glass' imagines herself beautiful so that it is the 'reality' 

of the mirror image which undermines the 'illusion' of her own self- 

as I feed 
On beauty, till beauty itself must seem 
Me, my own, a part and essence of me, 
My right and my being - Why! How am I plain? 
I feel as if this were almost a dream 
From which I should waken, as it might be, 
And open my eyes on beauty again 
And know it myself indeed. 56 

The confusion here between dream and reality, face and image de-stabilises the 

assumption that the speaking T is in fact a stable feminine subjective position. The 

girl's conviction that reality is a dream and that fantasy is reality, undermines the 

dichotomy of self and other, person and reflection. For women, self and other are 
interchangeable; since both identities are socially constructed one cannot be truer or 

more real than the other. 
It is no coincidence that the woman in 'Faded' attempts to 'read' the image 

of her younger face or that Eulalie's inability to reconcile 'me' and 'me' is the result 

of her reading her old diary. The fragments of female subjective identity are written 
into the language of poetic discourse. These women in attempting to read themselves 

(and failing) underline how women are read (and written) in poetic language. It 

would be foolish to suggest that Webster is complicit in this language since she 
demonstrates how the breach is apparent in the very structure of the poem itself. 

Webster is able to highlight the instability of the feminine subject because these 

poems are articulated in the first person by women who go on to realise that they 
have no actual subjective identity. 

In all these poems it becomes apparent that the structures of social 

oppression are maintained by the hypocrisy of men and the complicity of women. 

"' Ibid., p. 420. 
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Certainly in these poems the women's social circumstances are pitiable because they 

are dependent upon men and they are deprived of the only currency available to 

them: beauty and youth. Eulalie of course uses the currency of sex, but ironically, it 

is because of this - in terms of her fallenness - that her self-image is destabilised. 

Either way thesewomen cannot win because the conditions of their alienated 

subjective identity are based upon their social inequality and dependence upon men - 
for marriage, money or love. 

In 'Madeleine in Church' (CPP: 25 -3 1), Mew's longest dramatic monologue, 
the speaker is an ageing divorcde who in a moment of spiritual crisis kneels to pray 
in Church. Although this is a highly complex poem, and I discuss it in detail 

elsewhere, I think it is an important comparison to Webster's self-searching dramatic 

monologues. The poem is articulated in a small chapel and Madeleine, who cannot 

quite believe in God is attempting to reconcile the sensuality of her nature with the 

spirituality of the Church. It is apparent that one of the reasons she does this is 

because she feels herself to be growing old; but for Madeleine her beauty is 

inextricably linked to physical sensuality and her own sensual appreciation of 

physical, earthly delights, is in fact her own brand of spirituality: 

We are what we are: when I was half a child I could not sit 
Watching black shadows on green lawns and red carnations burning in the 

sun, 
Without paying so heavily for it 

That joy and pain, like any mother and her unborn child were almost one. 
I could hardly bear 

The dreams upon the eyes of white geraniums in the dusk 
The thick, close voice of musk, 

The jessamine music on the thin night air, 
Or, sometimes my own hands about me anywhere - The sight of my own face (for it was lovely then) even the scent of my own 

hair, 
Oh! There was nothing, nothing that did not sweep to the high seat 

Of laughing gods, and then blow down and beat 
My soul into the highway dust, as hoofs do the dropped roses of the street. 

I think my body was my soul, 
And when we are made thus 

Who shall control 
Our hands, our eyes, the wandering passion of our feet, 

(CPP: 23-24) 
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Unlike 'Faded', 'in Mew's poem Madeleine's beauty is so closely linked to sensual 

pleasure - colours, scents - that a blurring occurs between the 'joy and pain' of the 

imaginative powers which 'like any mother and her unborn child', are 'almost one'. 

There is a similar blurring between the smell of flowers and the scent of her hair, 

between the vibrant 'musk' and 'jessamine' and 'the dropped roses of the street', 

between the scents and the 'voice' and 'music' of flowers which ultimately represent 

the indivisibility of her body and soul. That the poem is set in a Church signifies that 

Madeleine is faced with a moral struggle in which she is trying to explain the 

oneness of body and spirit which is against the tenets of organised religion. But there 

is a firtlier significance to this blurring. While the woman in 'Faded' mourns the 

loss of her value to society and her appeal to men, the highly auto-erotic moment 

'Or, sometimes my own hands about me anywhere' suggests that Madeleine's beauty 

and pleasure are independent of masculine social values. Her ability to fuse together 

body and soul, sexual pleasure and pleasure of the senses, pain and joy - the very 

differences that social and linguistic structures are based upon - allows her to live 

and assume an identity which the women in Webster's poems cannot. The 

suggestion of self-fulfilling desire in the image of her not only touching herself but 

finding pleasure in it, suggests an autonomy which few women in Victorian poetry 

claim. But in more ways than one Madeleine 'pay[s] so heavily for it. ' In spite of her 

defiance she is in Church searching for a substitute for her fading looks and 

sensuality. Also she is in a way outside society; although this is a 'fallen woman' 

poem, Mew's identity as something more than a Victorian poet comes through here, 

for there is an ambiguity in Madeleine's social and sexual identity. She has been 

married and is a divorcde and her sexual relations with men, which she admits to, are 

a choice not a necessity and are the incidental and not the defining aspects of her life. 

Madeleine likens her fading looks to her mother's ageing process. While the 

women in Webster's poems identify the difference in the images of themselves 

Madeleine locates the difference between youth and age, past and future selves in 

her mother's portrait: 

There is a portrait of my mother, at nineteen, 
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With the black spaniel, standing by the garden seat, 
The dainty head held high against the painted green 

And throwing out the youngest smile, shy, but half haughty and half sweet. 
Her picture then: but simply Youth, or simply Spring 

To me to-day: a radiance on the wall, 
So exquisite, so heart-breaking a thing 

Beside the mask that I remember, shrunk and small, 
Sapless and lined like a dead leaf, 

All that was left of oh! the loveliest face, by time and grief! 
(CPP: 27) 

Madeleine distinguishes between the youthful portrait of her mother and 'mask' of 
her face in later years. The vitality of 'the youngest smile, shy, but half haughty and 
half sweet' is reminiscent of the engaging expression of the Duchess, and is 

compared to the face which is 'dead. ' As in Webster's poems, the image in the 

portrait is more real than the actual face which is figured as a 'mask' hiding the 

woman underneath; similarly both the image and the mask are imaginary or socially 

constructed identities and not the real woman. But Madeleine's fear is not the 

process of ageing but the circumstances of a woman's life - marriage, childbirth and 

conformity - which she has refused and which reduced her mother (shrunk and 

small') to the likeness of 'a dead leaf. Madeleine has rejected her mother's fate and 

with it the non-identity of a woman who is only a picture or a mask. But things are 

changing: 

And in the glass, last night, I saw a ghost behind my chair - 
Yet why remember it when one can still go moderately gay -? 

Or could - with any of the old crew, 
But oh! these boys! the solemn way 

They take you, and the things they say - 
This 'I have only as long as you' 

When you remind them you are not precisely twenty-two - 
Although at heart perhaps - God! If it were 

Only the face, only the hair! 
If Jim had written to me as he did to-day 
A year ago - and now it leaves me cold - 

I know what this means, old, old, old! 
Et avec ca - mais on a vecu, tout se paie. 

(CPP: 28) 
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Madeleine is not without younger admirers and she feels her age not because 

of fading looks but because she has lost interest in her trysts. It is not the loss of 
'Only the face, only the hair' that concerns her and causes her crisis. It is the moment 

the previous night when looking in the mirror she sees 'a ghost behind [her] chair'. 
Although this is an enigmatic image and Madeleine quickly forgets it using her 

romances to distract her, I think it represents the true source of Madeleine's crisis 

which is only superficially about age. The ghost behind the chair is Madeleine's 

younger self and confronted by the sudden contrast between this image and her own 

she realises that the oneness of her identity which she valued above all else has 

disintegra ted. Madeleine's fiercely guarded (subjective) identity is collapsing and for 

the first time she has noticed a division within her similar to the difference she 
identifies between the portrait and the mask of her mother's face. The simplicity and 

wholeness of experience when she was 'a child' has finally split in front of the 

mirror into self and other. Madeleine is in Church looking for the 'other' she has lost 

to somehow make her whole again. This moment in a way reflects the Lacanian 

model of the mirror-phase in which the child is transformed from the Real (a 

complete ignorance of itself as separate from other objects around it) into the 

Imaginary phase of development. This comparison is even more interesting because 

the mirror-phase requires that the child be held up to look at its own image in the 

mirror by its mother. The child then, recognising the distinction between the image 

of the mother and the real mother who holds it, recognises the other child in the 

mirror as a reflection of itself. This is crucial moment in human development since 

this is when the child is delivered from the unity of the Real into the reality and the 

human subject comes into being. This moment when the individual is divided from 

itself and constructed as self and other is also a crucial aspect in the development of 
language as for the first time the speaking 'I' is created and is able to identify and 

refer to 'you'; this deadlock is broken when the Imaginary dyad gives way to the 

Symbolic order of language. 57 

Mew's poem is articulated soon after this critical analogous moment of 

simultaneous self-recognition and division. The complete oneness of her earlier 

" Elizabeth Grosz, Jacques Lacan: A Feminist Introduction (London and New York: 
Routledge, 199 1), pp. 3 1-4 1. 
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experiences required no expression in language but it is the loss of that perfect 

experience of the Real which both enables and demands expression. Madeleine 

cannot escape the fate of the women in Webster's poems because a split subjectivity 

is the condition of being human. While Webster represents fmgmented subjectivities 

which are attempting cohesion, Mew's poem represents a whole or complete 

consciousness which is split into the human subject. The tragedy is that Madeleine is 

a woman and so immediately her subjectivity is rendered unstable: she is a fallen 

woman outside the social boundaries represented by the Church. The child-like bride 

of the 'The Fanner's Bride' is speechless because she is in a way in the pre-linguistic 

stage of the Real and therefore has no subjectivity and is outside the scope of poetic 

representation. In her poetry Mew explores female subjectivity from beyond its 

limits; she experiments with the undivided consciousness (the Eden-like state of 

grace before the linguistic fall) and the unstable conditions of the divided subject. 

But these are always placed in a specific social setting -a marriage, a Church - so 

that the tension between feminine subjectivity and social order (which is also a 

representational/linguistic order) is heightened. And as in many of Mew's poems the 

conflict is not and cannot be resolved. 

The nature of feminine subjectivity is obviously a deeply-felt concern of late 

nineteenth-century women's poetry but it is developed and investigated in more 

subtle and varied ways than Armstrong's study suggests. Armstrong's reading of 

these poets' work as simply bringing up the rear of an expressive tradition not only 

undermines the complexity of their work, it neglects the fact that traditions change 

and develop in unexpected and interesting directions. The motifs and structures of 

restraint and overflow do appear in the work of these poets in different ways, but by 

the end of the century the focus had shifted to the relation between the image and the 

actual, the blurring of reality and fantasy and the haunting of the self. Women's 

poetry had become more psychological in its investigations of the feminine subject 

and consequently its language and structure began to reflect the split between the 

conscious and unconscious mind. 
The tradition of haunting the self has its origins in Christina Rossetti's 

poetry, in which in speaking from beyond the grave, Rossetti's speaker is allowed a 

freedom and contextlessness new to women's poetry. It is significant that many of 
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the hauntings in women's poetry of the period take place in what was their home. 

Rossetti's 'At Home', which is a play on the terms meaning of an invitation to make 

social calls, begins: 

When I was dead, my spirit turned to 
58 To seek the much frequented house: 

Her almost prosaic use of the past tense here is unsettling. One assumes that being 

dead is a condition which one cannot refer to as being in the past; it is almost as 

though the speaker is speaking from a condition beyond death itself. The speaker, 

who refers to her 'spirit' rather than herself is then describing an event in the past in 

which not she but a part of her (her spirit) returns home. Yet the 'much frequented 

house' suggests not only a house filled with visitors but (in the context of the title) 

that the speaker is a visitor herself As she sees her friends and listens to their 

conversation she realises that she has been forgotten and that their concern is 

repeatedly with 'Tomorrow, while 'I was of yesterday. ' The spirit refuses to haunt 

the house any longer - 'I shivered comfortless, but cast/ No chill across the 

tablecloth' - and leaves 'Like the remembrance of a guest/ That tarrieth but a day'. 

The spirit is completely removed in both time and space from her friends: they 

inhabit 'today' and speak of 'tomorrow' while she is 'of yesterday'; she sees them 

'Feasting beneath green orange boughs' which implies that they are outside, while 

she 'passe[s] from the familiar room'. But what is significant here is that the spirit is 

a guest in her own home and the last lines suggest that even in life she was 'a guest/ 
That tarrieth but a day'. The speaker thus not only finds that she is forgotten by her 

friends but that the idea of her own home was in fact a fiction: she is not only 
forgotten but displaced, she cannot even haunt because she no longer belongs 'at 

home'. Her representation of herself as guest questions whether she ever really 
belonged there. 

The idea of a home to which the returned spirit no longer belongs is a motif 

popular in Victorian women's poetry but not exclusive to it. Apart from the 

" Leighton and Reynolds, Victorian Women Poets, pp. 372-373; p. 372. 
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ambivalence it expresses about the Victorian woman's attitude to her proper place, a 

place of security in which she is effectively 'secured', in the terms of the struggle it 

suggests between being inside and out I think it possesses another meaning. For the 

late nineteenth-century woman poet, the home comes to signify the female psyche 

and is the site for the analysis into female identity. The home is an ideal metaphor 

since it has an outer facade which conceals a private interior space. It is on the 

border between the mask and the face, between the conscious and unconscious mind, 

that the woman poet investigates the terms of female selthood. 
In Amy Levy's poem 'The Old House' a woman returns to haunt her old 

home: 

In through the porch and up the silent stair; 
Little is changed, I know so well the ways; - 

Here, the dead came to meet me; it was there 
The dream was dreamed in unforgotten days. 59 

The speaker's excitement at returning to the home which is still so familiar to her is 

apparent in her nostalgic reminiscences, but the unusual remark 'Here, the dead 

came to meet me' brings into play a whole other series of issues. This is a house 

where the speaker (when she lived there) had been haunted by the ghosts of the dead, 

but her return now suggests that she herself is a ghost come to haunt the old house. 

There is no way of determining if the speaker is a person or a spirit and her identity 

is ftirther confused in the following stanza: 

But who is this that hurries on before, 
A flitting shade the brooding shades among? - 

She turned, -I saw her face, -0 God, it wore 
The face I used to wear when I was young ! 60 

The house is already haunted by the ghost of the speaker's younger self -a 'shade' 

arnong the other 'brooding shades'. Yet the identities of both the speaker and the 
'shade' of her younger self are destabilised when she refers to the latter as 'it' and 

'9 Ibid., p. 608. 
'o Ibid., p. 608. 
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instead of recognising her as 'myself declaims 'it worel the face I used to wear 

when I was young'(my italics). Both the identity of the speaker and her younger self 

are masks and there is no way of recognising either without the mask. As in other 

poems when the speaker meets the self, the reaction is of horror as she realises the 

irreconcilable difference between the two: 

I thought my spirit and my heart were tamed 
To deadness; dead the pangs that agonise. 

The old grief springs to choke me, -I am shamed 
Before that little ghost with eager eyes. 61 

These lines echo Webster's 'A Castaway' in Eulalie's encounter with her 

younger self in the pages of her diary and the poem preludes Madeleine's monologue 
in which she speaks of her house as haunted and of her mouming for the loss of her 

'forgotten spirit': 

And He has never shared with me my haunted house beneath the trees 
Of Eden and Calvary, with its ghosts that have not eyes for any tears, 
And the happier guests who would not see, or if they did, remember these 

Though they lived here a thousand years. 
(CPP: 3 1) 

This stanza essentially mourns the fact that Christ has never occupied her home 

which echoes the spaces of 'Eden and Calvary', ghosting the creativity and loss of 

the spaces of Christian religion without the comfort of salvation. Madeleine's 

'haunted house' is inhabited not by Christ and the Holy Spirit but by sightless ghosts 

and guests 'who [do] not see'. Yet, unlike Rossetti's house in 'At Home' and Levy's 

'The Old House', Madeleine's house is inhabited by ghosts and guests who coexist 
but do not 'see' each other. The home is then a space that contains elements of both 

the tangible and the internal world - the social and spiritual selves - which like the 

alliterative 'ghosts' and 'guests' echo and haunt each other. In the 'Old House' 

speaker and spirit both haunt the house but neither one truly belongs there. If we 

accept the significance of the house as representing female identity then it is 

" Ibid., p. 608. 
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understandable why both selves that haunt it are displaced and why the speaker must 
leave: 

0 turn away, let her not see, not know! 
How should she bear it, how should understand? 

0 hasten down the stairway, haste and go, 
62 And leave her dreaming in the silent land. 

The speaker ashamed of what she has become and not want her younger more 
innocent self to see her; if she remains and is seen then she disturbs the younger 

self's illusion of her own identity. In the final stanza it is the younger 'shade' who 
becomes more real and is in possession of the house while the ghostly speaker 

abandons the house in haste. Female subjectivity is thus a ghostly presence which 
haunts feminine identity: they are part of a binary in which one self may display the 

illusion of being the real woman but this self and its other, like ghosts, are always 
interchangeable. 

The focus of the haunting shifts in Mew's 'The Quiet House' (CPP: 20-22) 

from the woman who haunts her home to the woman who is haunted. The poem 

starts off with a description of the household and how death and scandal have 

diminished it over the years. The speaker now lives alone with her father who is 

depicted as the typical Victorian patriarch and, though she is aware of her social role 

and maintains the semblance of respectability, as the poem progresses we realise that 

she has withdrawn into an inner world of heightened sensuality and repressed 

passion: 

No year has been like this that has just gone by; 
It may be what Father say is true, 

If things are so it does not matter why: 
But everyffiing has burned, and not quite through. 
The colours of the world have turned 
To flame, the blue, the gold has burned 

In what used to be such a leaden sky. 
When you are burned quite through you die. 

(CPP: 20) 

62jbid., p. 608. 
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The speaker in this poem is haunted by vivid images of the natural world which -she 
finds unendurably painful while accepting the value of her life (or conscious 

identity) amounts only to the significance of the haunting: 

Red is the strangest pain to bear; 
In Spring the leaves on the budding trees, 
In Summer the roses are worse than these, 

More terrible than they are sweet: 
A rose can stab you across the street 

Deeper than any knife: 
And the crimson haunts you everywhere - 

Thin shafts of sunlight, like the ghosts of reddened swords have struck 
our stair 

As if, coming down, you had spilt your life. 
(CPP: 20-21) 

Mew plays the propriety of the Victorian household and the figure of the 

'Father' against the intense response to the sensual world (which is readily 

associated with sexual desire) to great effect in this poem, underlines the tension 

between the repressed sexuality and a desperate lack of gratification. This is 

effectively two poems: one describing the desolate monotony of everyday life, the 

other expressing the fierce passion of the internal self. The language of Victorian 

propriety contrasts strongly with the violent imagery of burning and stabbing. It is 

the extreme and intense imaginary force inspired by a keen and painfully acute 

appreciation of the sensuality of the natural world which finds no expression or 

tolerance in the Victorian context of home that leaves the protagonist maintaining a 

superficial veneer of respectability beneath which lurks mental hysteria. In a way 
Mew's use of the dramatic monologue refers back to the latent insanity of 
Browning's speakers but it also advances forward into the modem pathology of the 
human psyche. 

Like Madeleine, the speaker in this poem does not depend upon men for a 

gratification of sexual desire. The shadowy figure of 'my cousin's friend" does 

introduce sexual interest but is ultimately irrelevant to the speaker's sensuality: 'His 

voice has gone, his face is growing dim/ And if I like him now I do not know'. 

Sexual desire and its consummation are denied to the speaker more from lack of 
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opportunity than from any moral pre-disposition as sexual imagery is only 

representative of consummation on the imaginative level. It offers but ultimately 
fails to resolve a problem which is more psychological than sexual. The sado- 

masochistic language of the speaker's own sensual desire and its culmination makes 

nonsense of any attempt to read this poem as an expression of repressed heterosexual 

desire: 

I think that my soul is red 
Like the soul of a sword or a scarlet flower: 

But when these are dead 
They have had their hour. 

I shall have had mine, too, 
For from head to feet, 

I am burned and stabbed half through, 
And the pain is deadly sweet. 

The things that kill us seem 
Blind to the death they give: 

It is only in our dream 
The things that kill us live. 

(CPP: 21) 

For the speaker sexual fulfilment seems inextricably linked to death. In the third 

stanza the idea of the recurring drewn which brings death suggests a cycle of desire 

and death which plays itself out. It is significant that it is only in terms of this 

experience that the woman can in any way locate her own identity - 'I think that my 

soul is red/ Like the soul of a sword or a scarlet flower' - and perceive the meaning 

of her existence - 'But when these are dead/ They have had their hourd I shall have 

had mine, too'. The imagery of the woman's fantasy contrasts sharply with the 

monotony of her life. The poem continues: 

The room is shut where mother died, 
The other rooms are as they were, 

The world goes on the same outside, 
The sparrows fly across the Square, 

The children play as we four did there, 
The trees grow green and brown and bare, 

The sun shines on the dead church spire, 
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And nothing lives here but the fire, 
While Father watches from his chair 

Day follows day 
The same, or now and then, a different grey, 

Till, like his hair, 
Which mother says was wavy once and bright, 

They will all turn white. 
(CPP: 2 1) 

The slowing-down of time is reminiscent of the farmer's monologue as he realises 

the failure of his marriage and the speaker in this poem is suspended in a similar 

situation. But while the suspension in the farmer's case is a result of the sterile 

relationship between himself and his bride, that of 'The Quiet House' is a result of 

the anticipated meeting between the speaker's divided selves. The Imaginary 

relationship of self-definition through the other is internalised here and turned upon 

the self. Here, the mirroring dyad is that of the internal and external self. As in many 

of Mew's poems the speaker is trapped in the moment the poem articulates: 

To-night I heard a bell again - 
Outside it was the same mist of fine rain, 
The lamps just lighted down the long, dim street, 

No one for me- 
I think it is myself I go to meet: 

I do not care; some day I shall not think; I shall not be! 
(CPP: 21-22) 

Unlike earlier poems dealing with encounters with between self and other, 

the actual meeting of the other in this poem is only imagined. Also the speaker 

acknowledges the other as 'myself which implies that she is comfortable with a 

reconciliation between her identities. But it is apparent that this reconciliation can 

only take place in death which is all she has to look forward to. In healing her 

fractured identity the speaker will cease to exist as a subjective consciousness since 
the condition of human subjectivity is predicated upon the divided self. In 

'Madeleine in Church' the speaker attempts to find the other so that she can re- 

constitute her identity and return to the state of sensual empathy with the world. This 

condition of heightened awareness is represented as psychosis in 'The Quiet House' 

because the totality of experience disturbs the speaker's already divided identity of 
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social propriety and personal passion. The tension between the two threatens to 

collapse into each other into a wholeness which, unlike Madeleine's oneness, is not 

desired or recognised by the speaker and which negates identity. Although the 

speaker realises that she is a prisoner in the house, it is in fact the relationship 

between her real and imaginary self that she is lo&ed into. A reconciliation between 

the two can only be achieved in death and result in non-being. 

In this poem, as in 'The Farmer's Bride' and 'Madeleine in Church, Mew 

uses the dramatic monologue to probe the conception of female subjective identity. 

Although she uses some of the popular motifs of nineteenth-century women's 

writing - home, the mask, the meeting with the self, ghosts and haunting - Mew's 

identification of the feminine subject is often explored in extreme terms and the 

condition of subjectivity is itself questioned. The bride in 'The Farmer's Bride' 

exists in the pre-subjective condition; not only is she denied a subjectivity but she 

remains beyond definition in a poem spoken by a man. Madeleine seeks to heal the 

subjective split in her psyche which allows her to articulate her monologue but 

divides her from the child who enjoyed the harmony of sensual (Real) experience. 

And the woman in 'The Quiet House' slowly deteriorates into psychosis as her 

divided social and sensual selves, the mask and the face, threaten to collapse into 

each other and into non-existence. Mew's ambivalence about the feminine subject is 

apparent but she actually uses the fragmented conditions of feminine subjectivity to 

explore the nature of subjectivity itself. Mew's poetry, in a way, takes the notion of 

the female subjective identity out of its Victorian poetic context and opens up the 

debate around the expressive 'I' in the twentieth century. 
Through this discussion of Mew's poetry I hope to have illustrated how the 

work of an individual poet affects and informs the established literary tradition as 

well as the emerging tradition of women's poetry. I have suggested that far from 

being a tradition parallel and similar in construction to that of men, women's poetry 
is a tradition of tensions and fluidity that exists in a productive interaction with the 

male tradition. Only such a flexibility can allow for the inclusion of minor women 

poets and the accommodation of more lost poets as their work is brought to light. 

Without this flexibility a women's tradition is in danger of adopting the same 
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exclusionary practices as those of the traditional literary canon and critical culture is 

in danger of missing out on the work that could further our understanding of the 

development of literary history. 

In comparing Mew's work to Browning's I have demonstrated how 

profitable the interaction of male and female traditions can be to critical inquiry. In 

invoking Mew's work we are able to appreciate some of the hidden ideology of 
Browning's poems and recognise the similar concerns about representation and 

subjectivity in the poetry of men and women. Mew's work is also relevant in relation 

to the work of women in the late nineteenth century, a group of women whose work 
has only recently received critical attention and who are still considered to be the last 

in a declining tradition of Victorian women's writing. I have illustrated how the 

work and concerns of these women deserve a hearing in their own right and how 

they explore female identity and feminine poetics in a different way from their 

predecessors. I also suggest that Mew's work takes this investigation further and 

provides the continuity in literary tradition in the division between the Victorian and 
Modernist movements in the hope that the tradition of women's poetry may make 
the connections that bridge the gap. 
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Chapter Four 

'Pouah! These women and their nerves! ' 

Charlotte Mew and the Gender of Impersonality 

In 1995 John Newton published a critical note in the April edition of The 

Times Literary Supplement! Newton had been looking for the Biblical source of T. 

S. Eliot's 'I will show you fear in a handful of dust' from 'The Waste Land'(1 922). 

He was unsuccessful in his original search, but what he did find was the similarity 
between this line and one in a poem which had been published a few years earlier: 

The corpse! No, not quite dead, while this cries out in me, 
But nearly: very soon to be 
A handful of forgotten dust - 

'Madeleine in Church -)2 

As Newton points out, it is very likely that Eliot was acquainted with Mew's work. 
'The Fete' appeared in The Egoist in 1914 in the same issue as extracts from Joyce's 

A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. Ezra Pound was editor of the paper in 1914 

and the following year Eliot became assistant editor. In 1916 H. D. 's review of The 

Farmer's Bride appeared in the j ournal. Newton points out further similarities 
between the work of the two poets and suggests that Mew's influence on Eliot's 

poetry is a valid reason for rethinking her position in literary tradition. 

Newton's assertion elicited responses from five readers in the UK, the United 

States and Australia. Three of these responses are sceptical and suggest that Eliot 

could as easily have been influence by references to a 'handful of dust' in Donne, 

Tennyson or even Conrad. In the following issue, Newton defends his position 
declaring that it was the 'fear in a handful of dust' (my italics) to which he was 

referring and this appears in Mew's poem earlier in the same stanza (Why, this is 

'John Newton, 'Another Handful of Dust - Charlotte Mew and T. S. Eliot', The Times 
Literary Supplement 4804 (1995), 18. 
2 Charlotte Mew: Collected Poems and Prose, ed. Val Warner (Manchester: Carcanet Press 
in association with Virago Press, 1981) p. 26. 
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awful, this is fear' CPP: 26) and in none of the other possible sources cited by irate 

readers. He also maintains from other similarities drawn between the work of the 

two poets that Mew had an influence upon Eliot's work. A respondent in the same 

issue, Jennifer Breen, agrees, and goes on to say that 'Mew's highly original poems 

qualify her for a place in the canon of modem poetry alongside T. S. Eliot and Ezra 

Pound'. 3- 

The 1995 debate as to whether Mew's work had indeed had any influence on 

that of Eliot soon subsided and as is the case with many of the arguments 

surrounding her work, did not make ftirther inroads into a critical appraisal of Mew 

as an early Modernist. In fact, although as I have suggested elsewhere, Mew's work 
has been ignored by literary history and criticism, she has, especially in recent years, 
had a better reception amongst critics of Victorian poetry. It has been significantly 

more difficult for her work to be included in any discussion of Modernism and 
Modernist poetry. In the attempt to reclaim and re-evaluate lesser known poets, 
Modernist more than Victorian critical culture, has resisted Mew's inclusion in the 

canon. It is probable that Mew's work has been repeatedly ignored because she is 

associated with a literary past that the Modernists were determinedly trying to break 

with. Although Newton notes that the circumstances suggest that Eliot would have 

been familiar with Mew's writing, he remains vague as to whether he believes that 

Eliot was directly influenced by Mew's work in his composition of the 'The Waste 

Land'. 

Newton himself is the only critic to attempt a serious study of Mew's place in 

the Modernist canon and to make a textual comparison of her poetry to Eliot's. In his 

1997 paper in The New England Review, which I have discussed in detail in chapter 

one, he compares Mew's work to that of Hardy and Eliot and attempts to negotiate 
Mew's place in the literary culture in relation to these literary giants. 4 Newton's 

admiration for Mew's work is made clear from the beginning: he favourably 

compares her poems to Hardy's and admires the 'unusual authority' of her poetry 

and the 'absolute intransigence' of her representation of the human condition. 5 He 

'Jennifer Breen, 'Handfuls of Dust (Charlotte Mew and T. S. Eliot), The Times Literary 
Supplement 4807 (1995), 15. 
4 John Newton, 'Charlotte Mew's Place in the Future of English Poetry', The New England 
Review 18: 4 (Spring 1997), 32-46. 

,5 Ibid., 3 6; 3 7. 
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draws similarities between Mew's poetry and Eliot's Prufrock poems with special 

reference to the 'Preludes' both in their subject matter (the division between the 

earthly and the divine, the futility of spiritual endeavour) and in their poetic style. 
Comparing Mew's poem to the last of the 'Preludes', Newton admits that Mew's 

writing is never as 'magically sensitive', or 'potent' as Eliot's. 6 For Newton, Mew's 

poetic power lies in another direction. He suggests that the speaker in many of the 

Prutfrock poems is 'the secretly glamorous Hamletizing young man..., disaffected 

and self-soulful'. This 'attractive role' ('especially perhaps for anyone who has been 

a young man'), however, is prone to less admirable qualities - 'the tendency to a 
defensive conscious cleverness and to feelings of contempt, hatred, self-contempt, 

self-pity, impotence (and, in other Prufrock poems, misogyny)'. In terms of this role- 

playing Newton's finds that the last 'Prelude' and consequently much of Prufrock is 

'more limitedly personal' than Mew's poetry which is 'not less but more tough- 

minded'. 7 

Newton accounts for this by suggesting that Eliot's poem possesses an 

elegiac quality reminiscent of nineteenth-century post-Romantic verse. He links the 

elegiac note of Eliot's poetry directly back to Tennyson, claiming that it had 'already 

disappeared' in Mew's poetry and Hardy's. To reinforce his point, Newton compares 

the final stanza of 'Portrait of a Lady' with Mew's 'In Nunhead Cemetery' which he 

quotes from in detail, contrasting the elegiac tone of Eliot's poem - '[t]he voice 

continually swells and lapses'8 - with that of the speaker in Mew's poem whose 

voice alternates between hysteria and 'those appallingly flat and deadpan 

sentences'. 9 He suggests that Eliot was actually influenced by a line in Mew's poem 

which is echoed in 'The Waste Land' beginning a dramatic passage in 'A Game of 
Chess'. In fact he attributes Eliot's use of 'shockingly contrasted voices" 0 in 'The 

Waste Land' to Mew's influence, portraying her as 'an independent poetic 
innovator'. " 

' Ib id., 3 8. 
'Ibid., 38-41. 
" Ibid., 3 9. 
9 Ibid., 4 0. 
"Ibid., 4 1. 
11 Ibid., 4 1. 
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Newton particularly admires the timeless quality of 'The Farmer's Bride' 

which he suggests is derived from 'that impersonality of hers which... can be more 

complete than Eliot's'and it is this 'rare impersonal power' that he claims as the 

source of her poetic authority. 12 It is the 'remarkable balance and justice' in her 

poetry that Newton suggests is the strength of Mew's poetic voice, the basis of 

poetic impersonality in her writing and the case for her place in the Modernist canon. 

Newton even goes on to suggest that Mew's poem is more Modem than 

Eliot's in two ways: he contrasts Mew's 'un-self-soulful tragic position' with Eliot's 

secretly glamorous and self-soulful bitterness and scepticism', and asserts that the 

'melancholy-elegiac... note [that] is completely absent from Mew's poetry'. 13 He 

goes on to say: 

[I]f Mew is not an Eliot and there are great things in his poetry that are 
well beyond her, Eliot is also not a Mew and there is at least one great 
thing in her poetry that is beyond him. His poetry's more beautiful 
musicality and what goes with this, the subtler and more intimate 
interrelating that his words can do, may finally open readers up more 
completely than Mew's poetry ever does, and in a poem like "Portrait 
of a Lady" or The Wasteland what they open readers up to certainly 
possesses tragic weight. At the same time, these poems have not 
Mew's bald and stark directness in tragic representation. If Eliot is 
much more Shakespearean, does Mew's poetry have more in common 
with the poetry of Greek tragedy? 14 

Newton's understanding of Eliot's rendering of poetic impersonality in both 

The Wasteland and 'Tradition and the Individual Talent' is influenced by Eliot's 

'own famous deprecating remark about what a personal poem The Wasteland is'. 15 

He views this remark as an 'extravagant' reaction to the kind of adulation the poem 
inspired as one of the most apropos depictions of the human condition at the 
beginning of the twentieth century -'the statement of twentieth-century humanity's 

special malaise and angst' 16 _a reading which perceives the poem's significance as 
being 'only of its time'. Nevertheless, he argues that Eliot's description of the poem 

as 'personal' detracts from its greatness and he reads Eliot's insistence upon 

12 Ibid., 43. 
"Ibid., 38-39. 
14 Ibid., 4 1. 
'I Ibid., 43. 
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impersonality in the early essay as a symptom of his need to 'get away from 

himself 17 a task which" Newton suggests, he found particularly difficult. Although I 

find this reading of Eliot's motives rather speculative, Newton's proposition that 

Mew found escaping her personality 'easier', thus accounting for '[t]he greater 

consistency and completeness with which Mew's poems achieve artistic 

impersonality', is significant. 18 

As Newton goes on to say, in Eliot's dramatic monologues the speakers of 

the poems, including Prufrock and Tiresias in The Wasteland 'are fairly transparent 

disguises for the poet'. 19 By contrast it is impossible to determine the relationship 
between the poet and the speaker in Mew's dramatic monologues - the farmer in 

'The Farmer's Bride', the young man in 'In Nunhead Cemetery', Madeleine in 

'Madeleine in Church'. Even poems such as 'The Quiet House' which suggest a 
biographical connection, do not make this apparent from 'any more personal quality 
in the writing'. 20 

My aim is not to make a case for direct literary influence between Mew and 
Eliot, nor is it to consider whether Mew or Eliot manifests a greater degree of 
impersonality in their writing. I place their work and issues of poetic impersonality 

and Modernism in the context of gender and the position of early twentieth-century 

women writers. This chapter suggest ways in which men and women poets writing in 

the same period negotiated with ideas of poetic impersonality in strikingly different 

ways. While in the literary canon the male theory of impersonal poetics has survived 

and continues to be a strong influence in literary culture; the female tradition of 
impersonality and indeed literary Modernism has not fared as well. This chapter 

makes a claim for a female poetic Modernism and studies Mew's place within it. 

In part one I study Mew's essay on Emily Brontd to present the issue of 
poetic impersonality as reflected in-Mew's own prose writing. I then discuss briefly 

how Eliot himself discussed impersonality in his prose criticism, and the ftirther 

significance impersonality has for female poetics. I hope to illustrate that Eliot's 

theory of impersonality as presented in his early essays is subject to rigid categories 

" Ibid., 43. 
"Ibid., 43. 
" Ibid., 43. 
'9 Ibid., 43. 
20 Ibid., 43. 
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and perhaps consequently evinces inconsistencies and omissions. Among these 

inconsistencies I include the place of women's writing in Eliot's notion of tradition. 

The main premise in my analysis of the poetry is that as a Modernist woman poet, 

Mew uses the contradictions and ambiguities present in poetic impersonality and 

applies these in ways relevant to her own poetics. In part two, I go on to a critical 

comparison of the poems of Eliot and Mew. I concentrate upon the poetry of Eliot, 

rather than that of Pound, because Eliot expressed and defended the theory of 

impersonality more assiduously in his work. I suggest that in his poetry Eliot is more 

ambiguous in his approach to impersonality and that this ambiguity is used in Mew's 

poetry to highlight issues relevant to female poetics. I discuss Mew's poems in terms 

of the poet's relationship to her art, in the context of the impersonality of the speaker 

in the dramatic monologue, and in the way that impersonality relates to poetic 

subjectivity in the poems and raises issues of self, identity and consciousness in the 

work of Modernist women poets. I hope to illustrate how to a certain extent Mew's 

own conception of Modernism in general and impersonality in particular is. 

influenced by the Romantic tradition which Eliot sought to undermine and from 

which he chose to dissociate his work. The Modernist aspect of Mew's poetry 

sometimes contains the literary memory of the Romantic tradition and it is this 

difference between her work and that of Eliot which perhaps best demonstrates the 

tensions between women's writing and High Modernism of the early twentieth 

century. The main thread of my argument in this chapter is that Mew's poetry is in 

fact a critique of the poetics of impersonality. In her poems she uses the conditions 

of poetic impersonality to identify its shortcomings, particularly in its relation to 

women"s writing. But her work also suggest how women writers can effectively 

manipulate the categories of the impersonal in poetry to establish an alternative 
female literary Modernism. 

Eliot is often vague and contradictory in his own definitions of impersonality 

and my intention is not to impose categories upon Eliot and Pound's own evasions. I 

think it necessary, however, to clarify the different types of poetic impersonality 

which Eliot has cited and which appear in his work as this provides a much needed 
framework in the comparison of his poetry with Mew's. I'locate three particular 

types of personality and negation in the work of both these poets: the personality and 

suppression of the author/poet, the personality and self-effacement of the speaking 
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T of the dramatic monologue, and the very idea of the self and its annihilation 

within the structures of the poem in which it articulates itself. Certainly in each of 

these categories, especially the last two, questions are raised regarding selfhood and 

subjectivity. I hope to address these issues in terms of the particular significance they 

have for female poetics and their bearing on feminist criticism. Some of these 

categories will seem to overlap but I hope to illustrate that personality and 

impersonality are not simply matters of identity and suppression, but a negotiation of 

the terms of the multiple selves and identities which any poem engenders. 

'Pagan Warrior'/s: Charlotte Mew, Emily BronQ and poetic impersona ity 

One of the possible reasons f6r the rise of impersonality at the beginning of 

the twentieth century was the need for poets to screen themselves from the intrusive 

forms of criticism which accompanied the advent of popular psychology. If readers, 

reviewers and critics were reading poetry and novels for confessions, autobiography 

or revelations of the unconscious mind, then authors and poets felt justified in 

distancing themselves from their own work. This also provided the added benefit of 

accounting for any contradictions and discrepancies in the author's work. Eliot 

himself confessed to having 'personal reasons' for affirming his impersonality. 21 

But this defensive manoeuvre of devising a moat of personality between the 

author/poet and the reading public and critics addresses only the practical issue of 

the writer's relationship to his work and not the creative aspect. However reluctant 
both Pound and Eliot were to relinquish the authority and privilege of the author, 

they recognise 'with Yeats that the living person differs from the writing self, and 
differs radically from the personality composed upon the page'. 22 This is an issue 

which, as I have suggested in a previous chapter, is central to female poetics, where 
the relations between the living and writing self is of more critical significance. In 

her introduction to Victorian Women Poets: Writing Against the Heart, 23 Angela 

Leighton outlines the particular problems for women poets and critics negotiating 
the terms of the poetic and private personality: 

" Maud Ellman, The Poetics ofImpersonality: TS. Eliot and Ezra Pound (Sussex: The 
Harvester Press, 1987) p. S. 
22Ibid., p. 3. 
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The problems of biography are especially acute for critics of women's 
writing. Since Wimsatt's formalist rejection of 'the intentional 
fallacy', the sentence of death on the author (Barthes, 1977: 142-8) has 
been widely and wittily pronounced. Yet feminist criticism, by its very 
nature, needs to ask 'Who is the authorT who, far from having to die, 
has not yet been brought to life in the reader's consciousness. For 
these critics, the signature of the woman writer is not a dispensable 
addendum, because, as Nancy Miller points out, only those with a 
sense of importance of their own signature 'can play with not having 
it'(in Hirsch and Keller, 1990: 118). 24 

Leighton's own solution to the dilemma facing the critic of women's writing, 
is to place the author's life and criticism of her work as separate sections which may 
inform each other but not in an interpretative sense: 

The two parts are not necessarily either causally related or obviously 
compatible, but neither are they, therefore, totally unrelated and 
different. The self who lives is not the same as the self who writes, but 
that is not to say that the first is simply irrelevant and "dead" . 

25 

This distinction between 'the self who lives' and 'the self who writes' echoes 
Eliot's distinction between 'the man who suffers' and 'the mind which creates', but 

for Leighton these categories are not as cut and dry as Eliot's, but more ambiguous 

and problematic. 26 Women poets cannot be expected to renounce either the privilege 

or authority of the author (which Eliot and Pound themselves were reluctant to fully 

surrender) since in many cases they were never awarded either the impunity or 

power of the male writer. Furthermore, they cannot be expected to surrender a 
(female) poetic subjectivity which has not been recognised. For women poets, the 

authorial poetic signature is a hard-won privilege and not a luxury which they can 

afford to do without. However, these issues are even further complicated in the case 

of women writers such as Mew where biography interferes with the poetry and can 

often supplant critical study or the work itself. In the case of women writing in and 

at the end of the nineteenth century, as Leighton's own book highlights, there is a 

2' Angela Leighton, Victorian Women Poets: Writing, 4gainst the Heart (Harvester 
Wheatsheaf, 1992). 
24 Ibid., p. 4. 
25 ibid., 

P. s. 
26 T. S. Eliot, SelectedProse of TS. Eliot, ed. Frank Kermode (New York and London: 
Harcourt Brace and Company, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1975), p. 41. 
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particular difference between the person who lives and the poet who writes. Women 

poets were not only conscious of this distinction, they often strove to maintain the 

division to keep the self who lives separate from the self who writes. But in the case 

of women poets more than men these two categories often threaten to blur into each 

other confusing the poet with the personality. It is essential to point out therefore that 

a woman poet's representation of impersonality will be strikingly different from that 

of a male poet, since it addresses the trickier issues of visibility and recognition 

which feminist criticism has to negotiate. 
Since poetry itself is an expression of sensibility and feeling, in the 

nineteenth century it is the sensibility of poetic discourse, rather than its politics or 

aesthetics, that has been seen as the woman poet's particular domain. 27 %at is 

equally notable is that impersonality, to a great extent, has been a recurrent factor in 

women's poetry since, and in some cases earlier than, the nineteenth century. I have 

mentioned in chapter three the significance of nineteenth-century Women poets' use 

of the dramatic monologue and the recurrence of the mask, the picture and the 

mirror. The dramatic monologue serves as protection for the woman poet in dealing 

with issues of social injustice, feminine sexuality, and female subjectivity. It is also 

an important factor in Leighton's own theory that nineteenth-century poets were not 

writing the emotional, romantic verse which was considered to be their domain but a 

poetry of the female imagination; of a subversive and disordered moral and linguistic 

reference - 'writing not from, but against the heart'. 28 This kind of poetic 
imper§onality is emblematic of and indeed a crucial aspect of the work of Victonan 

women poets. I suggest that in her poetry Mew takes this notion of writing 'against 

the heart' Ru-ther than any of her predecessors, yet in Mew's poetics this form of 
impersonality is not a hard-won right or even a desirable function, for Mew's writing 

constantly highlights the danger impersonality poses for women poets. 

Mew's own ideas on impersonality are demonstrated in her acclaimed essay 
29 

on Emily Brontd. 'The Poems of Emily Bronta" which appeared in Temple Bar, in 

August 1904, illustrates Mew's admiration for Bronta's poems, but it also highlights 

" Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 3. 
2SIbid., p. 3. 
29 Mew, CollectedPoems andProse, pp. 356-369. 
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her understanding of the conflict between the woman poet's identity as a person and 

poet, and (ironically) the effect this has upon the popularity and critical reception of 

her work. In 1904, Mew apparently feels that she must defend Brontd from her 

critics and she begins this defence in terms of the poet's personality: 

To those who, holding dear, have formed for themselves any 
conception of that great genius who died "between the finishing of 
labour and the award of praise" the works of Emily Brontd must be 
chiefly interesting as the record of a unique and in some senses 
appalling personality: and it is undeniable that to the majority of those 
readers to whom she is but casually known, this personality - one of 
the most remarkable in the history of modem literature - presents itself 
as repugnant and distasteful. 30 

It is as the author of Wuthering Heights, for Mew, that Brontd's reputation 'as a great 

artist and a repulsive woman' has been based. The dualism present in both of Mew's 

observations on Brontd's personality are striking. She sees Bronta's personality as 

both 'one of the most remarkable in the history of modem literature' and as 

'repugnant and distasteful'; Bronta is both 'a great artist' and 'a repulsive woman'. 

For Mew these categories do not appear to be incompatible and I intend to show that 

the way Mew negotiates these categories lies at the very heart of her own theory of 

poetic impersonality. 

Mew paints a vivid and sentimental portrait of the woman poet who must 

walk the fine line between poverty and household responsibilities but she notes the 

socio-economic aspect of the division between 'the self who lives ... [and] the self 

who writes' and the alternate visibility of one or the other. 31 In this essay it is the 

6violent genius' of Emily the writer that Mew is concerned with. Yet in dealing with 
'the self who writes' Mew highlights for us that for women writers there is not only 
the division into person and poet, but further, more complex divisions within the 

poet herself which relate directly to poetic impersonality. Mew goes on to say: 

it seems little matter for regret that no reliable likeness of Emily exists, 
that our mental presentment is not marred by any inefficient, dubious 
print, that we are bound to construct one for ourselves from the 
masterly notes with which Charlotte has furnished us in the prefaces to 

'0 Ibid., p. 356. 
3 'Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 3. 
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Wuthering Heights and the Posthumous Poems and from the 
suggestive study for which Miss Robinson is responsible. 

But the true - the one original likeness, Emily herself has 
sketched: it is outlined in these slim pages of neglected verse. The 
eyes that watch unweariedly to find 'how very far the morning lies 
away'; the 'chainless soul', the 'quenchless will', the 'savage heart', 
and the 'resentful mood' are mirrored here. 32 

Mew draws a distinction here between the 'reliable likeness' of portraiture, the 

portrait readers and critics gain from prefaces and biographies (her description of A. 

Mary F. Robinson's biography is ambivalent) and the 'original likeness' which 
'Emily herself has sketched' in the poems. Where the 'reliable likeness' is presented 

as a 'dubious print' the 'original likeness' of the poems function as a 'mirror.... The 

poems serve as a mirror for the personality of the author, but this personality is itself 

subject to division: 

Seldom, if ever, seeking intercourse with those around her, and 
impervious to the influence of other minds, she was mainly dependent 
on the material her own imagination could supply. Throughout these 
ideal and impersonal lyrics the individual note is everywhere 
discernible. 33 

For a woman, poetic impersonality serves both as a character trait (an aspect of 

personality itselo and as the source of her creative power. Most significantly neither 

of these elements functions independently of each other; for the woman poet 'self- 

sufficiency and aloofness' are integral to creative productivity just as the 

imagination, as an independent source of creativity, is vital in order to write about 

more than the limited experience of 'the self who lives': 

Rarely does any tranquil or tender human trait soften the brilliance of 
these strange imaginative pictures or relieve their gloom. 34 

For Mew, Brontd's strength as a woman and as a poet are dependent upon each 

other. Her 'violent genius' is both the source and expression of her personality as a 

strong woman; paradoxically this genius is expressed under the conditions of 

32 Mew, Collected Poems and Prose, pp. 35 6-3 5 7. 
33 Ibid., p. 358. 
34jbid., p. 358. 
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impersonality mentioned above. This paradox resolves itself in Mew's following 

representation of Bronta: 

It was with the face of a pagan warrior that she confronted life and met 
death. A pagan above all she was: the centuries of revelation behind 
her seem not to have won a glance of question or of recognition; 
Christianity taking its place with 'the thousand creeds that move 
men's hearts', must have been found with them 'unutterably vain', nor 
does she even momentarily turn from the sin and suffering of 35 humanity to the picture of a suffering but sinless God. 

By presenting Brontd as a 'warrior' Mew is able reconcile her aloofness and her 

passionate temperament into a figure which is both disciplined and aggressive. By. 

identifying her as 'pagan' Mew effectively places her outside the religious orthodoxy 

of man-made 'creeds' and even the orthodoxy of male-centred literary tradition. 
Here Brontd's impersonality, her aloofness and refusal to 'recogni[se]' a 'sinless 

God' place her beyond the pale of critical censure. 
Mew is ready to refute the claim that Brontd's strength automatically gives 

her creativity a male bias, but her reluctance to claim Bronta's intellect as feminine 

is telling: 

It is said that her genius was masculine, but surely it was purely 
spiritual, strangely and exquisitely severed from embodiment and 
freed from any accident of sex. 36 

'[S]evered from embodiment': Mew is not refuting Brontd's feminine creative talent 
but is underlining the impersonality, the universality of her work. Rather than 

concede that all creative output is masculine, Mew here attempts to place it beyond 

gender, so that for the woman writer impersonality allows her to be placed beyond 

the control of Christian orthodoxy, literary tradition and a creativity gendered as 
masculine. 

In the poems impersonality serves as a creative drive for the woman poet. 
Impersonality and the 'material [ofl her own imagination' allow the woman poet not 

merely to recreate in her writing the circumstances of her own life, but award her the 

power of invention and yet we need to know something of the writer's biography to 

judge this: 

's ibid, p. 361. 
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To come upon such a poem as "Remembrance", without the 
knowledge that its author knew absolutely nothing of the passion 
which breathes and bums in every line, would be to lose the 
apprehension of the artistic power of a writer who touched the 
unknown with such an unfaltering hand. 37 

Where the subject matter of poetry is romantic or sentimental, the imagination and 
invention work as well if not (as Mew implies) better upon this typically feminine 

subject matter as does experience: ý 

The two most prominent women poets of the century, Mrs. Browning 
and Christina Rossetti, among whose writings passion, exotic or 
mystical, plays so conspicuous a part, have never surpassed, if they 
have ever equalled, this love-song of a woman who never loved. 38 

Impersonality may be a creative source for women poets but it comes at a price. As 

she goes on to say of Brontd, 'her resolute rejection of human interest and sympathy 
intensified her suffering and in a measure nullified her powers'. 39 Mew's conclusion 
to the essay is particularly significant: 

With the exception of a few weak and early pieces, there is hardly one 
which does not display some sombre and startling beauty - some 
burning thought or delicate ray of fancy - some fine image or 
reflection. Unique in their originality, sincerity and force, they have 
rested alone and almost unnoticed in the lumber room of literature: it 
is time the dust was shaken from them; that they stood forth to speak 
for themselves and their creator in unflinching tones. 

They cannot attract the popular reader; they must assuredly 
dispense with popularity, and possibly with widespread recognition - 
but they will live in the mind of that finer company with whom 
"remembrance makes fame". 40 

For Mew poetic impersonality is a double-edged sword. Impersonality as a character 
trait in a woman poet means that she will be remembered as a monster - 'repugnant 

and distasteful'- and no one will remember her poetry. Although impersonality is 

necessary for the writing of good poetry, it is the poetry itself which must speak for 

the woman poet and not some 'reliable likeness', biography or 'inefficient, dubious 

36 Ibid., p. 363. 
31 Ibid., pp. 364-365. 
"Ibid., p. 365. 
" Aid, P. 368. 
40jhid., p. 369. 
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print'. Therefore although the woman poet relies on impersonality for her inspiration 

and productivity, her poems must '[stand] forth to speak for themselves and their 

creator'; the female poet, on her own is a mere curiosity, but somewhere between her 

'dreary circumstance and despotic temperament A1 her poetry sustains her personality 

-as a mirror and not a portrait. Poetry is not simply an expression of the poet's 

personality, it is the woman poet's only means of exerting some control over the 

representation of her image (and consequently her longevity) in the critical culture. 

Mew feels that Brontd only abandons herself completely in her relationship 
to nature. Brontd's spiritual centre, which is so much more than human sympathy or 

the false comforts of God, is most emphatically expressed in her rendering of the 

forces of nature in her poetry: 

Nature alone might be remembered - its voice regarded - its 
whispering solace heard. Nature, the one subduing and consolatory 
power, she worshipped with all the intense and concentrated passion 
of her soul. It was a guardian -a lover, from which if she were wrested 
she must die. 

Nature under all aspects greeted her always with a face of tireless 
beauty, a breast of wide-sufficing rest. 42 

As I shall show later, Mew's own use of nature in her poetry is far more complex 
I 
and problematic. For Mew nature itself becomes the metaphor for poetic 
imPersonality and its relation to women (in terms of birth and miscarriage) more 

brutal and unrelenting. 
Although, as in Brontd, nature is the creative source of Mew's poem, it is as 

heartless as the exclusionary practices of tradition. Mew's creativity exists in a no- 

man's-land, trapped between insidious tradition and indifferent nature. As an early 
Modernist the significance of nature has changed dramatically for Mew as has the 
importance of love. Mew describes Bronta's 'Remembrance' as 'this love-song of a 

woman who never loved', but Leighton describes Mew as a 'love poet who, at some 
level, has ceased to believe in love9.43 While for men Modernism meant the 
fragmentation of experience, for twentieth-century women literary Modernism 

41 Ibid. $ p. 368. 
42jbid., p. 366. 
43 Mew, Collected Poems and Prose, p. 365; Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 298. 
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brought about a revaluation of the tropes and metaphors and their meaning in terms 

of women's writing. 
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Eliot, impersonality and the female tradition 

Eliot's theory of impersonality is itself a difficult and slippery concept which 

for years literary criticism has struggled to assimilate. The task is made more 
difficult by the inherent contradictions set up between Eliot's poetry and criticism, 

early writing and later work, religious asceticism and Modernist aestheticism. 

Almost all critics working on Eliot and impersonality agree that Eliot's theory is rife 

with contradictions. Kristian Smidt suggests that in spite of Eliot's own censure of 

aesthetic criticism his theory of impersonality itself often comes close to a kind of 

aesthetic mysticism and therefore Eliot's impersonality is inconsistent with the main 

tenets of his critiCiSM. 44 Victor Brombert sees the main problem of impersonality as 

arising from a conflict between Eliot's impersonal aestheticism and personal 

moraliSM. 45 Mowbray Allan suggests that Eliot uses the term personality to mean 

two different things so that in Eliot's criticism there is a distinction between good 

and bad personality in poetry. 46 In Eliot's early criticism, which I am concerned with 

here, Allan sees Eliot's 'destructive analysis of the concept of personality' as an 

attack on the self but 'if, and only if, the self is an irreducible principle';, that is, as an 

essential or original element of experience. 47 Eliot's fear is that the self may come to 

appear more real than the 'external' world and thus he attacks personality in the 

sense of 'a self-conscious point of view'. 48 But Eliot uses the term impersonality 

with unfavourable connotations when referring to Blake in The Sacred Wood (1920): 

It is important that the artist should be highly educated in his own art; 
but his education is ohe that is hindered rather than helped by the 
ordinary processes of society which constitute education for the 
ordinary man. For these processes consist largely in the acquisition of 
impersonal ideas which obscure what we really are and feel, what we 
really want and what really excites our interest. 49 

" Kristian Smidt, Poetry and Belief in the Work of T S. Eliot (London: Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, 1967), pp. 24-25. 
"' Victor Brombert, The Criticism of T S. Eliot: Problems ofan Impersonal Theory of 
Poetry (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1959), p. 33. 
' Mowbray Allan, T S. Eliot's Impersonal Theory ofPoetry (Lewisberg: Bucknell 
University Press, 1974). 
47jbid., p. 72-73. 
481bid., p. 116. 
4' T. S. Eliot, The Sacred Wood- Essays on Poetry and Criticism (London: Metheun, 1960), 
p. 154. 
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More recently, revisionist critics such as Perry Meisel have pointed out the 

contradictions inherent in Eliot's claims for poetic impersonality. 50 Meisel's study 

questions the hegemony of Modernism, challenging in particular Eliot's own 

rendering of High Modernism, inherited from Arnold and presented in 'Tradition 

and the Individual Talent', 51 which explicates the ideals of poetic composition while, 
in Meisel's view, repressing the modes of literary production - inventing 'an 

ideology rather than a mode of criticism. 52 

Meisel believes that contradictions have arisen from Eliot's concealed 

subscription to Walter Pater's own theories of tradition which Eliot attempts to deny 

and conceal in particularly Paterian terms. He further points out that later, in 'The 

Function of Critic ism', Eliot goes on to refute his debt to Pater and reverts to an 
Amoldian philosophy, ftu-ther contradicting his own assertions in 'Tradition and the 
Individual Talent', and complicating his ideas about criticism in the later essay. 
Meisel alerts us to many of the blind-spots and inconsistencies in Eliot's essays, 

which are perhaps understandable in view of the fact that in both essays, to different 

degrees, Eliot's agenda is to undermine and break with a Romantic past. But Eliot is 

simultaneously repressing the fact that his own eagerness to break with the past is 

itself a re-enactment of the Romantic anxiety of distinguishing itself as new and 
different fTom the Renaissance. 53 

It is in 'Tradition and the Individual Talent, that Eliot outlines his theory of 

poetic imperson ity. He proposes that tradition involves a consciousness in the poet 

of a historical sense 'and the historical sense involves a perception not only of the 

pastness of the past, but of its presence". 54 The poet must therefore write with an 

awareness of the literature of Europe as a simultaneous force, the ordering of which 
is tradition and the awareness of which makes a writer traditional. For Eliot no artist 

can be judged on his own; he is always judged in relation to dead writers and artists, 

not merely in historical terms but in aesthetic terms as well. The issue of conformity 

" Perry Meisel, The Myth of the Modern: A Study in British Literature and Criticism after 
1850 (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1987), p. 1. 

Eliot, Selected Prose, p. 41. 
Meisel, The Myth of the Modern, p. 7. 

"Ibid, p. 83. 
54 Eliot, Selected Prose, p. 38. 
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is set aside since the new work of art itself has an influence upon the works of art 

preceding it: 

The existing order is complete before the new work arrives; for order 
to persist after the supervention of novelty, the whole existing order 
must be, if ever so slightly, altered; and so the relations, proportions, 
values of each work of art toward the whole are readjusted; and this is 
conformity between the old and new. Whoever has approved this idea 
of order, of the form of European, of English literature, will not find it 
preposterous that the past should be altered by the present as much as 
the present is directed by the past. 55 

The poet must thus be aware of 'the mind of Europe', 56 be ready to admit 

that this mind is more important than his own, be conscious that the mind of Europe 

is subject to change without abandoning any of the works comprising it, but that this 

change is not 'any improvement'. For Eliot the difference between the present and 

the past is that the present demonstrates a consciousness of the past in a way in 

which it cannot be conscious of the past's awareness of itself. Although Eliot in part 

seems to agree with the dictum that 'much learning deadens or perverts poetic 

sensibility', he is insistent that the poet should develop a consciousness of the past 

and continue to do so through out his career: 'the progress of the artist is a continual 

self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of personality'. Here to define the 'process of 

depersonalisation' Eliot uses the example of the chemical reaction which takes place 

when 'a bit of finely filated platinum is introduced into a chamber containing oxygen 

and sulphur-dioxide'. As Eliot is keen to point out 'It is in this depersonalisation that 

art may be said to approach the condition of science'. 57 

For Eliot, this is one aspect of the theory of impersonality; the other is the 

relation of the poem to its author. Referring to the experiment, Eliot says that the 
difference between the mind of the mature and immature poet is not that the fonner 

has a stronger personality or is more interesting, but rather that the mature poet is a 
'finely perfected medium in which special, or very varied, feelings are at liberty to 

enter into new combinations'. 58 Like the 'finely filated platinum' the poet's mind is 

" Ibid., pp. 3 8-3 9. 
"'Ibid., P. 3 9. 
"Ibid., P. 40. 
"Ibid., p. 4 1. 
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a catalyst which facilitates the combination of the elements of emotion and feelings, 

while itself remaining 'inert, neutral, and unchanged': 

The mind of the poet... may partly or exclusively operate upon the 
experience of the man himself; but, the more perfect the artist, the 
more completely separate in him will be the man who suffers and the 
mind which creates; the more perfectly wili the mind digest and 
transmute the passions which are its material. 59 

In what he later develops into his theory of the 'objective correlative', Eliot suggests 
that the emotions evoked by great poetry are a transmutation of 'feelings, phrases, 
images' which under the influence of the poet's mind create in the reader a new 

emotion or 'unite to form a new compound'. For Eliot 'it is not the 'greatness', the 
intensity, of the emotions, the components, but the intensity of the artistic process, 
the pressure, so to speak, under which the fusion takes place, that counts'. As he 

goes on to say: 

Poetry is not a turning loose of emotion, but an escape from emotion; 
it is not the expression of personality but the escape from personality. 
But, of course only those who have personality and emotions know 
what it means to want to escape from these things. 60 

In conclusion impersonal poetry can only be written by a poet who dedicates himself 

to the task and who is aware of his role in a living tradition. 
The aspects of Eliot's essay which I think are of significance and underline 

his discomfort with-the literary culture he was working in, are his need to purge 

poetry and the creative process of emotion, his need to use scientific experiments 

and terminology as a validation of his theory regarding the creative process, and his 

concept of tradition. Eliot's view of emotion is ambivalent; he alternately declares, 

4great poetry may be made without the direct use of any emotion whatever', 'it is not 
the "greatness", the intensity, of the emotions.... that counts', 61 'the business of the 

poet is ... to express feelings which are not in actual emotions at all', 'poetry is not a 

turning loose of emotion, but, an escape from emotion', 62, the emotion of art is 

"'Ibid., p. 4 1. 
' Ibid., P. 4 1; 43. 
61 Ibid., p. 41. 
62 Ibid., P. 43. 
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63 64 impersonal'. Emotion in poetry may be'a new art emotion or'significant 

emotion'. 
65 

Eliot's insistence upon diminishing the value of emotion in poetry has been 

read as a reaction to the Romantic tradition of poetry and his easy dismissal of 

Wordsworth's definition of poetry as 'emotion recollected in tranquillity', certainly 

confirms this. Angela Leighton's suggestion that in the Romantic tradition emotion 

or sensibility was considered to be the particular domain of women poets, 

precipitated by 'the exclusion of money, sex, power and, as it were, imaginative 

insensibility from the poetic consciousness of women', 66 underlines the deeper 

implications of Eliot's dictum. Cassandra Laity's view (which I refer to again later) 

that Eliot was determined to break with the effeminacy of the Romantic tradition - of 

both male and female poets working in the tradition - is also significant here. 67 

Eliot's project is simultaneously a 'depersonalisation' and a 'defeminisation' of 

poetry. By undermining and eradicating emotion from poetry, Eliot is also 

attempting to remove the stain of the feminine from the creative process. For Eliot 

emotion in poetry is a synthetic rather than an emotional construct; as he propounds 

in his theory of the 'objective co-relative', it is the association of images which act 

as visual triggers to suggest emotion that marks a truly great work of art. The 

impersonality of the poet and the creative process ensure this. Eliot seeks not to 

purge emotion from poetry, but suggests a subtle method of bringing emotion safely 

under the control of the intellect. His intention is to remove the emotional gush, the 

lyric ego, the unfettered T of the Romantic poet. But ag we shall see, the dismissal 

of this T, the speaking poetic voice, itself has a serious significance for women 

poets. 

This 'defeminisation' becomes more apparent in terms of Eliot's use of 

scientific terminology to illustrate his argument. F. W. Bateson finds the reference to 

the 'finely filated platinum' not only unnecessary but an 'annoying and 

63 Ibid., p. 44. 
"Ibid., P. 43. 
65jbid., p. 44. 
"Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 3. 
6' Cassandra Laity, H. D. and the Victorian Fin de Sikle: Gender, Modernism and 
Decadence (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996). 
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embarrassing' digression. 68 But, of course, one of the reasons for Eliot's use of this 

'notorious episode' is the need to reinvent the creative process in rational, scientific, 

but above all, masculine terms. His continued reference to emotion and feeling as 

'elements' and creative association as 'the particles... which unite to form a new 

compound' present the writing of poetry as a chemical reaction in which every factor 

can be accounted for and all that is irrelevant is discarded 
. 
69 This drive to equate 

impersonality with rationality is echoed in Pound's description of impersonality as 'a 

sort of inspired mathematics which gives us equations, not for abstract figures, 

triangles, spheres and the like, but equations for the human emotions'. 70 

Eliot's concept of tradition too is problematic, for though he views tradition 

as an organic whole susceptible to change and influenced by new works of art, he 

neither defines what this tradition includes, nor does he seem able to countenance 
that the conditions of change which he locates upon the supervention of a new work 

should be equally brought about by women writers and writers of colour. In 'The 

Metaphysical Poets', we become acquainted with Eliot's delineation of categories 

within the tradition. Eliot's view of tradition is essentially a divided one: 

The difference is not simply a degree of difference between poets. It 
has something which has happened to the mind of England between 
the time of Donne or Lord Herbert of Cherbury and the time of 
Tennyson and Browning; it is the difference between the intellectual 
poet and the reflective poet. Tennyson and Browning are poets, and 
they think; but they do not feel their thoughts as immediately as the 
odour of a rose. A thought to Donne was an experience; it modified 
his sensibility. 71 

As Eliot goes on to suggest, it is this 'dissociation of sensibility' beginning in the 

seventeenth century from which English poetry 'ha[s] never recovered'. 
Therefore, although the new poet must be 'set,... among the dead' for his 

work to have any value, the tradition against which he is judged is neither gender- 

neutral nor liberal. Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar have suggested that Eliot's 

view of tradition and his undermining of English writing since the seventeenth 

" F. W. Bateson, 'T. S. Eliot: Impersonality Fifty Years After', Southern Review 3 (July 
1969), pp. 630-9. 
'Eliot, SelectedProse, p. 41. 
" Ezra Pound, The Spirit ofRomance (London: Faber, 1910), p. S. 
7' Eliot, Selected Prose, pp. 59-67; 64. 
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century, serve a darker purpose when applied to the gender politics of the canon: 

'[S]uch a consecration of an "orthodox" tradition .... erases the history associated 

with the entrance of women into the literary marketplace'. 72 They add: 

Moreover, the Eliotian theory (propounded in "Tradition and the 
Individual Talenf') that poetry involves "an escape from emotion" and 
an "escape from personality" constructs ah implicitly masculine 
aesthetic of hard, abstract, learned verse that is opposed to the 
aesthetic of soft, effusive, personal verse supposedly written by 
women and the Romantics. 73 

As Nancy K. Gish has pointed out, 'Eliot's "tradition" was European, white 

and male'. 74 In his representation of tradition as the dynamic part played by the past 
in the creation of any poem in the present and the equal and opposite role of the 

present in retrospective reorganisation the past, Eliot's position regarding women 

writers remains at best ambiguous. This is particularly ironic since the 'ideal order' 

of a male literary tradition was specifically transformed by 'new work[s] of art' 

created by female Modernists. 75 More than a cultural blindspot, Eliot's exclusion of 

women') s writing from his notion of both tradition and the, 'new work of art' 

suggests a deliberate erasure or concealment of women's writing which he 

considered 'a threat and a challenge'. 76 But as Gish suggests Eliot's inability to 

forget the gender of the women writers whom he did admire belies his own theories 

regarding tradition: 

His insistence on this fact effectively contradicts his'own argument; it 
both asserts an alternative writing outside the 'tradition' of the poets 
whose gender can be forgotten and foregrounds [women writers] 
shared exclusion from that writing as well. 77 

Cassandra Laity too has argued that Modernism's rebellion against 
Romanticism is explicitly gendered. In her, book, H. D. and the Victorian Fin de 

" Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar. No Man's Land: The Place of the Woman Writer in 
the Twentieth Century, Vol. 1. The War of the Words (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1988), p. 154. 
"Ibid., p. 154. 
' Nancy Gish, 'T. S. Eliot' in The Gender ofModernism, ed. Bonnie Kime Scott 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990), pp. 139-143 . " Gilbert and Gubar, No Man's Land, p. 162. 
76 Gish, 'T. S. Eliot', p. 140. 
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78 Siecle, Laity argues for a specifically female Modernism, derived from H. D. 's 

embracing of and continuation of Decadent Romanticism, based upon the figures of 

the demonicfemmefatale and the effeminate androgyne of Aestheticism. Laity 

suggests that Pound and Eliot's masculinised Modernist poetics of impersonality 

was in part a response to the threatening figure of the overpowering literary 

'foremother', and thus the Modernist poet severs his connection both with the 

maternal and the feminine. 79 In Modernist poetics the figure of thefýmmefatale is 

replaced 'in favour of a more passive, "aesthetic" female body'. As Laity points out: 

Reacting against the very real threat of a poetic legacy that valorised 
the feminine "I", male theorisers of early Modernism socially 
constructed the Decadent past as a ruinous form of feminine writing 
embletarnized by the seductive siren song of thefemmefatale or the 
sexually ambiguous male Aesthete. 80 

Laity's view of alternative Modemisms, which are perceived as a threat and 

suppressed by the male critical culture, accounts for a great deal of the male 
Modernist poet's reluctance to address issues of gender and see women poets as part 

of the new emerging poetics. Modernists were attempting to break with the past and 

attempting to ferninise their Romantic literary heritage in order to do so. But they 

also perceived the feminine as a threat, both in the figure of the devouring Decadent 

femmefatale and the woman poet (H. D., Katherine Mansfield, Rende Vivien) who 

sought to retain the power of this figure in a new female Modernism. 

But what are the practiCal implications of impdrs6nality for women writing 

Modernism? Are the categories of poetic impersonality simply a means of 

suppressing and silencing the woman poet, or is she able to manipulate its terms and 

use them to her own advantage? In this next section I intend to show the import 

impersonality has for the lives, as well as the work, of women writers and suggest 
that far from being a male invention, impersonality is a factor that women have been 

addressing in their work for the last two centuries. 

77jbid., p. 142. 
7' Laity, H. D. and the Victorian Fin de Si6cle, p. 4-5 
79 Ibid., p. 4. 
"' Ibid., pp. 5; xii. 
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'Bury your heart': the woman poet and poetic impersonality 

In 'Fame' (CPP: 2-3), Mew sets up an opposition between the stifling 

society of the literary world and the 'great silences and spaces'(CPP: 2) of nature - 
the latter represented as the world of creative inspiration. The narrator is typically 
disdainful of 'the over-heated house'(CPP: 2) and this interior sphere of faces and 

voices is constructed in terms of opposites and reflections. The narrator sees herself 

(as though reflected in a miffor) 'smirking and speaking rather loud'(CPP: 2), 

mimicking the posturing of 'the people who are always on my stair'(CPP: 2), but not 

getting it quite right. There is a distinct division here between artist and art, celebrity 
and creativity - 'Where no one fits the singer to his song', and between author and 

spectacle, deliberate artistry and the genuine article - 'Or sifts the unpainted from the 

painted faces / Of the people who are always on my stair' (CPP: 2). The speaker can 
only compare this world of masks and chatter to the 'heavenly places' of her silent 
inspiration and the poem moves out of the drawing room into the wilderness of 

poetic creativityý. The shift however coincides with a major question: would this 

effortless abandonment of the house of Fame be as easy if the speaker knew that 

upon her return it would not be there waiting for her: 

But could I spare 
In the blind earth's great silences and spaces, 

The din, the scuffle, the long stare 
If I went back and it was not there? 

(CPP: 2) 

The speaker is taking a risk in leaving, for now even 'the long stare' of the public 
gaze, however seemingly disdained, seems a safer option than the indifference of 
'the blind earth's great silences and spaces'. This indifference is echoed in the 
following section which underlines the speaker's affinity for the exterior world of 
natural creation and poetic creativity. This affinity is undermined by the natural 
world's unconcern for human endeavour: 

Back to the old known things that are the new, 
The folded glory of the gorse, the sweet-briar air, 
To the larks that cannot praise us, knowing nothing of what we do 

And the divine, wise trees that do not care. 
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(CPP: 2) 

At this point in the poem Fame is re-figured from a house to a woman; the 

literary culture is no longer an edifice but takes on the aspect of a desired woman: 

Yet, to leave Fame, still with such eyes and that bright hair! 
God! If I might! And before I go hence 

Take in her stead 
To our tossed bed, 

One little dream, no matter how small, how wild. 
(CPP: 2-3) 

Fame is now the speaker's lover. Eyes and hair recur throughout Mew's work as the 

representations of passionate desire; a desire which 'everywhere in Mew stands in 

opposition to the dream'. 81 Therefore, if the speaker figures Fame as the beloved, 

then in Mew's rationale this is a relationship that is thwarted from the outset. For 

Mew, sexual desire is never fulfilled and in depicting Fame as the beloved she is 

essentially dissociating herself from its implications. Of course, as in all other 
depictions of frustrated desire, this too costs the speaker dearly, but the decision has 

already been made - 'Yet, to leave Fame... '- and a replacement is already imagined. 

This is probably one Mew's least painful renderings of unfulfilled desire since what 

the speaker wants in Fame's stead is 'One little dream, no matter how small, how 

wild', and by the end of the poem she seems to find this: 

Just now, I think I found it in a field, under a fence - 
A frail, dead, new-born lamb, ghostly and pitiful and white, 

A blot upon the night, 
The moon's dropped child! 

(CPP: 3) 

The 'Just now' at the beginning of this section is characteristic of Mew's 

reluctance to own or hold any substantial treasure for all her yearning. Even the 
language of realisation and finding in her poems is that of loss and absence. The 

'little dream' remains just that -a dream. It is this creature, inspiration for the 
imagination, who is cherished rather than Fame who, oddly in this poem is 

represented in very corporeal terms - the overheated house full of chattering guests, 

" Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 297. 
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the beloved with 'such eyes and that bright hair! ' rather than in the more 

conventional language of ephemerality. The 'frail, dead, new-born lamb' is rendered 
in equivocal terms, the materiality of the lamb contrasting sharply with its image 

'ghostly and pitiful and white'(CPP: 3). It is product of nature, yet dead: in a world of 

creation and life it is a mis-creation, a miscarriage, an abortion of creativity. 
However, in an ironic twist, this 'moon's dropped child' is also the inspiration for 

the poem - it represents the creative drive behind the poem. It is this, rather than 

Fame, that the speaker desires; she is willing to leave Fame in pursuit of the dream. 

This dream then reveals itself to be aborted creativity. And yet in this powerful 

symbol of miscarried birth, this 'blot upon the night' Mew finds the inspiration for 

her poetry. In a twisted way it is this lack of fecundity, this defeated motive that is 

the basis of Mew's writing, for her creativity is a product of desi re and loss. 

In terms of impersonality this poem is significant in three respects. It features 

fame and celebrity in terms of interiority, as the beloved, and it constructs poelic 

creativity as exterior and detached. Of these three, it is the last that is most relevant. 
The narrator expresses desire and regret for the loss of fame, or rather the beloved 

who is a figuration of fame, but Mew's representation of the dead lamb does not 

simply correspond to the contours of desire and loss. The representation of the lamb 

as 'a dream' adds to the hallucinatory effect of the image which, though a symbol of 

untimely death, inspires the poet with a creative urge rather than pity or sorrow. The 

narrator's detachment from the image of the lamb contrasts with her regret at the loss 

of recognition and the beloved, but it is not seen as incongruous. The poem itself in 

its move from inside to outside - and the corresponding feeling of liberation and 

escape this offers the narrator - sustains the position that the detachment, associated 

with nature (and reflected in the indifference of nature to human affairs) and 

coincident with creativity, is to be preferred to both the 'overheated house' and 
'tossed bed' of poetic personality or fame. In fact in the house of fame, the poet's 

own detachment from herself - 'I see myself among the crowd'(CPP: 2) - and the 
imminence of her departure - 'but not for long'(CPP: 2) - already indicate that the 

narrator is aware that personality and the fame that it brings with it is an illusion, a 

mask, while the experience of creative inspiration, even in the guise of aborted 

creation, is both detached and genuine. 
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In 'The Function of Criticism', Eliot draws a specific and loaded distinction 

between the inside and outside ('terms which provide unlimited opportunity for 

quibbling' ). 82 With reference to Middleton Murry's relation between Catholicism 

and Classicism in literature as 'stand[ing] for the principle of unquestioned spiritual 

authority outside the individual', Eliot is quick to associate the outside with his 

notion of tradition and the inside with the 'Inner Voice'. This 'Inner Voice' is 

associated with 'Doing as one likes', 'Whiggery', 83 the Romantic 'inner voice' and 

Protestant interiority. 84 For Eliot, the 'Inner Voice' and the 'inside' are inextricably 

linked with individualism, Romanticism and personality, while the outside is linked 

to classicism and the idea of 'Outside Authority' in poetry and criticism, as well as 

the synthesising and metamorphosing tradition which he promotes. 85 

Mew's poem redresses Eliot's association of the inside and the 'inner voice' 

with the personal and the outside and 'authority outside the individual'86 with the 

impersonal in poetry. Certainly Eliot perceives male tradition as the (male) poet's 

voice being a part of something larger 'outside' himself as suggested by his remark 

'the mind of Europe... which he learns in time to be much more important than his 

87 own private mind. But Mew disrupts Eliot's use of the terms and in this poem 

uses 'inside' to mean literary culture and 'outside' to mean nature. The impersonality 

of the latter means not simply the poet's impersonality. Mew's poem suggests that 

this outside authority is not tradition or criticism, but the impersonality of nature 
itself. In aligning the inside with critical culture and tradition Mew is highlighting 

not only the gentleman's club privileges which the tradition affords male writers, but 

also that women are outside this cloistered tradition. This does not however 

automatically align women with nature, for nature itself is impersonal. Thus Mew's 

notion of impersonality differs from Eliot in yet another way. Though her poem 

echoes the pathetic fallacy of the Romantic tradition, nature is not a benign force, 

nor does it simply serve to heighten the poet's mood or musings. Nature creates and 

aborts with no regard for human thought or feeling. In this poem Mew is both re- 

" Eliot, Selected Prose, p. 70. 
13 Ibid., pp. 70,72,70,73. 
" Meisel, The Myth ofthe Modern, p. 83. 
: 'Eliot, Selected Prose, p. 72. 
'Ibid., P. 70. 

17 Ibid., p. 39. 
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imaging the Romantic poetic function of Nature while countering any ready 

alignment of her poem with the impersonality of male Modernism. For the woman 

poet who is so often perceived to be standing on the threshold, inner and outer, 

nature and tradition can be equally problematic. It is she herself who, from the 

corporeality of the dead lamb, must forge the image of 'the moon's dropped child'. 

In 'Fame' the poet's impersonality or detachment turns the aborted lamb into 

the means of inspiration. 'Saturday Market'(CPP: 33) suggests that the poet not only 

maintain her distance from her inspiration, but also remain detached from the 

product of her creativity itself. 'Saturday Market' is one of Mew's less typical 

poems. Deviating from her characteristically sophisticated if sometimes strained 

rhythm and metre, the poem follows a sing-song (almost nursery-rhyme) rhythm 

with every alternate line rhyming. It is also a poem which abandons the narrative 

voice of the dramatic monologue and yet the poetic voice is not the author's own. 
The curious often disquieting effect lies in the malicious relish with which the poem 
is delivered. Apart from the child-like rendition of the wares available at the market, 
the poem is essentially about humiliation and loss. The person addressed in the poem 
has returned from the market after revealing something which establishes her own 
fall from grace. The speaker adopts a vocabulary of pregnancy, miscarriage, abortion 

or murder: 

What were you showing in Saturday Market 
That set it grinning from end to end 

Girls and gaffers and boys of twenty-? 
Cover it close with your shawl, my friend- 

Hasten you home with the laugh behind you, 
Over the down -, out of sight, 

Fasten your door though no one will find you 
No one will look on a Market night. 

See, you, the shawl is wet, take out from under 
The red dead thing - In the white of the moon 

On the flags does it stir again? Well, and no wonder! 
Best make an end of it; bury it soon. 

(CPP: 33) 
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It is remarkable how 'The red dead thing' is reminiscent of the lamb in 'Fame'- 

'ghostly and pitiful and white' even in spite of the contrast in appearance. Angela 

Leighton who reads 'Saturday Market' as the key to the 'idea of empty-handedness 

which is fundamental in Mew's poetic vision' suggests that (rather than a story of 

abortion and a fall) the poem is a metaphoric statement in which the woman buries 

'not a child but her own heart'. 88 This idea of the woman destroying her heart and 
for 'a creativity which is altogether heart-free' supports the argument of Leighton's 

book that nineteenth-century women poets were subversively writing against the 

heart and all that signifies in terms of the feminine: 

However 'inhuman' and death-dealing the action, to pluck out the heart, 
to turn the red of passion into the cold 'white of the moon', is to be dead 
and buried, but for a reason. The 'white world' of the imagination is not 
exactly heartless, but it can be gained only after the poet has lost her 
heart. 89 

Leighton's reading of the 'red, dead thing' as the heart is valid especially in 

view of the opening lines of the poem, 'Bury your heart in some deep green 
hollow' and the following lines: 

There's never a one in the town so sure of sleeping 
As you, in the house on the down with a hole in your breast. 

(CPP: 33) 

Yet the earlier depiction of the humiliation at the Market with its connotations 

of an unwanted pregnancy and imagery of abortion and spilt blood certainly 

suggest other forms of death - miscarriage and murder. The second stanza of 
the poem seems to support this: 

In Saturday Market there's eggs aplenty 
And dead-alive ducks with their legs tied down, 

Grey old gaffers and boys of twenty- 
Girls and the women of the town- 

Pitchers and sugar-sticks; ribbons and laces, 
Posies and whips and dicky-birds' seed, 

Silver pieces and smiling faces, 

" Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 294. 
"Ibid., p. 294. 
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In Saturday Market they've all they need. 
(CPP: 33) 

The items that are available in Saturday Market are significant - eggs and seed, 

ribbons and laces, and even men and women. Apart from being 'the familiar 

coinage of moral double-dealing', 190 these things represent creativity and in the 

gruesome image of 'dead-alive ducks with their legs tied down', restraint. 
Though you may buy eggs at the market, the creatoi of these is 'dead-alive' 

and tied up; though one may buy a posie, one may also buy ribbons and laces 

to tie it up. Everywhere in the market, creativity is constrained and restricted. 
What is painfully significant in this poem is the complete derision with which 
the market views the subject of the poem and the indifference to what is for 

her an agonising experience: 'In Saturday Market nobody cares'. 
If we accept this reading of the poem, then 'the red dead thing' takes on 

a different meaning - it is not simply a literal abortion or the murder of the 

heart. It is an abortion of creativity. The poet has taken her work - her creation, 
her heart - to Saturday Market and has received only ridicule and humiliation. 

The result is a miscarriage of art and the burying of the poet's shame. She is 

advised to abandon her creative drive all together; without the sanction of the 

market - its 'Silver pieces and smiling faces' creativity is a 'red dead thing'. 

Like the lamb in 'Fame', the 'red dead thing' is a dream which is lost, but this 
loss is far more excruciating in 'Saturday Market'. Even though it is again 

paradoxically the creative force behind the poem, it is the product of rather 
than the inspiration for the poet's creativity. The loss in this poem is not that of 
the beloved object or even the dreani: it is the loss of the self through the 

miscarriage of creativity. 'Saturday Market' is an allegorical lesson for the 

poet, a warning to maintain her impersonality, her detachment, even from her 

own creation, if she is to survive the censure of the literary market. This 

explains the ambiguity of the speaking voice, for though it is harsh and 

cynical, it is certainly not the voice of the market. It is the voice of the self, the 
internal voice that speaks of self-doubt, failure and self-loathing, translated 
here into one of Mew's strangest allegorical poems. 

" Ibid., p. 293. 
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This poem highlights the different kinds of impersonality at work 

within the framework of poetic production. The poem speaks of the 

impersonality of the literary market-place, and recommends on one level that 

the poet 'bury her heart' and be impersonal. Like Christina Rossetti's 'Goblin 

Market', Mew recognises in this poem that the literary market-place is a 
dangerous place for women. In Mew's poem, in selling one's wares in the 

market, women are subject to the same 'mystified economy' and also to the 

possibility of degradation. 91 The lesson in this poem is that the poet should use 
her impersonality as a strategy and a form of protection, but the speaking voice 

of the poem is itself too impersonal, unsympathetic to and detached from the 

pain of the woman it is addressing. The nursery-rhyme rhythm of the poem 

underlines this impersonality, and the mockery that arises in the speaker and 

the market-folk is not active interference but the cruelty of indifference. This 

poem does not advocate impersonality for, in its deliberate harshness, it 

ironizes its own voice and forces the reader to read against the grain. In spite 

of the impersonality of its actors, speaker and structure, Mew's poem 

essentially creates a feeling of sympathy for the prospective saleswoman, while 

emphasising the injustice inherent in the impersonality of literary creation and 

criticism. It is suggestive that the addressee in thepoem is a woman who'is 

expected to be impersonal and 'heart'-less, in a literary market-place which is 

indifferent and uncaring. Such a reading is complicated by the fact that the 

poem is written by a woman in a voice, quite heartless in itself, which reveals 

the 'hollow' or 'hole' left by such indifference. If indeed the speaking voice in 

this poem can be read as the critical 'inner voice' as I have suggested above, 

then this is a reversal of Eliot's idea of the 'inner voice' as self-indulgent and, 
in fact, implies that, especially for women, the inner voice can be critical and 
disabling, rather than pandering to the notion of 'doing as one likes'. 92 Mew is 

dramatising the inner voice as problematic for women writers for whom it 

thwarts creativity; yet this inner voice is the internalised voice of the outer 

world (the market-place). Although in 'Fame' nature is indifferent, it provides 

"' Isobel Armstrong, Victorian Poetry: Poetry, Poetics and Politics (London and New York: 
Routledge, 1993), p. 349. 
"' Eliot, Selected Prose, p. 71. 
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the poet (however macabre it may seem) with the gift of inspiration in the form 

of the dead lamb. In 'Saturday Market' the market is a man-made system of 
imposed values of barter and exchange. The indifference of the market, and 

therefore the tone of the poem, is tinged with malice, made more unbearable 
because it is both exclusionary and internalised. As Mew's poem illustrates, 

the categories of inside and outside are more complex for women writers for 

whom these categories blur and threaten to collapse into each other. 

'should I have the right to smile? ': gender and impersonality in the dramatic 
monologue 

The concept of impersonality appears in the poetry of both Mew and Eliot 

not only in terms of the poet's negotiation and use of poetic impersonality but also in 

their personae, the speakers of the dramatic monologue. In many of Mew's poems 

impersonality as a character trait is represented by the speaker who maintains his 

own indifference with a sense of discomfiture that reflects the unease of the poem 

and the instability of the impersonality it depicts. 

Mew's 'Monsieur Qui Passe'(CPP: 3 8-3 9) and Eliot's 'Portrait of a Lady', 93 

are both dramatic monologues. The obvious difference between the two poems is 

that one is about the speaker's encounter with a fallen woman while the other is 

about the speaker's on-going relationship with a society hostess. The speaker in both 

poems is male and in both he is outlining the circumstances of his meeting, 

presenting us with the women's speech in quotation marks. In 'Monsieur Qui Passe', 

(which I have also discussed in detail in chapter two) the tone of the poem suggests 
that the speaker is relating to another man in a rather unsavoury manner the story of 

a meeting with a woman which he had expected to lead to a sexual encounter. The 

speaker tells of his meeting the woman in a very low-life setting and taking her for a 

walk: 

A purple blot against the dead white door 
In my friend's rooms, bathed in their vile pink light, 
I had not noticed her before 
She snatched my eyes and threw them back at me: 

91 T. S. Eliot, Collected Poems 1909-1962 (London: Faber and Faber, 1963), pp. 18-22. 
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She did not speak till we came out into the night, 
Paused at this bench beside the kiosk on the quay. 

(CPP: 38) 

The woman speaks to the man, but he dismisses her story, repeating only fragments 

of her conversation: 

God knows precisely what she said - 
I left to her the twisted skein, 
Though here and there I caught a thread, - 
Some thing at first, about 'the lamps along the Seine, 
And Paris, with that witching card of spring 
Kept up her sleeve, - why you could see 
The trick done on these freezing winter nights! 
While half the kisses of the Quay - 
Youth, hope, - the whole enchanted string 
Of dreams hung on the Seine's long line of lights. ' 

(CPP: 38) 

But this rather innocuous speech suddenly intensifies as the woman tries to 

communicate something intimate to the man: 

Then suddenly she stripped, the very skin 
Came off her soul, -- a mere girl clings 
Longer to some last rag, however thin, 
When she has shown you - well - all sorts of things: 
'If it were daylight - oh! one keeps one's head - 
But fourteen years! - No one has ever guessed - 
The whole thing starts when one gets to bed - 
Death? - If the dead would tell us they had rest! 
But your eyes held it as I stood by the door - 
One speaks to Christ - one tries to catch his garments hem - 
One hardly says as much to Him - no more: 
It was not you, it was your eyes -I spoke to them. ' 

(CPP: 39) 

Though we are told what the woman says, her speech is presented to us in the words 

of a man who is not interested and who, in his shock at the fact of her revelation, 
fails to tell the listener what it is she has so eagerly confided in him. We only get the 

consequence of her secret - fourteen years of waiting, the tortured nights and the 
doubt of peace in death - but not the secret itselE The woman has mistaken the man 
for a saviour, which he clearly is not. She has left herself open to ridicule. The man 
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though, does not reveal to us how he responds to the woman's confession but only 

her reaction to that response: 

She stopped like a shot bird that flutters still, 
And drops and tires to run again, and swerves. 

(CPP: 39) 

Whatever the woman's appeal to the speaker may have been, it is completely and 

even cruelly rebuffed by him. His immediate impulse is to stereotype and 
institutionalise her. 'The story should end in some walled house upon a hill', but we 

are uncertain as to whether this 'walled house' is an asylum, a penitentiary or a home 

for fallen women, as we are not privy to her secret. The only way in which the man 

relates to the woman, is in terms of her sexuality, with only a tinge of regret that the 

encounter was what notwhat he had expected - 'But she had hair! - blood dipped in 

gold; ... / Some sort of beauty once, but turning yellow getting old'(CPP: 39). Finally 

he dismisses her, his misogyny apparent in the final lines - 'Pouah! These women 

and their nervesU God! But the night is cold' (CPP: 39). 

The setting in 'Portrait of a Lady' is the woman's own drawing room: 

And four wax candles in the darkened room, 
Four rings of light upon the ceiling overhead, 
An atmosphere of Juliet's tomb 
Prepared for all the things to be said, or left unsaid. 

(CP: 18) 

Yet this is essentially a set piece - 'You have the scene arrange itself--- as it will 

seem to do ---' of which the hostess has the central role. 'The dead white door' of 
Mew's poems, which foreshadows the failure of the meeting which the woman had 

imagined to be 'the doorway of the dream', is echoed here in the 'atmosphere of 
Juliet's tomb'. The relationship here (as in Shakespeare's play) is destined to fail 

owing to miscommunication and misplaced good intentions. 

In this poem too, the speech of the woman is presented to us in quotation 

marks, filtered through the consciousness of an uninterested male listener. As in the 

previous poem, this quoting in effect undermines the women' s speech. -The framing 

of the women's speech by a male consciousness means that it is filtered to us 
through his editorial control, but also that the woman occupies a diminished 
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subjective status in the poem. Having begun with a remark about general things - in 

this case a Chopin prelude - the woman turns to more intimate matters: 

'You do not know how much they mean to me, my friends, 
And how, how rare and strange it is, to find 
In a life composed so much, so much of odds and ends, 
(For indeed I do not love it ... you knew? You are not blind! 
How keen you are! ) 
To find a friend who has these qualities, 
Who has, and gives 
Those qualities upon which friendship lives. 
How much it means that I say this to you - 
Without these friendships - life, what cauchemarV 

(CP: 18-19) 

Although here the woman has no secret to divulge, her attempt at establishing the 

foundation for an intimate friendship echoes that of the woman in Mew's poem. The 

appeal made by the woman in Mew's poem to the speaker's eyes - "'... your eyes 
held it as I stood by the door It was not you, it was your eyes -I spoke to 

them .. (CPP: 44) is echoed by the woman in Eliot's poems in her assertion '... you 
knew? You are not bfindU How keen you areV (CP: 18). Both women attribute to the 

men a vision and perception which they do not possess. Their mistaken identification 

of the men as confidantes leads them into intimacies which the men find 

embarrassing. The men would prefer to take these relationships in a more 

conventional way. The speaker in Mew's poem sees the meeting with the woman as 

a sexual opportunity, while the more reserved speaker of Eliot's poem is only able to 

deal with the niceties of sbCial intercourse which re-affirm a passive masculinity 

conforming to social norms: 

- Let us take the air, in a tobacco trance, 
Admire the monuments, 
Discuss the late events, 
Correct our watches by the public clocks. 
Then sit for half an hour and drink our bocks. 

(CP: 19) 

This contrasts sharply with the women's behaviour which is perceived by 

both men in terms of violent self-mutilation. During their second meeting in April, 
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the lady of Eliot's poem disturbs his composure by inadvertently betraying her 

emotions: 

Now that lilacs are in bloom 
She has a bowl of lilacs in her room 
And twists one in her fingers while she talks. 
'Ah, my friend, you do not know, you do not know, 
What life is, you who hold it in your hands'; 
(Slowly twisting the lilac stalks) 
'You, let it flow from you, you let it flow,, 
And youth is cruel and has no remorse 
And smiles at situations which it cannot see. ' 
I smile, of course, 
And go on drinking tea. 

(CP: 20) 

The speaker sees the lady's tearing of the lilac stalks as a threat to himself, but from 

the woman's rather mournful speech it is apparent that she feels it is herself who is 

being destroyed and that somehow the man is implicated. This is similar to the 

action of the girl in Mew's poem - 'Then suddenly she stripped, the very skin/ Came 

off her soul' - emphasising the violence with which the men see the women 

revealing themselves to their own reluctant gaze. The men feel threatened and even 

morally outraged: 

-a mere girl clings 
Longer to some last rag, however thin, 
When she has shown you - well - all sorts of things: 

(CPP: 39) 

The speeches of the two women are strikingly similar and the preoccupations with 

youth, spring and Paris suggests a further link between these women. Certainly the 
lady's reference to her buried life suggests the secrecy and urge to divulge it that is 

contained at the heart of Mew's poem: 

'Yet with these April sunsets, that somehow recall 
My buried life, and Paris in the Spring, 
I feel immeasurably at peace, and find the world 
To be wonderful and youthful after all. ' 

(CP: 20) 

... 'the lamps along the Seine, 
And Paris, with that witching card of spring 
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Kept up her sleeve, - why you could see 
The trick done on these freezing winter nights! 
While half the kisses of the Quay - 
Youth, hope, - the whole enchanted string 
Of dreams hung on the Seine's long line of lights. ' 

(CPP: 39) 

But the man in Eliot's poem is impervious to his hostess's overtures: 

The voice returns like the insistent out-of-tune 
Of a broken violin of an August afternoon: 
'I am always sure that you understand 
My feelings, always sure that you feel, 
Sure that across the gulf you reach your hand. 

(CP: 20) 

The relationship is doomed to failure for, although the young man is unable to 

extricate himself from the situation, he is not in a position to dismiss the lady as 

easily as the speaker in Mew's poem. Yet he remains fully aware that he is unable to 

reciprocate her offer of friendship: 'How can I make cowardly amends/ For what she 
has said to meT (CP: 20). The social conventions binding this situation are stricter 

and when he finally does take his leave for good there is a conventional reason for 

his departure. Once again it is the lady who recognises that the relationship has not 
developed as expected and the regret is all her own. The end of Eliot's poem is 

reminiscent of Mew's: 

Well! and what if she should die some afternoon, 
Afternoon grey and smoky, evening yellow and rose; 

(CP: 22) 

In both poems the speakers feel the need not only to bring about the end of the 

relationship or encounter but also to imagine the end or death of the woman herself. 

It is significant that in both poems we never hear the men addressing the 

women directly. Although we hear the women's voices, there is no scope here for a 
dialogue between the two parties. The speakers address only the reader and present 

the women to be viewed and their speech to be heard. The women are thus objects 
for a viewer's gaze but the reader is not merely a voyeur, s/he is also set up as judge. 

The men, insecure about how they have each dealt with the situation, seem 
determined to be seen to present us with the women's words verbatim, hence the 
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direct speech. They seem to be saying to the reader 'Was I not right to have behaved 

as I didT or as Eliot's speaker asks 'should I have the right to smileT (CP: 22). 

Although the speaker in Eliot's poem is able to discharge himself with 

greater decency than is suggested by Mew's poem, both men seem, to different 

degrees, disturbed by the encounter. Both also wilfully resist any possibility of being 

changed by the situation. For the women, this reluctance to engage in any kind of 

meaningful interaction means that they too are left unchanged. This is implicit in the 

lady's refrain 'I shall sit here, serving tea to friends. Eliot's lady is abandoned to a 

living death buried in 'Juliet's tomb'. The woman in Mew's poem too is allowed no 

possibility of change, redemption or recognition: 'And here she left me throwing 

back the same odd stare' (CPP: 39). But in spite of the speakers' speculations we are 

never told where the women's story ends. 
The poems do have one significant difference. In Eliot's poem we are 

encouraged to sympathise with the young man who, it is suggested, is a victim more 

of his discomfort and doubt, than of intentional cruelty: 

You will see me any morning in the park 
Reading the comics and the sporting page. 
Particularly I remark 
An English countess goes upon the stage. 
A Greek was murdered at a Polish dance, 
Another bank defaulter has confessed. 
I keep my countenance, 
I remain self-possessed 

Are these ideas right or wrong? 
(CP: 20-2 1) 

The man is better able to accept newspaper stories which are clear-cut, specific and 
have been r*esolved rather than the ambiguity of his relationship with the lady. The 

hostess's effusive overtures and thinly-veiled desperation almost cause us to side 

with the young man who understandably does not share the same affection for this 

rather obviously superficial woman. Eliot's sympathies obviously lie with the man 

placed in a difficult social situation. Although he treats the situation with more 
delicacy than the man in Mew's poem and keeps his opinions to himself, he feels 

guilt, not sympathy towards his hostess. Like the dramatic monologues discussed in 

chapter three, this poem is not the portrait of a lady at all but a reflection of the 
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young man in his relationship with her: 'I feel like one who smiles, and turning shall 

remark/ Suddenly his expression in a glass' (CP: 21). 

By the end of Mew's poem however, we are aware that the relationship 
between the two protagonists is more ambiguous. The woman is given no 

opportunity to change herself, yet we realise that she is not all that she seems and, 

although we never learn her secret, we are sympathetic to her. Our interpretation of 

the man's behaviour is more problematic. His intention in telling the story to another 

listener is questionable and ambivalent. His general tone seems to suggest that he 

wishes to present the image of being a man-of-the-world, especially in telling the 

story to another man. But the apparent callousness of his relating the story is 

counter-poised by the pathos of his description of her as 'a shot bird', a recognition 

of his violent part in silencing her. His need to see her in 'some walled house upon a 
hill' suggests both incarceration and the will to protect her. Ultimately he remains 

confused by the woman's behaviour; he has not been able to bring her under his 

control and she remains beyond his understanding. Like the Ancient Mariner, or 

more accurately the Duke in Browning's 'My Last Duchess', we can imagine him 

left to repeat the story of his encounter in order to attempt to establish control over a 

situation in which he seeks to absolve himself of guilt. 94 By never revealing her 

secret Mew has also to a certain extent placed the woman outside the scope of the 

poem itself. Unlike Eliot's poem and in spite of its title -'Monsieur Qui Passe' - 

which suggests that we will learn more about the speaker, the poem is haunted by the 

woman. As in Mew's 'The Farmer's Bride', she remainsý an unknown factor in a 

poem which tries to contain her through a male consciousness. 

These poems manifest the impersonal in poetry in two ways: in being 

dramatic monologues they distance the speaking 'F of the poem from the poet and, 

in endowing the speaker with impersonality or indifference, the poems themselves 

are structured upon the contours of impersonality. The body of the poem in each case 

maintains a detachment from its subject matter: the woman it describes. What is 

essentially personal in these poems, the secret of the woman in Mew's poem and the 

friendship offered by the woman in Eliot's, remains outside the scope of the 

See, Catherine Maxwell, 'Not the Whole Picture: Browning's "Unconquerable Shade"', 
WordandImage 8: 4 (Oct-Dec 1992), 322-332. 
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monologue and thus the poems themselves. In Eliot's poem the object of sympathy 
is ambiguous, shifting between the lonely woman and the reluctant young man. This 

indicates an ambiguity in Eliot's own insistence upon the impersonal in poetry in his 

criticism. Poetic impersonality for Eliot, when presented in a poem which is not 

simply impersonal but about impersonality itself, struggles to maintain its self- 
justification. Mew's poem uses this ambiguity, the contradictions inherent in Eliot's 

theory of impersonality, to question the idea of impersonality itself, although the 

reader is invited to sympathise with the woman in her poem, the man himself in his 

struggle to maintain his impersonality, his hardened image, destabilises the 

impersonal drive of the poem. 
There is an important distinction to be remembered in the fact that the 

consequence of indifference for the woman in Mew's poem is degradation while that 
in Eliot's is simply boredom. Mew's poem signals the dangers and inequities of 

poetic impersonality while using its strategies; in Eliot's poem the narrator and poet 

remain equivocal in their use of impersonality. This ambiguity is reflected in the 
lines: 

I keep my countenance, 
I remain self-possessed 
Except when a street piano, mechanical and tired 
Reiterates some worn-out common song 
With the smell of hyacinths across the garden 
Recalling things that other people have desired. 
Are these ideas right or wrong? 

(CP: 2 1) 

For the speaker there is a tension in remaining detached and experiencing other 
people's emotions at second hand. Yet in the final line of this stanza he finds himself 

moved by the 'worn-out common song' which temporarily undoes his usual reserve. 
However, in spite of this lapse, the speaker nevertheless goes on to endorse his 
impersonality and break with the woman he cannot bring himself to befriend. 

Thus in these two poems we find a very specific kind of dynamic set up to 

explore the terms of impersonality through the dramatic monologue. In spite of the 

similarity between the poems and more accurately the relationship portrayed in each 

of them and in spite of the fact that they are both articulated by male speakers, 
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Mew's poem establishes sympathy for the woman while playing on the man's own 

uncertainty about his feelings regarding the woman he has rejected. Mew's use of 

the dramatic monologue re-enforces the fact that the speaker is only partially aware 

of the ambivalence of his feelings, whereas Eliot's poem, albeit more apologetically, 

tends to side with the man. 'Portrait of a Lady' stimulates the uncertainty that 

impersonality implies but never fully reconciles itself to its implications while 

Mew's poem uses this uncertainty to bring into question the very notion of 
impersonality itself. The silence of the women in these poems is a metaphor for how 

critical culture has functioned until recently. Women get a speaking part but no 

recognition for what they are actually saying and how it might influence a male- 

centred culture. As we unearth the secret history or 'buried life' of female poetry, we 

uncover a potential hidden culture and its transformative power over literary 

criticism and the gender relations within it. 

Mew's poems set up a gap between the impersonal poetic or speaking voice 

and the condition of the women spoken about. This suggests that while, for Mew, 

impersonality is a necessary condition of women's writing, she explores the 

problems of dramatic impersonality in poetry. This is taken further in the poem 
'Ken' (CPP: 15-17). The speaker in this poem is ungendered but I have read her as 
female. She tell the story of Ken, an inhabitant of the town who is set apart from the 

other inhabitants by his simplicity and distracted behaviour: 

He scarcely spoke, you scarcely heard, 
His voice broke off in little jars 

To tears sometimes. An uncouth bird 
He seemed as he ploughed up the street, 

Groping, with knarred, high-lifted feet 
And arms thrust out as if to beat 

Always against a threat of bars. 
(CPP: 15) 

Ken is figured as a creation of 'some other' god: 

When first I came upon him there 
Suddenly, on the half-lit stair, 
I think I hardly found a trace 
Of likeness to a human face 
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In his. And I said then 
If in his image God made men, 
Some other must have made poor Ken - 
But for his eyes which looked at you 
As two red, wounded stars might do. 

(CPP: 15) 

In church his reaction to the figure of a tortured and suffering Christ is a 

childlike response to a figure of pain by someone who cannot understand the 

symbolism of Christian doctrine. But it is perceived to be socially unacceptable and 

disconcerting: 

.... he used to fix 
His eyes upon a crucifix 
In a dark comer, staring on 
Till everybody else had gone. 
And sometimes, in his evil fits, 

You could not move him from his chair - 
You did not look at him as he sat there, 

Biting his rosary to bits. 
While pointing to the Christ he tried to say 

'Take it away. ' 
(CPP: 16) 

The speaker's 'You did not look at him as he sat there' is not simply a 
description of the behaviour of the majority of the townsfolk, it also manifests 
individual guilt in its reluctance to 'look' and to accept Ken and the other that he 

represents. On the other hand the speaker's identification early in the poem of the 

inhabitants of the town as 'black clad people walking in their sleep' (CPP: 15) places 
her in a different position where Ken is concerned. 'On the half-lit stair' she is 

caught between the townsfolk and Ken, and her fear is not of him but an awareness 
that she feels a strong sympathy for him. Ken is associated with birds, nature and 

children to underline his harmlessness and diffuse his threat to society, but as in 

Mew's other poems, the relationship here between innocence and nature is not 

straightforward. His relationship to nature is also complex in the language he uses to 

describe objects: 

Nothing was dead: 
He said 'a bird' if he picked up a broken wing, 

A perished leaf or any such thing - 
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Was just 'a rose'; and once when I had said 
He must not stand and knock there any more, 

He left a twig on the mat outside my door. 
(CPP: 16) 

In this stanza, we are introduced to Ken's Particular way of using language, 

of taking a part to mean the whole. The spoken words 'bird' and 'rose' are also 

given a kind of primacy in the text of ýhe poem itself. Ken's tendency to use the part 
for the whole in language highlights a kind of sympathy with the natural world in 

which he is open and receptive to beauty (the 'rose') in even the diminished and 
discarded things (the 'perished leaf ). Like Madeleine, the bride in 'The Farmer's 

Bride' and the woman in 'The Quiet House' (discussed in chapter three) this 

suggests that Ken's innocence is related to a kind of wholeness preceding the fall, 

which relates to the idea of the creation of identity through language; he functions in 

the realm of the Real the pre-linguistic stage where the self does not identify itself as 

separate from the world around it, and wholeness is not distinguished into parts. His 

language serves as a contrast to the fragmented poetics of Modernism which we 

shall see are an integral part of Eliot's poems. Ken's ability is not merely in seeing 

objects as whole but in seeing within them the unifying wholeness of nature. Taking 

into account the meaning of the word 'ken' as knowledge or 'perception', the 

townsfolk's rejection of Ken may be read as Modernism's re ection of a different j 

kind of 'knowledge'. But this poem invites an alternate reading: 

Tbrough his dim 
Long twilight this, -at least, shone clear, 
That all the children and the deer, 

Whom everyday he went to see 
Out in the park, belonged to him. 

(CPP: 15) 

Ken is a reinvention of the rural innocent portrayed by Wordsworth and 
Coleridge in the Lyrical Ballads and championed by both as the worthy subject of 

poetry. Furthermore in his solitary wanderings he represents the figure of the 

Romantic poet in isolation. Mew's poem is a warning to the Romantic poet and his 

rural innocence which cannot be tolerated'under the new rule of Modernism. In 

'Saturday Market' the woman is warned about exposing her heart in the market- 

place by the mocking 'Inner Voice' while in Ken the extemal voice of an indifferent 
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society regrets but recognises that the individuality of the Romantic is under threat 

from Modernist theory and practice. Mew's poem is an indictment of the unrelenting 

exclusionary practices of literary Modernism which sought to exclude and control 

aspects of literature and criticism which were different or redolent of a Romantic 

past. 

Mew's poem is finely balanced in that it reveals Ken's eccentricities and 

sympathetic qualities to us while depicting the speaker through her own words as 

someone who, however sensitive, is unable to intercede on Ken's behalf. This moral 

dilemma is revealed in the final stanzas which are also the dramatic crux of the 

poem. 

But in that red brick barn upon the hill 
I wonder - can one own the deer, 

And does one walk with children still 
As one did here - 
Do roses grow 

Beneath those twenty windows in a row - 
And if some night 

When you have not seen any light 
They cannot move you from your chair 

What happens there? 
I do not know. 

So, when they took 
Ken to that place, I did not look 

After he called and turned on me 
His eyes. These I shall ýee- 

(CPP: 16-17) 

The speaker's inability to 'look' at Ken is symptomatic of guilt rather than aversion. 
Apart from the deer, the children and the roses - the things which Ken will no longer 

have access to in his confinement, this poem is not about Ken's relationship to 

nature, but the speaker's failure to accept Ken and intercede on his behalf. Once 

again as dramatic monologue and in the voice of a speaker who is and remains 
detached from the subject of her narrative, the poem questions the consequences of 
impersonality. Like the speaker in 'Monsieur Qui Passe' the speaker in this poem is 

aware of a greater responsibility towards the subject ofthe poem than she is able to 

fulfil. In this poem the incarceration of the subject in the 'red brick barn upon the 

hill'(CPP: 16) is actualised rather than imagined and the guilt of the speaker is 
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therefore more immediate and acutely felt. But in the subtlety of her rendering of the 

speaker's discomfiture and eventual guilt, Mew implicates herself as well as the 

reader. The repetition of 'you' in the final stanza is a subtle but complex way of 

uniting the speaker with the reader and makes the reader complicit in her guilt. The 

poem is not merely about Ken, it is about the speaker's and the reader's response to 

Ken. The fact that the speaker remains ungendered (though I have read her as female 

here) and with no distinct personality of her own, adds to the way in which the 

reader is implicated in the construction of thispoem. The threat to Ken at the end of 

the poem is also felt by the reader and this poem suggests that we too might be or 

become Ken, losing our independence and autonomy and consequently the reader 
identifies with him. This identification is similar to that felt in 'Monsieur Qui Passe', 

where the reader falls under the shadow of the fate of the fallen woman - ageing, 
desperate and finally incarcerated. In spite of its being a dramatic monologue, there 

is less dissociation in 'Ken' between poet, speaker and reader, and the morally 

ambiguous aspects of impersonality are therefore more deeply felt and 

contradictorily more personal. The speaker's narrative becomes an attempt to 

understand or perhaps confess to her own passivity and guilt while it challenges the 

idea of poetic impersonality when it comes in opposition to personal responsibility. 

The word Ken itself, in its meaning of 'knowledge' or 'perception', is 

particularly poignant here. Not only does this meaning suggest Ken's own greater or 
individual understanding of the world, in her friendship with Ken the speaker too is 

aware of a different kind of knowledge from that of the other townsfolk. But for both 

Ken and herself this perception comes at a price. Ken as a subject and 'Ken' the 

poem represent an alternate knowledge which is a challenge to Modernism. The title 

of the poem is not merely about its subject, the person Ken, or about the linguistic or 
literary practices of Modernism, but also about the subversive yet compassionate 

understanding which can disturb precepts the of poetic impersonality. 

'God! What is GodT: impersonality and existential doubt 

The ambiguities in Eliot's theory of impersonality are finiher complicated in 

his poetry where he seems to be negotiating the terms and distinctions he has set out 
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for himself in his prose. In the poems the inconsistencies and omissions of the prose 

writing are brought into focus and Eliot's early poems exhibit an ambivalence 
between the dualism of categories such as individual and society, inside and outside, 

personality and impersonality. The equivocal nature of Eliot's poetic impersonality 

has broader implications than the sympathy versus judgement aspect of 'Portrait of a 

Lady'. In 'The Preludes' Eliot's representation of a fragmented and corrupt modem 
life, in images of waste and refuse, 'the bumt-out ends of smoky days' (CP: 23), 

4newspapers from vacant lots' (CP: 23), 'the faint stale smells of beer/ From the 

sawdust-trampled street' (CP: 23), is a prelude to the waste land of modem 

civilisation. The individual here is faceless and hidden behind the mask of dull and 
dingy anonymity: 

With the other masquerades 
That time resumes, 
One thinks of all the hands 
That are raising dingy shades 
In a thousand furnished rooms. 

(CP: 23), 

The dismembered 'hands' must represent the whole person. The individual mind, 

under cover of night revealsto itself 'The thousand sordid images/ Of which [the] 

soul [is] constituted', (CP: 24) and in the invasive daylight exposes the 'yellow soles 

of feet' and 'palms of both soiled hands'. Within this nightmare of spiritual 
degeneration and physical corruption, the speaker imagines an external redeeming 

saviour: 

I am moved by fancies that are curled 
Around these images, and cling: 
The notion of some infinitely gentle 
Infinitely suffering thing. 

(CP: 24-25) 

But this momentary vision in the midst of a dull and decaying world is immediately 9 
countered by 'the policing rational mind'95 which refuses to believe in an absolute 
truth outside the individual consciousness and reaffirms the purposeless and random 

nature of existence: 

" Ronald Schuchard, "'Our Mad Poetics to Confute": The Personal Voice in T. S. Eliot's 
Early Poetry and Criticism', Orhis Litterarum, 31: 3 (1976), 208-23. 
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Wipe your hand across your mouth, and laugh; 
The world revolves like ancient women 
Gathering fuel iý vacant lots. 

(CP: 25) 

In Eliot's early poems (pre-dating 'Ash-Wednesday' and his conversion to 

Catholicism) there is a conflict between the individual and the nature of existence. 
Although the speakers in Eliot's poems suffer personal inadequacy and spiritual 
d eficiency and search or yearn for an external redemptive power, they are defeated in 

their desire by the rational mind which constantly reaffirms the squalid reality of a 

meaningless universe where there is no external authority or absolute truth. This 

conflict between the internal and external, self and saviour, spiritually bankrupt 

reality and no discernible salvation, is the central struggle of the main protagonist 
and speaker in Eliot's poem 'The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock'. The poem is 

virtually contextless, the subjective consciousness is as intangible and pervading as 
'the yellow fog that rubs its back upon the window panes' (CP: 13), and follows a 
loose verse style, bordering on blank verse. The imagery in Trufrock', like the 

protagonist's vision, is fractured, relating to reality in only a tertiary sense, seeming 

almost suspended in space. Prufrock is only specific in terms of the restrictions that 
bind him and the social languor he wishes to escape. He exhibits a detailed accuracy 
in the things that disturb him, for example, the society women who undermine his 

confidence: 'Arms that lie along a table, or wrap about a shawl'(CP: 17). This 

fracturing seems to settle into some semblance of form in the context of the drawing 

room: 

After the cups, the marmalade, the tea, 
Among the porcelain, among some talk of you and me, 

(CP: 16) 

But when it approaches what our protagonist most fears, it takes on a fragmented, 
broken quality as though Prufrock (and with him the reader) is unable to focus on 

objects as a whole and can only perceive them in pieces. This gives his image of 

women an eerie dismembered quality: 
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And I have known the arms already, known them all - 
Arms that are braceleted and white and bare 
(But in the lamplight, downed with light brown hair! ) 
Is it perfume from a dress 
That makes me so digress? 
Arms that lie along a table, or wrap about a shawl. 

(CP: 17) 

This fragmentation, which is an important aspect of Modernist poetics, 

contrasts with Mew's representition of Ken as an innocent who is able to imbue 

even fragmented, broken things like 'a perished leaf or ,a broken wing' (CPP: 16) 

with a vision of their past unity. Perhaps while a male-centred Modernism was 

seeking to represent the visual world as a site of rupture and division, Mew was 

pointing towards an alternative Modernism, constituted out of a healing and innocent 

perception, a different 'knowledge' or ken. This poetic language seeks to represent 
the flip-side of male Modernism in a language that represents not the pieces of the 

real world, but possibilities within and beyond it. Of course as Mew's poem 
highlights, such a language cannot function in the restrictive, conformist climate of 
(male-centred) Modernism and Mew's poem is not an enactment of an alternative 
Modernism, but merely the articulation of a missed opportunity in which poet, 

speaker and reader are all complicit. 
Prufrock's concern with his own identity, his own personality, is so 

desperately important to him because he cannot conceive of a stable identity for 

himself without the sanction of a benign outside authority. Like Hamlet, he is 

plagued by the uncertainty of the spiritual dimension of existence: 'the dread of 

something after death, /the undiscovered country, from whose bourn no traveller 

returns, puzzles the Wills. 96 But Prufrock's quest is for confirmation of a divine 

authority while he lives. Although he realises that he and only he is responsible and 

capable of delivering himself from his own mental purgatory, conscience makes a 

coward of him and he 'is paralysed by the false counsel of the rational mind'. 97 The 

conflict between Prufrock's spiritual self and rational mind suggests that both the 
impersonality of the indifferent universe and that of the rational mind undermine his 

identity. He is caught in a bind between wishing for divine intervention and being 

" William Shakespeare, Hamlet, ed. T. J. B. Spenser (London: Penguin Books, 1987), P. 
124; 111. i. 78-80. 
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delivered from himself, and knowing that only he can bring about his own salvation 
if only he 'dare/ Disturb the universe' (CP: 14). 

When he glimpses the existence of a universe 'beyond our ken', he perceives 
it as a social club from which he is excluded: 

I have heard the mermaids singing, each to each. 

'I do not think that they will sing to me. 
(CP: 17) 

Like the speaker in the 'Preludes', the moment of his recognition (or fantasy) of a 

saving grace or of redemption is immediately followed by the intervention of the real 

world, rational mind so that he cannot sustain the power of his fantasy and 
'drown[s]' in the sea of human voices. 

I have seen them riding seaward on the waves 
Combing the white hair of the waves blown back 
When the wind blows the water white and black. 

We have lingered in the chambers of the sea 
By sea-girls wreathed with seaweed red and brown 
Till human voices wake us and we drown. 

(CP: 17) 

Eliot's early protagonists are condemned to wander a waste land of spiritual 
disillusionment and despair in which the rationality of the intellect and the 

impersonality of the universie combine to 
* 
thwart their realisation of an unfragmented 

sense of identity. They are betrayed by the 'Inner Voice' (be it sentimental or 

rational) which in his poetry is closer to the inner voice which echoes in Mew's 

'Saturday Market" than that which he denounces in his prose writing. But in his pre- 

conversion poetry Eliot does not allow the consolation or solace of the outside 

authority (be it spiritual or man-made orthodoxy) which he prescribes in his prose. 
For Eliot's personae, the spiritual quest becomes the quest for identity and meaning, 
but this search is constantly complicated and exacerbated by the conditions of poetic 

and spiritual impersonality - between the disabling Inner Voice and the dark pull of 

the abyss. 

97 Schuchard, "'Our Mad Poetics to Confute"', 219. 
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This idea of the impersonality of the Inner Voice reinforcing the 

impersonality of an orderless existence, is given a different twist in Mew's poem, 'In 

Nunhead Cemetery' (CPP: 8-10). As I have mentioned earlier, Mew's own use of 

nature as a metaphor for creativity is underlined by the metaphor of impersonality 

itself so that rather than a benevolent force, nature is a harsh and detached source 

which creates and destroys without compunction. For Mew, as for Eliot, the universe 

can be a cold and uncaring place to be, but Mew's response to this is different. 

'In Nunhead Cemetery' is one of Mew's dramatic monologues in which the 

speaker is standing by the fresh grave of his lover to whom the poem is addressed. 
As in a few of Mew's other poems, the function of the auditor in this poem is 

opaque. The young man seems certain that he is being heard by his beloved but, as 

readers, we are awarded no comfortable position within the drama and are essentially 

eavesdropping on a private moment of grief. This suggestion of voyeurism is 

effectively countered by the speaker's own passion which emerges in the poem's 

violent imagery as a fine balance between excessive grief and verbal sado- 

masochism. This speaker is (like Eliot's protagonist in 'Portrait of a Lady') a young 

man lacking in confidence, yet (it is implied) capable of greatness, who manifests 

strong emotions and an incipient sense of self-loathing and who finds himself in a 

situation in which he feels trapped and helpless. What becomes apparent as the poem 

progresses is that the mental stability of the speaker is in question. His poignant 

remembrances of his beloved, alternate sporadically with moments of bitterness, 

detachment, and violent bursts of self-hatred. As in many of her dramatic 

monologues, Mew places the woman spoken of in the poem beyond the power of the 
full man's ability to represent or locate her within the poem. She is beyond the 

speaker's reach both because she is dead and because he cannot resurrect her 

through language: 

It is the clay that makes the earth stick to his spade; 
He fills in holes like this year after year; 

The other have gone; they were tired, and half afraid, 
But I would rather be standing here; 
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There is nowhere else to go. I have seen this place 
From the windows of the train that's going past 

Against the sky. This is rain on my face - 
It was raining here when I saw it last. 

(CPP: 8) 

His perception of the grave-digger - '[h]e fills in holes like this year after 

year' - reinforces, like Eliot's 'Preludes', the disappearance of the individual in the 

anonymity of the city. As in Eliot's poem, the images are of a modem world but 

while Mew uses these images to emphasise the indifference and mechanisation of 

modem civilisation, she also uses natural imagery equally effectively to stress the 

futility of life itself- 

There is something horrible about a flower; 
This, broken in my hand, is one of those 

He threw it in just now: it will not live another hour; 
There are thousands more: you do not miss a rose. 

(CPP: 8) 

In spite of the floral imagery here, it is typical of Mew that the rose is not a romantic 

symbol but one of violence and waste; in this stanza it comes to represent the dead 

body of the lover herself. In the urban landscape of the imagination the process of 

signification itself changes - roses represent corpses, which 'sprout' roses which 

signify people - and the distinction between person and corpse (especially in the 

context of the graveyard) blurs. 

The young man's wretched portrayal of the ugly practicality of his lover's 

burial - 'it is the clay that makes the earth stick to his spade' - and his insistence 

upon standing by the grave in the min, qualified by his remark '[t]here is nowhere 
else to go', suggest a deeper significance to his grief. Through his lover's death the 

man is confronted with the meaninglessness of existence, reaffirmed through his 

own struggle to remain detached - 'There are thousands more: you do not miss a 

rose' - in spite of his violent self-hatred. This self-hatred is perpetuated by his own 

regret at his inability to comfort her during their last meeting: 

I do not know 
Why I stood staring at your bed 

And heard you, though you spoke so low, 
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But could not reach your hands, your little head. 
There was nothing we could not do, you said, 

And you went, and I let you go! 
(CPP: 9-1 0) 

Here the man is paralysed and does not speak, nor can he reach out and touch his 

beloved (as she does in his fantasy). The woman speaks but the man is impotent to 

hold her or hold her back from death. That the man regrets his inaction during their 

last moments is apparent from the lines which immediately follow, a vitriolic 

outburst of anger against his lover and himself, but more significantly a wish to 

reunite himself with her in a macabre parody of the marriage bed and the death bed: 

Now I will bum you back, I will bum you through, 
Though I am damned for it we two will lie 
And bum, here where the starlings fly 
To these white stones from the wet sky - 
Dear, you will say this is not I- 

It would not be you, it would not be you! 
(CPP: 10) 

The speaker is unable to comprehend an existence without his beloved and outside 

the graveyard nor does he believe in the comfort of religion: 

God! What is God? But your face has gone and your hand! 
Let me stay here too. 

When I was quite a little lad 
' At Christmas time we went half mad 

For joy of all the toys we had, 
And then we used to sing about the sheep 

The shepherds watched by night; 
We used to pray to Christ to keep 

. Our small souls safe till morning light 
I am scared, I am staying with you to-night - 

Put me to- sleep. 
(CPP: 10) 

For the speaker Christmas and Christ have become a child's game of song, ritual and 

superstition. His childhood prayer to 'keep/Our small souls safe' in sleep has 

become a wish for death: 'I am staying with you tonight - /Put me to sleep'. The 
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poem alternates between the emotional, personal and the detached, impersonal voice 

of the speaker, which is reflected in his need to hold on to details of the lover's 

physical body and memories of their shared history, and the unimaginable terror of 

continuing to live in a God-less universe. 

By the end of the poem the roses growing out of the bodies of corpses take 

on another significance in the imaginary landscape: 

I shall stay here: here you can see the sky; 
The houses in the street are much too high; 

There is no one left to speak to there; 
Here they are everywhere, 

And just above them fields and fields of roses lie - 
If he would dig it all up again they would not die. 

(CPP: 10) 

The words the speaker speaks to himself are an attempt at comfort and should indeed 

be comforting if read as the promise of everlasting life. But his 'There is no one left 

to speak to there; / Here they are everywhere' gives the moment a hallucinatory 

quality. The speaker has resigned himself to the reality of the cemetery, where he 

sees the dead as the living, and where the distinction between, life and the abyss, the 
dead and the living begin to collapse into each other. 

The solitary Romantic figure of Ken has been replaced by the anonymous 

agony of the modem speaker, the rural idyll by the uncaring urban cityscape; in this 

poem Mew is insisting that the exchange is not an easy one. Unlike 'Ken', Prufrock 

or the speaker of the 'Preludes', this poem traces the path of its speaker's descent 

into a grief-stricken madness. But another significant difference between Mew's 

poem and those of Eliot is that while for Eliot the fundamental drive or quest of the 

poems is the search for spiritual meaning which is ultimately frustrated, Mew's 

poem simply incorporates the spiritual frustration of its protagonists. Mew's 

protagonists do not search for an existence beyond themselves (with the exception of 
Madeleine whose search is ultimately futile) and indeed often succumb to the pull of 
the abyss. It is almost as though, as Mew points out in Brontd's poems, women poets 
do not expect the validation or sanction of outside authority (religious or secular) 

since they so often find themselves excluded from its privileges and merits in the 
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98 first place. Since poetic impersonality is a precondition of their creativity and 

identity, they can take the impersonality of the internalised voice and external void 

as given. In the next part of this chapter I hope to show how Mew uses this in 

addressing issues of female subjective identity and the visibility of the female self in 

her poetry. 

'I do not care; some day I shall not think; I shall not bell: impersonality as 
escape and evasion 

It is significant that the speaker in at least three of the poems mentioned so 

far is a man, brought into his current situation by the absence of a woman. The 

speaker in 'Monsieur Qui Passe', as I have suggested, earlier is caught in a similar 
bind, relating his story of the woman in order to exert some kind of control over her 

through language while she remains clearly beyond his understanding. These 

encounters differ from the dramatic monologues which contain a female speaker, 

and I suggest that the impersonal and personal can be structures according to gender 
in relation to poet or protagonist, as well as in the construction of the poems 
themselves. However, in certain cases the structures of impersonality have a 
different significance for women poets, and this is the case in Mew's own poetry. I 

suggest that what is figured as desire for the other in Mew's poems is actually a 

metaphor for a different kind of desire. In the three poems that I am about to discuss, 
Mew is able to use the poetry of the impersonal in order to give that desire a 

particularly female twist. 

'The Forest Road' (CPP: 20-22), is spoken by an unnamed T to a sleeping 
beloved. Although the speaker is unnamed and ungendered, I believe that the 

speaker here is a woman speaking to her female lover. There is evidence to suggest 
that Mew's sexual and romantic feelings were directed towards women, and I think 
that the dynamic of the poem itself supports the case that this is a poem of 
homosexual love which contrasts with the poems with a heterosexual bias discussed 

previously. The very fact that the speaker remains ungendered (a comparative rarity 
in Mew's dramatic monologues), the interchangeability between self and other, the 

mirroring of the self in the beloved: all these suggest that the speaker is a woman. 

" Mew, Collected Poems and Prose, p. 3 61 
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Certainly in this poem the meaning of sexual love and desire has a different 

significance than in the other poems. The main tension in the poem emerges from 

the speaker's attraction for the forest road and her guilt at wishing to leave her lover 

who cannot accompany her: 

The forest road, 
The infinite straight road stretching away 
World without end: the breathless road between the walls 
Of the black listening trees: the hushed, grey road 
Beyond the window that you shut to-night 
Crying that you would look at it by day - 
There is a shadow there that sings and calls 
But not for you. 

(CPP: 20) 

The lover's desire to. take to the forest road is apprehended by the vulnerability of 
her beloved as she sleeps: 

Oh! hidden eyes that plead in sleep 
Against the lonely dark, if I could touch the fear 
And leave it kissed away on quiet lids - 
If I could hush these hands that are half-awake, 
Groping for me in sleep 

"I 
could go free. 

(CPP: 20-21) 

The contrast between the speaker's (almost physical) desire for the road and the 

constraint put upon her by the beloved's need in these two verses is striking. As for 

the speakers in Mew's other poems, here too desire for the beloved is disrupted by 

images of violence: 

I wish that God would take them out of mine 
And fold them like the wings of frightened birds 
Shot cruelly down, but fluttering into quietness so soon, 
Broken, forgotten things, 

(CPP: 21) 

This stanza not only inflicts a kind of violence on the beloved, it also distances the 

speaker from the beloved and the guilt of violence by figuring the hands as birds, as 
'forgotten things'. But the expression of desire in this poem is not simply distorted 
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by images of violence. Images of desire and death dissolve into one another, so that 

what the speaker most seems to desire is the death of the beloved: 

See, dear, your hair - 
I must unloose this hair that sleeps and dreams 
About my face, and clings like the brown weed 
To drowned delivered things tossed by the tired sea 
Back to the beaches. Oh! your hair! If you had lain 
A long time dead on the rough, glistening ledge 
On some black cliff, forgotten by the tide, 
The raving winds would tear, the dripping brine would rust away 
Fold after fold of all the loveliness 
That wraps you round, and makes you, lying here, 
The passionate fragrance that the roses are. 
But death would spare the glory of your head 
In the long sweetness of the hair that does not die: 
The spray would leap to it in every storm, 
The scent of the unsilenced sea would linger on 
In these dark waves, and round the silence that was you - 
Only the nesting gull would hear - but there would still be whispers in your hair; 
Keep them for me; keep them for me. 

( CPP: 21) 

In this stanza, the transformations of the meaning of the desired object are 

intriguing. The hair, which starts off as an object of sexual desire, becomes 'weed' 

entangling the speaker, which not only clings to the drowned 'delivered things' but 

is implicated in their drowning. But then the glory of the hair becomes the means of 
depicting the beloved as drowned and dead herself, and being eaten away by the sea, 

although her hair remains like a crown ('death would spare the glory of your head'). 

This means that the beloved is never completely destroyed and the lover is never 
implicated in imagining her dead. The 'passionate fragrance that the roses are' 

contrasts sharply with the 'scent of the unsilenced sea', so that the corrupting 
influence of the sea - 'the dripping brine' - predominates over the counterfeit 
imagery of romance. The lover's imagined 'whispers' are further evidence that the 

beloved, though dead, still gives the impression of breathing (though this is the 

whisper of the wind in her hair) thus absolving the lover. But at this point the fantasy 

is disrupted: 

What is this singing on the road 
That makes all other music like the music in a dream- 
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(CPP: 21) 

The beloved's whispers are themselves drowned in the 'singing' of the forest road. 
In order to justify her own affinity for the road, the lover uses the beloved's own 
love for her as a measure of her own desire for freedom: 

Is it the music of a larger place? It makes our room too small: it is like a stair, 
A calling stair that climbs up to a smile you scarcely see, 
Dim, but so waited for; and you know what a smile is, how it calls, 
How if I smiled you always ran to me. 

(CPP: 21-22) 

Mew's use of love as a metaphor for a different sort of desire, is reflected here in the 
lover's use of the beloved's desire as a metaphor for her own. But she also attempts 
to replace her own love for the beloved with the love of God and the 'Spirit', which 
is represented as love more tender than the speaker's own: 

I wish I knew that God would stand 
Smiling and looking down on you when morning comes, 
To hold you, when you wake, closer than 1, 
So gently though; and not with famished lips and hungry arms: 

(CPP: 21) 

But by the end of the poem the speaker's need to leave the beloved for the road is 

overwhelming and is itself violent: 

-Sleep. If I could leave you there - 
If, without waking you, I could get up and reach the door 
We used to go together. - Shut, scared eyes. 
Poor, desolate, desperate hands, it is not I 
Who thrust you off. No, take your hands away - 
I cannot strike your lonely hands. Yes, I have struck your heart, 
It did not come so near. 

(CPP: 22) 

The lover's representation of the beloved in fragments - hair, hands, eyes and 
heart - not only depersonalises the beloved, it also reflects Prufrock's tendency to 
fetishise and itemise objects which are after all not the objects of desire, but the 

motifs and symbols onto which desire (of any kind) displaces itself in the poem. The 

suggestion that the beloved's 'desperate hands' come closer than her heart, suggest 
that it is guilt and not love that hold the lover to the relationship. I think that these 
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lines of the poem can be read as the actual and figurative murder of the beloved. The 

speaker's true desire is for the forest road, and the poem - if it is a love poem - 
articulates'not a desire for requited love or the presence of the beloved (who is all 

too present) but for escape. 
The desire for escape is one that is recurrent in Mew's poetry. In her poems 

depicting heterosexual love, love is thwarted and the beloved is beyond the speaker's 

ability to contain her in language. But in Mew's monologues with women speakers 

or those depicting homosexual desire, the speaker/lover wants more than the 

beloved. In 'The Forest Road' the desire is for escape, but escape itself functions as 

a metaphor. The links in these latter poems between desire and death suggest that the 

escape figured here is a form of death itself, not suicide but self-annihilation, an 

escape from personality into the impersonal. 

I read the lover's 'murder' of the beloved in 'The Forest Road' as a reflection 

of her own self-erasure. The reflective images of each one drowning the other, the 

beloved's 'desperate hands' echoing the lover's 'hungry arms', the reflection of her 

own desire in the beloved's desire for herself ('and you know what a smile is, how it 

callsj How if I smile you always ran to me') - all suggest that in murdering the 

beloved the lover is free. Not merely because she is free of the beloved's demanding 

vulnerability, but in destroying the beloved she is able to negate herself. Her fantasy 

of the beloved as dead and rotting on a 'black cliff (which mocks the romantic 
fantasy on the 'gulls' black cliffs' in 'In Nunhead Cemetery'), is expressed in terms 

of desire because it articulates the speaker's own desire for self-annihilation. The 

final lines of the poem, certainly suggest that the speaker has (or believes she has) 

left the corporeal world, for the spirit world of the road: 

... Oh! throbbing dust, 
You that were life, our little wind-blown hearts! 

The road! the road! 
There is a shadow there: I see my soul, 
I hear my soul, singing among the trees! 

(CPP: 22) 

This idea of self-annihilation as central drive of the poem is echoed in 'The 

Quiet House' (CPP: 17-19). The monologue is spoken by a woman who lives a life of 

quiet respectability under the watchful eye of her protective father. But under her 
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facade of respectable spinsterhood we realise from her own speech that the woman 

is, in fact, on the verge of mental collapse. This poem is significant not only because 

it is spoken by a woman, but because the man mentioned in the poem only has a 

peripheral role: 

At first I did not like my cousin's friend, 
I did not think I should remember him; 
His voice has gone, his face is growing dim 

And if I like him now I do not know. 
He frightened me before he smiled - 
He did not ask me if he might - 
He said that he would come one Sunday night, 
He spoke to me as if I were a child. 

(CPP: 18) 

Any possibility of focusing upon the beloved other or desire for the other is 

completely effaced by dismissing the man at the beginning of the poem. The 

woman's passion comes not from the encounter with the man, but from nature itself- 

, Red is the strangest pain to bear; 
In Spring the leaves on the budding trees, 
In Sununer the roses are worse than these, 

More terrible than they are sweet: 
A rose can stab you across the street 

Deeper than any knife: 
And the crimson haunts you everywhere - 

Thin shafts of sunlight, like the ghosts of reddened swords have struck our 
stair 

As if, coming down, you had spilt your life. 
(CPP: 18) 

Like the man in 'In Nunhead Cemetery', the woman uses violent images of stabbing 

and burning, but her passion here is not directed against anyone or any discernible 

sense of loss but against the self- 

I think that my soul is red 
Like the soul of a sword or a scarlet flower 

But when these are dead 
They have had their hour. 

I shall have had mine, too, 
For from head to feet, 
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I am burned and stabbed half through, 
And the pain is deadly sweet. 

The things that kill us seem 
Blind to the death they give: 

It is only in our dream 
The things that kill us live. 

(CPP: 18-19) 

The strange duality of the images here suggests not merely paranoia or schizophrenia 

but the doubling of the woman's experiences - the comparison of her soul to a sword 

or a scarlet flower, the pain which is both deadly and sweet. The coded final stanza 

demonstrates a cunning awareness that the danger is 'only in our dream', while 

attributing to her dream an impartial autonomous power over her. These stanzas 

suggest a fracturing of experience and the conscious mind's ability to control it. 

But apart from the woman's apparent breakdown, the poem suggests a deeper 

significance to her fantasy of self-mutilation: 

The lamps lighted down the long, dim street 
No one for me - 

I think it is myself I go to meet: 
I do not care; some day I shall not think; I shall not be! 

(CPP: 19) 

The doubling effect of the earlier stanzas, along with the final lines, suggest that the 

woman perceives herself as divided and that she imagines the meeting with herself 

as a romantic encounter. But this imagined meeting is presented as a non-being in 

which the woman surrenders her consciousness ('some day I shall not think') and 
her self ('I shall not be! ') into an oblivion which is itself the object of desire ('the 

dream') of the poem. This renouncing of consciousness, and along with it 

subjectivity, is a game of hide-and-seek in Mew's poems, in which Mew plays with 

the notion of impersonality and uses it to demonstrate the issue of the visibility of 

the female subject. Since the position of this subject is often unstable Mew conjures 

up the apparition of female subjectivity and allows the subject to erase her own 
identity as the poem itself moves ineluctably towards the speaker's self-willed 
disappearance. 
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In 'The Changeling' (CPP: 13 -14) the speaker is a child who does not fit into 

the life of the Victorian patriarchal family. Much of the dramatic action of the poem 

takes place in the past tense and initially it is difficult to ascertain the conditions 

under which the speaker is actually articulating the monologue: 

Toll no bell for me, dear Father, dear Mother, 
Waste no sighs; 

There are my sisters, there is my little brother 
Who plays in the place called Paradise, 

Your children all, your children forever; 
- But I, so wild, 

Your disgrace, with the queer brown face, was never, 
Never, I know, but half your child I 

(CPP: 13) 

The child then goes on to explain his difference from the other children - its 

irrational and capricious behaviour, its tendency to run away, its tantrums - in terms 

of 'the fairies' (CPP: 13) who tempt it out of the house: 

All night long they danced in the rain, 
Round and round in a dripping chain, 
Threw their caps at the window-pane, 

Tried to make me scream and shout 
And fling the bedclothes all about: 

I meant to stay in bed that night, 
And if only you had left a light 

They never would have got me out. 
(CPP: 13) 

It also blames its sullen silences and inattention during lessons on a heightened 

awareness of the natural world, the hallmark of many of Mew's poems: 

Sometimes I wouldn't speak, you see, 
Or answer when you spoke to me, 

Because in the long, still dusks of Spring 
You can hear the whole world whispering; 

The shy green grasses making love, 
The feathers grown on the dear, grey dove, 
The tiny heart of the redstart beat, 
The patter of the squirrel's feet, 

The pebbles pushing in the silver streams 
The rushes talking in there dreams, 

The swish-swish of the bat's black wings, 
The wild-wood bluebell's sweet ting-tings, 
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Humming and hammering at your ear, 
Everything there is to hear 

In the heart of hidden things, 
But not in the midst of the nursery riot, 

That's why I wanted to be quiet, 
Couldn't do my sums, or sing, 
Or settle down to anything. 

(CPP: 13-14) 

By this point in the poem the child has started to identify itself as one of the 'fairy 

people'. The poem maintains a subtle balance in depicting reality - rearing a difficult 

child who is prone to dark moods and scared of the dark - and the child's own 

account of why it behaves as it does. These two accounts - the story of a non-, 

conforming child and the confession of a child haunted by fairies - do not contradict 

each other till the final stanza: 

Why did They bring me here to make me 
Not quite bad and not quite good, 

Why, unless They're wicked, do They want, in spite, to take me 
back to Their wet, wild wood? 

Now every night I shall see the windows shining, 
The gold lamp's glow, and the fire's red gleam 

While the best of us are twining twigs and the rest of us are whining 
In the hollow by the stream. 

(CPP: 14) 

We are never told what happens to the child in actual terms; whether it disappears 

from its home or withdraws into itself in a form of psychosis is unclear.. We only 
have the child's words for the last part of the tale. What is interesting though is the 

child's own confusion; it speaks of 'here' but this place is apparently not 'back to 
Their wet, wild wood' nor is it the cosy domestic interior seen through the 'shining' 

window. The child is still applying standards of human behaviour to a way of being 

that it cannot quite comprehend - 'Not quite bad and not quite good'. The instability 

of the child's being and its own ambivalent relationship to it suggests that it now 
inhabits a kind of void, outside the categories of 'Heaven' or 'wicked'ness. The final 

stanza seems to confirm this: 

Black and chill are Their nights on the wold; 
And They live so long and They feel no pain: 
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I shall grow up, but never grow old, 
I shall always, always be very cold, 

I shall never come back again! 
(CPP: 14) 

In spite of the defiance of the final lines, the '[b]lack and chill' nights do not suggest 

a child's fantasy of freedom. Butthe contradictions between 'live so long' and 'feel 

no pain', 'I shall grow up' and 'never grow old' suggests a non-being, an oblivion 

which belies the words. After all to grow up but not contifte to grow old, suggests 

not death but a suspension of life; to live long but not feel pain suggests a death in 

life. The child has moved from the categories of either life or death into one that is 

beyond human understanding or poetic representation. It is after all at this point that 

the strange logic in the relation between reality and the child's fairy story loses its 

coherence and we are left with the riddle of the child's language and of its 

disappearance. 
I 

As in 'Fame', 'The Forest Road', 'The Quiet House' and 'The Changeling' 

the process of self-effacement corresponds to a physical move from inside to the 

outside; from Eliot's 'Inner Voice' to a being beyond the self; from the confinement 

of space to the liberation of (the pre-condition of the poems' ending) silence. The 

speakers in these last poems are able to orchestrate a means of escape from the poem 
in an annihilation of the self that signals (indeed requires) the end of the poem itself. 

Although the speakers in the earlier poems 'Monsieur Qui Passe', 'Portrait of a 
Lady, and 'In Nunhead Cemetery' remain caught in the poem; it is the women they 

seek to represent and contain who make their escape by refusing to be represented in 

a poem spoken by a man - by refusing to be interpreted in terms of a masculine 

subject, even a fictional one. It is significant that the speakers who manage to escape 
their conditions are, in fact, female. speakers. This suggests that the insecurity of the 
feminine subjective position does, in the case of the Modernist theory of poetic 
impersonality, facilitate an agility and poetic dexterity, in terms of the representation 

of the self, the subject and poetic identity. 

In this chapter, I have demonstrated how the poetry of Charlotte Mew can be 

studied in the context of Modernist poetry and criticism by analysing it in the terms 

of poetic impersonality. In my discussion of the poems I have sought to make a 
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distinction between Eliot and Mew's presentation of poetic impersonality. Mew's 

poems 'Fame' and 'Saturday Market' have illustrated that the poet is advised to 

maintain a detachment from her inspiration as well as her art. But the impersonal 

voice in which these poems are articulated also underlines the heartlessness of 

impersonality itself. In the comparison of 'Monsieur Qui Passe' and 'Portrait of a 

Lady', I have suggested that male and female poets negotiate the subject of 

personality in their poems in very different ways. Eliot's poem is ambivalent in its 

depiction and justification of impersonality; Mew's poem implicitly comments on 

the injustice of impersonality in relation to women, while functioning according to 

its rules. In Mew's poem 'Ken' I have shown that Modernism itself manifests an 

impersonality which excludes other means of understanding and perception, and that 

Mew's work highlights this silencing prejudice. This prejudice, Mew seems to 

suggest, works almost as a direct attack upon the woman poet's inheritance of the 

Romantic past and in this poem it is the solitary and isolated Ken who pays the price. 

The dramatic monologue implicates the reader in the question of impersonality and 

moral responsibility for this price. 

In comparing Eliot's 'Preludes' and 'The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock' to 

Mew's poems I have suggested that while for Eliot the conflict of his poems emerges 
from that played out between the rational mind and the impersonality of the void, 

women poets in being excluded from and functioning outside and often on the 

margins of tradition and authority, can deal with these issues in a different way. I 

have sought to explain how the structures of poetic impersonality are used by Mew 

in the representation of desire and its displacement, to address issues of self and 

subjectivity. I place particular emphasis on the significance this has for the 

production and representation of a feminine subjective identity in poetry. Women 

poets constantly negotiate the difficulties, instability and nuances of a subjective 
identity. In nineteenth- and early twentieth-century poetry they have done this by 

means of the dramatic monologue, poems of repressed or unrequited desire, or an 

alienated or divided subjective identity. Female subjectivity in Mew's poetry is 

virtually structured upon the conditions of poetic impersonality. The poem contains a 

monologue which reveals a potential identity, but Mew's poetry at its heart creates a 

trap-door through which the female subject can disappear. It is the desire for this 

escape, this self-erasure which is the desire expressed in Mew's poetry and which, 
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more often than not, is a desire which is fulfilled, although in ways which do not 

correspond to ordinary fulfilment. While the theory of impersonality outlined by 

Eliot is played out against the tension between his prose and his poetry, in Mew's 

poetry it achieves a subtlety which has for a long time been confused with the 

repression of sexual love. But Mew's poetry actually manifests an awareness and 

skill - not in the self-defeating terms of suicide or even self-effacement - but in terms 

of the power over the representation of subjective identity: 

Death is recognised as the one benignant power; the friend whose sad 
but unreproachable eyes greet alike kindly, good and evil-comers - 
upon whose broad and pulseless breast the day of weeping ends 
(CPP: 359). 

As Mew suggests in her essay on Bronte, death is the poet's friend, not only in the 

sense of an end to life, but also as a poetic device which disguises and destabilises 

the subjective identity in the poem. Death, after all, is the ultimate form of 
impersonality. 
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Chapter Five 

'White Sister' 

Femininity and the Sublime 
in the Prose and Poetry of Charlotte Mew 

She knows not loves that kissed her 
She knows not where. 

Art thou the ghost, my sister, 
White sister there, 

Am I the ghost, who knows? 
My hand, a fallen rose, 

Lies snow-white on white snows, and takes no 
care. 

Algemon Charles Swinbume 
from 'Before the Mirror" 

These lines from Swinburne's poem inspired by a Whistler painting, describe 

in essence the main themes and concerns of women's poetry at the beginning of the 

twentieth century. In chapter two I outlined some of the themes and motifs which 

recur in the tradition of Victorian women's poetry as suggested by the critics Angela, 

Leighton and Isobel Armstrong. Leighton in particular, in her introduction to the 

anthology of Victorian Women Poets, lists a few of the concerns of the women poet 

writing in the nineteenth century. 2 Home, the mask, the miffor and the picture, the 

self-reflecting encounter, the sistering which occurs between women across social 

and moral boundaries, motherhood and the guarded expression of physical love 

between women are all issues that underpin the Victorian women's poetic tradition 

and which I have explored in earlier chapters in relation to Mew's poetry. In this 

chapter I go further to suggest that the reflected image of the self, the whiteness of 
the figure reflected, the recognition in the image of a sister and the shared identity of 

the ghost are also motifs especially significant in the writing of Charlotte Mew and 
the American poet H. D. 

'Algernon Charles Swinburne, Poems and Ballads, Vol, I (London: Chatto and Windus, 
1911), pp. 129-13 1. 
'Angela Leighton, Victorian Women Poets: Writing Against the Heart (London: Harvester 
Wheatsheaf, 1992). 
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Although H. D. was familiar with Mew's work, there is no evidence that she 

recognised herself as following the older poet in a tradition of female poetics. Yet 

the recurrence in their work of images of whiteness, doubles and twins, and same- 

sex desire suggests that there is indeed a link between these two writers from which 
it is possible to trace, however faintly, the outline of a women's Modernist tradition 

existing parallel to the canonical male-centred Modernism discussed in the previous 

chapter. 
The aim of this chapter is twofold: my main intention is to read Mew's 

poetry and some of her prose in the terms of gender and female identity as it is 

constructed through the sublime; in doing so I also hope to examine Mew's place in 

the Modernist canon, but in the context of female Modernism: the emerging tradition 

of Modernist women writers whose work corresponded to and diverged from that of 

the established coterie of male Modernists. In the first section of this chapter, I 

establish the parameters of my argument in relation to femininity and the sublime. I 

discuss the Victorian critical context for whiteness in women's writing and 

representations of women in nineteenth-century literature, as well as the significance 

of whiteness, doubleness and lesbian eroticism in H. D. 's writing. In the second part 

of the chapter I go into a detailed analysis of Mew's poetry suggesting ways in which 

Mew uses issues of whiteness, twinning and desire in her own work. I hope to show 

how sisterhood and doubleness are used both as a means of establishing a female 

selfhood in Mew's writing as well as being a guarded way of expressing lesbian 

identity and desire. I discuss how the failure of relationships between women and the 

whiteness of Mew's imagery leads to an exploration of what I call the feminine 

sublime which is achieved through an encounter with death and is the source of the 

woman's creative power. I also hope to show how female bodily abjection plays an 
important role in Mew's work especially in attaining the whiteness of the feminine 

sublime. 
I end this chapter with two sections. Firstly I compare Mew's work on 

feminine sublimity and abjection to H. D. 's Trilogy in order to show how the later 

poet adopts and ftirthers this alternate female Modernist theme. Secondly, I show 

that although death is a pre-requisite for achieving the sublime, in Mew's work it 

also has a further function in revealing the threshold to the feminine sublime and is 

the source of the woman poet's creative and discursive power. Throughout this 
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chapter I shall attempt to trace the outline of a tradition of women Modernists, 

particularly with relation to H. D., whose work not only exists in relation to that of 

men, but chronologically in relation to each other; a tradition which is interrelated to 

the male canon but also manifests its own female-centred poetic agenda. I shall 
locate those aspects of a shared female Modernism from which Mew's poetry 
derives its own-subversive drive: issues of female-doubling, whiteness, desire and 
death. 

A female modernism (? ) 

In September 1916, H. D. reviewed Mew's The Farmer's Bride (1916) in The 

&-oist. 3 H. D. sees Mew as a poetic descendant of Browning and as reviving the 

Browning legacy in her choice of 'one of the most difficult forms in the language - 
the dramatic lyric'. 4 In commending Mew on her reinvention of the Victorian 

dramatic lyric, H. D. at first appears to be doubly distancing herself from Mew: she 

sees her as bringing up the rear in the Victorian poetic tradition, and she associates 

Mew's writing with that of an established male poet so that Mew's credibility is 

derived from being grafted onto a more sturdy stem of tradition, and that a male one. 

Yet H. D. 's association of Mew with a Post-Romantic male literary past reflects 

H. D. 's own literary inheritance which owes much to the Decadent poetics of 
Swinburrie and, later in her career, the Pre-Raphaelites and reflects her own 

indebtedness to a Romantic and Post-komantic tradition. However even apart'frorn 

this similarity there are many other aspects of the work of these two poets which 
H. D., at the time of her review, does not perceive. The poetry of both these women 

manifests a fascination with female-doubling, with the body-trope of whiteness and 

with the expression and suppression of lesbian desire. Far from being a lone female 

working in a male-dominated culture of Modernism with Eliot, Pound, Aldington 

and Lawrence, H. D. through her work is related to previous female writers such as 

Mew in a tradition of Modernism which is particularly feminine in nature and 

distinct from the Modernist canon. Mew's poetry is an integral link in the lineage of 

women writers from the late Victorians to the Modernists. I intend to develop this 

3 H. D., Review of The Farmer's Bride, in The Egoist 3: 9 (Sept 1916), 13 5. 
4 Ibid., 
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argument in terms of the whiteness of the represented body and the contours of 
lesbian desire in poetry. 

Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar have pointed out that the function of 

whiteness was quite prevalent and possessed a particular significance for women in 

Victorian literary culture. White, that 'distinctly female"colour', 5 is associated by 

then with female purity and vulnerability, bridal innocence and virginal power. As 

Gilbert and Gubar point out, a white dress appears in Dickens' Great Expectations 

(1860) representing Miss Havisham's betrayed romance, her thwarted womanhood 

trapped in white satin; in Wilkie Collins's The Woman in White (1860) to signify 
Anne Catherick's child-like vulnerability and the taint of madness; in Elizabeth 

Barrett Browning's Aurora Leigh (18 5 6) to represent the woman writer's self- 

assertive art and in Tennyson's The Lady ofShalott to represent the artist's, 

alienation. Emily Dickinson's adoption of the white dress as her costume and an 

extension of her self-image implies the habit of 'a secular [rather] than a religious 

nun 6 as well as the idea of living burial, of the shroud, ghosts and the 'living dead': 

white in Dickinson's poetry, frequently represents both the energy (the 
white heat) of Romantic creativity, and the loneliness (the polar cold) 
of the renunciation or tribulation Romantic creativity may demand ... it 
paradoxically represents both a divine intensity and a divine absence, 
both the innocence of dawn and the iciness of death, the passion of the 
bride and the snow of the virgin. 7 

Whiteness implies a multitude of female identities: 'a 'little maid' in white, a 
fierce'virgin in white, a nun in white a bride in white, a madwoman inwhite, a dead 

8 
woman in white, and a ghost in white'. White therefore also signifies the 'psychic 

fragmentation' of the poet and the divided selves of the nineteenth-century woman 

poet. It is a colour associated with madness as much as independence, live burial as 

much as bridal joy, barren spinsterhood as much as virginal strength. White in the 

nineteenth-century cultural imagination is a colour associated with purity, madness 

and death but is also a signifier of the dual nature of nineteenth-century female 

5 Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar, The Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and 
the Nineteenth-century Literary Imagination (New Haven and London: Yale University 
Press, 1984), p. 615. 
6 Ibid., p. 620. 
7 Ibid., p. 615. 
8 Ibid., p. 622. 
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identity. But whiteness remains a significant sign for women poets well into the 

twentieth century. Mew's use of whiteness and the female double in her work is 

derived from the Victorian women's tradition of poetry. As I have shown in chapter 

three, Victorian women poets often identified themselves through a reflected double 

or a ghostly 'other' who haunts the home (the female psyche) from which they 

themselves are forever alienated. The notion of sisters and sisterhood is a Victorian 

legacy which recurs in women's writing of the period and is used in Mew's poetry to 

address issues of female identity, sexuality and deviancy. For Modernist poets such 

as H. D. however, the cultural significance of whiteness is derived not solely from a 

women's poetic tradition but also from Decadent aestheticism in which the white 
figure represents not the multiplicity of female identity but the language of 
homoeroticism'and wider issues of gender and androgyny. In this chapter I shall 
discuss Mew's work in terms of the issues outlined above to show how Mew 

provides the vital link between Victorian and Modernist women poets, hopefully 

outlining a tradition which is less divided along ideological lines in terms of 

Romanticism and Modernism than the corresponding male canon. 

In H. D. and the Victorian Fin de Siýcle, 9 Laity argues that unlike her male 

contemporaries who sought to break with the literary traditions of a Romantic past, 
H. D. used the culture offin-de-siMe Decadent Romanticism to create a female 

Modernism which was free to address issues of gender, androgyny and 
homoeroticism. H. D. countered Eliot's and Pound's deep distrust of Romanticism 

and their gender-repressive cult of impersonality by invoking in her own work the 

cultural inheritance of Swinbume, Pater, Wilde and the Pre-Raphaelites, Post- 

Romantic poets disowned and ridiculed by the champions of an ascetic, ordered and 
implicitly masculine Modernism. The two figures which consistently link H. D. 's 

work with her Romantic past are those of the boy androgyne, Pater's 'crystalline 

youth', and the scarletfemmefatale. 
As Laity illustrates, in the first part of her career H. D. 's adoption of the mask 

of the boy androgyne enabled her to write about the breakdown of her own 

relationships (with Pound and Richard Aldington respectively) while addressing in 

thinly-veiled terms her own bisexual desires. Both the homoeroticisin implicit in the 

9 Cassandra Laity, H. D. and the Victorian Fin de Sikle: Gender, Modernism and 
Decadence (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996). 
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figure of the boy androgyne as well as the cross-gendering of her verse in addressing 

this object of love (Hippolytus Temporises) allowed H. D. to experiment with the 

delineation of erotic desire from the borrowed subject position of the male 
homoerotic poetic speaker. After the writing block she experienced in the 1930s 

H. D. 's poetry re-emerges with the demonicfemmefatale rather than the boy 

androgyne as the central figure of her writing. The devouringfemmefatale, who was 
demonised in H. D. 's own early work in favour of the boy androgyne, appears now in 

H. D. 's writing as a regenerative force of post-war female empowerment. In this 

6second myth of Romantic origins', 10 inspired by her study of the Pre-Raphaelites 

and the figure of Elizabeth Siddal in particular, H. D. reinvests thefemmefatale with 

a redemptive, visionary power. 
Laity's reading of H. D. 's use of Decadent imagery and tropes is particularly 

useful because it links Modernism with a Romantic past which it is trying to 

exclude. It also highlights the fact that for women poets the discarded codes and 

metaphors of a disowned literary heritage take on new and often subversive 

meanings interacting with and disrupting the ordered ascetic condition of male- 

centred literary movements such as Modernism. The aspects of H. D. 's poetry which 
I feel are particularly relevant in my discussion of Mew's writing relate to both the 

Decadent masks adopted by H. D. in her early and later works: the implications of the 

homoerotic representation of whiteness in the figure of the boy androgyne, the power 

of thefemmefatale, her maternal eroticism and bodily abjection. But other aspects of 
her poetry also bear similarities to Mew's: the doubling or twinning of female 

identity, cross-gendered verse articulating and disguising lesbian desire, the power of 

the fallen woman and thefemmefatale. In this chapter I bring together all these 
issues to suggest a theory regarding the significance of the feminine sublime in 

female Modernism and Mew's writing in particular. In the light of the many diverse 

and emerging theories on the relationship between femininity and the sublime I think 

it is important to explain what I mean by the term feminine sublime and how it is 

used in the rest of this chapter with reference to Mew's work and that of Modernist 

women writers. 

10 Ihid., p. 116. 
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Femininity and the sublime 

Recent critics have sought to explain and define the female or feminine 

sublime and I think it is worth clarifying my own position in relation to Mew's work. 
Since Edmund Burke's A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origins ofour Ideas of the 

Sublime and Beautiful (175 7), the sublime has been associated with the masculine 

principle and the beautiful with the feminine. As Catherine Maxwell has pointed out 
Burke himself actually does not make this association specific. " This gendered 
distinction between the sublime and the masculine perhaps arises from the fact that, 

as James T. Boulton has suggested: 

[h]e reserves to sublimity all that is awe-inspiring and powerful in its 
impact and by contrast reduces beauty to a weak and rather 
sentimentalised conception. (A consequent deduction among 
masculine writers that 'the idea offemale beauty was evidently 
uppermost in Mr Burke's mind when he wrote his book' did not 

12 endear him to his later female critics like Mary Wollstonecraft. ) 

Catherine Maxwell's recent book Bearing Blindness: The Female Sublime 

From Milton to Swinburne, presents the 'female sublime' as 'a disfiguring sublime, 

imagined as an aggressive and female force which feminises the male [poet] in an 
13 act that simultaneously deprives and energises him" a force which is integral in 

the development of vision and identity in the Victorian male lyric poet. Maxwell's 

idea of the female sublime develops in a different direction from that of critics such 

as Patricia Yaeger and Barbara Claire Freeman both of whom, in different ways, 

perceive the 'feminine sublime' 14 as a force which highlights the exclusionary 

practices of the masculine sublime and essentially 'rights the wrongs' that the 

masculine sublime perpetrates upon the feminine in discourse. Maxwell, on the other 
hand, recognises that the Romantic notion of the sublime from Milton to Shelley and 

onwards is itself personified in female figures (often the Muse) and in a sense the 

11 Catherine Maxwell, Bearing Blindness: The Female Sublime From Milton to Swinhurne 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 200 1), footnote to p. S. 
12'Editor's Introduction' to Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origins of our 
Ideas ofthe Sublime and Beautiful, ed. James T. Boulton (London and Oxford: Blackwell, 
1987), p. xxv. 
13 Maxwell, Bearing Blindness, p. 1. 
14 Barbara Claire Freeman, The Feminine Sublime: Gender and Excess in Women's Fiction 
(Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1995). 
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sublime of Romantic, and later Victorian poetry, is itself feminine in conception. My 

idea of the feminine sublime corresponds in part to Freeman's in that I perceive the 

feminine sublime in Mew's poetry to be essentially 'unrepresentable': 

the feminine sublime is neither a rhetorical mode nor an aesthetic 
category but a domain of experience that resists categorisation, in 
which a subject enters into relation with an otherness - social, 
aesthetic, political, ethical, erotic - that is excessive and 
unrepresentable. The feminine sublime is not a discursive strategy, 
technique, or literary style the female writer invents, but rather a crisis 
in relation to language and representation that a certain subject 
undergoes. 15 

I agree, that in Mew's work the sublime does serve to highlight the 

exclusionary practices of masculinist discourse but I also suggest that in her work 
the sublime possesses another stronger connection to the subject and is integral in its 

identity formation. While Freeman is eager to point out that the feminine sublime 
does not involve the subjective mastery and domination through the intervention of 

reason, I suggest that at the crucial moment of perception the female subject both 

forms an identity through its experience of the sublime but also, merges with the 

sublime in an act of self-effacement which takes the sub ect itself beyond j 

representation. Contrary to Freeman's view of a more benign and user-friendly 

sublime (especially in terms of politics and discourse) I agree with Maxwell's 

proposition that, in order for it to retain its identity, the sublime cannot be divested 
16 of its power, 'qualities such as mastery and domination" or excluded from 'the 

realms of power, conflict and agency'. 17 Thus my notion of the feminine sublime as 

it appears in Mew's work is both powerful, violent and excessive, while it remains 

elusive and beyond categorisation. 

The feminine sublime as it appears in Mew's writing is always presented to 

the reader as just beyond perception. It is seen, as it were, out of the comer of the 

eye, on the margins of discourse and on the borders of representation. The sublime is 

not demonstrable in the effect it has upon the reader but in its relation to a female 

15 Ibid., p. 2. 
16 Maxwell, Bearing Blindness, p. 9. 
17 Freeman, The Feminine Sublime, p. 3. 
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character (who is not the speaker or narrator of the piece) and is often mediated 
through the perception of a male character (who is often the speaker or narrator). The 

female character experiences the sublime which is beyond the immediate vision of 

the reader/narrator/text or a male subject. The male character comes into contact 

with it through an encounter with a woman who experiences it in his presence but 

remains beyond his understanding and discursive control. Unlike the T of the 

Romantic poet, Mew as poet and author remains detached from experience and 

representation of the sublime and the form of the dramatic monologue allows this 

detachment. The feminine sublime in Mew's poetry is therefore not the sublime as 

represented by the authorial voice or poetic persona, but the sublime as experienced 
by the female characters and perceived by the male. 

But why call this experience thefeminine sublime? In every experience of the 

sublime represented in Mew's work there is an act of recognition in which the 

woman surrenders to a primordial power which is both transcendent and familiar. 

This surrendering is represented in terms of the woman's death or disappearance 

which corresponds to her escape from narrative control. The experience of the 

feminine sublime certainly inspires awe and is (an experience of simultaneous loss 

and compensation', ' 8 of 'joy and pain... almost one' (CPP: 24), but is presented as 

an act of empowerment where the woman, in spite of her death, achieves a kind of 

control over the story and the text; this power is achieved at the price of violence. 
Often in Mew's work this sublime is achieved through violence against the (female) 

self in the loss of skin, blood, menstrual blood and aborted foetus. As the body sheds 
its female effluvia and its corporeality, the feminine sublime comes to be represented 
in terms of whiteness and the ghostly ethereality of death. The woman dies or 
disappears, her identity established and subsumed by the feminine sublime; 

representation of the sublime is acted out upon the female body and claims it. 

As with issues of sexuality and impersonality Mew uses the feminine 

sublime to illustrate how representation of the feminine is problematic in poetic and 

narrative discourse. In much of her work the feminine sublime is represented 
through a cross-gendering of the dramatic monologue or narrative; a male speaker 

18 Maxwell, Bearing Blindness, p. 2. 
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addresses the issue of the sublime without realising its significance, emphatically 

placing himself at the centre (and as the subject) of the narrative and thus forcing the 

female onto the margins of discourse. This strategy both limits and makes possible 
the representation of the feminine sublime. Mew is thus not only able to remain 
detached from the power of the feminine sublime but as writer she only has to 

demonstrate a minimal control over its representation, very effectively allowing that 

which is unrepresentable to exert its own power at the borders of the text. She does 

not seek to contain the feminine sublime, which is itself uncontainable, but 

effectively allows it to demonstrate its own power so that the text itself becomes a 

residue of sublimity, complex and dense, itself elusive and difficult to pin down. The 

text like the female body becomes the site for the enactment of the feminine sublime 

and the border where the representation of femininity is renegotiated. 

Sisterhood, lesbian identity and a note on abjection 

In this chapter I use the idea of the feminine sublime outlined above and the 

notion of female abjection to suggest how issues of identity and visibility are 

addressed in Mew's work through the figure of the sister, the twin and the reflected 
double. But it is equally important to place this study in the context of a female 

tradition of writing from the Victorians to the Modernists with Mew as the integral 

link between the two. One of the most well-kno, ýNrn poems of the nineteenth century 
dealing with the issue of sisterhood is Christina Rossetti's Goblin Market (1862). 

The deceptively simple lyrical quality of the poem, as well as the morality tale of fall 

and redemption it depicts, lend the poem a multi-layered quality so that multiple 
critical interpretations are possible while the poem's meaning remains constantly 

open-ended. Goblin Market is also one of the major works in the feminist revival of 
Victorian women poets of the 1980s and 1990s, and the sisterhood that it portrays 

continues to inform the current critical understanding of tradition, identity and 

selfhood in women's writing. The tale of Lizzie and Laur6, who live in innocent 

domestic bliss until they are tempted by the fruit of the goblin-men and Laura 

succumbs to temptation, is a story of love between two sisters. After feeding on the 

forbidden fruit of the goblin-men, Laura becomes sickly and morose and is saved 
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from decline and death by her sister. Lizzie returns alone to the goblin-men but 

refuses to either take or purchase the goblin-fruit causing the angry, repulsed goblins 

to violently smear her with the pulp and juice of the fruit. Lizzie returns home to 

Laura who feeds on the juice of the unpaid for fruit which acts as an antidote and she 
is thus cured. The sisters go on to lead happy lives warning their daughters of the 

wares of the goblin men, and the poem concludes with the moral 'there is no friend 

like a sister'. The fable-like text lends itself to many interpretations: of the goblin 

men who represent a market economy and involve the sisters and in the risky 
business of moral exchange, of Lizzie as a redemptive Christ figure saving her fallen 

sister from the fate of Jeannie who had no sister/saviour to deliver her, and of the 

goblin men as literary masters in a male-dominated canon in which the female 

writers/sisters are at risk of losing their own creativity by ingesting too much of the 

(dangerous) male tradition and how her sisters negotiate this to their own 

advantage. 
19 

At the centre of all these interpretations is the healing and loving relationship 
between Laura and Lizzie in which sisterhood itself is the redeeming power of the 

feminine. That Laura and Lizzie are so similar in appearance and the relationship is 

almost homoerotic in its physicality only serves to underline the unbreakable bond 

between the two which itself symbolises the complete cycle of Laura's innocence, 

fall and return to grace, leaving no taint of corruption upon the sisters' lives. 

Whatever the interpretation of the text the final lines remain true like the constant 
factor in a differential equation of interchangeable meanings: 

For there is no friend like a sister 
In calm or stormy weather; 
To cheer one on the tedious way, 
To fetch one if one goes astray, 
To lift one if one totter's down, 
To strengthen whilst one stands. 20 

19 See Janet Galligani Casey, 'The Potential of Sisterhood: Christina Rossetti's Goblin 
Market', Victorian Poet? y 29: 1 (Spring 1991), 63-78; Helena Michie, I 'There Is No Friend 
Like a Sister': Sisterhood asSexual Difference', ELH56: 2 (Summer 1989), 401421; 
Catherine Maxwell, 'Tasting the 'Fruit Forbidden: Gender, Intertextuality and Christina 
Rossetti's Goblin Market, in The Culture of Christina Rossetti, eds. Mary Arseneau, 
Anthony H. Harrison and Lorraine Jansen Kooistra (Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1999), 
pp. 75-102. 
20 Victorian Women Poets: An Anthology, eds. Angela Leighton and Margaret Reynolds 
(Oxford UK and Cambridge USA: Blackwell, 1995), p. 390. 
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I suggest that the representation of sisterhood in Charlotte Mew's work is 

drastically different from that of her literary precursor. While Mew uses the figures 

of two sisters in her prose work the relationship is not one of healing and redemption 
but is more problematic. Although one or both of the sisters is in need of deliverance 

from social or self-inflicted ills, redemption does not take place, and rescue, if it 

comes, always comes too late. Relationships between sisters are also complicated by 

issues of fallenness, self-identity and survival. This negative aspect of sisterhood is 

not merely a reflection of Mew's dark, nihilistic poetics but suggests that in her work 

sistering is invested with a meaning which has deeper implications for female 

identity and feminine sexuality. 
Mew's short story 'Passed', published in The Temple Bar, tells the story of 

an unnamed narrator who venturing out into the London streets one winter evening, 

enters a church and finds a young desperate girl who leads her by the hand to her 

home where another woman (the young girl's older sister) lies dead in bed. 21 In her 

hand the dead woman holds a letter written in a masculine hand and bearing a crest. 
The young girl is reluctant to be left alone with the body of her departed sister and 
the narrator is forced to stay holding the girl in order to comfort her. During this 

period the girl falls asleep and the narrator upon looking at the face of the dead 

woman has a strange vision. When she wakes from this vision she flees the room in 

spite of the girl's entreaties and returns to the comfort of her own home and family. 

The following day guilt compels her to search in vain for the sisters in the ill- 

remembered neighbourhood. A few months later when walking in a different part of 
London the narrator sees the young girl dressed in red and vermilion walking arm in 

arm with a man. She observes that the crest upon the man's cigarette-holder is 

identical to that on the letter that the dead woman held clutched in her hand when 

she died. The couple walk past her without a hint of recognition. 

,- This story which is essentially the tale of a fallen woman who dies for her 

transgression has its tragedy compounded by the fact that shortly after her death her 

own sister is seen to be under the influence of the very man responsible for her 

downfall. We learn nothing about the circumstances of either woman's fall, for the 

21 Charlotte Mew, Collected Poems and Prose, ed. Val Warner (London: Carcanet and 
Virago, 1981), pp. 65-78. 
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story is told in terms of the narrator's brief encounter with the sisters and questions 

whether her intervention could have saved the younger. Ile story deals with the 

limits of her responsibility and the extent of her guilt with respect to the fate of the 

young girl, who reaches out to her in an inarticulate cry for help which she does not 

answer. The overt reading of this story, as I suggested in chapter two, addresses the 

issue of the responsibilities of women to their fallen 'sisters', suggesting perhaps that 

the injustice caused by men to women they ruin would not be possible without the 

silent, passivity of respectable women who stand by. There is, however, a deeper 

significance to this story of failed sisterhood and social responsibility. 
It is the particular aspect of the Decadent tradition that appears in Mew and 

later H. D. that is the very one which was rejected by male Modernists early on in 

their drive to dissociate themselves from Romanticism. 'Romantic 'sameness, ' and 

specifically the neo-Platonic philosophy of self-identification with a male or female 

'twin SoUls, 22 firmly rejected by Pound and Eliot along with poetic effeminacy and 

personality, were adopted by H. D. to celebrate the female-female relationships of her 

early writings such as Paint It Today (192 1) and HER. 23 Although in her poetry (Sea 

Garden, Hippolytus Temporizes) H. D. uses the figure of the boy androgyne to 

represent masked homoerotic desire, the use of twinning and the double as a means 

of self-realisation is important. -It suggests and disguises the narcissistic energy of 

same-sex love and the dual sexual identity of the bisexual. 

Both this (female) narcissism and Romantic neo-Platonic doubling are at 

work in the Swinburne poem 'Before the, Mirror' discussed earlier. The 'spiritual 

twinning' between the girl before the mirror and the girl reflected in the mirror is 

echoed in H. D. 's HER in which the Hermione 'taps her spiritual, erotic and poetic 

powers through intimate identification with a "twin-self" sister', 24 the seductive 
Fayne Rabb. This doubling of the twin-self is particularly significant in relation to 

Mew's representation of sisters and homoerotic desire. In Mew's more guarded 

exprýssions of same-sex desire, this doubling both suggests and disguises the double 

sexuality of the bisexual. In Mew's prose this duality is usually represented in terms 

of an actual (rather than a reflected) double in the figure of the sister. 

22 Laity, H. D. and the Victorian Fin de Si&je, p. 13. 
23 H. D., HERmione (New York: New Directions, 198 1). 
24 Laity, H. D. and the Victorian Fin de Siýcje, p. 3 7. 
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When the narrator first encounters the girl lying prostrate in church she finds 

herself strangely drawn to her. Her very first inkling of the girl's presence awakens 
her senses - 'the magnetism of human presence reached me where I stood... [t]he 

attitude arrested me' (CPP: 67) - but also invokes in her a certain revulsion which she 
is unable to act upon - 'My will cried, Forsake [her]! - but I found myself powerless 
to obey'(CPP: 68). Before she is able to leave she has obeyed the 'imperious 

summons'(CPP: 68) of the girl's eyes: 

Did she reach me, or was our advance mutual? It cannot be told. 
I suppose we neither know. But we met, and her hand, grasping mine, 
imperatively dragged me out into the cold and noisy street (CPP: 68). 

As they climb the stair of the sister's dwelling, the scene has a tawdry sexual 

resonance: 

She threw herself against it and pulled me up the unlighted stairs. They 
shook now and then with the violence of our ascent; with my free hand 
I tried to help myself up by the broad and greasy balustrade (CPP: 68). 

and the young girl's overtures for her to stay are more physical than verbal - 'She 

half rose and claimed me with a distracted grace'. But eventually revulsion sets in 

and the narrator (in spite of her earlier attraction) wishes to be free. 
I 

I tried to raise her, and kneeling, pulled her reluctantly towards me. The 
proximity was distasteful. An alien presence has ever repelled me. I 
should have pitied the girl keenly perhaps a few morefeet away. ' She 
clung to me with ebbing force. Her heart throbbed painfully close to 
mine, and when I meet now in the dark streets others who have been 
robbed, as she has been, of their great possession, I have to remember 
that. 

The magnetism of our meeting was already passing; and, reason 
asserting itself I reviewed the incident dispassionately, as she lay like a 
broken piece of mechanism in my arms. Her dark hair had come 
unfastened and fell about my shoulder (CPP: 68). 

I believe that there are two kinds of doubling at work in this story. The 

doubling of the sisters depicts the fallen women and her innocent (younger) 

self who is susceptible to the fall. The twinning between the narrator and the 

younger sister shares a similar motive but goes deeper. The narrator is aware of 
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the lesson in this meeting - that there is little to separate herself, a respectable 

rhiddle-class woman from the condemned creature in front of her (although at 

this point in the story the narrator has no way of knowing that the girl is 

condemned suggesting that this depiction of the moment takes place 

retrospectively). But the doubling contains more than a simple moral message. 
Their strange meeting in the church - '[d]id she reach me or was our advance 

mutualT - invokes the image of the narrator approaching her own reflection in 

a mirror. Her inexplicable attraction towards the girl and subsequent revulsion 

also bear the mark of one who is drawn to an image of the self but is repulsed 
from too close a scrutiny. The 'alien presence' the narrator feels at the girl's 

proximity is her own identity which still haunts her whenever she remembers 

the encounter. That she would have pitied the girl more 'a few more feet away' 

suggests that, in the closeness of the moment their identities are too similar to 

bear close scrutiny and (paradoxically) any sympathy. The narrator cannot pity 

or sympathise with that which she cannot admit in herself, The hearts 

throbbing close together and the girl's hair falling across the narrator's 

shoulder add to this mirroring effect and suggests that in this moment the two 

women are perfect doubles whose identities are dangerously close to merging. 
The narrator then has 'reason assert... itself' and views the woman as 'a 

broken piece of mechanism', rather than the girl whose 'heart throbbed 

painfully close'. The sexual/physical attraction between the two women is 

particularly important in this context since it is not only the (threatening) 

sexuality in her own nature which the narrator wishes to repress, but also the 

homoerotic nature of her desires. It is the reflection of her lesbian desire which 

she is faced with when in close proximity to the girl that disturbs the speaker 
in this strange moment of narcissistic repulsion. 

The young woman clings to the narrator with the urgency of one who 
(in her sister) has lost her own double and consequently her own self-image 

and identity. Her inarticulate attempts to communicate with the woman she has 

brought to her home suggest a kind of regression where language'fails her, and 
it is only in the presence of her mirror-double that she is able to go beyond 

words to comfort and she collapses in the woman's arms. The narrator 

reluctantly holds her until her gaze falls once more upon the deceased - 'for a 
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hint of breathing, almost stopping my own' (CPP: 71) - and this time her 

perception of death itself is different and she succumbs to a vision of herself as 

&passed': 

My heart went home. The dear place was desolate. No echo of its many 
voices on the threshold or stair. My footsteps made no sound as I 
rapidly went up to a well-known room. Here I besought the miffor for 
the reassurance of my own reflection. It denied me human portraiture 
and threw back cold glare. As I opened mechanically a treasured book, I 
noticed the leaves were blank, not even blurred by spot or line; and then 
I shivered -- it was deadly cold... The things by which I had touched 
life were nothing. Here, as I called the dearest names, their echoes came 
back again with the sound of an unlearned language. I did not 
recognize, and yet I framed them. What was had never been! (CPP: 71 - 
72) 

In this vision the woman returns to her own home and realises that all signs of 
her life - the voices of loved ones, her own image in the mirror, the words in 

the pages of a book - have been erased. Even language itself has been 

distorted. It is striking that almost immediately after her physical closeness to 

the young woman and her subsequent revulsion, the narrator should have a 

vision in which her own identity and history have been erased. This certainly 

confirms the idea that the girl is her reflected double and that in rejecting her 

the narrator is rejecting her own self-identity. But the repercussions of this are 

greater for not only has her past ceased to be but it has been completely effaced 

- 'What was had never been! ' so that the whole notion of identity itself is 

destabilised. The narrator's identity is cancelled out in her inability to see 
herself in the young girl (or her sister), but the girl's identity too is unstable, 

precariously balanced between innocence and fallenness, requiring her to cling 
to the stranger in whom she seeks her (double or other) self. The dead sister 
too is balanced between life and death, physically dead but with the trappings 

of life still upon her: 

The dark eyes unwillingly open reached mine in an insistent stare. One 
hand lying out upon the coverlid, I could never again mistake for that of 
suspended life... I watched feverishly, knowing well the madness of the 
action, for a hint of breathing, almost stopping my own (CPP: 71). 
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The speaker's own identity is closely linked to that of the dead woman ffor a 
hint of breathing, almost stopping my own') and the three women brought 

together in this room represent in different ways, the crisis of female identity in 

Mew's work - the fallen woman, the dead woman and the woman on the 

threshold of self-discovery. Amidst all these figures also hovers the spectre of 

lesbian desire which is never articulated or acted upon. In Mew's work 

sisterhood is ultimately the failure of the relationship between women in a 

pragmatic sense - the narrator cannot save either of the women from their fates 

- as well as in figurative sense - women cannot rely upon each other to affirm 

their own identity or selfhood. For Mew sisterhood is a mirror upon which 
lesbian identity is inscribed but in which female identity itself is destabilised. 

The futility of lesbian desire is reflected in the failure of the relationship 
between the sisters. 

However, as in Mew's dramatic monologues, heterosexual love 

contains little comfort for the narrator. During her hallucinatory vision she sees 

an image of her beloved, but although she recognises him, the passion they felt 

for one another is now depleted and their love is itself revealed to be a 'passed' 

illusion: 

My spirit summoned the being who claimed mine. He came stretching 
out arms of deathless welcome. As he reached me my heart took 
flight... 
But I had never known him. I beat my breast to wake there the wonted 
pain of tingling joy. I called past experience with unavailing 
importunity to bear witness the man was wildly dear to me. He was not. 
He left me with bent head a stranger, whom I would not if I could recall 
(CPP: 72). 

As in 'The Farmer's Bride, 'The Quiet House' and 'In Nunhead Cemetery', 
heterosexual love is based upon the desire for an unattainable object, a search 
in which desire itself becomes the object of pursuit. 'I beat my breast to wake 
there the wonted pain of tingling joy', suggests both the need to arouse desire 

for its own sake and the sado-masochistic pleasures of the pursuit of desire 

itself. 
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By the time the narrator has escaped from the entreaties of the young 

woman and the oppressive room, the two sisters are already doomed: 'I... sped 

away without memory of the two lifeless beings lying alone in that shrouded 

chamber of desolation' (CPP: 74). The room has been transformed in the 

narrator's imagination into a tomb. When she returns to the church the 

following day she sees two young girls enter for the service, one 'dreadful' 

whose 'ceaseless imbecile grimaces chilled my blood' and another who kisses 

and soothes the former from 'habitual love' -A sublime and ghastly 

scene'(CPP: 75-76). The narrator is unable to relate to this scene of tender 

sisterly love and her inaction the previous day bears all the marks of the 

inevitable; in spite of her guilt-driven search for the sisters it is unlikely that 

any helpful contact would be made in the encounter. A few months later when 

she sees the young woman on the arm of the man who was responsible for her 

sister's fall and demise, she is struck by the girl's attire; 'vehemently brilliant 

crimson' and 'dull vermilion' (CPP: 77) are signs of her fallenness contrasting 

sharply with the scent of violets that had permeated the sister's room and 

haunted the protagonist since. She realises her own guilt in the woman's fall 

and hears a cry as the girl walks past without recognising her: 

Wheels hastened to assail that sound, but it clanged on. Did it proceed 
from some defeated angel? Or the woman's mouth? Or mine? God 
knows (CPP: 78)! 

Once again the narrator and the woman are transposed onto each other. The cry 

that emanates from their final encounter may be from the mouth of each or 

neither - but there is no way of telling. In spite of the strong colour motifs of 
fallenness and guilt, the story is ultimately about the failure of the relationship 
between these two twin-souls, and the failure of the relationship between 

women - twin, sister or lover - to forge a female identity and an image of the 
feminine self. 

In another short story 'Elinor' (CPP: 282-297), Mew explores the 

relationship between two sisters in a more domestic setting. The narrator, Jean, 

lives with her older sister Elinor and the family servant Agatha in a lonely 
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house 'in the midst of a wild country' (CPP: 282). Since their father's death, 

Elinor often shuts herself away in his study, a room which Jean has a dreadful 

fear of since as a child she had seen 'a figure, white and indistinct but 

unmistakable, stretched across my father's dimly outlined chair' (CPP: 283). 

The two girls live a quiet life together and Elinor in particular shuns the 

company of outsiders, shows a great independence of mind and spirit and 

refuses to attend services at the local church, although Jean is given permission 

to accompany Agatha. When the new young Rector Mr. Perceval begins to 

visit them at home Jean is pleased with his company but he quarrels with 

Elinor and does not return. One night when a stranger, lost and weather-beaten, 

appears at the door Elinor is uncharacteristically hospitable and a friendship 

develops between the two sisters and their gentleman visitor who returns again 

and again. Yet once again Elinor falls out with this new friend Edward 

Somerset and he leaves. This final breach leads to a confrontation between the 

sisters which leads to the revelation that Mr. Perceval had asked for Jean's 

hand in marriage and that Elinor had refused but, since her own falling out 

with Edward Somerset, she has recalled him and he and Jean are to be happily 

reunited. But Jean though now happy is not satisfied with her sister's 

behaviour: 

'And he loved you', I said, 'this man whom you have sent awayT 
'He asked me, certainly, to be his wife. ' 
'What hinders happiness - what have you doneT I said. 
'I cannot tell, ' she murmured half-inaudibly, with an awful helpless 

gesture which appalled me. 
'I had no choice. I should have known - perhaps I knew - there was, 

from the beginning, but one way. If there was such a God as you believe in, He 
and He only, could understand. ' 

'He made 'us and He guides, ' I pleaded. 
'If that were true then He has guided. I was not made to yield to any 

tyrant - no, not even to the world's sublimest despot. If He made me it is then 
He who made me so. ' 

'All souls were made for happiness, ' was my last plea. 
'Rather for victory, ' was her reply. 
I hazarded, 'Some victories are void and some are vile. ' 
'All victories are great. We never speak of this again, ' she said 

decisively at parting and kissed me, passing her fingers through my hair 
(CPP: 293). 
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In the meantime, the trusty Agatha's ageing mind grows weak and she is soon 

in the throes of paranoiac hallucinations. Elinor whose own health and spirits 

are failing, tends to her. As she gets weaker she completes her life's work: 'a 

pile of MS in her cramped handwriting, which lay beside her on the window- 

seat' (CPP: 296). But after tending to Agatha, Jean returns upstairs to find 

Elinor writing feverishly surrounded by the burnt remains of her MS. The 

sheet of paper she is working on is a letter to Edward Somerset (whom Jean 

and Perceval have already sent for) that 'held confession and recall' 

(CPP: 297). Yet she bums this letter too (with Jean's assistance) and when 

Somerset finally enters the room and embraces her she resists: 

But for a moment, she lay there, then with a final effort, freed herself 
and thrust him off. Standing erect and motionless, she pressed both 
hands across her eyes and lifted on fierce, ringing and revulsive cry: her 
voice -a spark of anguish - dropped and flickered, then burst again to 
living flame. 
'Thou hast not yet resisted - unto blood. ' 
It was her final utterance (CPP: 297). 

Mew's story is abstract and vague enough to allow many readings of 
Elinor's resistance to a happy life. Her refusal of Somerset may indicate her 

realisation that her creative impulse as a writer is incompatible with the life at 

court that Somerset is offering. Her strongly felt atheism and free-will suggest 

a revulsion for the institution of marriage itself. Mew may be suggesting that 

creativity and independence are irreconcilable with marriage and synonymous 

with isolation and self-denial. But there is a further meaning to Elinor's 

resistance which incorporates all the above interpretations of the text and goes 
beyond them. The two factors supporting this are an inexplicable episode of 
the white shroud-like image which terrifies Jean and which I shall discuss 

shortly, and the conversation between the sisters quoted above which takes 

place just as Jean is betrothed to a young man and Elinor has rejected another. 
It is apparent that in this story the two sisters are not twin-souls but that Jean is 

the foil for the wild and imperious Elinor. The sixteen-year age difference 

between the two also suggest that the relationship is more that of mother and 

child, especially when Elinor soothes her sister after her early fright and 
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educates her in her own moral philosophy. Also Elinor never shares with her 

sister her own secret, even the fact of her own MS. I suggest that Elinor's 

resistance arises from her own awareness of herself as different and that this 
difference arises from Elinor's lesbian desires. Mew uses Elinor's creativity 
(which is only obliquely referred to) as a metaphor for lesbian difference. In 

the conversation between the two sisters, the only one in which they confront 

each other and attempt to justify their own positions, Elinor in spite of her own 

staunch atheism uses the language of the church and God to translate her 

situation for Jean: 

'I had no choice. I should have known - perhaps I knew - there 
was, from the beginning, but one way. If there was such a God as you 
believe in, He and He only, could understand. ' (CPP: 293) 

Although Elinor remains reticent about her reasons for refusing Somerset's 

proposal and for refusing happiness in general her words are equally applicable 
to a woman who realises her desires are incompatible with marriage and 

society's values and therefore rejects both, shrouding her motives in mystery. 
But the episode of the white figure also points to this reading of the text. 

In The Apparitional Lesbian, 25 Terry Castle argues that over the 

centuries literary culture has dealt with the figure of the lesbian by 'ghosting' 
her, so that the lesbian when she appears at all does so as an apparition - 
4elusive, vaporous, difficult to spot. 26 As Castle points out actual spectral 

metaphors are an integral part of the process of derealisation. The Sapphic 

spectre appears in Diderot's La Religieuse (1760), Baudelaire's Les Fleurs du 
Mal (1857), James's The Bostonians (1886) Radcliffe Hall's The Well of 

27 Loneliness (1928) and the work of over twenty other writers. AsCastle 

suggests: 

25 Terry Castle,. TheApparitional Lesbian (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993). 
26 Ibid., p. 2. 
27 Castle mentions work by, 'Balzac, Gautier, Flaubert, Zola, Charlotte Brontd, Hawthorne, 
Wilkie Collins, Sheridan LeFanu, Maupassant, Colette, Proust, Arnold Bennett, D. H. 
Lawrence, Compton Mackenzie, Wyndham Lewis, Dorothey Strachey, Dorothy Baker, 
Ernest Hemingway, Sinclair Lewis, Mary Renault, Rosamund Lehmann, Jean-Paul Sartre, 
Lillian Hellman and countless other Anglo-European writers. - .' pp. 6-7. 
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[g]iven such murderous allegorizing, it is perhaps not surprising how 
many lesbians in real life have engaged is a sort of self-ghosting, hiding 
or camouflaging their sexual desires or withdrawing voluntarily from 
society in order to escape such hostility. The Garboesque retreat into 
silence and secrecy can be a lifesaver. 28 

I believe that this remark is significant in view of Mew's own disinclination to 

confess her lesbian nature in her work and in Elinor's withdrawal into secrecy 

and silence. The apparition that Jean encounters in her father's study (Elinor's 

favourite haunt) is dismissed by Elinor as 'only some cloth which I left in the 

room this morning - meaning to sew'(CPP: 283). But the vision that Jean 

encounters is more threatening: 

I stood before the threshold, powerless to pass it, my eyes fixed first 
upon the chequered floor. Travelling from thence, they were confronted 
by a vision - faint but awful - and I saw a figure white and indistinct but 
unmistakable, stretched across my father's dimly outlined chair. A cry 
burst from me. I stayed, paralysed, helplessly shrieking, gazing, while 
the wind mingled its weary calls with my affrighted cry. A dark form 
suddenly sprang forth shrouding the figure in the chair, casting a 
shadow on the silvered floor. It came towards me and I fell half 
senseless -(CPP: 283). 

Jean wakes up in her sister's bed with Elinor reassuring her. But her vision 

suggests that there is more to the episode than 'only some cloth' and that 

perhaps Elinor is either the white figure in her father's chair or the 'dark form' 

which jumps up to 'shroud' the figure in the, chair. At any rate Elinor is 

somehow at the centre of this spectral vision. It is significant that this episode, 
told early on in the story, is not referred to again and the mystery of the white 
figure is never explained as the text seems to promise it will be. In fact the 

whole story flirts with the idea of haunting and the supernatural, building up a 
tension which is never really justified or resolved. When Edward Somerset 
first enters the house Elinor suggests that he sleeps in their father's room 
which has not been open since he died. The idea seems appalling to Jean and 
Agatha who exclaims "Tis a grave'(CPP: 288). Finally Somerset sleeps in 

Elinor's room while Elinor herself sleeps with Jean, but the tension of the 

moment, the typical horror genre motif of the stranger forced to sleep in the 

28 Ibid., p. 7. 
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haunted chamber and Elinor's own doubtful (secretive) motives at making the 

suggestion remain vague and disturbing. 'Elinor' is ultimately a tale of Gothic 

horror which never reaches fruition and Elinor herself is a strange and 

secretive character whose secret is never fully explained or understood. But the 

spectral motif of the story and Elinor's own confession to her sister that 'I had 

not choice... there was, from the beginning, but one way' does suggest that the 

secret is one of lesbian identity and that Elinor is attempting to 'ghost' herself 

in life, just as Mew is attempting to ghost her in the story. 
In that case, of course Elinor does achieve her 'victory', since she dies 

at the end of the story -a literal kind of ghosting - without succumbing to the 
life-giving Edward or owning up her secret. Her MS too is burnt so that the 
'charred paper' and 'blackened fragments' blowing in the wind from the open 

window are themselves the ghosts of her creativity. Her final utterance, I 

believe points to another aspect of Mew's construction of lesbian identity (and 

effacement of it). Elinor is struck by her sister's Biblical reference 'Thou has 

not yet resisted unto blood' and asks to read her Bible. Jean notes: 

I held it out to her in silence, noting with quickened apprehension the 
change that a few months had wrought in her. Little by little she had 
grown thin; her carriage almost listless. I feared our mother's malady, 
but Elinor showed no sign of sickness - only a'shrunken, pitiful front of 
pain (CPP: 294). 

It is apparent that Elinor is 'wasting away', dying not from any disease but 

almost wilfully and her final utterance, though Biblical, does not signal her 

conversion and redemption since she dies unrepentant and defiant. I believe 

that the blood referred to points to a kind of literal abjection - Elinor wishes to 

eject from her body all the signs of life in order to become the 'white and 
indistinct, but unmistakable' figure, an apparition of her former self but also 
her true self. 

My use of the term 'abject' in this chapter corresponds to Julia Kristeva's as 

outlined in her book Powers ofHorror: An Essay on Abjection 29 
.I suggest that the 

abject is that which the subject contains and attempts to exclude or eject in the 
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attempt to define itself. The abject is itself not an object - 'an otherness ceaselessly 
fleeing in a systematic quest of desire', - in fact '[t]he abject has only one quality of 

the object - that of being opposed to F. 30 The abject is both part of the subject and is 

necessarily and violently ejected in order for the identity of the subject to be 

established: 'I expel mysey, I spit myselfout, I abject myself within the same motion 
31 

through which T claim to establish myseýr. The subject defines itself by what it is 

not, but, while the ejection of the abject is necessary for identity formation, the 

abject itself does not simply disappear but continues to challenge the subject and its 

symbolic order from the borders: 

what is abject... the jettisoned object, is radically excluded and draws 
me to the place where meaning collapses... [I]t lies outside, beyond 
the set, and does not seem to agree to the [ego's] rules of the game. 
And yet, from its place of banishment, the abject does not cease 
challenging its master. 32 

In the context of Mew's work the abject has particularly feminine implications. The 

'jettisoned object' is the excess and effluvia of the female body, menstrual blood, the 

aborted foetus, and in the case of Leighton's reading of 'Saturday Market' even the 

female heart. The abject also appears in Mew's work in blood and skin'which are not 

naturally excluded but are shed as a result of self-harming, and self-mutilation - 
literal, metaphorical or imagined - as well as the suggested draining away of life or 
blood that in some of her work leaves the female dead or ghosted, a white, 

transparent almost ethereal version of her previous self. For Kristeva, Oeath is the 

ultimate and most terror-filled form of abjection: 

the corpse, the most sickening of wastes, is a border that has 
encroached upon everything. It is no longer I who expel, T is 
expelled. The border has become an object... [t]he corpse, seen 
without God and outside of science, is the utmost of abjection. It is 
death infecting life. AbjeCt. 33 

29 Julia Kristeva, Powers ofHorror: An Essay on Abjection, trans. Leon S. Roudiez (New 
York and Oxford: Columbia University Press, 1982). 
30 Ibid., p. 1. 
31 Ibid., p. 3. 
32 Ibid., p. 2. 
33 Ibid., pp. 34. 
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But what is the significance of abjection in the attainment of the sublime? In Mew's 

writing abjection is a pre-requisite in achieving the feminine sublime; the female 

body ejects its corporeality and life-blood in order to become the white figure upon 

which the female sublime is transcribed, but as I hope to show, this process is 

inextricably linked with language and text. As Kristeva herself points out, '[t]he 

abject is edged with the sublime. It is not the same moment on the j ourney, but the 

same subject and speech bring them into being. 34 

It is particularly the disruptive element of the abject that makes it so 

significant for feminine poetics. Kristeva is at pains to point out the importance of 

the symbolic function and meaning of the abject over its literal and physical aspects: 

'[I]t is not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection but that which disturbs 

identity, system, order'. 35 At the borders of subjectivity, meaning and representation, 

the abject female body and its effluvia and excess evoke the marginal and shadowy 

power of the feminine sublime and summon it into representation. 

Abjection is a significant part of Mew's work, as I shall discuss in 

ftu-ther detail, specifically in the sense of women seeking'to purge their bodies 

of life-blood and to become white and spectral figures. As in 'Elinor' this 

(r)ejection is both a signalling of her lesbian nature outside the context of 

marriage and society, but it also signifies a greater motive which goes beyond 

the realm of desire itself. It is perhaps significant that in this tale of veiled 
lesbian identity, there is no female object of Elinor's love (indeed she seems to 

manifest a genuine fondness for Somerset) because being lesbian here is not 

about desire but about difference and identity. Elinor's death is both a denial of 
her earthly identity and a declaration of her identity as a lesbian. In Mew's 

work death is a crucial element in this process of ghosting. As Castle points 

out: 

The ghost.... is a paradox. Though nonexistent, it nonetheless appears. 
Indeed, so vividly does it appear - if only in the 'mind's eye' - one feels 
unable to get away from it. ... To be haunted by a woman - in the 
magical speech of desire - is ineluctably to see her. 36 

34 Ibid., P. 11. 
35 Ibid., p. 4. 
36 Castle, The Apparitional Lesbian, p. 46. 
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The terror inspired in the narrator by the body of the dead woman in 

'Passed' is clearer now. The dead woman is suspended between life and death 

in that she is very much present and is the focal point of the girl's grief and the 

cause for the narrator's presence in the room, but she is also not there. This 

critical moment inspires the narrator with horror since her own identity is at 

this moment in danger of being unbalanced, and the spectre of her own lesbian 

desire hovers in the room between herself and the young girl. For Mew death 

is both a reckoning with the lesbian identity of the self and also a threshold, a 

critical juncture in the formation of a desirable female identity and self- 

realisation. 

Whiteness and the feminine sublime 

The relationship between sisterhood, identity and death also plays a 

major part in 'White World' which, like 'Elinor', remained unpublished during 

Mew's lifetime. 'White World' is the story of a woman who sits alone in the 

dwelling she shares with her sister and father, wasting away like Elinor, for a 
love thwarted by her father's intervention. One winter's night when the world 
is covered in snow, her lover appears on her doorstep and, in spite of her 

sister's entreaties, she leaves with him and they spend the night j oumeying on 
foot through the freezing cold to his ancestral home. As day breaks and they 

finally cross the threshold of his house, the woman dies in his arms and as the 

story ends the man himself (it is suggested) is about to join her in death. 

Angela Leighton has read this story as typical of Mew's characteristic 
'hollowness of reference, a revoked or negative significance, which itself 

becomes the object of her best writings'. 37 1 certainly agree with her reading 
that this is a quest romance in which the object and desire are displaced and 
find no resting place, but, although the motives behind the action in this 
densely written and highly symbolic story remain ambiguous, I believe that 

'White World' is a defining moment in Mew's philosophy of sexuality, 

37 Angela Leighton, Victorian Women Poets: Writing Against The Heart (London: 
Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1992), p. 287. 
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identity and death as depicted through whiteness and sisterhood. It is also the 

short story where the feminine sublime is explored in detail. 

The tale begins in an enclosed space, the fire-lit room in which the 

unnamed female protagonist is sitting, while '[a]ll was white 

outside'(CPP: 260) in a landscape that is heavy with snow in which 'sparse 

figures' can be seen making their slow way home. The room itself is 'an 

animate space'(CPP: 260) in which the flames seem to make the crockery, the 

books, even the stuffed owl come to life. 'The simple place was conjured into 

temporary luxuriousness by the magic wand of light' (CPP: 260-261) in 

defiance to the stormy, cold world outside: 

Indeed the room seemed planted there, a conscious protest to its cold 
and dumb environment, like a quick spirit in a world of death. But if the 
snow had drifted in to build itself an image, force its impress on the 
derisive dwelling, it might well have fashioned the impassive figure 
which tenanted the glowing place (CPP: 261). 

The woman is associated with the white world outside and strikes a discordant 

note in the cheery, animated room. She sits indolently in a chair and 'across 

her lap, half-wound about her person, half-trailing upon the floor, was a heavy 

sheet which she listlessly essayed to sew' (CPP: 26 1). Her face is 'wan, 

transparently and pitifully pale', only her lips are conspicuous 'marking a firm 

and faded crimson line' as her 'wasted hands' clutch the 'clinging 

fabric'(CPP: 261). In the opening passages Mew is already setting up the 

woman as figure of death: she is associated with the white world, 'a world of 
death', outside even though she sits in the lighted room; the sheet which is 

'half-wound about her person' suggests that she is sewing and preparing her 

own shroud, while the spectral paleness of her face underlines this process of 

self-ghosting, the desire for death. 

The space she occupies is also suggestive. Not only is it well-lit and 

animated but she seems trapped within it. She is mesmerised by and intolerant 

of the ticking of the clock; the room seems to her to be filling up with endless 
hours and days: 
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Dawn followed dawn and night succeeded night, but of these spectral 
visitants not one departed, each remained as other dawns and nights 
streamed in through the for ever-opening door. The straitened space 
seemed framed to hold infinity, already packed with dateless hours 
(CPP: 262). 

Time and space become confused here taking on a liminal and infinite quality. 

The anthropomorphised time, the numberless dawns and nights, take on the 

guise of 'spectral visitants', like an army of ghosts haunting the room which 

seems 'framed to hold infinity(CPP: 262). The woman is 'mentally powerless 

to set a limit to this ever-coming never-going time'(CPP: 262). So while she is 

haunted by the time left to her, she also wishes to escape both the conditions of 

time and space. The amorphous nature of space is further underlined by the 

two prints hanging on the wall which obtrude on her attention, 'one depicting 

the death of Nelson, the other, a gaudy representation of the raising of the 

widow's son'(CPP: 262): 

Once it had been a pastime to construct in imagination the 
consummation of these pictured scenes, to speed the exasperating actors 
in them to their endings - to resuscitate the dead youth, never living, 
and dispatch the dying sailor, never dead. ... Sitting there, facing them, 
alone, she sometimes half mechanically placed herself in postures 
similar to those confronting her of sinking and suspended life, thus 
tasting two eternities of ending as she identified herself with: the for 
ever d ing and for ever dead (CPP: 262). Yi 

These representations of moments of suspension - 'a perpetual symbolical 

portrayal of suspense'(CPP: 262) - between death and life and the woman's 

own physical emulation of them is a crucial aspect of Mew's work and her 

poetics. The woman has lost her ability and inclination to imagine the natural 

conclusion of these pictorial dramatic moments. She too, is now subject to the 

static moment of portraiture rather than fluidity of narrative. Her imitation of 

the poses in the prints, an enactment of the drama of suspended death and 
dying suggests a narcissistic rehearsal of the death which is about to follow but 

also the precondition of the story itself. 

Indeed these haunting figures typified rudely but not inaptly the double 
aspect of her waning life; its protracted feebleness which death 
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apparently disdained to terminate, and its sadder sleep of stationary 
existence, over which she divined some re-creating or annihilating spirit 
hovered, with uplifted hand, empowered yet unprepared to break 
(CPP: 262). 

If Mew labours the point, it is because, unlike her other depictions of the 

suspended moment in the dramatic monologues and the short stories, the 

female protagonist of 'White World' endeavours to bring about an end to this 

crippling suspension and it is this liberation from the static moment that 

enables us to see its significance in the broader spectrum of Mew's work. The 

woman is herself 'the exasperating actor' of the piece and the 'annihilating 

spirit', as we shall see is embodied in the white world outside. 
The idea of narrative stagnation (as in the woman's reading of the 

prints) is also significant here and Mew draws attention to the text and its slow 

plotting of the story by reference to the words which make up the text. The 

woman peruses a letter which is well-worn from reading which she kisses 

fervently even though the over-read words only manifest a 'jaded 

emptiness'(CPP: 263). 

The words were dead under the pressure of unnatural life; unfitly slain, 
love-murdered things, softly and yet more tragically ended than hate's 
most bloodily butchered foe. She perceived suddenly the horror of their 
stark unburied presence and with a gesture of pathetic loathing, flung 
the tattered sheets to urgent flames (CPP: 263). 

Struck with remorse at her own impetuous act she tries to 'drag [the words] 
faltering from memory', and resuscitate them but they escape her and seem 
r meaningless, contorted sounds', until she decides to write them down: 

The words once indicative of preternatural life had already fronted her 
like death, but now they suffered ftuther change, shewed putrefaction, 
and there as re-set forth by her own hand she saw them, shuddering at 
the discoloured and dismembered characters of love. Her face twitched 
and she made a movement to consign this page also to the fire; then she 
desisted, rent it into fragments and crumpling them into tiny specks, 
watched them flutter to the floor (CPP: 263). 
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The words too are ghosts which the woman tries to imbue with life, but they 

continue to haunt her and when she finally attempts to force them into 

corporeal existence through writing they take on the image of corpses, 

putrefying, 'discoloured and dismembered', until she is forced once again to 

destroy them. 

It is significant that 'Passed', 'Elinor' and 'White World' all contain 
letters which are relevant to the female protagonist's death. In 'Elinor' and 
'White World' the destruction of the letters pre-empt the woman's own (self) 

destruction - the letter and/or the words taking on a ghostly identity; in 'Elinor' 

the burnt fragments of the MS and the letter point to the absence of the page 
itself, while in 'White World' the words themselves, the 'meaningless, 

contorted sounds', are only a spectral representation of the 'dispassionate 

accuracy of the written lines'(CPP: 263). In 'White World', however, the words 

take on a fin-ther meaning - when copied they take on the imagery of organic 
decay not the ethereal intangibility of the spectre. The woman's impulse to 

end her suspension coincides not merely with the ghosting of the text but also 

with the decay and corruption of the word, implying that a change is imminent 

to end the stagnation of the living death of the suspended moment. The dead 

woman in 'Passed' dies clutching her letter, Elinor bums her own MS and her 

letter to Somerset and then collapses and dies, the woman in this story 

attempts to resuscitate the written word and sees its putrefaction and then goes 

on to her own death. Woman and word are intrinsically bound together and the 

only'way that this protagonist can make her escape (into death, be it as a ghost 

or decaying corpse) is figuratively and literally to tear (herself from) the word 

and text. In these stories the death of the woman is predicated upon the 

destruction of the written word, the woman makes her 'escape' from the story 
by destroying the word. Of course the woman in 'Passed' does not destroy the 
letter, but dies clutching it in her hand, the crest on the letter signifying the 

man responsible for her downfall. Since the letter is not destroyed the 

suspension is never lifted (as is reflected in the fact the our narrator flees the 

room before any change takes place in the situation of the two sisters) and the 

younger sister thus echoes her sister's fate under the corrupting influence of 
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the sign/crest of the male. (This crest is the only means that the narrator has of 

identifying the younger sister when she encounters the couple months later. ) 

In chapter four I have suggested that the women in Mew's dramatic 

monologues attempt to escape either the control of the speaking male subject 

or the subjective consciousness of the poem itself. A similar escape takes place 

in Mew's prose writing but, in this more literal, narrative context, the escape is 

described in terms of her death as well as in a symbolic rupture between the 

woman and the word-text. But although the woman in 'White World' escapes 

the word-text, hers is not merely a physical death. As we shall see, her flight in 

and from the story is a kind of emancipation in which the woman comes into 

her own power and attains the sublime. 

As the young woman sits in contemplation her older sister, a woman of 

forty, enters the room the resemblance between them being 'a fine link of 

posture' proclaiming 'one blood'. Moreover, 'her hands bore evidence of toil 

and bled in lines cut by the frost' (CPP: 264). Soon after the women's father 

enters, 'a huge white personage who seemed to take at once a vigorous 

possession of the frail chamber' (CPP: 264). Though he views his younger 
daughter with a glance which is 'impatient but solicitous', it becomes apparent 

that he has no intention of relinquishing his hold over her. His barely 

restrained violence also draws from his older daughter the echoing 

acquiescence that it is better that her sister should perish than that her father 

should ýonsent to her betrothal. The father leaves the room and, as the older 

girl prepares to rake the fire and to retire, the younger one stirs to life and begs 

to be left where she is in the warmth rather than go to the cold room they 

share: 'I'm tired of darkness - and last night our room was icy -I felt dead - 
knew myself laid out frozen in my grave. ' (CPP: 266). This premonition of 
death is followed by a more sinister assertion where in response to her sister's 

concern she declares that the only visitor in the night may be death for whom 

she is well prepared: 

I can almost hear him laugh at the biting blackness of the room upstairs, 
although I shrink at it. He'll find me warm, ' she added, smiling 
cheerlessly and laying a shrunken palm of ice upon her sister's cheek. 
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'He'll find these fingers well-nigh burning when he reaches them - so 
ghastly cold is he' (CPP: 266). 

This image of death as seducer is more emphatic when in response to her 

sister's concerns and queries she retorts at her imprisonment by her father and 

sister, 'he's gone... the lover you've denied me, as surely as I'm going with 

the colder mate you've chosen' (CPP: 267). The relationship between the two 

is strained rather than sympathetic and once again it cannot sustain the weight 

of circumstance. Before retiring, the older sister stands staring, 

before that appointed victim in whose destiny her own was sealed. 
Discerning their mutual doom, these women found each other's hands 
and clung together; but for a moment, then one drew hers hurriedly 
away and stepped quickly into the inner room to fetch some logs, which 
she placed carefully upon the dying fire. This done, again she hesitated, 
tried to speak, but failing, she turned and mounted wearily to bed 
(CPP: 267). 

The relationship betwýý een the two sisters like that in 'Passed' and 'Elinor' is a 
futile one for, though they each realise that their fates are bound together, they 

are both incapable of intervening to change it or even of providing comfort, 

and their lack of communication has terrible consequences as it leads to the 
inevitable death of one sister and, in 'White World' and 'Passed', to the 
implied demise of the other. As the older sister leaves, the younger remains 

staring at the single flame until it goes out, reading this as a premonition of her 

own imminent death: 

She moaned, threw out her arms; but space itself seemed hardly hers, 
she felt herself beyond it, a lost being whose whole utterance and 
movement could find no range or echo in the external world (CPP: 267). 

This moment of ephemeralisation, in which her living body seems to take on 
the non-identity of a ghost is itself a rehearsal for the strange nature of the 

transformation which follows. Aroused from her 'brief snatches of starting, 

restless sleep', she awakes to find herself feeling stifled and attempts to free 

herself: 
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stirring, she wakened to the darkness which seemed closing round her, 
bearing down upon her like a stealthy and surrounding foe. Her eyes 
were blinded by it, her arms pinioned, its murky poison clogged her 
throat. That soundless prison chamber then was not inviolaie, for now 
within it she lay captured, some grim, unseen, unheard intruder's prey. 

Escape became a question and a prayer. Both were to be simply 
answered. Blackness, hideous and unpitying, bound her. Freedom stood 
- she saw it plainly - beckoning, awaiting her, outside in that vast 
universe of snow. She rose, swayed forward, and the sheet, her 
discarded work, clung round her feet entangling them; she stooped and 
caught it up. This too had a hue defying darkness! She wound it round 
her, twisting, at the instinctive action, her lip into a smile (CPP: 268). 

In order to save herself from the stifling 'blackness' which binds her, the 

woman reaches towards the freedom of the 'vast universe of snow' outside and 
in order to reach it she wraps herself in the white sheet which reflects the white 

world. This shroud thus, like the white 'universe of snow', represents 
'freedom... beckoning, awaiting her, outside... ' but, as she wraps herself in it, 

is also an invitation to death whom, she has already claimed, she is prepared to 

meet. Indeed in her white shroud she invites him in as an expectant bride and 

the encounter manifests all the eroticism of sexual consummation: 

Warily she unlatched the door to meet the night's wild greeting, her 
heart leapt towards that stinging welcome, flakes rushed down, melted 
upon her face, and came again, and to these chill mysterious and 
persistent kisses what caress could mortal lips return? (CPP: 268) 

Yet the eroticism of these lines goes beyond that of the encounter of the 

shrouded bride and takes on the connotations both of an illicit sexual 

encounter between a stranger and a licentious woman as well as that of sado- 

masochistic pleasure: 

She offered none, accepting with serene delight the prodigal 
endearments of this chance encountered wooer, holding her frail palms 
outward, dallying with ere yielding to a quick desire to bare her breast. 
The icy air lashed it with glorious rigour; whose was this exquisitely 
smiting hand? Not surely his whom she had named ungently as her only 
and appointed fate (CPP: 268). 
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Yet the text still remains ambiguous about the identity of the stranger who 

both rescues and violates the woman. 

Could such a touch be that of death the undesired, with whom blind 
mortals were so unprepared to mate? She laughed incredulously at the 
menaces of the past night's poor masquerading traitor, here his 
prototype and master stood, a veritable king! She owned him, she was 
his exultantly, she tasted at his bidding unsurpassed and unsuspected 
life. She stood their awed by restoration, waiting the vision of that 
mighty spirit which summoned her own from non-apparent to 
transcendent being (CPP: 268). 

He is both death and not death - not the blackness of death but the whiteness, 

not 'the poor masquerading traitor' of the previous night, but the 'prototype 

and master, not 'death the undesired', but death the giver of 'unsurpassed and 

unsuspected life'. This duality in the nature of death itself as well as the 

paradox of death endowing life and 'restoration', is deliberate, and associates 

the woman with the pictures on the wall which earlier drew her attention. The 

ambiguity which remains (for the reader) as to exactly what has happened here 

is necessary for Mew's depiction of this woman (and others like her) as 

existing between life and death - 'thus tasting two eternities of ending as she 

identified herself with: the for ever dying and for ever dead' (CPP: 262). 

The new power which the woman experiences now takes on a different 

identity, for though she receives this power as a result of an erotic encounter 

with a masculine death-like force, the display of the power itself takes on a 

particularly feminine quality. Her new-found strength is subversive and the 

transformation is from passivity to active life, so that her regeneration becomes 

a kind of female empowerment and an overthrowing of patriarchal authority: 

This sudden strange renewal of physical and mental vigour seemed 
marvellously to remake or re-create her soul. Its dubious powers sprang 
into assertive being, its furtive impulses gathered prevailing force; it 
was no longer as it once had been, a faint recipient of light; it had 
become itself a spark, a strong emittent ray; passive reflectiveness gave 
place to actual fire. Vitality astounded her as she experienced it in this 
stupendous, nascent self. Life held her thrall no more to its tyrannical 
demands, but reared itself in her a native and despotic power to which 
all worlds must bow. She breathed now not to meet claims but to make 
them, and standing there upon the threshold of new being, quiveringly 
omnipotent, looked forth (CPP: 268). 
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I have quoted from this section of the text at length because there are 

many factors at work here which are integral to an understanding of Mew's 

view of death and femininity and form the backbone of my own argument. In 

Mew's work whiteness is associated with doubleness, lesbian desire and 
female power, Although in her writing doubleness or sisterhood is a failure of 

a certain kind of (united or feminist) female power and homoerotic desire, too, 
is misplaced and futile, this desire is essentially displaced onto death, not death 

as a nihilistic force, representing a kind of literary suicide, but death as a form 

of female empowerment, a reclamation of the strength of the feminine literally 

and figuratively beyond the jurisdiction of restrictive patriarchal power. The 

desire for death in Mew's work is ultimately a desire for ihe self (self- 

empowerment) which fails to find its realisation in the doubleness of either 

sisterhood or lesbian love but finds it in the release of the narcissistic energy of 

self-annihilation. 
This does not diminish the representation of lesbian desire in Mew's 

work for as I have shown earlier self-annihilation or self-ghosting itself 

represents a claim for a lesbian identity and self-ghosting is itself an important 

element of the woman's encounter with death - '[s]he stood there awed by 

restoration, waiting the vision of that mighty spirit which summoned her own 
from non-apparent to transcendent being' (CPP: 268). This distinction between 

'non-apparent' and 'transcendent' being is essentially the difference between 

what Terry Castle sees as the invisibility of the lesbian and the 'ghosting' of 
the lesbian which is also a kind or appearance or visibility. 38 It is also the 
differing factor in the identity of the woman whose passive non-life in the first 

part of the stofy is erased in the transformation to 'transcendent being'. The 

difference between the 'non-apparent' and the apparitional is relevant to 
lesbian poetics and female power in Mew's work. The apparitional after all 
does not simply suggest the absence of life but the existence of an identity 

beyond the physical realm -a 'being whose whole utterance and movement 

could find no range or echo in the external world' (CPP: 267). The apparitional 

38 Castle, The Apparitional Lesbian, p. 46. 
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is in fact the transcendental - that which is beyond the 'tyrannical demands' of 
the masculine - the 'native and despotic power' of the feminine 'nascent self 
(CPP: 268). Death in Mew's writing is therefore not an end but a means to an 

end: the desire for death therefore not a desire for annihilation but for visibility 

and power. The whiteness of the white world is not merely a backdrop for the 

woman's transmutation or a metaphor for her rebirth, it is a state of mind, of 

consciousness which through 'blackness' points to the feminine sublime: 

Here too, the night was black, but unperceiving, she conceived its 
whiteness, gladdening her unseeing eyes with the imagined vista of that 
glistening and far-reaching tract of snow (CPP: 269). 

As the woman stands upon 'the threshold of new being' and of home she 

perceives a figure approaching her through the snow. This turns out to be the 

young man whom she is forbidden to see, and their meeting if anti-climactic 

after her earlier visitation, has the tenderness of recognition: 

A hush surrounds this meeting: muteness curtains it: in heaven when 
parted spirits near each other, angels still their voices, turn their 
dazzling looks aside, lest answering eyes be missed in radiance, 
answering tones in melody, and seeking souls slip past each other in the 
unfamiliar street (CPP: 269). 

Although the story as well as the language of their meeting suggests the 

strength of heterosexual romantic passion in the text, I suggest that this 

relationship also has another meaning. At first the man is startled and 
dismayed by the transformation in his beloved whom he had believed to be 

dying: 'The wraith of her he came to seek' is now 'transfigured and instinct 

with power, bathed in the glory of her great rebirth' (CPP: 269). He attempts to 

remove the sheet: 'he started and stepped forward to snatch away the sheet that 

wrapped her like a shroud. She stayed him, drawing it more closely round her 

... ' (CPP: 269). He is so overwhelmed by her transformation that he is about to 

make up his mind to leave when she asks him a question and he remains. Their 

conversation too is strange and unearthly and the practical aspects are glossed 

over while the power of the white world is dwelt upon: 
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She did not note the deprecation, ending: 'So you have come for 
me. ' 

These words evoked a half-suppressed negation. 'I came, ' he 
said, 'because the world was white, white like the waste through which 
tonight I travelled - colourless, soundless, clogged; everything wore the 
same wan shade, voices were muffled, landmarks gone. There was but 
one thing audible and recognizable in the wide earth, one thing alone 
life-painted, speech-endowed. Dazzled, possessed and deaf, what 
wonder is I fled towards it - though to you. ' 

She passed a hand across her face and about her persona still 
fantastically draped and said: 'This other world of yours since you 
forsook it, wears - look here - pale cheeks, pale lips, pale heart - the 
self-same hue. ' 

He reiterated: 'Yes, the self-same hue. ' (CPP: 270) 

The man's perception of the white world is different from the woman's; it is a 

wasteland - 'colourless, soundless, clogged', all the shades are 'wan' and the 

familiar sounds and landmarks are buried in this feminine landscape. The 

anxiety inspired by this landscape still prompts the man to journey to find his 

beloved whom he believes to be 'life-painted, speech endowed' but who 
herself has been transformed to the 'self-same hue'. Yet even this desire and 

search is displaced since he does not reconcile the object of his search with the 

beloved he finds - 'I fled towards it - though to you' - and this slight 

differentiation is reminiscent of 'seeking souls [who] slip past each other in the 

unfamiliar street' (CPP: 269). In spite of his doubts and his initial hesitation the 

man finds that the woman's power over him is too strong to resist and he 

ultimately surrenders to it willing to claim her as his own in spite of her new 

vitality and independence: 'It was towards no woman, rather towards his 

blessed doom that he at last lifted acceptant arms and uttered his assenting cry' 
(CPP: 27 1). From this moment their fates are united and they plan to escape 
into the night. The woman discards her shroud - 'casting to the floor the white 

thing wound about her' - and lights the lamp in preparation to, leave but her 

sister upstairs is awakened and appears in the room and realises their intention: 

The man ventured forward but a forcibly repellent gesture thrust him 
back. This woman would deal solely with her own, she turned towards 
the girl in passionate and inarticulate appeal. The women faced each 
other and their glances met, both unflinching, one sternly suppliant, 
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bespeaking ruthless love; the other, undismayed, pellucid; calm with 
infancy's immutable repose. Wilder and stronger grew the anguished 
invocation and more serenely negative the answer to that prayer. 
Rejection bent not, broke not, nor could it touch that staunch 
solicitation, so emphatically speechless; warning, exhausted urgency, 
antagonism and illimitable tenderness, alternated, met and mingled in 
that inalienable look (CPP: 272). 

The older sister is confused and amazed by the younger sister's self-possessed 

smile. As the couple'move towards the door she 'had sprung t owards them, 

and flung herself before it, resolute and cold'(CPP: 273). The three stand on the 

threshold in complete silence, the older sister with her arm across the door 

barring their way. It is the younger sister's patience, her 'stirless form' and 'her 

arms crossed upon her breast', which finally convince the elder sister to let 

them go - 'that won that unwilling warder to undo the door'(CPP: 273). 

The young woman rushes out into the night and her lover follows stopping to 

receive from the sister the lantern to guide their way: 

The door swung back behind them; the solitary tenant of the 
forsaken chamber shut and fastened it and then crept shivering to the 
window, passing her shaking hands along the wall and framework 
against which the girl had leant. Thin streams of red were trickling from 
the cuts on them. She smeared a finger down the tingling lines. This 
was shame's colour streaked upon the hands whose will it was to stay 
those wanderers; she noted it remembering their white road. And 
through the long, cold hours till dawn, deliriously the fancy haunted 
her, of crimson claws fastened upon a spotless spirit which prayed and 
strove to go on its white way (CPP: 273-274). 

I believe that the blood trickling from the hands of the older sister is not 

merely a sign of her guilt in imprisoning her younger sister, whichin her 

delirium she imagines to be the colour of shame, 'crimson claws' holding back 

her sister from the 'white way'. It refers to that other important factor in 

Mew's construction of death, violence and femininity - the power of abjection. 
Mew's female characters shed blood and even skin, in an act of self-violence 

which seems completely pathological in the context of the dramatic moment of 
the poem, but which makes sense in the context of Mew's poetics as a whole. 
In 'Monsieur Qui Passe' the woman in her eagerness to communicate her 
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secret to the man figuratively exposes herself- 'Then suddenly she stripped, the 

very skin / Came off her soul' (CPP: 3 9); the woman in 'The Quiet House' 

fantasises about being stabbed and burned and imagines spilling her own blood 

and wasting her life: 

A rose can stab you across the street 
Deeper than any knife : 

And the crimson haunts you everywhere - 
Thin shafts of sunlight, like, the ghosts of reddened swords have struck our 

stair 
As if, coming down you had spilt your life. 

(CPP: 18) 

Suzanne Raitt has read this as a spilling of menstrual blood signifying the 

woman's spinsterhood. 39 In 'Saturday Market' the woman is advised to 'bury 

[her] heart' (CPP: 33), leaving a gaping 'hole in [her] breast' (CPP: 33), in a 

poem which is also shadowed by the shame of pregnancy and abortion. In 

'Fame' the poet-speaker is inspired by the body of a miscarried lamb - 'The 

moon's dropped child! ' (CPP: 3). In 'The Forest Road' the speaker is able to 

make her escape only by shedding blood 'this quivering snow / With two red 

stains on it' (CPP: 23) both the beloved's and (it is suggested) her own. 
This need for the woman, either through self-expression or self- 

harming, to shed her own bodily effluvia is a crucial aspect of Mew's 

construction of the feminine in her work. The women in Mew's work seem 

eager to purge themselves of the bodily stain of blood, foetus and superfluity in 

order to attain the whiteness which corresponds both to the ephemeral ghost- 
like quality of the lesbian, but also the empowerment of the white world 

situated beyond the earthly powers of patriarchy. As Walter Pater says in The 

Renaissance (1873): 'That white light, purged from the angry, bloodlike stains 

of action and passion, reveals, not what is accidental in man, but the tranquil 

godship in him, as opposed to the restless accidents of life. 940 Mew seems to 

be taking Pater's association of colour with mortality and corruption, and 

whiteness with purity and transcendence and giving it a feminine twist. In 

39 Suzanne Raitt, 'Charlotte Mew and May Sinclair: A Love-song', Critical Quarterly 37: 3 
(Fall 1995), p. 13. 
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Mew's work women who seek to express their identity through doubleness, 

lesbian desire or a female empowerment beyond death, attempt to purge their 

bodies' blood (r)ejecting the corrupting stain of life to achieve the purged 

whiteness of spirit. 
The insistence of this metaphor in Mew's work suggests that women 

have little to lose in this exchange and more to gain than mere mortality will 

allow. In 'White World', as the sisters hold each other's gaze - each one 

refusing to relent until the older surrenders - one begins her journey to fulfil 

her fate while the other remains within suffering pangs of guilt. The split 
between the doubling sisters is complete. But the blood on the older sister's 
hand is not simply a sign of her clinging to her sister to stop her on her 'white 

way'; it points to the bodily abjection required in order to make the escape. 
The younger sister is able to recreate herself as a white spirit in her encounter 

with death, while the older sister, bleeding, is unable (and unwilling) to 

completely surrender the life-force she needs in order to be free. The younger 

sister thus escapes into the white world outside, while the older sister remains 
inside, the red stains on her hand showing the sacrifice she cannot make. The 

smearing of the blood on her hands onto the framework of the window where 
her sister has recently stood shows affection, but also marks in blood the 

threshold between inside and outside, whiteness and colour (blackness or 

crimson), freedom and confinement, death and life. The distinction in Mew's 

work between inside and outside which we have observed in chapter four is 

further heightened here, not merely in the liminal space of this story or the 

importance of the threshold in her work in general, but also in the very act of 
bodily abjection in which the distinction between inside and outside breaks 

down corresponding to the broken boundaries of the limited space of the 

contained body. The suspension of the female body in this liminal state 
between boundary and breakage, containment and spillage, is also a textual 

threat as it threatens the boundaries of sexual propriety and textual integrity, 

constantly making visible the effluence of the feminine body, inscribing the 

stain of the feminine onto the contained body of poetic discourse. But the aim 

40 Walter Pater, The Renaissance: Studies inArt and Poetry (London: Macmillan, 1893), p. 
225. 
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of this shedding of blood is to drain the female body of this stain into a 

renewed, pure whiteness, which represents the spiritual rather than the sexual, 

the apparitional spectre rather than the 'non-apparent' woman. 
It is for this reason that I disagree with Angela Leighton's reading of Mew's 

poetry as divided between the scarlet poems of the fallen woman and thefemme 

fatale and the creative energy of the white poems which are privileged at the expense 

of the former. Mew's scarlet women are not seductive villainesses nor are they 

throwbacks to a 'spent... tradition Al of Victorian poetry. They are women who have 

not yet come into their own power. Just as the fallen woman in 'Monsieur Qui 

Passe' is eager to shed her skin in order to claim her power (which she mistakenly 
believes the male speaker of the poem has come to deliver), the woman in 'The 

Quiet House', who is so ambivalent about and represses her own sexuality, is 

mentally (and perhaps physically) bleeding herself so that the 'Red [which is] the 

strangest pain to bear' (CPP: 18) will ultimately turn to into the shades of 'different 

grey' of the passing days until '[t]hey will all turn white' (CPP: 19). Similarly Elinor 

struggling with her own sexuality and Somerset's'proposal of marriage will not 

surrender until she has 'resisted - unto blood' (CPP: 297). In Mew's poetry red into 

white is not a stylistic division but a harrowing and violent process of constructing 
femininity and acquiring female power. 

These signs of abjection also appear in the pure white body of H. D. 's 

boy androgyne in the traces of blood beneath the translucent white skin, 

suggesfing a sexual content which is belied by the seemingly drained 

whiteness of the body. The 'fleck', the blush and bruise upon the whiteness of 
the body suggests the corrupt stain of sexuality, but also suggests the possible 
breakdown of boundaries in the body of the beloved/text, a movement beyond 

the body's contained and limited space. The body of the boy androgyne exists 

almost suspended 'in a liminal state between body whole and body broken at 
the peak of its strange eroticism'. 42 The abjection and superfluity of thefemme 
fatale overflows the boundaries of sexual propriety and textual representation, 

constantly and violently compelling the feminine into the language of poetic 
discourse. This delicate balance between the contained body of the white boy 

41 Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 279. 
42 Laity, H. D. and the Victorian Fin de Si&je, p. 74. 
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androgyne and the abjected body of thefemmefatale in H. D. 's work has 

serious implications for a reading of Mew's earlier work where the opposition 
between these two figures is not so distinct. Fragility, transparency, rupture 

and boundaries are constantly at play and shifting in her writing and bodily 

abjection is a violent and continual process in the creation of the feminine. It 

would perhaps be easy to suggest here that the acquisition of female power 

requires the rejection of feminine sexuality but I think that the relationship 
between the scarlet woman and power is more complex than this. I shall 

address this issue in my comparison of Mew's work with H. D. 's Trilogy in the 
final part of this chapter. 

The lovers in the meantime set out on their j ourney through the vast 

wilderness of snow on what Leighton calls the 'white cold road to nowhere. 43 

Certainly the object and motive of theirjourney seems vague. We know that they 

journey to the young man's ancestral home but the object of their flight is constantly 
displaced as though desire itself has no place to rest. The woman corresponds closely 
to Kristeva's description of the 'deject', 'one by whom the abject exists 44 The deject 

or 'stray 45 is one who contains the abject in the form of a neurosis 'a sublimating 

elaboration... [o]wing to the ambiguous opposition I/Other, Inside/Outside'. She 

goes on to say: 

Instead of sounding himself as to his 'being, ' he does so concerning - his place: 'Where am IT instead of 'Who am IT... He is on aj ourney, 
during the night, the end of which keeps receding. He has a sense of 
danger, of the loss that the pseudo-object attracting him represents for 
him, but he cannot help taking the risk at the very moment he sets 
himself apart. And the more he strays, the more he is saved. 46 

The woman in 'White World' is on a similar journey in which space has 

taken the place of identity, and the object of her search is the abject within her 

which she seeks to eject. 
They continue to walk in spite of the paralysing cold and fatigue, 

spurred on at different times by the woman's resolve, the man's strength, the 

43 Leighton, Victorian Women Poets, p. 288. 
44 Kristeva, Powers ofHorror, p. 8. 
45 ibid., 
46 Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
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'hunger' (CPP: 277) for shelter, or the realisation that 'some force unknown 

had drawn them on thus far' (CPP: 275). Although the woman is weaker and 

most of the events are focalised through the man's consciousness, it becomes 

apparent that the journey could not take place without her other-worldly faith 

to sustain them. They are partners in this long and futile j ourney together. As 

time wears on and the cold becomes unbearable the man begins to lose his 

sense of touch. As he collapses in the snow the woman bends over to reach 

him: 'he felt her long slurred fingers on him, somewhere tangible and yet his 

flesh was numb, it was rather as if they slid across his soul' (CPP: 275-6). 

This feeling of disembodiment, of being turned from flesh into spirit in the 

arctic conditions of the white world is further emphasised in their brief 

exchange: 

A questioning thought, by neither uttered formed itself within their 
minds, 'have we then hands and lips - hearts too - lost things, but ours 
to be recaptured at j oumey's end? ' 

To this vague query answer hovered distant, corporeal sense 
was dim. They grappled with the certainty, 'Our souls are here. ' 

'I cannot find myself, ' he whispered, pinching his frozen 
features to a smile. 

She met it with, 'I'm lost then; seek yourself with 
me. '(CPP: 276) 

, 
In this exchange the couple seem to be losing their 'corporeal sense' and their 

physical bodies as the man touches his own face but 'cannot find [him] self, 

while feeling the 'certainty' that their souls are present. But this exchange also 

points a different aspect of the relationship. 
The manner in which a single thought forms itself in both their minds 

'by neither uttered', the answer 'Our souls are here', and the woman's 

response all suggest that this couple are in fact twinned, doubles of each other 

travelling towards a shared object which they cannot articulate. I think this 

reading is supported by their first meeting when the language moves for a 

moment inexplicably into the present tense as they come face to face with each 

other and the fear of 'seeking souls slip[ping] past each other in the unfamiliar 

street' echoes the mis-alliance between the two women in 'Passed' and its final 

moment of non-recognition. The passing of the lantern from the older sister to 
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the man on the threshold of the house is another indicator that the young 

woman and her beloved are now doubles as she leaves the protection of her 

sister. This explanation would account for the relative lack of passion between 

the two though they appear to share a strong bond. Their fates are by mutual 

consent tied together and the woman's last sentence 'I'm lost then; seek 

yourself with me', suggests a blurring of identities at the same time that 

identity itself is dissolving from flesh into spirit. 
This is the true significance of the 'white sister'. The juxtaposition of white 

with the doubling significance of the sister suggests a multiple meaning for this 
figure. As Laity point out T. D. 's evocation of 'white light'... frequently 

distinguish[es] the synthesis between intellectual energy and passion she attributed 
to her boy androgynes and their... twins in the early poetry and prose'. 47 The'white 

sister' implies not only an object of narcissistic passion or the beloved in same sex 
love, but also the creative trigger of (female) poetic subjectivity: 

Hermione's articulation of her own and Fayne's double sexual 
identities in the 'naming' of Fayne as the boy Itylus releases her from 
her object position in the discourse of male desire and gives Hermione 
access'to the multiple polysemous power of words. 49 - 

Whiteness and doubleness represent both the sexual and creative power of 'twin- 

sister' dyad, where the 'sameness' of the same-sex relationship destabilises and 

challenges the I/you, subject/object gender dyad of heterosexual love in which the 

female is cast as the (silent) object-muse of desire and poetic creativity. Both in their 

use of (female) twinning and in the adoption of the male mask, Mew and H. D. are 

able to imagine a desire based upon 'sameness' rather than the difference upon 

which representations of heterosexual love are predicated. 
The woman has consummated her transformation with death and now 

with her double traverses the snowy wilderness to prompt a further spectral 
transformation - another violent purging of life in order to possess the power 

of the spirit. Though both of them realise the urgent need to keep moving, 
there is little in the woman's behaviour to suggest that she ever expects to 

reach their destination. Indeed in her exhaustion she has a vision in which they 

47 Laity, H. D. and the Victorian Fin de Si&je, p. 39. 
48 Ibid., p. 37. 
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both ascend into heaven. She is revived from this trance by 'his breath', but 

she feels 'too rudely awakened by that human breeze' (CPP: 278). Her mission 
here is merely to traverse the white wasteland of the soul until she becomes 

one with it and the victory of this ultimate union is reiterated in the fact that 

both she and her double succumb to the transforming power of the white 

world: '[d]esire in her had long since yielded up its breath, but the force 

behind it was not yet ready to succumb'(CPP: 280). In a story of mis-placed 
desire it is not desire itself but the driving 'force behind it' which is relevant. 
The very force of desire itself must be spent in order to achieve a state of 

celestial grace. 
It is perhaps ironic but not insignificant that as a lesbian author Mew 

should choose this one story of heterosexual romantic love to represent an act 

of consummate fulfilment. As they rest, '[s]he lay against him, as long ago 

against her lost, forgotten mother, sensible of no personality, only of safest 
haven and indisputable rest' (CPP: 275-6). This association of the beloved with 

the mother is a moment of maternal eroticism which reflects the same-sex 

relationship of lesbian desire . 
490f course on another level this romance too is 

doomed to failure. As day dawns the man carries the woman across the 

threshold of his strangely lifeless ancestral home in a mock ritual of the 'the 

bridegroom bringing home his bride'. But she lies dead in his arms, 'her 

upturned face detaining the last flicker of a long lit smile', and he himself, 

unable to speak and blinded by the snow, is unable to save her: 

[S]ome compensating angel flung wide the windows of his vision, bade 
him see. 

And he beheld, there at his feet, 'pale lips, pale cheeks, pale 
heart', his own white world again; and white he saw a world beyond the 
window, the wild and snow-clad waste, through which they came; and 
still beyond the winter dawn another, whiter yet, stainless, celestial, that 
towards which unerringly they j oumeyed, hers now and the next 
moment to be his - but one step fin-ther, almost gained - in sight 
(CPP: 281). 

49 Eileen Gregory, 'Virginity and Erotic Liminality: H. D. 's Hippolytus Temporizes', 
Contemporary Literature 31: 2 (Summer 1990), 14 1. 
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In the liminal space of this story once again the threshold is invoked to express 
the transition into the other world. Through the windows of his eyes the man 

sees his beloved, reclaimed, 'his own white world again'; through the windows 

of his home he sees the white world outside, the site of their trial and their 

strange triumph, and beyond this a 'stainless, celestial dawn' towards which 

they have been aspiring. But just as this new 'whiter' dawn comes into view 

the story stops and although we are told that he is soon to join her we leave 

him with one step yet to take, so that the story begins and ends with the 
liminality, the suspended life which has pervaded it throughout. Like the 
figures in the paintings of the enclosed room they remain, 'the for ever dying 

and for ever dead'. 

The moment of suspension between life and death, the figure of the 
dead/dying woman, the acquisition of celestial power, and the figure of the 

white woman also appear in Mew's story 'A White Night'. Originally 

published in The Temple Bar in 1903, 'A White Night' has been read as a 
Decadent tale of gothic horror. Though it certainly uses the tropes and symbols 

of Gothic literature, Mew's story is also an unsettling exploration of female 

autonomy within patriarchal hegemony and masculinist discourse. The story 

relates the incident in which a groups of English travellers in Spain find 

themselves unwittingly locked into an old monastery at night where, 

unobserved, they silently witness a ritual in which a woman is buried alive by 

a procession hooded monks. The travellers consist of Cameron the principal 

narrator, his newly-wed sister Ella and her husband, King. Unlike Mew's other 

short stories, 'A White Night' begins with a framing narrative. This is 

articulated by a male speaker who professes to have recited the tale as 
Cameron told it: 

'The incident', said Cameron, 'is spoiled inevitably in the telling, by its 
merely accidental quality of melodrama, its sensational machinery, 
which, to the view of anyone who didn't witness it, is apt to blur the 
fine outlines of the scene. The subtlety, or call it the significance, is 
missed, and unavoidably, as one attempts to put the thing before you, in 
a certain casual crudity, and inessential violence of fact. Make it a 
medieval matter - put it back some centuries - and the affair takes on its 
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proper tone immediately, is tinctured with the sinister solemnety which 
actually enveloped it. But as it stands, a recollection, an experience, a 
picture, well, it doesn't reproduce; one must have the original if one is 
going to hang it on one's wall. ' 

In spite of which I took it down the night he told it and, thanks 
to a trick of accuracy, I believe you have the story as I heard it, almost 
word for word (CPP: 146). 

The narrative is then continued by Cameron as he relates it to the unnamed 

framing narrator. The purpose of this frame is multifold. It serves to distance 

both the speaker and the reader from Cameron's rather smug and insensitive 

remarks, though at this point the reader is unaware of the atrocities about to 

follow. This unawareness then lends a gravity to Cameron's argument that, in 

relating the incident, it loses its significance (especially in light of the horror 

and violence finally perpetrated) and that like any work of art the incident 

cannot be recreated and is only diminished in the telling. Though this is an 

observation of the aesthetic aspects of the incident, Cameron's overstated 

build-up to the story also suggests his concern that the true meaning of the 

story will be missed and that in a way he wishes to keep the story intact, 

perfect and to himself. It is apparent that 'the subtlety... the significance' of 

the tale is his view of the event and in spite of his reluctance, like the Duke in 

Browning's 'My Last Duchess' he seems compelled to repeat the story to put it 

on display for another male viewer, inviting him to share his gaze. , 
At the beginning of the story Cameron has completed his business in 

Spain when he is contacted by his sister and her husband requesting him to 

guide them through the unspoilt territories of Andalusia. At this early point in 

the story much of the emphasis is placed upon Ella and in spite of her brother's 

initial reluctance to accompany the tourists he cannot help admire her fortitude 

in a harsh terrain: 'Ella accepted anything that befell from dirt to danger, with 

a humorous composure dating back to nursery days - she had the instinct and 

the physique of a traveller'(CPP: 146). On the day of the incident they have a 

particularly gruelling j ourney on their 'straight, white road, and they 

eventually stop at an inn in a remote town. In spite of their fatigue Ella's 

'buoyancy' and 'serenity' in the face of the j ourney the following day prompts 
them to take a walk away from the little town. Soon they come across an 
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imposing old church and convent in the 'shadow of a hill' - 'The big grey 

structure was impressive in its loneliness, its blank negation of the outside 

world, its stark expressionless detachment' (CPP: 149). Looking for shelter to 

light a cigarette they turn 'into a small cloister' at the end of which they find a 
(a little door, unlocked' which as 'conscientious tourists' (CPP: 149) they try 

and enter. The darkness of the place lit only by the fading light from a window 

affects them all: 'The darkness, masking as it did distinctive features, 

emphasised the sense of space, which like the spirit of a shrouded form, gained 
force, intensity, from its material disguise' (CPP: 15 0). 

Upon attempting to leave the place they realise that the door is shut fast 

and, after attempting various methods of escape, they prepare to wait till 

morning to be rescued by the sacristan. The complete, stillness, darkness and 

silence of the chapel oppresses them: 

the stillness too became insistent; it was literally deathlike, rigid, 
exclusive, even awfully remote. It shut us out and held aloof-, our 
passive presences, our mere vitality, seemed almost a disturbance of it; 
quiet as we were we breathed, but it was breathless, and as time went 
on, one9s impulse was to fight the sort of shapeless personality it 
presently assumed, to talk, to walk about, and make a definite attack on 
it (CPP: 15 0). 

This darkness is echoed in 'White World' when, immediately preceding her 

transformation, the woman experiences 'blackness, hideous and unpitying' 
(CPP: 268). A few hours pass with no break in the stillness while Ella and King 

sleep fitfully and Cameron stays awake. They hear a noise and instinctively 

stay silent. They hear chanting and then see a procession of men 'the faces, 

palely lit' enter the chapel: 

And then, quite suddenly, ... a piercing intennittent note, an awful 
discord, shrilling out and dying down and shrilling out again -a cry -a 
screarn (CPP: 15 1). 

The chanting continues and the group moves forward for a better view. There 

they perceive a group of 'fifty or sixty monks', boys to older men, engaged in a 
ceremonial ritual and taking their places on either side of the aisle. 
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And then a figure, white and slight, erect -a woman's figure - struck a 
startling note at the far end of the brown line, a note as startling as the 
shrieks which jarred recurrently, were jarring still against the chant 
(CPP: 152). 

Cameron is immediately captivated by the figure of the woman 'dressed from 

head to foot in a white linen garment' (CPP: 15 3), while 'on the whole passive 

company her presence, her disturbance made no mark. For them, in fact, she 

wasn't there'(CPP: 152). She too seems strangely unconscious of those around 

her. Her cries are uttered 'as if both sound and motion were entirely 

mechanical... her cries bespoke a physical revulsion into which her spirit 

didn't enter'. Her demeanour only expresses 'a certain exquisite hauteur, and 

this detachment of her personality from her distress impressed one curiously. ' 

Cameron goes on to observe, 'She wasn't altogether real, she didn't altogether 

live and yet her presence there was the supreme reality of the unreal scene, and 

lent to it... its only element of life. ' He is also impressed by the 'striking 

beauty' of her face which seems ageless and remains impassive 'only, as she 

stood there, erect and motionless, it showed the faintest flicker of distaste, 

disgust, as if she shrank from some repellent contact' (CPP: 153). Eventually 

her screams turn to 'little cries or moans' and then die down along with the 

men's chant. Cameron begins to notice the men who, though different, seem to 

blur - 'one lost the sense of their diversity in their resemblance... till the row 

of faces seemed to merge into one fdce - the 6ce of nothing human - of a 

system, of a rule. It framed the woman's and one felt the force of it: she wasn't 
in the hands of men' (CPP: 15 3). As one of the monks moves forward to light 

up the altar the woman's gaze is transfixed upon the light: 

There was for her in that, in that illumination, some intense 
significance, and as she gazed intently on the patch of brilliance, her 
cries were suddenly arrested - quelled. The light had lifted something, 
given back to her an unimpaired identity. She was at last in full 
possession of herself. The flicker of distaste had passed and left her to 
face to its inflexible inscrutable repose (CPP: 153). 
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She then turns to the monks 'with an air of proud surrender... I think she made 

some sign' (CPP: 15 3). At this point Cameron is still not aware of what is 

about to take place and as the monk extinguishes the taper and the ceremony 

commences he observes the woman who stands quite still: 

she yielded to an impulse of her lips, permitted them the shadow of a 
smile., But for this slip she looked the thing of death they reckoned to 
have made of her - detached herself with an inspired touch, from all the 
living actors in the solemn farce, from all apparent apprehension of the 
scene. I, too, was quite incredibly outside it all (CPP: 154). 

Cameron now seems to relate closely to the woman - 'Possibly I had caught 

the trick of her quiescence, acquiescence, and I went no further than she went; 
I waited - waited with her, as it were, to see it through' (CPP: 154) - and he is 

irritated when he is reminded of the presence of King and Ella - '[h]e brought 

me back to Ella's presence, to the consciousness that this, so far as the 

spectators were concerned was not a woman's comedy' (CPP: 154). Advising 

silence he returns his attention to the ritual where the monks are 'clumsily 

transforming the white figure' robing her in a habit and a 'long white-hooded 

cloak' and veil. The ceremony then continues lasting up to two hours, until a 

young monk leans down and removes a section of the stone floor of the 

chancel revealing a deep cavity. Although Cameron is not expecting this turn 

of e vents he accepts it and is simply intrigued by the woman's 'dispassionate' 

surrender to events: 

I felt the force of her intense vitality, the tension of its absolute 
impression. The life of those enclosing presences seemed to have 
passed into her presence, to be concentrated there. For in my view it 
was these men who held her in death's grip who didn't live, and she 
alone who was absorbently alive (CPP: 155). 

Standing as she does surrounded by darkness, the 'setting tent to her the aspect 

of an unsubstantial, almost supernatural figure, suddenly arrested in its passage 

through the dark' (CPP: 156). Here, in a retrospective moment, Cameron 

argues that her stillness dissuades him from taking any action to save her: 
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She stood compliantly and absolutely still. If she had swayed, or given 
any hint of wavering, of an appeal to God or man, I must have answered 
it magnetically. It was she who had the key to what I might have done 
but didn't do. Make what you will of it - we were inexplicably en 
rapport (CPP: 156). 

Yet he also recognises the effect the spectacle is producing on him: 

They managed the illusion for themselves and me magnificently. She 
had come to be a thing of spirit only, not in any sort of clay. She was 
already in the world of shades; some power as sovereign and 
determinate as Death itself had lodged her there, past rescue or the 
profanation of recall (CPP: 156). 

When King takes out his revolver meaning to intervene, Cameron stops him 

reminding him of Ella's own safety: 'But it was not for her at all that I was 

consciously concerned. I was impelled to stand aside, to force him too to stand 

aside and see it through' (CPP: 156). The burial then follows appearing to 

Cameron 'as such things occur in dreams': 

At the last moment, with their hands upon her, standing for a 
second still erect, before she was committed to the darkness, she 
unclosed her eyes, sent one swift glance towards the light, a glance 
which caught it, flashed it back, recaptured it and kept it for the lighting 
of her tomb. And then her face was covered with her veil. 

The final act was the supreme illusion of the whole. I watched 
the lowering of the passive figure as if I had been witnessing the actual 
entombment of the dead (CPP: 156). 

The monks then complete their ceremony and retire once again leaving the 

chapel in darkness and silence - 'out of her deep I realized it dreamily, 

dreamily of course she would not call' (CPP: 157). At this point King's voice 

awakens him to the 'human and inhuman elements in the remarkable affair, 

which hitherto had missed my mind' (CPP: 15 7), and he sees the 'sheer, 

unpicturesque barbarity' of the incident. They search in the dark for the 

opening to the tomb but are unable to find it and, as daylight enters the chapel, 

they continue to make an effort to remove the stone but are unable to do so. 
King suggests that he hears a noise from beneath but Cameron disagrees 

believing it is 'too late... For everything it was too late' (CPP: 158). When the 
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sacristan enters through the cloister door early in the morning, they are able to 

depart unobserved and return to the inn from where they make a hasty 

departure for the nearest British Consul. The consul listens to their story ('[h]e 

added it - we saw him doing it - to his collection of strange tales' CPP: 15 8), 

but claims that there is 'absolutely nothing to be done' and advises their 

speedy departure from the country (with which they comply). 

The narrative ends with Cameron's rather trite summary of his and 

Ella's very different reaction to the event. While Ella 'would tell you that' she 

remains forever haunted by the events witnessed she resents Cameron's 

reaction to them: 

She hasn't ever understood, or quite forgiven me my attitude of 
temporary detachment. She refuses to admit that, after all, what one is 
pleased to call reality is merely the intensity of one's own illusion. My 
illusion was intense. 

'Oh, for you, ' she says, and with a touch of bitterness, 'it was a 
spectacle. The woman didn't really count. ' 

For me it was a spectacle, but more than that: it was an 
acquiescence in a rather splendid crime. 

On looking back I see that, at the moment in my mind, the 
woman didn't really count. She saw herself she didn't. That's precisely 
what she made me see. 

What counted chiefly with her, I suspect, was something 
infinitely greater to her vision than the terror of men's dreams 
(CPP: 159). 

, 
In spite of Cameron's earlier 'rapport' with the dead woman he resorts to 

platitudes in order to justify the experience in retrospect and dismisses the 

dead woman as a speck of dust in the larger scheme of things: 

She lies, one must remember, in the very centre of the sanctuary 
- has a place uniquely sacred to her order, the traditions of her kind. It 
was this honour, satisfying as it did, some pride of spirit or of race, 
which bore her honourably through. 

... But for the speck of dust she knew herself to be, she was - 
oh horribly, I grant you! - yet not lightly, not dishonourably swept away 
(CPP: 159). 
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In the fi-aming narration and in providing the story with a male narrator 
Mew underlines how both the text and the woman are subject to masculine 

narrative control. In a sense, of course, 'the woman [doesn't] really count' 
because, like 'T'he Farmer's Bride' and 'Monsieur Qui Passe', this story 

reveals more to us about the male speaker than about its female subject. Mew 

is describing the experience of the woman in similar terms to the 

transformation of the woman in 'White World'. The 'straight, white road', 

which leads to this 'white night', the effect in the tomb where the darkness is 

'like the spirit of a shrouded form, gained force, intensity, from its material 
disguise' (CPP: 150), the white-clad figure of the woman, her veil reminiscent 

of a bridal-veil, her embracing of death, her inscrutability to the men, and her 

gaining of 'an unimpaired identity,... ffill possession of herself' (CPP: 153) all 

suggest that this transformation through death echoes that of 'White World' 

and an access to the feminine sublime. But Mew's text signals a strong 

warning about how this transformation may be misrepresented whether under 

the physical control of the monks or the textual control of the male witness and 

narrator. 
That 'the woman didn't count' works on many levels, for Cameron the 

woman seems at first not to count for the monks (who barely acknowledge her 

presence, CPP: 152), or for the ceremony. Later Ella accuses him by saying 
'Oh! for you... [t]he woman didn't really count', Cameron readily agrees with 

this in spite of the fact that during the ceremony he is enthralled by her 

presence and her 'striking beauty' (CPP: 152), his claims that they are 'en 

rapport' (CPP: 15 6) and that had she signalled he 'must have answered it 

magnetically' (CPP: 156). It is not surprising that in retrospect he denies this 

enthralment in a worldly way; like the narrator in 'Monsieur Qui Passe' he is 

unwilling to admit the effect the woman has produced on him even though he 

feels compelled to retell the story. But he also realises the effect the event has 

on him as a 'spectacle'. He admires the monks' stage-management of the' 

affair: 'they managed the illusion for themselves and me magnificently. She 

had come to be a thing of spirit only, not in any sort of clay' (CPP: 15 6), and 

the woman's own part in the drama: '[s]he had, one understood, her part to 

play; she wasn't for the moment, quite prepared; she played it later with superb 
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effect' (CPP: 15 8). Later he seems quite pleased with himself that he is able to 

view the event with detachment, to appreciate its aesthetic quality, to justify 

his hypnotic inaction by the trite declaration of his 'acquiescence in a rather 

splendid crime' (CPP: 159). One feels that he perhaps even congratulates 
himself over his honesty about his feelings regarding the incident, compared to 

his sister's continuing horror. 

It is significant that though we get King's horrified response to the 
incident, his urge to intervene, his drive to attempt to rescue her afterwards, we 

never get Ella's experience or impression of the ceremony as it takes place. As 

the only other woman present Ella remains silent (and is silenced by her 

brother) (CPP: 154) during the burial and we are told that she collapses once it 

is over (CPP: 15 7). He is even irritated when her remembers her presence, 

rather ironically claiming 'this, so far as the spectators were concerned, was 

not a woman's comedy'. Ella does not belong there in this specifically male 

spectacle (except perhaps rather ominously as a victim). Ella's accusation of 
her brother, 'Oh! for you... [t]he woman didn't really count', suggests that for 

her she did count but we are never told what her feelings actually are. We only 

get her reaction through Cameron's narrative: 'Ella would tell you that the 

horror of those hours hasn't ever really ceased to haunt her, that it visits her in 

dreams and poisons sleep'(my italics) (CPP: 159). This is perhaps another 

example of the failure of the relationship between women; not only can Ella 

not intervene in the woman's death, she is not allowed to tell her (the 

woman's) story or her own impression of it. It is typical of Mew's textual 

critique of male authority that in a story written by a woman about the live 

burial of a woman, witnessed by yet another woman, a man exerts narrative 

control while the women remain in the margins. 
That we perceive the story through Cameron's narrative while we are 

able to see the gaps and prejudices in his narration, without the mediation of 
the authorial voice, suggests that Mew is reluctant to present an easy solution 

to the problem of female empowerment and male representation. But the 

woman in the story does exert a strange influence over it. As Catherine 
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Maxwell has suggested in her study of Browning's 'My Last Duchess'" far 

from being effaced the woman portrayed has a strong fascination for the 

reader/observer and exerts her power over both the displayer and the audience. 

The 'shadow of a smile' that the woman 'pennit[s]' (CPP: 154) herself remains 

outside the control of the monks who control her fate, and beyond the 

understanding of Cameron who presents it. It is not accounted for in either the 

context of the ritual or of the story and remains in a way beyond the authority 

of the text. When Cameron states that 'she wasn't in the hands of men', this 

suggests that she was not in the hands of humans but rather 'a system... a rule' 

(CPP: 153), but also that she is beyond the control of men. In spite of 

Cameron's rather romanticised representation of her at this point, this assertion 

is important for the woman does in a way escape both patriarchal authority and 

masculine representation. Cameron notes that 'the light had... given back to 

her an unimpaired identity' and that she is 'at last in full possession of herself' 

yet he does not dwell on this point or attempt to explain either her composure 

or her compliance. For him it is the 'spectacle', 'the intensity of one's illusion' 

that matters, which is why he feels compelled 'to stand aside and see it 

through' (CPP: 156). 

The woman's burial has a much deeper significance than the artistry of 

the spectacle and the politics of representation. To be buried alive means to be 

forever in the process of dying. When the woman enters the tomb she is in a 

sense 'for ever dying and forever dead'. It is impossible to tell whether she is 

alive or dead without opening the sealed chamber. Cameron's insistence that 

she 'was already in the world of shades... past rescue or the profanation of 

recall' (CPP: 156) is valid since the woman's burial is a continuation of death. 

Even as the two men try to rescue her later they cannot agree whether they 

have heard her make a noise because they cannot agree on whether or not she 
is dead. The woman has in effect been 'ghosted' as is suggested by the fact that 

her memory 'hasn't ever altogether ceased to haunt' Ella. She creeps back into 

consciousness 'visits her in dreams and poisons sleep' and memory as 
Cameron is compelled to repeat the story apologising that 'it doesn't 

'0 Catherine Maxwell, 'Not the Whole Picture: Browning's Unconquerable Shade', Word 
andImage, 8: 4 (Oct-Dec 1992), 322-332. 
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reproduce', but is a ghostly copy of 'the original' (CPP: 146). As in 'White 

World' this death too is a moment of suspension. In both these stories we are 

not invited to cross the threshold because the women, if they do reach the 

condition of female empowerment and the feminine sublime, must do so 

outside the context of the story and the text. Cameron's masculinist and 

unreliable narrative authority is a warning about what happens when the 

moment of female transmutation and female access to the sublime is left 'in 

the hands of men'. For the men this female burial is an aesthetic or a religious 

experience or even one of 'sheer, unpicturesque barbarity', but in each case 

'the woman didn't really count'. Mew's story remains balanced between'this 

figure of a woman who 'didn't really count' but who is also 'not in the hands 

of men', between life and death in live burial, and between male artistic 

representation and female resistance. 

The 'shadow of a smile' which defeats the male spectator is another 
important aspect of Mew's writing. The smile which echoes 'the last flicker of 

a long-lit smile' (CPP: 2 8 1) of the dying woman in 'Vv%ite World', is a 

particularly feminine gesture which signals the woman's death but also both 

conceals and reveals the secret of her ephemeral power. That the smile is often 

a shadow or a flicker suggests its elusive and ghostly quality. It suggests that 

there is a vision beyond that which the text can contain while also concealing 

the source of that visionary power. 

The smile: the key to the feminine sublime 

This aspect of the sublime is taken further in Mew's short story 'The 

Smile', a fairy-tale dealing with the relationship between women and the 

enigmatic quality of feminine power. The story tells of an old woman who 

once lived at the top of a tower on the summit at the centre of a wood. 
Strangers avoided the place and the strange tower 'its summit farther from 

earth than sky' which sometimes seemed to disappear or appeared to be 'a 

trick of cloud and sky' (CPP: 195). It was told that many men had been blinded 

or fallen to their deaths 'into the deep and secret places of the wood': 
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Above, the strange old woman wove strange spells round men, wooing 
them to seek her, singing - ere they climbed madly upward -a magical 
song. She held gifts in her hands, and her white hair hung grandly round 
her unseen face. 

It was said she wiped the eyes and feet of weary climbers with 
those soft tresses, before she parted them to shed her smile. 

There were legends told in the country of her beautiful Face. None had 
seen it for her white locks lay across it (CPP: 195). 

Only those able to climb the summit to victory are allowed to see her face. The 

'wild and wonderful strains' she sent through the darkness seduce those who 

are able to hear it and men leave their wives, friends children and lovers to 

climb the summit in spite of warnings: 'What', said they, 'if her brow be as 

white as the mountain-tops, it is as cold as snow! '(CPP: 196). No one who ever 

set out on the journey ever returned and many were defeated by the last part of 

the journey though some made it to the top 'with tom and bleeding limbs': 

The old woman stooped to tend them, flinging aside her misty veil of 
hair. 

She bent towards them and her Smile shone out. It may have 
crept on, as the dawn steals across the shrouded sky, or perhaps it 
flashed like some great beacon into their tired and dimmed eyes, and 
the splendid light fell full upon them, as they, transfigured with 
reflected glory, met her face to face. 

This grand gaze claimed the victors. They pressed up. Those 
who reached the summit might ask of her what they would... Above 
her head she threw marvellous gifts in circles, likejuggler's balls. 
Below, poor climbers longed for them, but desire was dead and yet 
undying, in those who met the Smile (CPP: 19 6). 

Far from the tower, in a small cottage, now abandoned, a young woman 
lives with her baby 'and ugly child, naughty, and perpetually hungry, and red 
in the face' (CPP: 197). The child's screaming rings out across the countryside 

as its mother carried it to the wood beneath the tower where she likes to sit. 
She too had considered climbing to the summit, 'but women with babies 

cannot always do what they would' (CPP: 197). Even though it was said that 

only those who had reached the last part of the journey could see the face, the 
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baby looks up and saw it; '[flor those who once see that vision, there is no 

other' (CPP: 197). 

The old woman, for a brief moment had grown weary of watching the 
way-worn travellers up the steep and she glanced down and saw at the 
bottom the red and puckered baby face. It cannot be told why she was 
seized with sudden love for it. It happened so (CPP: 197). 

The old woman sends her strange songs to the sleeping baby who does not 
listen. So the woman decides that if the child can see her face then when she 

grows older she more than all the other climbers will be driven by the desire to 

reach the woman at the summit. In order 'to win the child, [she] thrust her 

white locks aside', and as the child grows she remains fascinated by the face, 

('seeking its Vision, day by day... her gaze chained upward' (CPP: 198). As the 

ugly child grows into a 'comely damsel' she continues to hear the music from 

the tower but she remains lazy and though she remains enthralled by the face 

she makes no attempt to climb to the summit. She finds a sweetheart but he is 

unsettled by her fascination with the tower and forbids her to go there and so 

their courtship ends. Years pass and, though the old woman continues to love 

the girl, she despairs as to whether she will ever attempt the climb. But the 

young woman so mesmerised by the face fails to realise that she has not yet 

seen the smile for it is only invoked and seen by the victors. At last the old 

woman 'despairing, in a moment of great sadness... turned her face away and 

the maiden found herself bereft' (CPP: 198). Thus deprived of her vision the 

young woman once again resumes her relationship with her old love but 'the 

unappeasable hunger grew' (CPP: 198). Finally one evening she invites him to 

spend the night and once they part in the morning 'with a liberated cry, she set 

of leaping and shouting towards the Tower' (CPP: 199). Though early on the 

path is easy and filled with flora and fauna, it gets progressively difficult and 

the woman has to undertake tasks for which her indolent life has ill-prepared 

her. Nevertheless 'blood-stained and broken' (CPP: 200) she reaches the peak 

of the summit: 
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Safe through the battlements, she tasted victory. But the beautiful face 
missed her triumph. The old woman stood, her grand white locks 
wound around her, looking another way (CPP: 200). 

The young woman then collapses 'lifeless with a desolate cry' (CPP: 200) and 

the old woman hearing this turns to her and tries to revive calling to her 'in 

tones unknown to earthly music' (CPP: 200) which can be heard all over the 

land: 

The old woman stooped, pushed back her shadowing hair. The 
maid's stark eyes met hers. In that encounter, the Smile broke, and 
wavered. Then the ageless light went out. 

Travellers tell of the great loneliness that wraps that land; how 
far it lies; and speak mysteriously of the spell it casts over the dwellers 
there as of some tempestuous calm. Some have seen the tower, and a 
strange white figure at the summit, clothed in tossed hair. It stands, they 
say, forever speechless, desolate, striving to waken a burden in its arms 
(CPP: 200). 

This strange story which shifts oddly between the past and the present 

tense contains some of the more powerful symbols of Mew's iconography of 

the feminine sublime. The love between the two women, the transcendent 

power of the white female figure, the healing power of her 'misty veil of hair' 

(CPP: 196) which conceals her face, and the 'Smile' which can only be seen by 

those who reach the summit and is in effect their prize for doing so, are all 

integral elements in Mew's depiction of female agency. The old woman in this 

story represents (in her whiteness) the feminine sublime which men try to 

penetrate in their search for secret of the 'Smile' (CPP: 196). She is depicted as 

old because the condition of feminine sublimity is not to be confused with that 

of earthly beauty, but is both 'ageless' (CPP: 200) and ancient. Although the 

path is difficult and many men fail, falling into 'the deep and secret places of 

the wood' (CPP: 195), the myth of the mysterious feminine, the woman does 

tend to them with the healing power of 'those soft tresses'. Nor is the fate of 

those who attempt the journey such a terrible one for '[t]he dead who found 

rest in the wood's green embrace did not ask a kinder bed' (CPP: 195). 
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The 'Smile' itself is the prize of those who reach the summit rather 

than the 'distant treasures' (CPP: 197) or the 'marvellous gifts' which attract 

the climbers because 'desire was dead and yet undying, in those who met the 

smile' (CPP: 196). The 'Smile' is both the object and the end of desire, which 

constantly (it is suggested) fulfils and renews itself. This state of affairs 

continue timelessly until the 'stupid and tiresome' (CPP: 197) baby is 

mysteriously able to see the old woman's face, and the old woman just as 
inexplicably 'seized with sudden love for it' (CPP: 197). And yet for years the 

young woman does not attempt the climb because she does not realise that 

without the 'Smile', the face is simply beautiful rather than powerful. I think 

this represents a split in the masculine and feminine perceptions of the female 

face in which the face is attributed beauty and the force of attraction 
(according to the male gaze) but is afforded power and sublimity if one can 

unlock the secret of the 'Smile'. This certainly reflects Cameron's view of the 

woman in'A White Night' in which he is mesmerised by the woman's 

4 striking beauty' but remains unaffected by her 'unimpaired identity' 

(CPP: 15 3). When the old woman finally turns her face away in despair, the 

young woman, deprived of her gaze, attempts the climb to the summit but only 

after she has spent the night with her male lover. This loss of virginity suggests 
both that the woman only feels free to approach the Tower once she has come 
into her own sexuality, that the achievement of the summit is beyond the 

corrupting influence of men and that the condition of fallenness or active 

sexuality does not impede the feminine in achieving the sublime. As I have 

suggested in chapter two, Mew uses the condition of fallenness and the issue 

of female sexuality in the construction of female identity and subjectivity. In 

'White World' the woman says 'I am not to meet eternity unowned' (CPP: 270) 

suggesting that the consummation of her sexuality is almost necessary for entry 
into the feminine sublime. I do not think that either way Mew wishes to make 

sexual consummation a precondition for the sublime but in her work she seems 

to imply that feminine sexuality is a help rather than a hindrance in achieving 

transcendence. It certainly serves to distinguish feminine transcendence from 

any association with the paradise of the Christian Faith. 51 

51 This point is also illustrated in Mew's poem 'Madeleine in Church' discussed in previous 
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Yet the relationship here is of course doomed to failure. This is a 

warning that the female sublime is threatened (not simply by sexuality which 

Mew also aligns with spirituality) but by earthly desire. The young woman 

suffers from a kind of bodily abjection in order to reach the summit and 

sublimity - she is 'spent and scarred', 'blood-stained and broken' (CPP: 200). 

But as she collapses in death she fails to see the woman's smile which is the 

key to her entry into transcendence. The old woman is unable to smile at her 

because of her earthly sorrow at the girl's imminent death and in this moment 

the 'Smile [is] broke[nl' and the woman left with her mortal sorrow loses her 

'ageless light'(CPP: 200). It is important to note that in this story the young 

woman, though she dies, is not ghosted, nor does she reappear in ethereal 
form; she is simply 'a burden [in the] arms' of 'the strange white figure at the 

summit, clothed in tossed hair' (CPP: 200). The old woman thus does not lose 

her transcendental nature, but, in losing her ability to 'Smile', she is now 

unable to offer it as a gift to those who wish to seek entry to the feminine 

sublime, and thus she and the young woman remain deadlocked on either side 

of threshold between the dead and the eternal. 

Though this story does follow the usual pattem of the missed 

opportunity and unattainable love, I think its deeper message has more to do 

with the fact that female identity cannot be constructed solely through 

relationships even if they are between women. The condition of the feminine 

sublime lies outside frame of the male gaze and beyond masculine poetics and 

discourse, but it also lies outside the reach of women who either conform to 

the laws of patriarchy or break them at their own risk. Mew's construction of 

the feminine sublime is empowering and exciting for women's writing, but it 

is nevertheless bleak. Mew's work always seems to suggest that the 

possibilities of feminine self-realisation lie beyond text and discourse and even 
beyond the corporeality of the female body but she gives us a powerful 

symbolism with which to trace its shadowy power. 

chapters in the lines 'I, too, would ask him to remember me/ If there were any Paradise 
beyond this earth that I could see'(CPP: 25). 
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Cross-gendering: male subjectivity and the feminine sublime 

For both H. D. and Mew, the dramatic monologue allows them to don a 

male mask enabling them to articulate homoerotic desire, while the doubleness 

of identity enables them to adopt a position of female subjectivity disfiguring 

the relationship between the male/lover/poet and female/beloved/text in 

traditional poetic discourse. Mew's use of the dramatic monologue differs 

from H. D. 's since, in her use of Hellenic myth, the latter is able to cast the boy 

androgyne as the object of same-sex desire, (as in her depiction of Apollo's 

love for the boy Hyacinth in the poetic monologue 'Hyacinth'). Mew however 

uses her cross-gendered verse to remain concealed behind a male persona who 

bespeaks his desire for a female beloved. Consequently the homoeroticism 

and poetic subjectivity of Mew's poetry relies more heavily upon both the 

Victorian Hellenists' code for homoeroticism - whiteness, white light, ice and 

snow, 'the star/frost/flower image cluster' 52 _ as well as the doubleness of the 

twin/sister, in a heavily encrypted declaration of lesbian desire. 

'The Fete' which appeared in the 1916 edition of The Farmer's Bride, 

is like the title poem, 'In Nunhead Cemetery' and 'Monsieur Qui Passe' one of 

Mew's cross-gendered dramatic monologues in which the male speaker tells of 

his encounter with a woman who remains beyond his understanding. As with 

these other poems this too tells us more about the male speaker while the 

woman remains a shadowy figure on the margins of the story. The speaker in 

this poem is a young man of seventeen who, lying in his bed in the dormitory 

at school, thinks of the passing of the seasons and remembers his experiences 

of the previous Spring and Summer. We realise by the end of the very first 

stanza that this young man is disturbed by his memories. As he listens to the 

footsteps of the 'pion [porter] prowl... down the dark corridor' we sense his 

entrapment within the school and within his youth and his loneliness in spite of 

the other boys: 

He would like to catch each dream that lies 
Hidden behind our sleepy eyes: 

Their dream? But mine - it is the moon and the wood that sees; 

52 Laity, H. D. and the Victorian Fin de Si&je, p. 5 7. 
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All my long life how I shall hate the trees. 
(CPP: 4) 

The boy then goes on to describe the characters and events of the small French 

town during the previous summer, the idleness of the season, the harmless 

flirtations with the 'demoiselles of the pensionnat' (CPPA), in a stanza which 

though it reflects the 'quaintness' of provincial French life, also reveals the 

young boy's sensitivity to the natural world (a sensitivity he shares with many 

of Mew's other speakers): '... the tiny things that crossed the square A tiny 
funeral, the flying shadow of a bird'. He also speaks of how: 

... The sunshine weaves 
A pattern on dull stones: the sunshine leaves 

The portraiture of dreams upon the eyes 
Before it dies; 

All Summer through 
The dust hung white upon the drowsy planes 
Till suddenly they woke with the Autumn rains. 

(CPPA) 

Although this verse speaks of the boy's sensitivity and the awakening feelings 

of a seventeen year old the following stanza reminds us of his adolescent fears: 

It is not only the little boys 
Who have hardly got away from toys, 

But I, who am seventeen next year, 
Some nights, in bed, have grown cold to hear 

That lonely passion of the rain 
Which makes you think of being dead, 
And of somewhere living to lay your head 

As if you were a child again, 
Crying for one thing, known and near 
Your empty heart, to still the hunger and the fear 

That pelts and beats with it against the pane. 
(CPP: 4) 

This stanza balances the young man's burgeoning sexuality - 'the lonely 

passion of the rain' and 'the hunger and the fear / that pelts and beats with it 

against the pane' with the need for matemal comfort and reassurance, but of 

course in Mew's poetics sexuality is strongly linked with the sensuality of the 

natural world and the extreme feelings this provokes. The rest of the stanza 

speaks also of the boy's happiness and amusement at his remembered 
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'Autumn dreads', the freedom of 'dark country roads' at dusk and his 

companionship with the wind which is also personified as a young boy 

(CPP: 5). 

In the following stanza Spring comes bringing the excitement of the 

fair, its animals, games and rides. He recalls his brief flirtation with the girl 

selling sweets whom he overtips but he is put off by her 'ghost of a face' 

(CPP: 5). By this time he dismisses the young ladies from the pensionnat, who 

are not permitted to join in the festivities as spoilt 'lap-dog[s]. ' The boys then 

enter the Circus tent where the smell of roses '[s]ent from the south' mingles 

with 'the fetid air' and they are entertained by the 'dancing bear' and the 

'white clown' until, upon the grim tolling of the bells from the church tower, 

'She rode in' (CPP: 6): 

She stood on a white horse - and suddenly you saw the bend 
Of a far-off road at dawn, with knights riding by, 

A field of spears - and then the gallant day 
Go out in storm, with ragged clouds low down, sullen and grey 

Against red heavens: wild and awful, such a sky 
As witnesses against you at the end 

Of a great battle; bugles blowing, blood and dust - 
The old Morte dArthur, fight you must -. 

It died in anger. But it was not death 
That had you by the throat, stopping your breath. 
She looked like Victory. She rode my way. 

(CPP: 6) 

The young man immediately romanticises the figure of this woman who 

captivates him; he is overcome by a kind of tumultuous passion, is prepared to 

fight and die for her and imagines acts of gallantry and the woman as a symbol 

of his Victory. But the following stanza is more enigmatic in its rendition of 

events. Although this is not one of Mew's best poems, I think it is a fairly 

complex one because the uncertainty between imagined and actual events is 

blurred and left purposely oblique: 

She laughed at the black clown and then she flew 
A bird above us, on the wing 

Of her white arms; and you saw through 
A rent in the old tent, a patch of sky 
With one din! star. She flew but not so high - 
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And then she did not fly; 
She stood in the bright moonlight at the door 
Of a strange room, she threw her slippers to the floor - 

Again, again 
You heard the patter of the rain 
The starving rain - it was this Thing, 

Summer was this, the gold mist in your eyes; - 
Oh God! it dies, 
But after death-, 

Tonight the splendour and the sting 
Blows back and catches at your breath, 

The smell of beasts, the smell of dust, the scent of all the roses in the world, 
the sea, the Spring, 

The beat of drums, the pad of hoofs, music, the dream, the dream, the En- 
chanted Thing! 

(CPP: 6) 

As the woman swings on the trapeze, the boy's imagination transforms her 

'white arms' to wings and owing to the tear in the tent roof he sees her flying 

against the night sky. But then the image suddenly changes and we are not sure 

whether it shifts once again in the boy's imagination or if it is an actual change 

of scene. The invitation of the woman standing 'in the bright moonlight at the 

door of a strange room' and casually throwing 'her slippers to the floor' is met 

by the boy's desire represented once again by 'the starving min'. His 

excitement at the thing however remains ambiguous; it can be read as the 

climax or orgasm, the discovery of his sexuality or as something more subtle 

and mysterious, a spiritual or mystic sign which he has been looking for and 

the woman has enabled him to discover. 

As the stanza continues the imagery of sexual consummation is 

heightened - the little 'death' of orgasm, the 'splendour and the sting' and the 

rising tide of earthy smells and sensual imagery climaxing in his exclamation 

of 'the dream, the dream, the En- / chanted thing'. Here meaning seems to flit 

between readings of the text as sexual awakening and spiritual vision and 
indeed as is appropriate in Mew's alignment and equation of the two, each 

seems to -function'as metaphor for the other. This tension between the sexual 

and the visionary is continued in the following stanza. The ambiguity of the 

'half-hidden, white unrest' again suggests both a phallic metaphor or a 

spiritual yearning but here the woman's 'slackened pace' also suggests a return 
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to the setting of the Circus tent, so that we once again begin to doubt whether 

the episode was actual or imagined. But the incident mentioned in the 

following stanza is even more problematic because we are never actually told 

what happens: 

In the Place d'Armes all afternoon 
The building birds had sung 'Soon, soon, ' 

The shuttered streets slept sound that night, 
It was full moon: 

The path into the wood was almost white, 
The trees were very still and seemed to stare: 

Not far before your soul the Dream flits on, 
But when you touch it, it is gone 

And quite alone your soul stands there. 
(CPP: 7) 

Apparently something takes place in the woods and though the town is silent - 
'The shuttered streets slept sound that night' - the trees are witness to it which 

explains his assertion in the first stanza '[a] 11 my long life how I shall hate the 

trees'(CPP: 4). The boy perceives the event as a betrayal of 'the Dream' but 

still this can be read as sexual betrayal, an ending of first love. His following 

remarks are ambiguous but the passion behind the words reveals more about 

his state of mind: 

Mother of Christ, no one has seen your eyes: how can men pray 
Even unto you? 

There were only wolves' eyes in the wood - 
My mother is a woman too: 

Nothing is true that is not good, 
With that quick smile of hers, I have heard her say, - 
I wish I had gone back home today; 

I should have watched the light that so gently dies 
From our high window, in the Paris skies, 

The long, straight chain 
Of lamps hung out along the Seine: 

I would have turned to her and let the rain 
Beat on her breast as it does against the pane; - 

Nothing will be the same again, - 
There is something strange in my little Mother's eyes, 
There is something new in the old heavenly air of Spring - 
The smell of beasts, the smell of dust - The Enchanted Thing! 

(CPP: 7) 
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This stanza invokes the figure of Mary comparing her to other women 

and to the boy's own mother. The boy now reverts to longing for the comfort 

of his mother's breast, the rain representing both his tears and his sexual 

desires. Even as he seeks maternal comfort he realises that '[n]othing will be 

the same again', his relationship with his mother - with all woman has 

changed, and the 'something new' in the air 'The Enchanted Thingl' remains 

to haunt it. But the sense of betrayal remains and pervades the poem even in its 

conclusion: 

All my life long I shall see moonlight on the fem 
And the black trunks of trees. Only the hair 

Of any woman can belong to God. 
The stalks are cruelly broken where we trod, 

There had been violets there, 
I shall not care 

As I used to do when I see the bracken bum. 
(CPP: 7) 

At different times I have read this poem as an ominous and veiled 
depiction of sexual violence, of spiritual awakening, of misplaced desire for 

the unknown, or simply of a young man's first encounter with love. But I think 

there is a further reading which explains both the ambiguity of the encounter 

and the I boy's final disillusionment with all women while he still remains 

enthralled by 'The Enchanted Thing! ' (CPP: 7). If we read this as a sensitive 

boy's insight into the feminine sublime as represented to him in the figure of 

the young woman then the poem begins to adhere to a kind of logic. Of course 

the boy only sees the sublime indistinctly as though out of the comer of his 

eye; the depiction of whiteness in the, poem is more oblique than in the prose, 

the 'white' dust on the plains in Summer (CPP: 4), the 'white clown' (CPP: 5) 

who precedes the entry of the woman, the 'white horse' (CPP: 6) she rides into 

the ring, her 'white arms' which are also her 'wings' (CPP: 6), the 'half-hidden 

white unrest' (CPP: 6) she provokes, the path in the wood which is 'almost 

white' (CPP: 7). The whiteness in this poem is not the shroud-like white of 
'VA-lite World' or the dazzling white of the woman's hair in 'The Smile', it is 

'the moon's white mat' (CPP: 3) which lights the dormitory floor and the white 

of the 'full moon' (CPP: 7), which illuminates the path into the wood. It is a 
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pale and shadowy whiteness as perceived by the boy, which he understands as 

'The Enchanted Thing! '. The woman as she stands in the doorway stands not 

only at the threshold of the boy's initiation into adulthood but also his entry 

into the secret of 'The Enchanted Thing! '. 

After the moonlit episode in the woods during which the boy is witness 

to or perpetrates some act which remains fixedly outside the context of the 

poem, his view of women is changed forever. The eyes of the Mother of Christ 

which he has never really seen, have been replaced by the eyes of wolves, 

untameable creatures outside the safe jurisdiction of men. He begins to see 

that, like Christ's mother, his mother is also a woman and her 'quick smile' is 

a sign that she too is aligned with the feminine forces of the wood. He realises 

that although he still seeks her comfort that '[t]here is something strange in my 

little Mother's eyes' and the transference of his sexual desires onto the figure 

of his mothýr associates her with the woman who inspired his passion. But 

even though he still dreams of 'The Enchanted Thing! ' his experience of the 

feminine sublime is not a happy one. The final stanza with its 'cruelly broken' 

stalks and violets which 'had been there' but are there no longer, suggests a 

secret violence. His assertion that '[o] nly the hair / Of any woman can belong 

to God' signals both a displacement of desire onto the hair which as we have 

seen in 'The Smile' can be the source of the woman's healing power and 

which (in the eyes of the speaker) is the only thing that can redeem her. The 

final line suggests a loss of innocence, not merely sexual, but in terms of the 

boy's sensitivity. His declaration 'I shall not care / As I used to do when I see 

the bracken bum' along with his hatred of the trees signals an end to his 

sympathetic nature (which enables him to see the shrouded power of women) 

and thus his real transition into a manhood which sees all women as secretive 

and problematic. 
The suggestion of maternal eroticism in this poem along with the tendency to 

see all women as the same (twins or sisters) has further significance in terms of 

femininity and the sublime in the early twentieth-century female poetics. The 

threatening figure of thefemmefatale or devouring mother is complicated by the 

same-sex aspect of the mother-daughter bond which is unavailable to the young boy 

in the poem. More than the figure of the boy androgyne which she replaced, the 
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femmefatale invokes a destabilising anxiety in H. D. 's poetry in relation to 

homoerotic desire and the maternal bond. H. D. 's later work 'suggest[s] an aspect of 
H. D. 's lesbian sexuality that leaped the comfortable bounds of the woman-identified 
"sister love" into less acceptable realms of lust, sexual wrath, competition, and sado- 

masochism. '53 But whiteness has fin-ther implications for the female-female 

relationship in early twentieth-century women's writing. As Eileen Gregory has 

pointed out in her essay 'Virginity and Erotic Liminality: H. D. 's Hippolytus 

Temporizes', 'love of the absent mother is inextricably associated with the white 
'erotic' body', 54 a whiteness which Laity argues, finds its source in Decadent 

Romanticism and its association of whiteness with forbidden desire. Also the 
intimacies of a lesbian relationship closely resemble the mother-daughter bond and 
therefore suggest the possibility of the loss or merging of identity. The psychic 

rupture of the mother-daughter bond is a violent one and in H. D. 's later poetry the 

femmefatale therefore manifests a devouring sexuality rather than the ephemeral 

reflection of the 'white sister'. 
The final section of the poem in which the boy transfers his desire for 

the woman onto his mother is an example of the maternal eroticism which 

appears only intermittently in Mew's work but which nevertheless has critical 

connotations. The invocation of the Mother of Christ at this point is 

reminiscent of 'Ne Me Tangito' discussed in chapter two, in which the figure 

of the fallen woman as Mary Magdalene is transformed into the figure of Mary 

with the thild Christ upon her breast. The sexual charge of the relationship 
between the speaking woman and Christ, whom she is addressing, is turned 

into the protective matemal affection of mother for her child and in this 

exchange the two women are doubled, and the Magdalene redeemed. This 

triangulation of the desire between woman, man and the mother reflects that of 

the final stanzas of 'The FEW, but maternal eroticism also appears in Mew's 

work in relationships between women. In 'Elinor' and 'White World' one 

sister is much older than the other and their relationships are more like the 

nurturing and overly-protective one of mother and daughter. In 'Elinor' the 

sixteen-year age difference between the two women and Elinor's distance 

33 Ibid, p. 132. 
54 Grcgory, 'Virginity and Erotic Liminality', 14 1. 
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suggests this as well as her comforting of Jean. After Jean's fright at the figure 

she sees in her father's study, she awakes 'upon my sister's bed, and felt her 

strong assuring hands on mine' (CPP: 283), and later after her second attack, 
'[w[hen I gained consciousness I was in my sister's arms -a light was burning 

in the room. At first she soothed me with silent close caresses, but when I 

tasted calm, she spoke. On earth, in heaven, even in hell, she said, there dwelt 

no thing to merit fear' (CPP: 283). In 'White World' the older sister upon 
looking into the face of the younger after the latter's transformation, sees her 

new-found power in terms of the child she has raised and seen changed and 

grown over the years: 

She saw this being whose first steps were measured from her arms, first 
slumbers taken on her breast - anew. Swiftly and magically she 
reviewed the subtle touches time had set upon those lineaments, 
figuring to herself succeeding imprints, cancelled or indelible as she 
had seen them vanish and appear; but never, in the face of child or 
maiden or in that later countenance of wan premonitory death had 
lurked the promise of this look (CPP: 272). 

The love between the old woman and the maiden in 'The Smile' also 
bears the sign of maternal eroticism, particularly in the failure of the 

relationship between the girl and her natural mother. The figure of the natural 
mother is problematic in Mew's work. The mother is either absent or remains 

unmentioned and, as in the stories, surrogate mothers appear who also adopt 
the role of twin/sister double and the related transference of maternal and 
lesbian desire. But again in Mew's work the maternal erotic bond fails to 

provide a nurturing relationship. In 'Elinor', 'White World' and 'The Smile' 

the women are lost to each other as doubles, as beloved and as (surrogate) 

mother. In 'The FEW and 'Ne Me Tangito' the more heterosexual nature of 
maternal eroticism provides a less violent form of oedipal rupture, yet the boy 
in 'The F8te' has begun to lose faith in all women in general including his 

mother, and Mary in 'Ne Me Tangito' is only able to make a claim for 

redemption when she changes from the persona of Magdalene into that of 
Madonna, from beloved to mother. The ambiguity of 'Ne Me Tangito' arises 
form the fact the focus constantly shifts between Magdalene and Madonna and 
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the poem make a claim for healing the cleft in the female identity between 

woman as virgin or whore. But the transformation into Madonna is a dream 

and the poem itself is a response to Christ's physical rejection of the 

Magdalene. As I have suggested in chapter two this poem is more involved 

with the reimagination of female identity rather than the power of maternal 

eroticism, in Mew's sustained depiction of the spiritual and sensual nature of 
the relationship between Magdalene and Christ, women and God. 

In 'The Fete' Mew uses the naivetd and misplaced desire of an 
adolescent boy to convey the sense of bafflement and loss, of viewing the 

feminine sublime from within a masculine perspective, pointing both to the 

limitations of masculine discourse but also the inherent loss of this limitation. 

Mew's use of cross-gendered verse as we have seen in chapters three ('The 

Farmer's Bride') and four ('Monsieur Qui Passe', 'In Nunhead Cemetery') is a 

way of depicting the position of the feminine on the margins of poetic 

discourse while highlighting the exclusionary practices of masculinist 

discourse itself. In 'On The Road To The Sea' a male speaker directly 

addresses his female beloved from whom he is about to be parted. Yet this 

poem does not work as successfully as Mew's other dramatic monologues 

because I believe there is a tension between the conditions of the poem - the 

heterosexual dynamic of the poem - and its content - the expression of 

unrequited love which seems to follow the contours of maternal eroticism, and 
lesbian desire as we find them expressed elsewhere in Mew: 

We passed each other, turned and stopped for half an hour, then went our way, 
I who make other women smile did not make you - 

But no man can move mountains in a day. 
So this hard thing is yet to do. 

(CPP: 29) 

The very first stanza outlines the gender roles of the poem; 'I who make other 

women smile' retains a certain ambiguity since the speaker could both be 

referring to 'other women' as a group distinct from his beloved or even mean 
'women other than myself. The very next line seems to dispel this ambiguity - 
'But no man can move mountains in a day' - affirming the speaker's 
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masculinity, yet the use of 'man' in this line could be generic. This ambiguity 

of gender roles results in the rest of the poem remaining rather abstract in its 

articulation of desire - less like a dramatic monologue and more a love-poem 

in which the beloved is the auditor. Yet the way in which the speaker presents 
his desire points to a vocabulary of lesbian eroticism rather than a heterosexual 

romance: 

But first I want your life: - before I die I want to see 
The world that lies beyond the strangeness of your eyes, 

I want what world there is behind your eyes, 
I want your life and you will not give it me. 

(CPP: 29) 

Although this may read like a rather aggressive young man demanding the 

woman's life in terms of her allegiance to him in love or in marriage, in view 

of the other texts analysed here it may also be a read as a voicing of same-sex 
desire. The speaker looking into the woman's eyes wants 'the world' behind 

the eyes in a mirroring of her soul and in exchange for his/her own life 

'[b]efore I die', s/he demands the life - 'I want your life' - of the beloved. Later 

in the poem the speaker says, 'But I want your life before mine bleeds away' 
(CPP: 30), and this sense of transfusion, of a life for a life suggests b, oth the 

doubling of lesbian eroticism as well as the abjection of the feminine sublime. 
As the speaker's own life bleeds away the only compensation for love is the 

world reflected behind the eyes of the (female) beloved in a vampiric exchange 

of blood for eternal life. 

The poem also incorporates elements of the maternal nurturing 

eroticism of the short stories into this strange declaration of love: 

Show me then, only your notched inches climbing up the garden wall, 
I like you best when you are small. 

The child in you: I like that best 
So small, so dark, so sweet; and were you also then too grave and wise ? 

Always I think. Then put your far off little hand in mine; - Oh! let it 
rest; 

I will not stare into the early world beyond the opening eyes, 
Or vex or scare what I love best. 

(CPP: 29-30) 
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Like the older sister in 'White World' reading the face of her young charge 
(CPP: 272), the speaker is now willing to exchange 'the early world beyond the 

opening eyes' for the life of the child grown into a woman marked by the 

'notched inches climbing up the garden wall'. And the invitation to hold hands 

and the promise 'I will not... vex or scare what I love best' reflects the 

nurturing maternal affection of 'Elinor'. But the speaker then nevertheless 
insists upon obtaining the beloved's life - or at least her smile: 

But I want your life before mine bleeds away - 
Here - not in heavenly hereafters - soon, - 
I want you smile this very afternoon, 

(The last of all my vices, pleasant people used to say, 
I wanted and I sometimes got - the Moon! ) 

(CPP: 30) 

The speaker is now prepared to settle for the smile as a promise or signal of the 
life to come. But in associating desire and its object with 'the Moon' the 

speaker is also invoking a metaphor of femininity - even feminine power - in 

what s/he desires from the beloved. Though the speaker realises that it is not 

s/he who will win the beloved's hand or affection, s/he makes one last attempt 
to win a sign from her: 

Peace! Would you not rather die 
Reeling, - with all the cannons at your ear? 

So, at least, would I, 
And I may not be here - To-night, to-morrow morning or next year. 
Still I will let you keep your life a little while, 

See dear? 
I have made you smile. 

(CPP: 30) 

If we read this poem in terms of the male speaker going to a war -the cannons 

at your ear', - and the possibility of no return, then it is easy to see his 

declaration of love as his bid for eternal life against the possibility of death, 

which only the woman with the 'world behind [her] eyes' and the secret key to 
it, the smile, can give him. Here too the woman is elusive, ethereal she is 

presented as a shadow - 'your length on sunny lawns' (CPP: 29), 'no shadow of 
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you on any bright road again' (CPP: 30) - but in smiling she becomes a real 

actor in the poem and saves the speaker from his/her fear of death. In a poem 
in which the speaker seeks requited love she responds however briefly and 

offers the healing smile of feminine power in lieu of the love and life which 

she cannot give. 
This poem works on two levels, it is the articulation of male desire and 

despair seeking redemption in the feminine (which is beyond its influence), but 

it is also an articulation of love in terms of lesbian and maternal desire. Thus it 

functions neither as a dramatic monologue nor a straightforward love-poem 

but bears the weight of the gender-politics and identities of cross-gendered 

verse in which both the power of the masculine and feminine voice exist in a 

tension with each other in a complex and sometimes oblique attempt to depict 

the sublime. 

The issue of the feminine sublime also appears in 'The Call' (CPP: 46- 

47) and 'Moorland Night' (CPP: 5 0-5 1). 'The Call' can be read as a verse 

version of 'White World' in which two characters who are used to sitting 
indoors by a warm fire are suddenly awakened by a strange spirit to the snow- 

clad world outside. 

To-night we heard a call, 
A rattle on the window-pane, 
A voice on the sharp air, 

And felt a breath stirring our hair, 
A flame within us: Something swift and tall 
Swept in and out and that was all. 

Was it a bright or a dark angel? Who can know? 
It left no mark upon the snow, 

But suddenly it snapped the chain 
Unbarred, flung wide the door 
Which will not shut again; 

And so we cannot sit here anymore. 
We must arise and go: 

The world is cold without 
And dark and hedged about 

With mystery and enmity and doubt, 
But we must go 

Though yet we do not know 
Who called, or what marks we shall leave upon the snow. 
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(CPP: 46-47) 

The distinction between inside and outside, the threshold of the open 

door and the window-pane, the uncertainty of the cold world outside and the 

unknown source of the call are elements echoed in 'White World'. But the 

ungendered speaker, the unexplained identities of 'we' and the open ending 

make this poem more abstract and perhaps more complex. As the speaker has 

no identity we can infer that both or either of the two designated as 'we' may 

be speaking at any time and it is this instability in the identity of the speaking 

subject that suggests that the speaker is feminine and doubled, a twin-ship of 

the feminine which we have seen fail time and again in Mew's prose writing. 

The transition from the comfortable domestic interior to the wild and cold 

darkness outside also implies the search for a feminine power beyond the 

known world into the unknown. This unknown is beyond the ending of the 

poem which is itself the threshold which the voices must move beyond to 

answer the call. But the nature of the call itself remains a mystery and it is this 

mystery (similar to that in 'White World') which is at the heart of the poem. 

That the spirit which enters leaves 'no mark upon the snow' is relevant 

because it leaves no trail to. follow, no imprint of its identity. The women 

following the call must find their own way and Mew seems to be suggesting 

that the wilderness of the feminine sublime is uncharted territory. The women 

too do not know 'what marks we shall leave upon the snow"Which implies 

both that the transition into the spiritual or ethereal is necessary in order to 

pursue the sublime, and that these travellers also leave no trace behind thern: 

nor do they have a means of returning - all those who enter the feminine 

sublime are, in one sense or another, lost. A mark upon the snow itself 

signifies the ghost of a presence, the imprint of the female body which is both 

there and not there; a woman who is beyond textuality but nevertheless leaves 

the sign of her absence inscribed upon it. By the end of the poem the two 

women have disappeared, been ghosted, attained the condition of the sublime, 

but the lone speaker of 'Moorland Night' is not afforded this escape. 
Spoken by yet another ungendered narrator, the poem follows the fate 

of this speaker who reaches the sublime only to surrender it. Even though the 
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poem is ungendered, I think that the speaker here may be read as male because 

the depiction of the feminine sublime in this poem is closer to that of 'The 

Fete' and 'On the Road to the Sea' in which the male speaker perceives the 

feminine only obliquely: 

My face is against the grass - the moorland grass is wet - 
My eyes are shut against the grass, against my lip there are the little 

blades, 
Over my head the curlews call, 

And now there is the night wind in my hair; 
My heart is against the grass and the sweet earth, - it has gone still, at last. 

It does not want to beat anymore, 
And why should it beat? 

This is the end of the J ourney; 
The Thing is found. 

(CPP: 50) 

Like the boy in 'The Fete', the speaker in this poem calls the sublime he 

experiences 'The Thing'. It seems a particularly masculine desire in certain 

poems to name the experience of transcendence. The woman in 'White 

World', the speakers in 'The Call', the woman in 'A White Night' never seek 

to define their experience but simply follow their instincts, whereas the boy in 

'The Fete', is mesmerised by 'The Enchanted Thing! ' (CPP: 7) and all the 

earthly sights and smells he associates with it, just as Cameron attempts to 

codify his experience as art, 'the spectacle' and 'tradition' (CPP: 159). The 

speaker in this poem also defines 'The Thing' and attempts to present it 

through the imagery Of the natural world, the blades of grass, 'the night wind' 

and 'the curlew's call'. While he realises that in obtaining the sublime life is 

both forfeited and irrelevant, he is happy to exchange his heartbeat for 'The 

Thing' at 'the end of the j ourney': 

This is the end of all the roads - 

The Thing is found and I am quiet with the earth. 
Perhaps the earth will hold it, or the wind, or that bird's cry, 
But it is not for long in any life I know. This cannot stay, 
Not now, not yet, not in a dying world, with me, for very long. 

I leave it here: 
And one day the wet grass may give it back - One day the quiet earth may give it back - 
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The calling birds may give it back as they go by - 
To someone walking on the moor who starves for love and will not know 

Who gave it to all these to give away; 
Or, if I come and ask for it again, 

Oh! then to me. 
(CPP: 50-5 1) 

'The Thing', however, remains elusive. He hopes 'the earth will hold it' and 

speculates whether something etherealcan be contained in space, given form 

in the earth or the wind or a bird. What is important however is that it cannot 

remain 'for long in any life I know', since a kind of death is the requirement 
for attainment of the sublime and it does not exist within the boundaries of 
life. The speaker thus must relinquish the 'Thing' and imagines leaving it on 

the moor with the earth, the wind and the curlews and he imagines that like a 

gift it may be transmitted to someone else 'walking on the moors who starves 
for love' or even kept for himself should he return for it. 

I think this marks a significant point in Mew's poetics - the reflection 

of the feminine sublime onto objects of the natural world, which can then be 

received by someone who feels desire is important. The vivid imagery of the 

natural world that haunts so many of Mew's characters (especially in the 

dramatic monologues) is associated with the feminine sublime glimpsed 
indistinctly through the features of the nature - the blades of grass, the curlew's 

cry. These characters such as the child in 'The Changeling', Madeleine, the 

woman in 'The Quiet House', the fallen woman in 'Monsieur Qui Passe' and 

even Ken are people who have a vivid perception of the natural world which 
haunts them and is irrevocably associated with unrequited desire: they 

(starve... for love'. This haunting and restlessness is explained by their vision 
in which they experience or perceive the transcendent sublime obliquely, like 

the boy in 'The Fete' and Cameron in 'A White Night', but are unable to make 

sense of it or to explain the intensity of their experience. It is a vision in which 

the 'joy and pain, like any mother and her unborn child were almost 

one'('Madeleine in Church', CPP: 24), and even violent, 'from head to feet, /I 

am burned and stabbed half through, / And the pain is deadly sweet' ('The 

Quiet House' CPP: 19); it is all-encompassing: 'Everything there is to hear / In 

the heart of hidden things', ('The Changeling', CPP: 14) and redeeming 'But 
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your eyes held it as I stood there by the door -/ One speaks to Christ - one tries 

to catch His garment's hem -/ One hardly says as much to Him - no more: / It 

was not you, it was your eyes -I spoke to them' ' ('Monsieur Qui Passe', 

CPP: 39). The fallen women in Mew's poetry and the women speakers of the 

dramatic monologues are often the ones who cannot reach the feminine 

sublime though they feel its presence. They articulate desire for it through the 
language of unrequited heterosexual or lesbian desire which is always doomed 

to failure because the object of their desire is not the beloved but desire for the 
feminine empowerment which, unrepresentable in itself, borrows the contours 

of romantic love. They attempt to reach the sublime through death by 

(r)eJecting blood, heart and skin - all the bodily signs of a corporeal femininity 

- in order to adopt the drained whiteness of the ghost, the ethereal 

representation of the feminine sublime, 'for ever dying and for ever dead' 

(CPP: 262). 

'extraordinary hair': H. D., Mew and the power of the sublime 

This representation of the feminine sublime, of female empowerment 

continues in a women's tradition in H. D. 's post-war poem Trilogy, especially 
in the final section 'The Flowering of the Rod'. As I suggested earlier in this 

chapter, the relationship between the fallen woman and the white figure of the 
feminine sublime is not a simple or straightforward one. In her bodily 

abjection and self-harming, the fallen woman in Mew's poetry is not simply 

attempting to remove the corrupt stain of sexuality in order to achieve a white 

purity which will enable her to achieve feminine sublimity and power. For 

Mew the feminine sublime is not equated with the Christian paradise. As 

Madeleine, the speaker of Mew's longest poem 'Madeleine in Church' realises 

when she kneels in church seeking some kind of redemption, no 'Paradise 

beyond this earth" (CPP: 23) can be reconciled with her vision of a spirituality 

which is inseparable from earthly sensuality: 

I think my body was my soul, 
And when we are made thus 

Who shall control 
Our hands, our eyes, the wandering passion of our feet, 
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(CPP: 24) 

This alignment of the spiritual with the sensual is reminiscent of D. G. 
55 Rossetti's poem 'The Blessed Damozel" in which the woman stands at 'the 

ramparts of God's house' in Heaven patiently waiting for her beloved to join 

her. But even in this celestial realm the women's physicality is apparent in 

'Her hair/... yellow ripe like corn', as is the human warmth of her sensuality: 
'her bosom must have made/ The bar she leaned on warm'. This sensuality 

reflects her own desire in waiting for her beloved. Her wish is not only for 

spiritual fulfilment but to ask Christ 'Only to live as once on earth/ With Love, 

- only to be) As then awhile, for ever now/ Together, I and he'. But it is made 

clear that the union of lovers -and of earth and paradise is doomed and the 
56 

woman's expectations are as unusual as 'her tears' shed in heaven. 

In Mew's poem, however, the joining of body and spirit, the physical 

and the spiritual, suggests the freedom (for women) that such a conjoining 

enables. For Mew, it is the fallen woman, the lesbian, the female subversive 

and the deviant who represent and hold the key to the feminine sublime. As 

Deborah Kelly Kloepfer and Cassandra Laity have both observed, in H. D. 's 

Trilogy the female muses 'are sexual dejects, 'whores' rather than 

'Madonnas". It is through 'desecrated rather than redeemed representations of 

women' that H. D. negotiates a language of lesbian and maternal eroticism. 
Laity goes ftirther to add that it is through the 'somatic overkill' of the 

decadentfemmefatale that H. D. 'force[s] the feminine into representation 9.57 1 

suggest that this representation of the feminine sublime through the abjection 

of the 'desecrated' body of thefemmefatale or fallen woman is a tradition of 

women's writing which can be traced from H. D. back to Mew in a literary 

culture which was attempting to heal the division in female identity between 

the physical reality and the myth, Madonna and whore, actuality and 

representation in a language of female healing and empowerment. In Mew and 
H. D. ' s poetry the woman is 'more viscerally alive with each Decadent 

narration of the female body'. I believe that this redemptive feminine abjection 

55 Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Selected Poems and Translations (Manchester: Carcanet, 199 1). 
"'Ibid., pp. 4347. 
57 Laity, H. D. and the Victorian Fin de Sikle, p. 174. 
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is represented in the work of both poets through the body of the fallen woman, 

but especially through her hair which is after all a type of bodily abjection, 

heavily associated with femininity, which (like the white body of the feminine 

sublime) is 'for ever dying and for ever dead; it is this aspect of 'Mary 

Magdalene's 'extraordinary' visionary hair', which I would like to discuss in 

relation to Mew's own work. 58 

H. D. 's use of the figure of thefemmefatale in her later work suggests her 

own reconciliation with her bisexual identity and her recovery (through therapy with 

Freud) of the mother-daughter bond as a primal paradigm for and symbol of lesbian 

desire. But the figure of thefemmefatale possesses its own representational power. 
H. D. 's reclaimed, dark Venuses, Mary Magdalene and Lilith, the women who people 

the wasteland of post-war Europe in Trilogy reclaim their representational and 

political power through the purged and shattered wastage of the female body which 

reflects the fragmented landscape of war-torn cities. The 'feminine superfluity' 

rejected by the male Modernists is the very source of H. Wsfemmefatales' 

prophetic and regenerative power. 
The figure of the Magdalene appears in a healing regenerative role in H. D. 's 

'The Flowering of the Rod' the last part of Trilogy, 59 the post-blitz poem in which 

the poet urges us to, 'leave the smouldering cities ... / and mount higher / to love - 

resurrection' (T: 1 14). In this poem about resurrection H. D. uses the figure of Mary 

Magdalene but recreates the myth of her conversion, weaving it into a female- 

centred creation myth, presented as an over-powering vision: 'for this reality/ is 

infectious - ecstasy' (T: 125). This ecstasy is similar to that felt by the woman in 

'White World' in her moment of transformation, suggesting that the woman's 

personal transcendence signals an all-encompassing resurrection which embraces the 

shattered post-war world. For H. D. this vision goes further and expresses a 

specifically fernale-centred regeneration of the fallen cities of the post-war Europe 

and re-invention of the Christian creation myth. The poet predicts that the 'great 

cities' will fall and as this is realised she suggests that the rebirth of civilisation will 

come from a more natural (feminised) source and not from aggression. 

5' Ibid., 
59 H. D., Trilogy (Man6hester: Carcanet, 1988). 
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H. D. 's rendering of Mary Magdalene as 'an unbalanced, neurotic woman9 
(T: 129), is a different twentieth-century, post-Freudian take on the figure but also 

corresponds to Mew's representation of her in 'Monsieur Qui Passe' and 
'Pecheresse' and the way the figure is perceived by men in twentieth-century poetry. 
In H. D. 's retelling of the story the emphasis shifts away from Mary's encounter with 
Christ and is focused on the moment when she seeks to buy the myrrh in the market- 

place from Kaspar, an Arab merchant. 
Kaspar is unable to distinguish whether the woman before him is an outcast 

or 'a lady' and the ambiguity of her behaviour baffles him. He is unable to rid 
himself of this woman as she deliberately ignores his second rebuff and shuts the 
door: 

there was hardly any light from the window 
but there seemed to be light somewhere, 

as of moon-light on a lost river 
or a sunken stream, seen in a dream 

by a parched, dying man, lost in the desert 
or a mirage... it was her hair. 

He who was unquestionably 
master of caravans, 

stooped to the floor; 
he handed her her scarf; 

itwas unseemly that a woman 
appear disordered, dishevelled; 

it was unseemly that a woman 
appear at all. 

(T: 136-137) 

During the split second in which Kaspar hands her back her scarf, he has a unique 

vision of such significance 'that in a second or a second and half a second) he saw 
fin-ther, saw deeper, apprehended more/ than anyone before or after him; ' (T: 165): 

but when he saw the light on her hair 
like moonlight on a lost river, 

Kaspar 
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remembered. 
(T: 148) 

Kaspar's vision is of such power and intensity that it overwhelms him: 

and what he saw made his heart so glad 
that it was as if he suffered, 

his heart laboured so 
with his ecstasy. 

(T: 150) 

This vision again is similar to that of Madeleine (the 'joy and pain, like any mother 

and her unborn child were almost one', 'Madeleine in Church', CPP: 24) and the 

woman in 'The Quiet House' ffrom head to feet, /I am burned and stabbed half 

through, / And the pain is deadly sweet', 'The Quiet House', CPP: 19). Kaspar 

achieves this whole vision of the sublime through the 'disordered, dishevelled' 

power of her hair; hair which reflects the shadowy whiteness of 'moonlight on a lost 

river': 

As he stooped for the scarf, he saw this, 
and as he straightened, in that half-second, 

he saw the fleck of light 
like a flaw in the third jewel 

to his right, in the second circlet, 
a grain, a flaw, or a speck of light, 

and in that point or shadow, 
was the whole secret of the mystery; 

literally, as his hand just did-not touch her hand, 
and as she drew the scarf toward her, 

the speck, fleck, grain or seed 
opened like a flower. 

(T: 152) 

The vision continues in the opening of the flower 'to infinity' and: 

he, in that half second, saw 
the whole scope and plan 
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of our and his civilisation on this, 
his and our earth, before Adam. 

(T: 154) 

And as the vision increases in range and scope: 

Paradise 
before Eve... 

(T: 155) 

Thus the fernale-centred version of creation which H. D. is writing reflects the 

feminine sublime which in Mew's dichotomy is beyond paradise itself, an earlier 

more primal force. Although Kaspar, through Mary's 'extraordinary' hair is able to 

receive this vision it is only momentary, for even in the middle of this revelatory 

dream Kaspar is bound by the masculine conventions which govern language and 

life. He begins to create an artificial, mental barrier between himself and the woman 

before him as well as the vision she projects. 

Mew and H. D. use the figure of Mary Magdalene because she is already 

outside the boundaries of social conventions and is an out-law in terms of the 

respectable relationships between men and women. But these two poets take this 

ftirther by giving her the power to redeem individuals who have lost their vision. 

When the woman in 'Monsieur Qui Passe', Mary in 'Madeleine in Church' and 

Mary Magdalene in 'The Flowering of the Rod' reach out to the men, they are 

offering them a chance of redemption, not in religious terms, but a vision into 'the 

hidden heart of things' (CPP: 14) The man in 'Monsieur Qui Passe' remains 
impressed by the woman's hair in spite of his dismissal of her - 'But she had hairl - 
blood dipped in gold' (CPP: 39), Madeleine associates her loss of faith and vision 

with her hair 'the scent of my own hair' (CPP: 24) and its fading 'God! If it were / 

Only the face, only the hair' (CPP: 25). The Farmer in 'The Fanner's Bride' loses his 

good-natured calm when he remembers his frightened bride's hair 'Ohl my God! 

The down, / The soft young down of her, the brown, / The brown of her - her eyes, 

her hair, her hairV (CPP: 2). The boy in 'The F6te', declares 'Only the hair / Of any 

woman can belong to God' (CPP: 7). Through this feminine imagery these speakers 

articulate not only their desire or depictions of earthly beauty, but the vision of 

transcendence that they perceive but cannot keep. Like Kaspar's vision of creation 
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through Mary's hair the vision is remembered but lost in the ultimate depiction of 

desire which can never now be fulfilled. 

In 'Madeleine in Church' Mary Magdalene's hair also serves to remind us 

that this aspect of feminine power is physical as well as transcendent: 

Surely You knew when she so touched You with her hair, 
Or by the wet cheek lying there, 

And while her perfume clung to You from head to feet all through the day 
That You can change the things for which we care, 
But even You, unless You kill us, not the way. 

(CPP: 27) 

Mary's drying of Christ's feet with her hair is perceived by Simon and Kaspar in 

H. D. 's poem as an unseemly act performed by a 'an unbalanced, neurotic woman' 

(T: 129): 

and then they all began talking about the poor; 
but Mary, seated on the floor, - 

like a child at a party, paid no attention; 
she was busy; she was deftly un-weaving 

the long, carefully-braided tresses 
of her extraordinary hair. 

(T: 14 1) 

Yet Mary approaches Christ because she too, through her visionary power of 'her 

extraordinary hair', has the power to save him. For Mew as for H. D., Mary 

Magdalene is the figure who ultimately is able to represent the feminine sublime and 
heal the breach between masculine representation and feminine transcendence 

precisely because she stands outside its margins. Augusta Webster's nineteenth- 

century attempt to allow the fallen woman a speaking voice, Charlotte Mew's later 

attempt to award her an autonomous sexuality and subjective identity is continued by 

H. D. She re-invents Mary Magdalene as the saviour of a civilisation and (for 

Kaspar) its female prophet. Mary invokes a vision so powerful that in it suffering 

and joy become one and inseparable, in a war-shattered society where religion has 

lost its spiritual significance and the power to redeem or comfort. For H. D. Mary is 
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not simply a Biblical character but also a feminist regenerative force, the spiritual 

source of which is a primal femininity rather than Christian tradition. 

Hair has a more macabre identity in Mew's poetics especially in 'The Forest 

Road' discussed in chapter four, where the speaking lover imagines the dead body of 

the beloved wracked by the stormy sea. In H. D. and Mew depiction of the female 

desire and homoerotic love is often referred to in terms of sado-masochism. The 

violence of the rupturing of the mother-daughter bond and the vampiric sexuality of 

thefemmefatale imply the element of sado-masochism in the dynamic of lesbian 

love. H. D. 's own fascination with literary sado-masochism arose from her readings 

of Swinburrie's poems 'Anactoria' and 'Dolores' and his posthumously published 

novel Lesbia Brandon (1952). For Swinbume, like Mew, sadomasochistic pleasures 

are associated with the sea. H. D. writes in her 'Notes on Pre-Raphaelites' (1947): 

'Buffeted by sea, swimming, bruises, struggle, salt-sting caused young S[winbume] 

sensuous pleasure. Cruelty and beauty in S[winbume] as in sea'. 60 This association 

of erotic pain with the sea is reflected in her own early cycle of poems Sea Garden 

and in Mew's 'The Forest Road' and (more subtly) in 'The Road to the Sea'. Sado- 

masochism was perhaps a suitable image and metaphor by which to represent H. D. 's 

bisexuality in view of the ambivalence she felt towards her real-life female lovers. 

For Mew however the threat of lesbian sexuality is not based upon the figure of the 

devouring female other or the fear of exposure. The violence of Mew's 

representations of lesbian desire is derived more from the fact that desire itself is 

treacherous and the violence is directed towards the'invisible ties that bind the lover 

to her beloved. 

The beloved's hair represents entanglement for the lover who longs to leave 

the beloved's 'famished lips [and] hungry arms' for the 'forest road, / the infinite 

road stretching away / World without end': 

See, dear, your hair - 
I must unloose this hair that sleeps and dreams 
about my face, and clings like the brown weed 
To drowned, delivered things, tossed by the tired sea 
Back to the beaches. Oh! your hair! If you had lain 
A long time dead on the rough, glistening ledge 
Of some black cliff forgotten by the tide, 

60 quoted in Laity; H. D. and the Victorian Fin de Sikle, pp. 13 7,165. 
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The raving winds would tear, the dripping brine would rust away 
Fold after fold of all the loveliness 
That wraps you round, and makes you, lying here, 
The passionate fragrance that the roses are. 
But death would spare the glory of your head 
In the long sweetness of the hair that does not die: 
The spray would leap to it in every storm, 
The scent of the unsilenced sea would linger on 
In these dark waves and round the silence that was you - 
Only the nesting gull would hear - but there would still be whispers in 

your hair; 
Keep them for me; keep them for me. 

(CPP: 21) 

In this poem hair serves multiple functions. As it literally entangles the speaker it 

also figuratively becomes her means of detaching herself from the beloved whom 

she is about to abandon. It also serves as a strange kind of female abjection, for as 

the lover imagines the sea tearing away at the beloved's decomposing body - 'The 

raving winds would tear, the dripping brine would rust away, / Fold after fold of all 

the loveliness' - the beloved's hair remains. Hair serves as a perfect metaphor for 

Mew's vision of the feminine sublime since it continues to grow after the body dies 

and does not itself easily decompose - 'for ever dying, for ever dead' - it is a form of 

female abject and excess, yet has a life of it own. The feminine sublime therefore 

adopts the liminal space of the hair - 'in the sweetness of the hair that does not die' - 

which is likened to the 'dark waves' of the sea and contains 'whispers' of life 

beyond death. 

The sadomasochistic association of this imagery serves to remind us that in 

Mew's poetics the fallen woman and the lesbian are associated in their sexual and 

social deviance; in their position on the margins of poetic discourse they point out its 

limits. The fallen woman and the lesbian are both appropriate symbols of the 

feminine sublime because they inhabit a place both within and beyond poetic 
discourse and resist masculinist discursive control. 

Death and the sublime 

As I have suggested, death is a part of the process of achieving the feminine 

sublime but obviously, as in 'The Smile' it is no guarantee of transformation or 
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empowerment. In a recent paper Denis Denisoff has suggested that what he calls 
Mew's 'graveyard poetry' is an attempt by the poet to transform the symbolism of 
the death into a social critique of individuals on the margins of society: 

In her poetry, Mew envisions the site of entombment as a dynamic 
space that contests society's extension of the living/dead segregation to 
other cultural forms of exclusion and discrimination. 61 

Placing Mew in the tradition of graveyard literature - Robert Blair, Thomas Parnell, 

Edward Young and finally Emily Br6nte - Denisoff states that Mew changes the 
'heteronormative, binary gender model' of the graveyard poetry of these earlier poets 
in order to challenge the exclusionary practices of society especially in relation to the 

agency of women. Although it is commendable that Denisoff recognises the 
importance of the liminal space of Mew's representation of death 'confined spaces, 

narrow doorways and beds', 62 he focuses on the social segregation of Mew's 

women, deviants and the insane, a division which dissolves in the moment of death 

'that blurs the dead with the living', 63 so that in Mew's poetry death itself becomes 

an expression of defiance against social injustice. His readings of the poems do not 

move beyond this transitory space to explore other aspects of Mew's poetry and 

question why death is such a potent and recurrent symbol in Mew's construction of 
femininity. 

Owing to Mew's suicide many critics and reviewers have focused on the 

theme of death in Mew's poetry as either a source for clues as to why she took her 

own life or a kind of poetic precognition; a literary rehearsal or foreshadowing of 
what was to come. Mew is not the first or last poet whose suicide dictates 

interpretation of her work and it seems that in the case of women poets this link is 

particularly strong. I suggest that far from being a precognition or will to suicide, or 
even a site for the subversion of the social order, death serves a more complex 
function in Mew's poetry. It is in fact linked to the creative power of the female 

imagination. It provides the woman poet with a new point of reference beyond the 
frame of poetic representation. Yet death is not used only to link women to their 

61 Dennis Denisoff, 'Grave Passions: Enclosure and Exposure in Charlotte Mew's 
Graveyard Poetry', Victorian Poetry 38: 1 (Spring 2000) 125-140. 62 

Ibid., 13 1. 
63jbid., 133. 
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transcendent power. In much of Mew's poetry the conditions of death are gender- 

neutral as is suggested by her group of poems which deals with the death of children. 
For Mew death represents both an access to the feminine sublime and a metaphor for 

the creative imagination. To illustrate this Point I shall discuss two of Mew's later 

poems which are concerned with death and burial: 

His dust looks up to the changing sky 
Through daisies' eyes; 
And when a swallow flies 
Only so high 
He hears her going by 

As daisies do. He does not die 
In this brown earth where he was glad enough to lie. 

But looking up from that other bed, 
'There is something more my own, ' he said, 
'Than hands or feet or this restless head 

That must be buried when I am dead. 
The Trumpet may wake every other sleeper. 

Do dreams lie deeper 
And what sunrise 

When these are shut shall open their little eyes? 
They are my children, they have very lovely faces - 

And how does one bury the breathless dreams? 
They are not of the earth and not of the sea, 

They have no friends here but the flakes of the falling snow; 
You and I will go down two paces - 
Where do they goT 

(CPP: 39-40) 

In 'Do Dreams Lie DeeperT (CPP: 3 9-4 0) the first stanza imagines the death 

of the subject of the poem, but the second stanza reverses the time-frame of the 

poem and in flashback remembers the words of the deceased upon the deathbed. 
This reversal, where the dead person is figuratively brought back to life - and speaks 
of death - is typical in Mew's poetry of her dislocation of time in order to question 
and destabilise the assumptions of the reader. But what it also does is imagine death 
from the point of view of the deceased. It is this imagining of death which is often 
the central aspect of Mew's poetry. In imagining death, the speaker and the poet 
effectively give us a privileged insight into life. A recurring theme in Mew's poetry 
is the perspective we receive of things beyond both life and death: 
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'There is something more my own, ' he said, 
'Than hands or feet or this restless head 

That must be buried when I am dead. 
(CPP: 39) 

The dreams the dying person speaks of are associated here with the daisies which 

grow out of his grave and serve as his eyes. In the second stanza the dream/daisies 

themselves have eyes: 

And what sunrise 
When these are shut shall open their little eyes? 

(CPP: 40) 

Like the daisies which sprout out of the corpse, dreams cannot be buried but 

continue to grow out of the speaker after he is dead. In fact the dreams (like the 

daisies) take on or possess a life of their own beyond the speaker, who has given 

them life, nourishes them, but is himself dead. Then, in this beautiful reversal, the 
dreams are likened not to anything 'of the earth' or 'of the sea', but to 'the flakes of 

the falling snow'; the daisies, these white flowers that reach out of the earth, are 

reflected both visually and metaphorically in the white snowflakes that fall from the 

sky. The final question, 'You and I will go down two paces -/ Where do they go? ', 

suggests that there are mysteries (like the daisies and the snowflakes and the dream 

of human consciousness) which, though they are created from life and must die, are 
in a way dissociated from the cycle of life and death itself, removed from the 

philosophical boundaries of the poem. The final line suggests a sense of escape into 

something beyond death. This idea is highlighted by Mew's reference to the bed - 
both the death bed and grave - and the leap from the grave in stanza one back to the 
bed in stanza two. The idea of 'the Trumpet ... wak[ing] every other sleeper' 

presents death as a kind of prolonged sleep, a reversible condition. The dreams we 
know will never be retrieved; we do not even know if they '[d]o... lie deeper'. 

The central point about the function of death in this poem however is 

broader. The daisies which have eyes and (in the first stanza) act as the eyes of the 
deceased, provide the speaker and the reader with a specialised gaze, a gaze from 
beyond the gave. These daisies are born out of his death, his body feeds them - and 
the articulation of the dreams is born out of the imagining of death in the- poem. 
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Death is the prerequisite for the representation of the dream just as physically it is 

the source of life for the daisies. 'They are my children' suggests that the speaker 

sees both the daisies and the dreams as his creation. And in this coded poem Mew 

seems to be telling us that death is the source of her creativity, the imagining of 
death is the pre-condition for the writing of the poem itself -just as it is the source of 

creativity of daisies and dreams within the poem. 
This notion of death as the source of creativity recurs throughout Mew's 

poetry with a variety of complex and shifting meanings. It is perhaps significant that 

in Mew's own philosophy in her writing, there is never any accepted notion of God 

or an absolute authority outside the self In her work, death is always a means to an 

end - escape, inspiration, even autonomy - but the end itself (like the dream) is 

always elusive, lying just beyond the privileged gaze, outside the boundary of the 

poem. In her poetry, therefore, death is never static but is itself a process of change 

and of growth. The deceased's awareness of 'the changing sky' and the enigmatic 
'He does not die' seem to lend weight to this idea: life goes on but Mew seems to be 

suggesting that death goes on too. 

In Mew's poetry, death also has an enabling relationship to life: 

Smile, Death, see I smile as I come to you 
Straight from the road and the moor that I leave behind, 
Nothing on earth to me was like this wind-blown space, 
Nothing was like the road, but at the end there was a vision or a face 

And the eyes were not always kind. 

Smile, Death as you fasten the blades to my feet for me, 
On, on let us skate past the sleeping willows dusted with snow; 
Fast, fast down the frozen stream, with the moor and the road and the vision behind, 

(Show me your face, why the eyes are kind! ) 
And we will not speak of life or believe in it or remember it as we go. 

(CPP: 49) 

In 'Smile, Death' the 'Smile' which, as we have seen, in Mew's poetry is the key to 

the sublime is linked to death which is often associated in Mew's work with the 
doorway that provides escape. Death is personified and the speaker imagines skating 
away with him along 'the frozen stream', suggesting change, but also movement and 
speed. In this poem, the speaker leaves behind 'the road and the moor' which 
everywhere in Mew's poetry is associated with idea of the dream. As the first stanza 
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of this poem suggests, this quest for the dream is never fulfilled. The dream is 

always elusive or corrupt; sometimes it is simply a case of mistaken identity: 

Nothing was like the road, but at the end there was a vision or a face 
And the eyes were not always kind. 

(CPP: 49) 

Death is different - it is not the dream itself, but it will serve just as well. 

What is significant in this poem is the final line which throws the rest into sharper 

focus - 'And we will not speak of life or believe in it or remember it as we go. ' I 

suggest that it is this engagement with death that enables the speaker to articulate the 

conditions of her life: the quest on 'the road' and 'the moor', the bitter 

disappointment of the unkind eyes. The final line when the speaker says 'we will not 

speak' is paradoxically the actual moment in which life is spoken of, believed in and 

remembered. Once again death or the imagining of it is the pre-condition for the 

articulation of the poem and for the reassertion of life. The second stanza seems to 

substantiate this in its excitement, speed and the promise of this new adventure. 

Death thus serves two functions. Firstly, it is the source of creativity - the reason for 

the articulation of the poem; an enabling force which throws life into stark (if not 

often positive) relief. But it is itself dynamic; a process of change and evolution 

which is as exciting as life itself. Of course for Mew the dream, or the feminine 

sublime lies outside the scope of life and death, but death allows us to imagine this 

Gwind-blown space', this dream which is beyond the human intellect and the 

restrictions of poetry, while it is essentially its subject matter. Death affirms life - it 

bestows upon it a significance which the speaker cannot find in life itself. 

Critics and scholars who focus on the tragic circumstances of Mew's own 
death are too often blinded to the use of death in her poems as a poetic tool. It 

provides a perspective outside life and the poem, which enables and articulates life 

and the poem itself. In such a sense death can be read as an escape, even an enabling 

female autonomy, but it is in Mew's poetry a device, a means of both establishing 

and dislocating the terms of poetic representation. Her sophisticated use of death in 

her poetry (and I have only had time to mention a few examples of this here) 

suggests a reinvented metaphor for escape, emancipation, for the female creative 
imagination and the feminine sublime. 
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In this chapter I have shown how the motifs of whiteness, doubleness 

and ghosting which recur in Mew's poetry account for her representation of 
female identity and lesbian desire as well as her conception of the feminine 

sublime. In depicting the feminine sublime on the borders of discourse, on the 

margins of the text, Mew is also drawing attention to the exclusionary 

practices of male discourse in which femininity and feminine transcendence 

are often crudely misrepresented. Mew uses the figure of the lesbian and the 
fallen woman in her depiction of the sublime and it is through her depiction of 
female bodily abjection and death that she represents the sublime. The liminal 

space of her poems and stories serve as a window into the white, cold anti- 

world of female empowerment and escape, and it is in the dead or dying body 

of the woman that the sublime is inscribed into poetic discourse. 

I have shown that Mew is not alone in her depiction of feminine power 

and emancipation, and that she is working as part of a tradition which begins 

with the male Decadent poets of the 1890s and continues in the work of H. D. 

Placing Mew within this literary context helps to suggest ways in which 
female traditions can be excavated from the literary past to give us a better 

understanding of women's literary inheritance and Mew's place within the 

literary culture. 
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Conclusion 

This thesis has shown why the poet Charlotte Mew has remained obscure 

within literary culture and been ignored by the literary tradition. I have suggested 

that it is important to study her work because of what it tells us about the flaws and 
blind-spots inherent in the critical culture in terms of gender and literary identity and 
because her work placed in its proper critical and cultural context helps to shed a 

new light on literary tradition especially in terms of the division between Victorian 

literature and Modernism from the 1890s to the 1920s the period during which Mew 

was known to have written most of her work. Mew's work is important not because 

Hardy and Woolf have said so, or because she was an interesting example, a case- 

study of the woman poet, or indeed because the inability to place her has made her a 

victim of the critical culture who deserves recompense and reinstatement. Mew's 

claim to a place in the critical culture can be based solely upon a study of her work 

and the fact that her poetry is situated in such a way as to make us rethink the 

categories of tradition, gender and identity in terms of late nineteenth and twentieth- 

century poetics. Mew's work is the linchpin, the missing link in the chain between 

Victorian and Modem poetics and in a still-emerging women's tradition that bridges 

the division between the two literary movements. 

Although critics have seen Mew as writing at the end of a dying women's 

tradition of Victorian poetry, I have argued that in her poetry 'Victorian' images and 

metaphors take on a new significance. Through the fig ure of the fallen woman, Mew 

challenges ideas of female subjectivity and feminine identity as it is imagined by 

male poetic discourse and inscribed onto the figure of the fallen woman who, in 

Victorian poetics, is one half of a paradigm upon which the difference of feminine 

identity is constructed. Through the fallen woman's rebellious sexuality and 

unrepentant voice, Mew carves for her an identity at the heart of which is the 'secret' 

of female consciousness hidden from the poetic discourse of men. 

Mew's work helps us reexamine the established (male-dominated) literary 

tradition and an emerging women's tradition, parallel to that of men. These interact 

and influence each other while the women's tradition maintains its own motifs and 

metaphors and pursues its own exploration of female subjectivity and identity. 

Mew's work provides us with new ways of looking at the work of women poets 
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writing at the end of the nineteenth-century. Her poetry does not merely bring up the 

end of an archaic tradition, but examines feminine identity at the turn of the century 
in a feminist cultural context. 

Mew's relevance to poetic tradition continues into the twentieth century in 

relation to the poetry of T. S. Eliot and H. D. I have studied Mew in the context of 
Modernism in terms of tradition and poetic impersonality. I propose that Mew's 

poetry provides an alternative gendered interpretation of impersonality. I have 

suggested that men and women poets have approached the concept of poetic 
impersonality very differently. Mew's use of poetic impersonality in her work 

reveals a constant sub-text, a secondary reading which alerts us to the potential 

shortcomings and dangers of this aspect of Modernism especially for women poets 

who in Victorian and Romantic poetics are particularly associated with the 

expression of heartfelt emotion. As Leighton has pointed out, this association is the 

woman poet's most 'disabling inheritance' and in many cases the Victorian woman 

poet is (aware of) 'writing against the heart', challenging the burden of emotion in 

poetry. At the beginning of the twentieth century Mew uses impersonality to explore 
female subjectivity, the unstable position of the female subject, so that for women 
impersonality is ultimately associated with desire, death and the poetry of evasion, 
integral to feminine identity and visibility in poetry. 

The use of sexual desire as a metaphor for the desire for death, which is itself 

desire both for self-annihilation and self-empowerment, is also manifest in the 

tradition I trace in Modernist women poets. Mew, like H. D. after her, uses the idea 

of whiteness, sistering and doubles, in combination with the secret at the heart of her 

writing (available in her poetry through the smile, the abjected matter of the 

woman's body - hair and blood - as well as death) to achieve transcendence and 

escape in her writing. This is accomplished in the form of the feminine sublime, a 

shadowy white figure on the margins of poetic discourse which points to the flaw in 

male rep resentation of the female subject. The feminine sublime represents a female 

subjective identity figured in terms of the abject achieved through the female 

protagonist's rupture from the text and disappearance from the story through her use 

of impersonality. Mew is aligned to the male-centred tradition of Modernism but the 

relation between her work and H. D. 's demonstrates that female Modernism has its 
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own neglected tradition which reaches from Post-Romanticism to Modernism and in 

which Mew is an integral link and an important poetic voice. 
The variety ofways I have used to study Mew's work suggests that there are 

other ways of exploring her work which can probably tell us more about critical 

culture and the vagaries of tradition. I hope this thesis will inspire and spark more 

studies of Mew's poetry and its contribution to critical culture. I have demonstrated 

how Mew's poetry relates to the idea of literary tradition in terms of gender and 
how women writers carve their own parallel and equally relevant tradition in their 

exploration of gender and ideas of female subjectivity and identity. Literary culture 
has ignored Mew's work to its own detriment. I believe that this study goes a long 

way to re-establish Mew as a serious poet and authoritative voice in the literary 

culture of the twenty-first century. 
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